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About this documentation

Whether you’re a complete beginner or already familiar with programs such as ARCON Visual Architecture,
this documentation has useful information describing in detail the many features and functions ARCON has.
So that you can easily identify program functions, menus etc, some screenshots have been included to
accompany text references to these. This is reference documentation so whether you decide to read from
start to finish before using the software or refer to this documentation as and when required, the choice is
yours. We always recommend that you familiarise yourself with the program functions first before diving
straight into a project. 
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Menu references:

Options – Program – Program options…  This is an example menu function which you will see all the time
throughout this documentation. This example means: Left-click with your mouse button on the Options
menu which will open a menu selection containing a Program entry. Click Program which will then open a
sub menu containing a Program options… entry.

The … that follows Program options… is an indication that this option will open a dialog box.

Please note that ARCON can work in both metric and imperial measurements, and for that reason some
screenshots in this documentation may display either. Most of our screenshots were produced using ARCON
on Windows XP. The screenshots in this documentation may differ from your own depending on the
Windows system and product version you are running. ARCON may also look different when running on
Windows Vista.

What is ARCON?

ARCON software lets you simultaneously plan and visualise your creative ideas in 3D. Unlike many
competitive CAD products, you do not need special CAD knowledge. Simply place your construction
elements, e.g. walls, doors, roof, stairs and windows, in the 2D project. With a single mouse click you’ll
instantly see these in a 3D environment. In this 3D environment you can also examine and control
illumination effects of objects.

Whether you’re an architect, interior designer or home improver, ARCON not only gives you high
performance planning and project software but also an effective instrument for presentations. Often,
substantial differences exist between a project plan and an artist’s 3D impression, however, ARCON’s
rendering and walkthrough in the building project will help you avoid errors arising from such mistakes.

Since ARCON has a graphical, user-friendly, and intuitive interface, you don’t need any real tuition. ARCON
is self-explanatory. For support you can read or consult this documentation for reference and ideas. With a
single mouse click, context-sensitive help appears immediately on-screen to guide you through the current
task. Project planning and construction will be easier, as results are quickly made evident.

In Construction mode you work with the building project. To assist your construction, you have a ruler,
guidelines and a grid. ARCON also supports HPGL/DXF/DWG. High performance functions let you quickly
place windows, stairs and doors, easily examined for suitability in the 3D preview window. The roof structure
also works with a 3D preview and supports major types of roofing. With a mouse click you can move into
Design mode, which shows you the building in a 3D photo-realistic view. In Design mode, you can plan the
interior arrangement and environment. In addition, ARCON includes a catalog of objects and textures. By
simply using drag and drop you can place wallpaper on walls and furniture objects into living spaces. By
placing lights you can include light and shadow in your plan. The integrated rendering module determines
photo-realistic representations of light, shadows, and reflections. Entering the time of day, time of year and
geographic location will also add the lighting effects of the sun and moon for any specific location at any time
of the year.

Now you are familiar with ARCON: Convert your creative ideas and enjoy the interaction of project planning
and construction, supported by a real-time visualisation of virtual architecture.

Online Help in ARCON

ARCON has detailed online help that can assist you whenever you are unsure about a certain function, icon
etc. You have several ways of accessing ARCON help:

First you can press the F1 function key. You can press F1 at any time; ARCON’s contents page will open,
from which you can select a topic of your choice. Pressing F1 has the same effect as selecting Contents
from the Help menu.

The second way to receive help is to select the menu option Index in the Help menu. Here you can enter a
keyword to search for the online help file will present a list of every occurrence of that word in the file. 
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The third way is to click the  icon. If you click this icon your mouse pointer changes to a mouse pointer
with an attached question mark. With this, click the place you would like to receive information. ARCON
jumps to the appropriate place in the help file and displays the information on screen. 

Finally, there is help as you move the mouse around the ARCON window. As you move the mouse over
icons, descriptions are displayed at the bottom of the window in the status bar. Also, if you hold the mouse
over an icon for a second, pop-up help text is displayed to help you identify the function of each icon. This
feature can be switched off from the Help menu. 

Online information

In the Help menu there are links to go online for the latest program updates, support and store.
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Quick Start
Before you begin

Operating multi-function icons

Selecting objects

Before you begin

Projects in ARCON have the file extension *.acp. 

To load a project, proceed as follows: 

Start ARCON

Click the Open project icon 

You should find that the project is already in Construction mode.

A dialog box will appear where you can select the appropriate project and click OK. 

Standard dialog box

The Load, Save, Print dialog boxes are Windows standard.

Selecting objects

Before you can make selections in Construction mode, you must click the Select element icon  at the top
of the vertical toolbar to the left of the display. When this icon is selected, you can then select elements in
your plan to delete them or change their properties, for example. Left-click the desired element to select it.
The selected element is marked red. If you click an area with multiple elements on top of one other, the
smallest element is selected first. If you click again, the next largest element will be selected, and so forth.
Selectable elements are walls, windows, doors, text, floors and ceilings, ceiling tiles, cutouts, stairs, and
roofs. For example, if you click in a room and a roof is situated above this room, the floor is selected first,
along with the room’s ceiling. If you click again, the roof will be selected.

Note: When you change from Design mode to Construction mode, the Select element icon   is
automatically selected. 

Operating multi-function icons

Many of the icons in ARCON consist of multi-function. These are the icons with small black triangles in the
lower right corner. Such icons can take different forms, with different functions; in order to change the icon
and function from the one currently displayed left-click the mouse on the icon and move the mouse pointer
away. The alternative functions are displayed. Next, position the mouse on the alternative icon you would like
to select and release the left mouse button.

Also note that the different variations will appear automatically (without clicking) if you move the mouse
pointer over the multi-function icon. 
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Basics
Overview

Display structure

Details of the toolbar

Construction and design mode

Working with floors

Special keys

Layout view

Positioning a project

Sound

Object preview window

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Diagrams in dialog boxes

Block editor

Overview

While using ARCON you will find many things in common with other Windows programs. Of course, the
individual program functions and details are different, being adapted to the special needs of design and
planning. If you have already worked with other Windows programs, you know the basic operation of the
Windows user interface. You know, for example, how to select a menu option from a menu, how to open and
minimise windows, and how to launch and exit a program. If these operations sound unfamiliar, or if you are
not comfortable with the Windows user interface, take a look at your Windows documentation.

Display structure

As with other Windows programs, ARCON consists of a menu bar at the top of the screen, as well as one or
two toolbars under the menu bar, and one or two at the left side of the display. The menu bar has three
different views (variations). The first is displayed when all projects are closed. It consists only of three menu
options: File, Macros and Options. The second view of the menu bar is displayed when you’re editing a
project in Construction mode.  This version of the menu bar lets you carry out adjustments, which are valid in
this mode. The third variation of the menu bar appears in Design mode.  Some sections of the menus are the
same in both Design and Construction mode, but other sections are different because the program adapts
according to the functions used singularly in one mode or another. 

Besides the menu bars are the toolbars. The toolbars are arranged sets of icons, which serve to access
program functions or change the view. In the horizontal toolbar that appears at the top, under the menu bar,
you’ll find icons, which are used throughout the whole project. The second horizontal toolbar, located directly
under the first, is available only in Design mode. Here you can make adjustments related to Design mode
functions, and changes to the view. 

Besides the horizontal toolbars, ARCON uses vertical toolbars, which are always arranged at the left-hand
side of the display. In Construction mode, these let you select different tools. In Design mode you can edit
your furnishings with these icons. Both the upper horizontal and the left vertical toolbars are always
displayed, in both Design and Construction mode. But the icons in them change depending on the mode.
The second horizontal bar appears, as already mentioned, only in Design mode. The icons in it serve to
make adjustments that apply to your work and current view. If you have several open views of your project,
any change of view applies only to the topmost window. The second vertical toolbar (how bar) appears only
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in Construction mode. Where the left-hand vertical bar lets you select what to input, the second bar lets you
decide how to input the desired component.

SEE ALSO:

Overview of construction mode

Overview of design mode

Details of the toolbar

The individual icons on the toolbars behave similarly to icons in Windows programs. By left-clicking them you
can activate or deactivate functions. You can also open dialog boxes for additional procedures with these
icons. Many Windows programs also behave like ARCON’s toolbar because you can access multiple
functions from a single icon. These multi-function icons can be identified with a small black triangle in the
lower right corner. To access these multi-function icons place the pointer over the icon and move it over the
alternative icon. Select it by left-clicking the mouse button. When you select a new function, that icon
appears in the toolbar. You can also open the multi-function icons by simply holding the mouse pointer over
that icon in the toolbar. As you move the mouse over the alternative icons with the mouse button held down,
descriptions for each icon are displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the display.

Besides using multi-function icons, you can right-click an icon to open a dialog box where you can make
adjustments.

If the resolution of your display is not high enough to display all icons in the toolbar, you can move the bar up
as follows: Position the mouse pointer over the toolbar, but not over an icon. The best place place is between
two icons spaced apart. The mouse pointer will change to a hand. Click and hold down the left mouse button
then move the mouse either left, right, up or down (depending on the bar position). The contents of the
toolbar will move accordingly. Note that this function is only available if some icons cannot be seen on
screen.

ARCON macros

ARCON can execute macros using ActiveX. Some of these macros are available from Eleco Software
Limited. They can also be created with the help of an additional module for an ARCON OS programming
environment. 

Macros, which result from an ARCON OS extension, can be called from within ARCON as a new menu or as
a new menu in an existing menu. Also there can be additional icons in the vertical or horizontal toolbars, or
additional register and fields within a dialog box. 

Please note that additional new menus are specifically identified. New menus are identified with a small icon
before the function text.

New toolbars are likewise characterised; they are simply added to the appropriate toolbar. A special icon
identifies additional tabs that appear in certain dialog boxes. 

Because of the complete integration of the ActiveX extensions into ARCON, they appear as if they were
always part of the basic ARCON program. You can use these new program functions without special or
previous knowledge.

Macro files must be located in the subfolder STANDARD\MACROS. They will be loaded into ARCON
together with the respective program icons, and added to the Macros menu. 

In the file MACROS.INI which must likewise be stored in the MACROS folder, you can specify individual
macros to be loaded. This way you can specify, for example, that a particular macro appears only in
Construction mode and not in Design mode. 

The Macros menu is available to you in the menu bar even if no project is loaded. But only macros that
function in this mode (with no project loaded) are available.
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Construction and Design mode

A principle concept of ARCON is operating in two different modes - Construction and Design mode. 

In Construction mode you enter all structural elements for your building. These include walls, windows,
doors, roofs, and chimneys. In Design mode you place your objects, such as furniture and accessories. You
can also change the appearance of your plan, for example, choosing a wall or floor finish.

In Construction mode you always operate in a 2D view. In Design mode you can use different views: 2D view
similar to that in Construction mode, Plan view (color) or Perspective view in which you can change the
viewpoint. 

Room Planning mode is a special mode within Construction mode. This mode is used to work with complete
rooms which can be positioned together to make complex outline plans.

Working with floors

In order to work easily with a number of floors, you can make additions and changes to any particular floor in
Construction mode. You can switch at any time between floors, but you can only view and edit one floor at a
time. In Design mode you can show all floors simultaneously, in order to get a complete view of a building or
you can limit the display to a single floor.

SEE ALSO:

Working with floors

Special keys

ARCON is almost completely controlled with the mouse. Exceptions include the input of values (numbers),
entries in dialog boxes and some special keyboard controls. In the appendix you will find a list of all defined
key assignments and their uses. The control key (Ctrl) in ARCON has a special use, as does the Shift key.
These two keys are used in ARCON to modify certain functions and behaviors. 

Control key (Ctrl)

The Control key (Ctrl) suppresses certain dialog boxes, which normally appear after clicking an icon in
ARCON. If you press the Ctrl key while clicking an icon, the dialog box that normally appears does not
appear. In such cases where dialog box do not appear, the settings, which you previously made, are used. If
you made no changes to the default settings, the default settings are used. In general, pressing the Ctrl key
while clicking an icon has the same effect as clicking the icon without pressing the Ctrl key, then closing the
dialog box with OK. 

Shift key

In contrast to the Ctrl key, the Shift key adds control to certain operations. Pressing the Shift key during
certain operations in Construction mode extends the function of the operation. The Shift key thus can help
you complete difficult constructional functions. Details on using the Shift key in such operations can be found
in the descriptions of the individual functions in Construction mode.

With the walkthrough function activated, using the Shift key with left mouse button down will accelerate the
walkthroughmovement. You can use this function to quickly move from one area of a project to another.

SEE ALSO:

Construction mode

Walking through projects
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Copy, cut and paste

You can use the standard Windows Copy, Cut and Paste short cut keys (Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X Ctrl+V). If you copy
an element (e.g. a window) into the clipboard, and then wish to insert it, selecting Ctrl+V will first give a
preview of the window. Thereafter all the steps to  insert the window are the same as if you selected it from
the tool bar. Before the actual insertion, you can control the insertion reference point with Ctrl+W. 

Layout view

ARCON uses WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) technology for your 3D plans. Your printouts will
match exactly what you see on the screen. To facilitate this there are two different views: Normal view in
Construction mode ( in which your work area is unlimited, and Layout view, in which the edges of the paper
are also displayed in the work area. If you are in the Layout view you will see what you will receive on the
printout. Also in Layout view, there is the menu View – Entire page to show the entire page (this option is
not available in Normal view since it’s only applicable to the Layout view). From the View menu, the menus
Normal view and Layout view let you switch between the two display modes. The two display modes are
also available in the 2D view of Design mode. Note that the Layout view is particularly useful if you want to
shift your entire plan on the page.

SEE ALSO:

Positioning a project

Overview of construction mode

Positioning a project

In the 2D views, in both Construction and Design mode, you can increase or decrease the zoom level.
Zooming in enables you to display parts of your project in detail whilst zooming out will display yours as a

whole. This is controlled with the two icons  and , the menus Zoom in, Zoom out and Show all from
the View menu. If you are in the Layout view you can also display the entire printed page with the menu View
- Entire page. If you notice in this view that it is only partially on the page, then it would also only display
partially on a printout. You have several options to move your plan to the correct position. 

· You can change the scale to make your project smaller and relative to the page. 

· You can change (enlarge) the paper format.

· You can shift the page under your plan (without disturbing the plan).

To do this, proceed as follows: Change to View - Layout view (in Construction mode) and zoom out so the
page is small enough that you see the gray margin area around your page on all sides or select View -
Entire page.

Next, click the page margin (at the edge of the page) and keeping the left mouse button held down, move the
mouse to move the page. This moves the page but does not affect the plan, so you can position the page so
that the entire plan is visible on the page and in the relevant location on the page. Release the mouse button
to set the page.

Sound

ARCON can make sounds upon certain actions. These actions include opening and closing doors and
walking through a project, for instance. These sounds can only be heard if your PC is equipped with a sound
card. 

There are three good reasons to disable these sounds: 

You do not have a sound card. In this case you should switch the sounds off to prevent the program from
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using CPU cycles to generate sounds you cannot hear. 

You find the sounds distracting or loud. 

You want to achieve an optimal rate when walking through a project. Since generating sounds require CPU
cycles and can slow down the graphics, switch off the sounds to assure the fastest possible display and
rendering speed. 

Sound dialog box

The Sound dialog box lets you enable or disable individual sound actions:

You can open this dialog box with the menu Options – Program – Sound.

3D Object Preview Window

In the dialog box for adjusting object properties, ARCON gives you a preview window. This window shows
you the object with the current settings and values. Any changes or modifications you make in this dialog
box, whether object dimensions, surface properties or otherwise are immediately reflected in the preview.
However, if a dialog box has a Preview button, it’s there because this object requires complex calculations
that make constant updating of the preview window prohibitive (stairs are one such object). So after making
changes, you can click this button and the preview window will be updated to reflect the changes. Objects
can be viewed from any angle in the preview window. 

If you position the mouse pointer in the preview window, the pointer changes to: 

Rotation

Left-click the mouse button in the preview window and hold down. Move the pointer back and forth and you’ll
see how you can rotate the object in all directions.

Zoom

Once you’ve left-click zoom  icon, with the left mouse button held down, draw a rectangle around the
detail you would like enlarged then release the mouse button. Zooming out requires you to press the Ctrl key
at the same time when drawing the rectangle. With the Ctrl key held down, the rectangle will only draw in the
center of the screen. After zooming in or out, the zoom icon automatically deactivates. You can also show

everything in your project by clicking the show all  icon.

If you have a numeric keypad you can also zoom and move he view with the following list of commands:

Key 0 Show everything

Key 1 Move the window downward and to the left

Key 2 Move the window downward

Key 3 Move the window downward and to the right

Key 4 Move the window to the left

Key 6 Move the window to the right

Key 7 Move the window upward and to the left 

Key 8 Move the window upward
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Key 9 Move the window upward and to the right 

Key + View window is zoomed in, around the center

Key - View window is zoomed out, around the center

Key * View window is zoomed in, centered around the mouse pointer

Key / View window is zoomed out, centered around the mouse pointer

You can easily follow these key shortcuts by imagining arrows around the numerical keypad, with the key 5
being the center, and the keys around it moving the window in the respective direction. 

After getting used to these keys you will probably use them almost exclusively for navigating your ARCON
project, since is more effective than using the mouse. In order to facilitate this for laptop users without a
numeric keypad, ARCON uses the keys: + , - , * , / while pressing the Ctrl key (using the keys on the regular
keyboard).

With the settings described in the following paragraphs you can adapt the zoom function to suit you. 

Movement

At the bottom right of the preview window are sliding controls. They work like regular Windows scrollbars;
click them and move the mouse to move the view around the object. Click the small a in the lower right
corner to reposition the object in the center of the preview window.

Animation

If you are working with an animated object there are additional controls in the preview window. Underneath
the preview window is a sliding control that you can grab with the mouse pointer and move forwards and
backwards through the animation. To the right of this slider are the Play and Stop controls so you can let the
animation run automatically.

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Most dialog boxes have the option to select different color and surface textures to apply to the construction
elements. To do this there is a Surface area section in these dialog boxes, consisting of Color: and
Texture: boxes. To the right of these boxes there is another box which displays the example color/texture.
To the right of the color box there is an arrow which opens up windows standard colors. To the right of the
textures box there is an arrow which opens up a loaded texture list.

After clicking on the button with the black arrow to the right of the list box, the following menu is displayed: a
menu with the menu options Browse..., Texture Dimensions... and Combine color and texture.

Clicking on Browse… will open a dialog box for opening files or an extended dialog for a simultaneous
search of the hard drive and the registered databases.

Clicking on Texture dimensions… opens a dialog box where various settings can be made to scale the
texture to suit.

The Width and Height input boxes are used to enter the size of the area covered by the texture image on a
construction element.  If the element is smaller, parts of the texture will be cropped as necessary; if it is
larger, the texture will be tiled. The Original size check box is only available if the texture used contains
information on the actual size of what is being used as the texture. This is normally only the case with BMP
files which have special information saved in the file for this purpose. If Original size is checked, the input
boxes for Height and Width will be grayed out.

The zoom icon in this dialog box type can be used as an alternative to the input boxes for Width and Height.
If you click the zoom icon and move the mouse with the left mouse button held down, the values in the input
boxes will be changed and the preview image for the relevant element will be updated. The best thing is to
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position the dialog box so that the preview box for the element is clearly visible, before you click the zoom
lens. You should also rotate the element in the preview so that the side to be edited can be clearly seen,
before doing anything else (even before opening the Texture dimensions dialog box).

The input boxes Rotation, du and dv are used to control the angle and the off-set applied to the texture
when positioned on the element. Alternatively, the rotate cursor and the spinner-arrows in the dialog box can
be used. The procedure for this is similar to using the zoom function.

The check box Facet for light calculation and the input box Facet length only displays for construction
elements which are used for displaying real-time light and shade (wall sides, ceilings, floors, ceiling tiles,
chimneys and square supports). For these elements you can specify whether they are actually used for
light/shadow display and if they are the resolution which is used. More information can be found on Real-time
shadow during walkthroughs

SEE ALSO:

Object, texture and material catalogs in databases

Combine color and texture option

Select this option to Combine color and texture. If you select black stripes over a white background and
combine this with a blue color, for example, you get black stripes on a blue background.

A selection of six pre-defined textures will be displayed below the Combine color and texture menu option.
Clicking on the textures will use the textures instead.

Textures section

For all Options dialog boxes for construction elements, clicking on the button with the arrow (or clicking on
the Browse... button) next to the list box for textures will open a pop-up menu which contains six textures
which are particularly well suited for the element in question (e.g. the frame), in addition to the Browse...
option. You can also specify which six textures are shown here. To do this, proceed as follows:

If no texture has been defined for one of the six entries, a ? will appear. Clicking on ? opens a dialog box for
textures. A selection can then be made for that entry from this list.

If an entry has already been defined, it can be changed by clicking it whilst holding down the Ctrl key. The
dialog box for opening textures is opened once again.

To use one of the suggested textures, simply click on it. Clicking on the Browse… option in the pop-up menu
will open a dialog box for opening files , an extended dialog box for searching your hard drive and the
registered databases simultaneously where the texture to be used can be selected directly.

SEE ALSO:

Object, texture and material catalogs in databases

Material section

For supports, chimneys, lower beams, upper beams, wall sides and walls there is an option for defining
material properties. 

However, these material properties do not change the display of the elements. They are not used directly in
ARCON itself, but are simply saved in your project.

In the default folder (sub-folder of the ARCON program folder) there is a file Material.ini. This file defines all
the available materials. 

If there is no entry in this file for a construction element in the list above, the Material section will not be
displayed for these construction elements in ARCON.
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Diagrams in dialog boxes

Some dialog boxes (windows, dormers, wall cutouts etc.) contain diagrams, which are displayed to clarify the
values to be entered. 

To change a value, you can either position the pointer in the input box and left-click the mouse button, or
position the pointer over the part of the plan and left-click the mouse button. Besides entering a value into the
input box, you can double-click the relevant part of the plan, which will open a dialog box to directly enter a
value.

Block editor

The Block editor can be used to define the 2D outline of objects and construction elements. The outline
editor is a program within a program. This comprises of a working area with a toolbar above it.

There is also a status bar below the working area, which displays information on using this function. At the
right of the status bar is a display of the current position of the cursor relative to the origin point for the
working area. Before dealing with the individual elements of the outline editor in more detail, here are a few
notes on its use:

· The outline editor is used only for creating one or more 2D surfaces which consists of lines, circles and
ellipses. Cutout holes can be added to these surfaces. 

· The outline editor is used to enter outlines. This is carried out separately for the exterior outlines of a
surface and the outlines for any holes. Just as in Construction mode in ARCON, the editor provides
guidelines for you to use, as well as guided squares, circles, ellipses and segments of circles and ellipses.

Entering the actual outlines, whether for holes or external borders, is normally carried out in two stages:

1. Guide elements are used to create an image in the working area, which contains the actual edge to be
created.

2. Once the edge (and usually other design elements) has been created using guide elements, the edge is

completed using the relevant editing tools (  or   to define the actual border for a surface or hole.

The entire process is comparable to constructing surfaces using a pencil, set square, ruler and pen. First use
the pencil, set square and ruler to construct the necessary corner points and outlines for edges, and then
complete them using a pen. If you follow this principle for using the outline editor, you will very quickly be in a
position to create some quite complex outlines. For very simple outlines, it may not always be necessary to
use guidelines. There are predefined outlines for squares and circles available for this purpose.

When creating edges based on guided elements, there is an extra tool, which automatically detects the type
of object you are creating. For example, if you are creating a semi-circle, the radius and the start and end
points for the semi-circle will be recognised, along with its intersection points with other guidelines.

Ideally, you should spend some time experimenting with the various entry options for guide elements and

edges. Keep the principle of sketch with pencil (=guidelines) and complete using the pen (= tool ) in mind.

Once a complete outline has been entered, the outline editor will automatically detect that the outline has
been completed and will highlight the inside of the element in color. If you then click inside a closed edge, it
will be highlighted in red and you can move it as a unit. 

The same keyboard shortcuts as when using construction elements in ARCON can be used both when
moving elements and when entering elements. Using Ctrl+F multiple times will use the various possible
snapping points, and Ctrl+W moves the different corner points for the element being moved towards the
mouse. For example, this can be used to snap a corner point of an edge to two intersecting guidelines.
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Select icon in the outline editor

The  icon is used for selecting different elements in the outline editor. The elements which can be
selected include guide elements, surfaces created from closed outlines including holes, individual sections of
an outline and individual outlines, for example, the hole on a surface.

An element is selected by first clicking the  icon. Selected elements are highlighted in red.

Note: In order to distinguish selected outlines from selected surfaces, selected surfaces are displayed
with red shading. This means that if only the outline of a surface is marked in red, the outline is selected
on its own, but if the surface has red shading, the entire surface (the outline and holes) is selected.

If during the selection process you click an area where there are several different selection options, (because
the area under the mouse is an individual area and also part of an outline and therefore part of a surface, for
example), clicking it several times will run through the different options. The markings will indicate what’s
currently selected.

Regardless of what you have just selected, you can then delete the selected elements by clicking  or by
pressing the Del key, or you can move the elements by moving them with the mouse button held down once
they have been selected.

Clicking an area where there are no elements or if you hold down the Ctrl key when clicking (which prevents
the element from being moved when clicking a selected element) and then dragging out a rectangle with the
mouse button held down, will select all the elements within that rectangle.

These elements can then be moved or deleted while holding down the Shift key.

Rotating surfaces

If you have selected a surface (displayed with red shading) and you click the surface once again, it will be
displayed with a dotted rectangular frame. There will also be a rotation arrow at each of the end points of this
rectangle. Click these rotation arrows to rotate the selected surface. In this process the point marked with 
after the element has been selected will be used as the center point. This center point can also be moved
just like a normal element.

As mentioned before, holes can also be rotated after they have been selected. 

Creating holes in surfaces

If you create an outline, which is inside another outline, it will automatically be detected as a hole when
complete. 

However, if you have created an outline outside the first outline and you move it inside the first one, it will not
automatically be detected as a hole. The inner outline can still be converted into a hole, after it has been

selected. Selecting holes can be converted into surfaces using the  icon.

Intersecting outlines

If you have created two outlines and one of them is partially covering the other, these two edges will not be
merged together automatically, but will be left as separate edges. In order to merge the two edges, you need
to delete the relevant parts of the individual edges and insert new edge segments at the intersecting points
as necessary.
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Guide elements in the outline editor

Clicking the left icon  of the two icons will display a list of possible guide elements.

For guidelines in the outline editor there are very similar entry methods as for guidelines in Construction
mode. In addition to simple guidelines, there are guide squares, rectangles, circles and ellipses, as well as
circle and ellipse segments which can be used especially for drawing outlines to represent parts with specific
shapes.

Depending on the type, you may need to click multiple times when using these guide elements. The
sequence of clicks is given by the symbols. The first element clicked is displayed in red, the second in green
and the third in blue.

As explained in the introductory section, the guide elements can be used to construct the outline itself. The
outline can then be completed using the edge tools described below.

Edge tools

Clicking the right-hand icon  of the two icons will display a menu containing all the available edge tools.

When using edge tools you can snap to guide elements, to intersections for guide elements and to corner
points for edges.

Edge tools

These two tools are used to complete edges. The  icon is used to complete existing guide elements and

 is used to create a free edge.

If you have selected and clicked  at the start of a guide element or on the intersection of two guide
elements, that element, or one of the two elements can be completed. The outline editor will automatically
detect the type of guide element and will complete it through to the next intersection point with another guide
element or to the end of it. 

If there is more than one possible option for completing the element, for example, because there are several
guide elements intersecting at one point, the guide element closest to the mouse will always be selected.
Therefore, moving the mouse in a certain way will affect which guide element is used.

Square and circle edge tools

Unlike the tools described above ,  and  are used to create complete edges (squares and circles).

The only difference between  and  is the type of entry.

Rounded corner edge tool

This tool  is used to round off corners on the edge after it has been created. To do this, move the mouse
close to a corner you want to round off and then set the radius by moving the mouse. The dialog box that
appears after the final click allows you to change the set radius interactively, in the corresponding input box.

Note: If the Ctrl key is held down while clicking, the rounding will be carried out immediately without the
dialog box being opened.
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Zoom and show all

  These icons are the same as in Design and Construction mode, except that in this case they relate
to the working area in the outline editor.

Note: The section can be enlarged, reduced in size and moved using the arrow keys and the keys on
the numeric input box.

Grid and guideline

   These two icons are used to switch the grid on and off and to show and hide the guides. Right click

the  icon will activate the Outline editor properties dialog box.

Note: If the guides are hidden and you use  to draw guides, they will automatically be displayed.

Outline editor context menu

Right-clicking anywhere in the working area of the outline editor will open the context menu.

Note: The menu options Transformation… and Delete selected elements will only appear if an
element is selected when the right mouse button is held down.

In theory, the context menu can be used to carry out the same actions as using the icons. For example, 

Show grid  and Show guide elements , Guide element construction corresponds to the left of the

two icons , Segment construction to the right of the two icons  and Adjust image section .

The other functions can only be accessed via the context menu. These are Guide elements..., Load plan
from file..., Save plan to file..., Program setup... and, if an element is selected, the options
Transformation... and Delete selected elements.

Guide element dialog box

This dialog box appears when you right-click in the outline editor working area and select the corresponding
menu option in the context menu displayed. This dialog box can be used to construct different guide
elements, where the corner points are not entered interactively but using the relevant input boxes. 

The guide elements available are Line, Rectangle, Circle and Ellipse. Depending on what you select, the
number of parameters possible for that guide element will be displayed in the Parameter section, and you
can make the relevant settings there. The specifications here relate to the origin point in the outline editor. If
required, clicking it and moving the mouse with the left button held down can move this point.

Once the settings have been made, click Create guide element to add the relevant guide element to the
outline editor working area. This method can be used to create any number of guide elements using this
dialog box without having to close it. After the last guide element, click Exit to close the dialog box.

Transformation dialog box

This dialog box appears when you right-click in the outline editor working area, after an element has been
selected, and selecting the corresponding menu option in the context menu displayed. This dialog box can
be used to change the position and orientation of the selected element or to create a mirror image of it.

The transformations available are Move, Rotate, Mirror on x-axis and Mirror on y-axis. The method for
using this dialog box is the same as described in the previous section.

Note: When mirroring and rotating elements, the axis point  of the edge which is displayed when the
dialog box is opened, is used as the reference point for edges. For guide elements, the relevant center
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point is used.

Load plan from file... and Save plan to file... menu

Right-click the outline editor working area and select one of the two menu options, which appear in the
context menu displayed. Use the Load plan from file... option to load complete plans, previously saved,
back into the editor. 

Conversely, the Save plan to file... option can be used to save the current plan in the outline editor to a file,
for example, to make it available to colleagues via a network. This means that plans created using the outline
editor can be used completely differently in ARCON, for example, the outline for platforms in platforms.

Program setup menu

This dialog box appears when you right-click in the outline editor working area and select the corresponding
menu option. The dialog box consists of the three tabs Snap, Color and Other.

Snap tab

This tab is used to set how and to what an object is snapped to. In order to be able to use the snapping
function, the Snap on box needs to be selected. How close a snapping point needs to be approached by the
mouse is set in the Snap range section. The Selection range for edges section is used to specify how
close you need to get to an edge with the mouse in order to be able to select it. The optimum values for you
should be set here according to the size and resolution of your screen.

In the Snap to section you can set what is being snapped to which includes Grid point, Guide elements,
Outline edge and Intersections of edges that snap.

Color tab

This tab can be used to select colors for the different elements in the outline editor.

Other tab

This tab includes the Zoom entry box, which can be used to set the value by which the section of the plan is
enlarged or reduced if you use the + and – buttons to enlarge or reduce the section using the keyboard.

The Other tab consists of a Display filled/transparent section and Holes transparent check box that can
be used to specify whether the inside of holes is displayed in color, or whether the background is visible.

The Grid size section is used to set the size of the horizontal and vertical spacing of the grid points. The grid
is always laid out so that one point corresponds to the origin point. Moving this origin around part of a grid will
also move the grid accordingly.
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General Procedures and Functions
Overview

Undo/redo

Project assistant

Plan assistant

Overview of construction mode

Overview of design mode

General options

Horizontal toolbar icons

Create a new project

Project information

Open project

Saving projects

Closing projects

Printing

Save view

New view

Zoom

Working with floors

Overview

Contrary to the other toolbars in ARCON, the uppermost horizontal toolbar does not change while you use
the program. With this toolbar you can make project adjustments or access program functions which are
available both in Construction and Design mode. These functions include creating a new project, loading and
saving projects, printing, saving pictures, increasing and decreasing the view and switching the display of
various details in your plan on and off. You can specify, for example, whether dimensions, the ruler, or the
roof structure are visible or not. Additionally, there is a list box in the toolbar, where you can select the current
floor. 

Contrary to all of the icons in the uppermost horizontal toolbar, the floor selection list applies only to the
current window. If you have opened more than one window, you can show the ground floor in one window,
for example, and the first upper floor in another. 

Certain views are only available under certain conditions. If these conditions are not met, the suitable icons
are inactive and are shown in gray. 

For most of the icons, you can configure them and switch between various options. You can do this by
right-clicking the suitable icon. Dialog boxes that are opened this way are described in the appropriate
section. 
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Undo/Redo

The Undo/Redo icons  in ARCON are similar to those in other Windows programs.

The amount of available memory (RAM) determines the number of undo/redo actions. Since each undo/redo
step requires very little memory, and the memory reserved for undo/redo operations is relatively large, it is
possible, even with longer ARCON sessions, to cancel all operations up to and including the first. 

Undo/Redo functions in detail

You can undo (cancel) an operation by clicking . If you would like to cancel several operations at the same

time, select  to the right of . In the list that opens you can undo/redo as many steps as you want to
cancel. 

If you have made no operations or changes in ARCON, they will appear in gray. 

The icons for redo  and  accordingly behave the same way. If you have not canceled any actions, you
can’t redo an action. 

Note: ARCON tracks changes in Design and Construction mode and switches between each mode as
necessary for undo/redo, depending on the mode where the action was made. If you go into Design
mode and undo a wall insertion, for example, ARCON automatically goes back into Construction mode
and reverses the action. 

You can achieve the same by clicking  or using the keys Ctrl+Z. 

A redo can be made with the keys Ctrl+Y. 

Project Assistant

The Project Assistant in ARCON can be used to create entire projects at the touch of a button. In

Construction mode the Project Assistant is started by clicking the  icon in the horizontal toolbar or
selecting the New with Project Assistant... menu option in the File menu.

If you have already been working on a project, ARCON will display a prompt to save this project, as the
Project Assistant will create a new project. The Project Assistant will then use various dialog boxes to lead
you through the process for creating a completed project. This process includes selecting from various types
of house plans, the actual dimensions of the plan, windows, doors, additional objects such as carports or roof
terraces, various roof styles, as well as materials for walls and roofs. You confirm your choice with OK. 

ARCON then creates a complete project and displays it in Design mode. Houses created using the Project
Assistant may not fully match your requirements initially, so further modifications can be made in
Construction mode.  

Plan Assistant

The Plan Assistant is used to create outline plans which can be added to existing outlines; in other words, the
Plan Assistant automatically generates a series of walls - including windows and doors - which can then be
positioned in your plan to include additional construction elements.

In Construction mode the Plan Assistant is opened using the  icon in the horizontal toolbar. The selection
options for the Plan Assistant are more limited in comparison to the Project Assistant, as it is used simply to
select a defined outline type in order to specify actual dimensions for that outline.

The Plan Assistant is especially suited for use by estate agents or developers, who wish to present an entire
series of standard plans quickly.
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Overview of Construction mode

All structural elements of your building are designed and placed in Construction mode. In contrast, you
complete your design in Design mode, where a multitude of furniture, furnishings and accessories are at your

disposal. You can at any time switch between Construction and Design mode by clicking  in the
toolbar or pressing the F12 key. When you start a new project, you automatically start in Construction mode. 

Depending upon the zoom level  you can only see certain sections or the entire plan. Besides the main
work area, the display includes a horizontal toolbar at the top and a vertical toolbar to the left. Multi-function
icons display when you hold the mouse pointer over a multi-function icon (with small black triangle in lower
right corner). A second vertical menu bar will display, depending on the element selected, specifying how the
element should be placed or drawn into your plan.

For example, if you would like to draw a single wall, you select the  icon. If you want to draw in multiple

connected walls, select the  icon. 

Placing construction elements is made easier with the use of guidelines. Guidelines are especially useful for
accurately snapping and positioning construction elements to. 

Besides guidelines, a ruler is also available to aid you. This ruler looks and acts like a normal ruler. With
some practice, you’ll find that the ruler and guidelines together make editing in Construction mode easy and
accurate. 

In Construction mode you can place walls, windows, doors, supports, chimneys, stairs, roofs, dormers, and
ceiling. You can subsequently insert cutouts in ceilings and walls, and vary the properties of walls, ceilings,
and floors. 

As well as drawing with building construction elements, the surrounding landscape can also be defined such
as marking the plot area and defining the ground heights so that your building can be realistically viewed. 

All construction elements and functions have pre-defined values so you can begin a design quickly. Theses
values can all be edited to suit your own requirements.

There is also a Room Planning mode so that entire rooms can be created using a variation of pre-defined
shapes. Theses values can also be edited to suit your own requirements.  

In Construction mode you can also insert 3D objects from the catalog. This would normally have been
achieved only in Design mode. This feature will allow you to accurately position objects with the help of
guidelines or ruler.

Guidelines and ruler

 A very important aid in construction is the guidelines. You can use these guidelines to complete certain
constructional functions in your plan. You can use the guidelines as well as snapping  to accurately position
elements and sections of your plan. ARCON’s guidelines simply make accurate design easy. You will find
more details on guidelines within Guidelines.

Besides guidelines, a ruler is also available to aid you. This ruler acts like a normal ruler. With some practice,
you’ll find that the ruler and guidelines together make editing in Construction mode easy and accurate. You’ll
find specifications on the ruler within Ruler.

SEE ALSO:

Coordinate and grid origin set

Overview of Design mode

In Design mode you can furnish your building and surrounding area, apply interior/exterior textures, colorings
and material effects. 

In Design mode you’ll find the upper horizontal toolbar similar to that in Construction mode and another
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horizontal toolbar underneath which include icons for views, movement, lighting etc. There is a vertical
toolbar to the left of the display which include icons for grouping, copying, rotating, aligning objects etc. 

In Design mode, you have the object and texture catalog. This window is central to Design mode and its
uses. It serves as a catalog from which you can browse and add furnishings to your plan. Additionally you
can add textures to your design by simply dragging with the mouse from the catalog window to the relevant
object in your plan. 

By specifying the latitude and longitude, the season, or the time of day, the sun can be positioned
automatically and accurately. Thus, you can simulate realistic lighting conditions inside and outside of your
building. 

You also have the ability in Design mode to view and walk through or around your building at any angle,
position and height. Your walkthrough can be recorded, saved and played back using the programs
Storyboard feature. High resolution views of your building and surrounding area can be saved or printed to a
high resolution output.

Working in Design mode

The four main functions of Design mode are:

· Loading objects

· Deleting objects 

· Positioning objects 

· Changing objects in size and appearance

Additional functions let you put up wallpaper in your rooms, provide floors and ceilings with the desired
materials, and select a material for the facade.

By specifying the latitude and longitude, the season, or the time of day, the sun can be positioned
automatically and accurately. Thus, you can simulate the lighting conditions inside and outside your buildings
realistically. 

Finally you have the ability in Design mode to view or walk through your building from different positions and
angles. Here ARCON can record, save, and play back a walkthrough using the Storyboard feature. Finally
you can save and print the current view.

Placing objects

ARCON has three different types of view in Design mode: Plan view, Plan view (color) and Perspective view.
Plan views give you a view from above, left, right, front, back, or below the building. If you defined one or
more sections in Construction mode. ARCON offers you a section view for each of the three types of view. 

Just as height is displayed differently in each of the three views, placing an object relative to height is also
different in each of the three views. 

In Plan view you cannot directly determine the height. If you place an object in this view, account for and
specify only the horizontal and vertical position of the object, ARCON will determine the height for you. 

In Plan view (color) and Perspective view you can control the height yourself. In contrast to Plan view where
you see the mouse pointer as a cross hair when placing your object, a 3D mouse pointer appears in Plan
view (color) and Perspective view when placing an object.

In Plan view (color) you see the 3D mouse pointer from above. Accordingly, in Perspective view the 3D
mouse pointer has perspective. 

The cross hair in Plan view as well as the 3D mouse pointer in Plan view (color) and Perspective views are
substitute symbols for the object which you’re placing. Only when you release the left mouse button to set the
object does the actual object appear.

This can be used to judge the height of the object above the floor on the current floor more accurately. 

Note: If the snap function in Design mode is activated, it will also be used when loading objects directly. 
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SEE ALSO:

Sections

Setting the height

If you place an object by means of drag and drop into the current view, the behavior is relatively simple in
Plan view. When you release the left mouse button, the object lands where the cross hair is. In Plan view
(color) and Perspective view you can control the height with the help of the right mouse button, while keeping
the left mouse button held down. In Plan view (color), moving the mouse up and down while holding down
the right mouse button moves the object up and down (in height), toward the ceiling or floor. In Perspective
view you can see for yourself what happens; if you click the right mouse button while moving the mouse, the
object is either moved forward and back, forward and back with unchanged height, or up and down. You can
configure this behavior to suit your preferences through the menu Options – Program – General...  See
General options section. 

Experiment with the different options in the dialog box, and remember you can see the absolute position of
an object in the status bar at the bottom of the window.

Rise and fall of objects

After you have positioned an object by drag and drop, as described above, release the left mouse button.
This is best viewed in Perspective view. Depending upon the object, it falls downward, rises upward, or
remains exactly where you released it. Elements such as desks, chairs, and cups fall downward; ceiling-
mounted lamps automatically rise upward, and elements that are normally mounted to a wall, for example,
pictures, cabinets, etc. retain the position you set. This behavior is identical in all three types of view, even if
you cannot see it in Plan view and only conditionally in Plan view (color).

Since it is impossible to determine the height in Plan view, ARCON determines the appropriate height
according to the following rules:

Objects that fall, are placed in such a way that they will fall to the floor in the current floor when you release
the mouse button. The object will fall onto whatever you see in your Plan view. If you load, for example, a cup
and position it over a desk, it will land on the desk in Plan view. 

Objects that rise are positioned to the ceiling on the current floor, or directly under any object over them. If,
for example, you place a ceiling lamp that fits under a desk, in a place where there is a desk visible in Plan
view, the lamp will be placed under the desk. 

Objects, which float are positioned halfway between the floor and ceiling of the current floor. 

Move objects
Moving objects already loaded is just like moving objects as you’re loading them. That is, by means of drag
and drop. If you want to move an object click it and hold the left mouse button down. From here the object
behaves in exactly the same as if you were loading it by dragging and dropping. The only difference is that
you visually move the object, rather than a cross hair or 3D mouse pointer. Setting the object in the new
position is exactly as described above.

Selecting objects

If you left-click an object, this object is selected. Selected objects are identified in Plan view by a rectangle
around the object, and in Plan view (color) and Perspective view by a 3D frame around the object. In Plan
view (color) you’ll only see the top edges of this frame. 

You can select more than one object by clicking additional objects while pressing the Shift key. 

Once you’ve selected one or more objects, you can manipulate these selected objects. 

You can rotate an object around any axis. For this function you have the toolbar icons
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and . With  or by pressing the Delete key you can delete an object. 

If you have selected more than one object, you can align the selected objects to each other with the icons:

If at least one of the selected objects is a lamp, you can switch the lamp(s) on and off with the  icon 

It is also possible to move more than one object simultaneously by selecting all objects as described, but
when selecting the last object keep the mouse button held down. If you now move the mouse, all selected
objects move simultaneously. When you release the left mouse button, all the objects go up or down in
sequence. 

Depending on the setting, Design mode can also be used to select and modify construction elements, just as
objects can be moved and modified using the relevant settings in Construction mode - see Advanced tab.

SEE ALSO:

Rotate

Construction elements in Design mode options dialog box

Lights on/off

Delete

Different views in Design mode

Each window of your project can be shown in Design mode as Plan view, Plan view (color) or Perspective

view. You select or change a view type with the three icons  ,  and  which are to the left in the lower
horizontal toolbar. 

For Plan view (color) and Perspective view you can also specify the level of quality in the display. This is

set with the multi-function icon  

The different types of view not only affect the display quality, but also the display rate. The   variation is the

simplest one, and so the fastest; the  variation offers the best quality, but is the slowest.

With the  icon you can display buildings Wire frame with hidden surfaces. The  variation Wire frame
with hidden line removal uses accurately calculated surfacing, which is why this method is more
time-consuming.

The following are perspective view examples 
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Wire Frame Color

Color & texture (medium quality) Color & texture (high quality)

Wire frame with hidden surfaces Wire frame with hidden line removal

SEE ALSO:

Views

Selecting a view type

Wire frame with hidden surfaces

Wire frame with hidden line removal
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Walking through a plan and changing the viewpoint

If you are in a Perspective view, additional icons appear in the second horizontal toolbar . If you click

these, you can walk through your design. After selecting the  icon, position the mouse in the view window
and keep the left mouse button held down. As you move the mouse pointer around the window, you move
through the apartment in that direction. Note that the pointer changes to indicate the specified direction. 

In Plan view and Plan view (color) walking through an apartment is not possible. In these two views and also

in Perspective view, you have the  icon, which lets you change the viewpoint position, from which you
view your project. Unlike all other icons in ARCON, it matters which part of the icon you click. If you click, for
example, the left of it and you’re in Plan view or Plan view (color), the view shifts from the right to the left
accordingly. In Perspective view, however, you rotate about the left of the building. Appropriately, if you click
the right side of the icon the view moves to the right in Plan view and Plan view (color), and rotates right in
Perspective view. The up and down arrows at the top and bottom of the icon, behave the same way.

Note: With the  icon you change the position of the viewer and not the position of the plan. If you
rotate, for example, left around an element, the element seems to rotate to the right. Some users might
be uncomfortable with this, so you can change the settings in the Options – Program – General...
dialog box in the Viewing buttons section (check the switch Swap left and right).

If you have a viewpoint you’d like to return to later, you can store the viewpoint with the help of the  icon.

After clicking  a dialog box appears in which you can enter a name for the viewer position. Subsequently,
the list to the right of the icon contains a list of the saved positions. If you select a name from the list, that
viewpoint is restored.

SEE ALSO:

Walking through projects

Elevator up and Elevator down

If you selected Plan view or Perspective view in Design mode, the icons  and  appear in the second
horizontal toolbar. With these you can change the display from one floor to the next. In Perspective view, you
can even animate the move from one floor to another. To animate this change in view, press and hold the 

Ctrl key while clicking  or .

Program options

In the Program options dialog box, fundamental ARCON settings are set. These settings are established
only when the program starts. This dialog box is opened by selecting the menu Options – Program setup...
if no project is loaded, or by selecting the menu Options – Program – Program setup… if a project has
been loaded. Note that modifications made in this dialog box don’t take effect until the next time you start the
program. Also, you can press and hold the Ctrl key while the program is starting up and the Program
options dialog box will open automatically as the program is loading. 

In order to calculate and display a 3D picture (as in perspective view), a set of working requirements are
needed. 

3D pixel size

Here you can modify the size of a 3D pixel, in order to reduce memory consumption for a smooth program
operation. 
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One pixel

If you selected this option, a 3D pixel in memory corresponds exactly to a pixel on your display. This gives
you an optimal view, but has a relatively high memory requirement. 

This is the default selection and should be modified only if you’re having performance problems when
running ARCON. 

2 x 2 pixels

With this selection a 3D pixel in memory corresponds to four pixels on screen, in a 2 x 2 array (so the pixel
size is doubled in each direction). Not only does this free up some of your computer’s memory and other
resources (reduced by a factor of four), but it greatly speeds up rendering and display speeds because
ARCON is drawing only a quarter of the pixels for the same size image. Of course, the display quality is
reduced. This option is particularly useful for demonstrations and presentations because it will speed up the
demonstration dramatically, and if you’re using a projector or a screen some distance away, the degradation
in image quality might be scarcely noticed. 

4 x 4 pixels

With this option, a 3D pixel in memory corresponds to 16 screen pixels, decreasing the memory required by
a factor of 16. The 3D display becomes rougher, and jagged, by the same factor.

3D color depth

Changing the color depth of a 3D pixel has a considerable effect on the required memory just like changing
the pixel size. There are two options for color depth:

High color (8 bytes per pixel)

With this option, approximately 32,000 colors are available for display. Note that this requires the Windows
color palette to be set to High color or True color in the Windows control panel.

True color (12 bytes per pixel)

With the True color option, there are approximately 16 million different colors available for display. You must
also set the Windows color palette to true color in the Windows control panel. If you have not done this,
ARCON will still accept your selection but it will have no effect. 

If you want to create high quality pictures then it would be best to select the True color option. However, to
speed things up when working on your project, it is sometimes best to work in High color mode as this has
less memory requirements. 

Textures

Within this section, definitions to the internal settings of the textures are carried out. In addition, the following
describes the specifications, which should be adapted according to your hardware. 

Pre-create (mipmaps)

If you activate this, textures are stored in memory and rendered at various resolutions when they’re loaded.
This results in the highest-quality display of textures in perspective view. Contrary to the graphic
enhancement, calculating different resolutions while loading the texture requires more time and increases the
memory required by approximately 33%.
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Buffer size for textures

All of the textures you load (including those attached to objects you load) are stored in a memory buffer
regardless of whether or not they’re actually in use in your project. When the buffer is full, textures not often
used are removed from memory. This has the benefit that previously used textures load quicker (because
they’re already stored in memory).

The value in this field, specified in KB, indicates the size of the texture buffer in memory, and should be
adapted to the amount of memory installed in your computer.

The memory required for textures is approximately 90 KB per texture, with pre-create (mipmaps) enabled.
Without mipmaps, approximately 60 KB per texture is required. 

You can see the textures that are in the memory buffer, even if they’re not being used in your project, by

opening the object and texture catalog and clicking the  icon. 

Path for objects

The path specified here identifies the directory (folder) from which ARCON reads all objects. This
specification is made automatically by ARCON during the installation and does not normally have to be
modified. If you do need to modify the path, you can edit the path directly in the input box using the keyboard
or you can click the Browse button to use a file selector dialog box to locate the folder containing your
objects. 

Besides the default object path, you can specify alternative object paths in the Alternative object paths
field, in which ARCON will look for objects that are not found in the standard path. You can enter multiple
paths, but a semicolon must separate them.

Note: These alternative paths are also displayed in the object, texture and material catalog in ARCON.
This means, that additional catalogs can be used directly in ARCON, even though they may be located
in completely different places on your hard drive, to ARCON itself.

Path for textures

This path specifies the location of textures used by ARCON. This path is automatically set up during the
program installation. If you should have to modify the path, you can enter the path directly into the input box
or click the Browse button to identify the folder using a standard file selector dialog box.

In the same way as for objects, alternative paths can also be entered for textures in the Alternative texture
path separated by ';' input box. These textures are also displayed in the ARCON catalog.

Path for materials

This field is almost identical to those for objects and textures. ARCON includes a large number of different
materials and their location is specified in this field. 

The materials and their location are installed automatically during the program installation. If you modify the
location you can specify it in this field.

All modifications can be acknowledged with OK. 

In  the  same  way  as  for  objects  and  textures,  alternative  paths  can  also  be  entered  for  materials  in  the
Alternative texture path separated by ';' input box. These materials are also displayed in the catalog, just
like objects and textures.

General options

This dialog box is opened with the menu Options – Program – General... and the settings made here
optimise the operating speed and handling of ARCON’s 3D display. 

The specifications and details of the dialog box and its options are detailed below.
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Number of polygons during movement

If you find your computer slowing down when you’re walking through your design, you can reduce the
number of displayed polygons. Depending on your project,  ARCON may be processing hundreds of
thousands of polygons. In order to accelerate the display you can limit the number of polygons by selecting 
Limit to and entering a number that suits your computer hardware and your working style. It entirely depends
on your computer’s configuration and the complexity of your project, but if it’s moving too slowly you can start
with a limit of 3000 polygons, for example. 

View type during movement

Moving around in a perspective view with the Move viewer icon as well as placing objects is sometimes hard
on your computer, and slow. With simple adjustments within this dialog box you can accelerate the display. 

Wire frame

During movement, walking through your design or moving the viewpoint, the project is displayed as a wire
frame.

SEE ALSO:

Selecting a view type

Color without texture

During movement, walking through your design or moving the viewpoint, the project is shown without
textures, but matching solid colors.

SEE ALSO:

Selecting a view type

Color with texture, medium quality

This option shows your project during movement with all the objects’ assigned textures and colors, with
reduced details in textures.

As screen when not moving

When you select this option, the type of view does not change at all during movement and uses whatever
type of perspective view you selected.

Update lighting effects while moving lights

With this option you can deactivate lighting changes while you’re moving lamps for example. If you move the
lamp that is switched on, the program constantly updates the lighting of all objects and structural elements as
you move the lamp across a room.

Viewing buttons and 3D movement

Here you can adjust the function of the view icon in the toolbar and control the effect of the right mouse
button in the 3D display (Perspective view). The following paragraphs explain the available options.
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Viewing buttons

With the help of the Move viewer you can rotate the viewpoint around the building or rotate the building,
depending on what you prefer. By activating the switch Swap left and right you can modify the operation. By
default, the viewpoint rotates around the building, so clicking the left arrow displays to rotate the building
right. If you activate this switch, the building will rotate left when you click the left arrow (the viewpoint will
rotate right). You should adjust this function to suit your own requirements. 

You can also specify the increment of rotation. This controls how far the viewpoint is rotated with each click

of the  icon.

The increment is specified in degrees. To change the value, you can click the up and down arrows or click
directly in the field and type in a value. Acceptable values are between 1 and 90. 

Movement when pressing right mouse button

The following describes how objects are moved and placed when you right-click the mouse button. You can
adjust this to optimise the operation of the program. 

Into the screen

If  you select  this  option,  the object  you’re  manipulating moves forward  and  back into  the screen when the
right  mouse button  is  held  down.  This  is  independent  of  the view,  regardless  whether  you’re  viewing  from
above or from the side. 

To behind (height unchanged) 

This option is likewise independent of the view and moves the selected object with a constant height over the
floor of your building when the right mouse button is held down.

This option may seem confusing if, for example, you’re viewing your building in perspective view from above
and move an object while holding down the right mouse button. If this should be the case, we recommend
the option Automatically switch between behind and over/under at an angle of: (see below). 

To over/under

The  option:  To  behind  (Height  unchanged)  can  lead  to  strange  effects  if  you  look  at  your  project  in
perspective view from directly above. If you move the mouse upwards the object does not follow your mouse
movement but rather towards the floor. You must right-click the object to move upwards correctly.

If you now select the option To over/under this is reversed, that is, if you move the mouse upwards without
holding  down the  right  mouse  button,  the  object  moves  upwards  on  the  display.  Note  that  this  is  only  the
case if you look from directly above. If you hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse upwards,
the object moves into the display. 

In  the  long  run  both  of  these  options  are  practical  only  in  certain  circumstances.  Therefore  the  following
option is available: 

Automatically switch between behind and over/under at an angle of:

With this option you can combine behind and over/under by having them switched automatically between the
two. You can specify the point where ARCON switches between the modes, in degrees.

Horizontal toolbar icons

The following icons enable you to quickly access functions within the program. Most of these functions can
also be accessed via the menus. Also by right-clicking some of these icons, dialog boxes will appear related
to that function where changes and choices can be made. All the icons are operated with a left-click of the
mouse button.

The following icons allow you to:
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Create a new project.

Produce a detailed project using the Project Assistant.

Produce a plan only using the Plan Assistant.

Open an existing project.

Save your current project. If you haven’t yet saved or named your project, a standard dialog
box opens where you can give your project a name.

Export 2D views to CreativeLines.

Save your project as an html page.

Print the current view of your project to your default printer. 

Save your current view as a bitmap picture or Windows metafile picture.

Display a new window with a new view. 

Switch to Room Planning mode.

 andSwitch between Construction mode and Design mode.

Cancel edits and changes (Undo) or recreate edits and changes you’ve undone (Redo).
The left button in each icon lets you undo and redo individual steps, while the right button of
the icon lets you select a number of actions to undo or redo simultaneously.

Zoom in and out of your project.

Display the entire project on the page.

Place a coordinate  and grid origin .

Switch the architectural display on and off.

Switch grid on and off.

Switch the guidelines on and off

Switch the landscape on and off.

Switch wall hatching on and off.

Switch the furnishing objects on and off.

Switch the roof surface on and off.

Switch the roof roof structure on and off.

Switch the text display on and off.

Switch the dimensions on and off.

Turn the collision control on and off during a walkthrough in Design mode.

Switch any defined sections on and off.

Select from the drop-down list the floor to view and work on.

Preview your drawing in real-time 3D whilst working in Construction mode.

Access the object, texture and material catalog.

Access context help by clicking a particular part of the programs interface/function you
require information about.
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Create a new project

To  create  a  new  project,  you  can  either  select  the  menu  File  -  New  or  click  the   icon.  Under  normal
circumstances a dialog box appears when creating a new project,  in  which you must  specify  the first  floor
properties.  In  the  View  tab,  you  can  also  specify  worksheet  display  when  creating  new  project  e.g.  grid
on/off, architectural display on/off. 

If you want to create a new project with the current project settings, you can exclude the display of the dialog

box by clicking the  icon while pressing the Ctrl key. 

Project options dialog box

You can open the Project options dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or selecting the menu File –
Project options.

ARCON uses these settings when creating a new project. You can change these settings later as you work
on your project. The following descriptions are the available options and settings in the dialog box:

Paper Format

Background

Scale

Measurements in

Fractional feet/inches

Separate feet/inches

Paper Format

Here you can select the paper format used for printouts of your project. In addition to the standard formats 
A4 Portrait, A4 Landscape, A3 Portrait, A3 Landscape, and Use Printer default, you can define any size.
The printer default varies according to the type of printer you’re using, but can be changed by clicking Print
setup… 

Besides the printout page format, having to match the actual paper size, the page format (and paper size)
must be able to contain your entire project. You should therefore adapt the page format and the scale of your
building project so your project fits on the printed page. Subsequently you can, for example, reduce the page
format from A3 to A4 and modify the scale of your project, and shift the page in the layout view so it all fits. 

Please note that when selecting a page format that exceeds the maximum paper size supported by your
printer, the printout will be divided over multiple pages.

SEE ALSO:

Printing

Background

With this button you can open a dialog box for adjusting the time of day. 

A detailed explanation of this function can be found in the Background pictures and colors section.
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Scale

Determine the scale of your project to work in and print to. Beside the typical ratios used in the building
industry, which can be selected by simply clicking the icons, you can click User defined scale to set any
ratio between 1:1 and 1:5000. 

Measurements in

All dimensions in your ARCON project use the dimension system specified here. The options are 
Millimeters (mm), Centimeters (cm), Meters (m), Inches (inch), Yards (yd) and Feet (ft). 

Once you've established the settings you require, acknowledge them by clicking OK. By clicking the Default
button the current settings will be used automatically for all new projects.

Fractional feet/inches

If you have selected either feet or inches as your measurement system, you can define with this option that
your inch measurements are displayed as fractions. This option affects all measurement displays.

Separate feet/inches

If you have selected either feet or inches as your measurement system, you can define with this option that
your inch measurements are displayed as e.g. 3'-7.087''. This option affects all measurement displays.

Project information

Apart from the geometrical specifications, which aid you during the process of creating your ARCON project,
you can specify additional information, which is used in ARCON when you’re editing room information and
creating sections. To view or edit this information, select the menu File – Project information and the
Project information dialog box appears.

This dialog box consists of three tabs: Project, Owner and Architect. The Name, Address, Notes and Info
fields are available on all three pages. Information entered here is used with the generated room information
in ARCON. 

Additionally, from the Owner and Architect tabs, you can select a salutation. You can select a predefined
title from the pull-down list, or you may enter one yourself.

Open project

You can load projects with the standard Windows dialog box. You can open this file by clicking  or
opening the menu File – Open. You can also use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+O. The standard file extension
for ARCON projects are *.acp, and the standard file extension for backup files is *.bak. When naming your
projects remember that ARCON supports long file names, i.e. you can use up to 256 characters for the file
name. When you open or save an ARCON project, using the standard Windows dialog box, the last-used
path is opened automatically. 

During loading a progress display listing the elements currently being loaded is displayed in the status bar at
the bottom of the ARCON window. This information can be useful with larger projects. Recalculating the
textures used and any interruption by pressing the Esc key can extend the loading operation. If the loading
operation is interrupted a dialog box will be displayed. 

You can also open a project with the menu File – New from template… This works the same as as opening
a project, except that you cannot save the loaded project under the existing name. This way you prevent
overwriting the existing file, for example, when basing a new project on an existing project. ARCON saves
the paths for Open and New from template separately. 

SEE ALSO:
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Load building

Open project preview

When you save a project, in this dialog box there is an option to save your project with a Design and/or
Construction mode preview. With these options selected you will be able to view your project prior to loading
it up in ARCON.  In the Project dialog box you have tabs to preview your project in 2D, 3D and also the
Project information.

Note: If a project does not contain any saved preview information, the preview windows will be empty. If
the Project information dialog box has had no data entered then the preview window will only display the
creation date.

Aborting the loading of a project

As you watch the status bar showing what parts of your project are being loaded, you can interrupt the
loading process by pressing the Esc key. A dialog box will appear and give you options on how you want the
rest of your project to load.

Discard subsequent data

The loading procedure will stop at this point. Nothing else in your project file will be loaded, and the elements
already loaded will be displayed. 

Do not load this section

The part of your project being loaded when the Esc key was pressed (as indicated in the status bar) is
skipped. All previous and following parts are loaded as usual and displayed. 

Resume loading

The interruption is ignored and ARCON continues loading the complete project. 

Discard all data

The loading operation is aborted and all loaded data is rejected. The program returns to its status before the
project loading was initiated. 

Search for objects

If an object cannot be found upon loading a project (because a path was modified or the object was moved
to another folder), the loading process is interrupted and the Search for object dialog box appears. 

In this dialog box you can search for the missing object. If you choose Yes to search for the object yourself,
the standard Windows dialog box is opened. 

If you select No your project is opened without the missing object. 

If you click the Never search button, your project is loaded without the missing object, and subsequent
missing objects are not loaded.

If you select Search entire path from now on, any files that are not in their original location may be found,
since the program will search the entire object path and its subfolders. The object path is the path (folder
hierarchy) which is automatically created when you installed ARCON, and the main folder for all objects, for
example,

C:\Program files\Eleco\ARCON\Objects.

If you specified any alternative object paths in the Program options dialog box, ARCON will search them,
too. 

If objects are found in another folder (path), the next time you save your project ARCON will update the
saved project with the current object path, so objects are loaded without interruption.
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Saving projects

You can save your project by clicking  or selecting the menu File – Save…. This will automatically save
your project under its existing name, in its existing folder on your hard drive. You can also save a project this
way with the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+S. If you have not yet saved a new project, a dialog box will appear to
enter a file name. The same as selecting the menu File – Save as….

The standard file extension for ARCON projects is *.acp, and backup files have the extension *.bak. When
entering a name for your project, remember that  ARCONsupports long file names, i.e. you can use up to
256 characters for the file name. After saving a project, the same folder you saved it in is opened when you
attempt to load a project.

Additionally, ARCON saves all program and window options and settings in your project file, so the next time
you load your project, all will be exactly as you left it. 

When saving a project you have the option to save with a Construction and Design mode preview - as
described in the Open project section.

Save options

You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu Options – Program –
Save... 

You would normally save your project by clicking the  icon or by selecting the menus File – Save or File
– Save as.... ARCON also gives you the option of automatically saving your project at fixed intervals.

When exiting program

Here you can specify whether or not to save when exiting the program or closing a project (which happens
automatically when you have a project open and you choose to create a new project or load an existing one).

Without confirmation

ARCON will automatically save the current project each time you close a project, open another project, or
exit ARCON. 

With confirmation

When you close a project, open another project, or exit ARCON, you will be asked if you want to save the
current project.

Never save

When you close a project, open another project, or exit ARCON, the current project will not be saved, and it
will not ask you. 

Automatic save

You have the option to automatically save a backup of your project at timed intervals. You can specify the
interval. This backup copy is stored independently of your regular saves, and is deleted upon exiting the
program. 

We suggest that you activate this option since automatic saves are done quickly, they don’t disturb your
work, and you can work without any interruptions so that your project data stays intact. 

If ARCON is unexpectedly exited and the Automatic save option was active, a dialog box appears when you
next start the program. You are given the option to recreate your project based upon the automatically saved
data. 

If you should see and acknowledge the dialog box when starting ARCON, you should promptly save your
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project under another name. The reasoning for this is if you do not save this project under a new name and
ARCON is unexpectedly terminated, the saved backup is overwritten by the new automatic backup; this
overwriting of the backup is not intended and can cause data corruption. 

Create backup copy

If you activate this, ARCON makes a copy of the previously saved project, under the same file name but with
the file extension *.bak. This not only saves you time and trouble if you encounter data corruption (through a
computer crash, for instance), but gives you a previous version of your project should you change your mind
about the most recent changes. If you ignore a recent change, you can simply load the *.bak file version of
your project.

When you load a *.bak file and continue work on it, you should save it under a new name, otherwise you’d be
overwriting the existing backup file with the same data as your project file, eliminating the benefits of having a
separate backup file.

Closing projects

When you close a project by the menu File – Close, you may be asked if you want to save your project.
Whether or not you’re asked depends on the settings from the Save options dialog box.

Printing

 ARCON lets you print plan views or perspective views directly to a printer. Plan views are printed at a
scale you specify, and perspective views at an adjustable size. With the menu File - Print... you open the
standard Windows print dialog box, where you can select the printer, adjust print options according to the
selected printer, select the number of copies, and so on.

A special function of ARCON is that your printout can be any size, independent of the paper format or size. If
the printout is larger than the paper size, ARCON will print this out over multiple pages that you can piece
together. To facilitate this, the printed pages include overlapping regions with small section labels.
Additionally, all pages are numbered accordingly so you can easily identify which page goes where.

You can even print a plan view to a plotter. To take advantage of ARCON’s printing capabilities we
recommend that you customise the print options. 

Print options

You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu Options – Program –
Print…. You can specify whether you want to print a Plan view or the contents of the current window. You
can also specify the print resolution, color, background and the size of printout.

Besides OK, Cancel, and Help buttons you have the Print setup… button which takes you to the standard
Windows dialog box for setting parameters for the selected printer.

Output

If you select the Plan option, you’ll always get a printout of the Plan view regardless of what view is on
screen. The option Current window will print the current window, and can be either a Plan or perspective
view. 

If you’re working with multiple windows, be careful that the current window is the one you want before
printing. 
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Color options

Within this section you can specify the colors used in your printout. You can select to print colors as in
construction mode, partially in color or in black and white.

3D output

The settings made here are only valid for printouts of perspective view. The size of a plan printout is
determined by the ratio specified. 

3D output: size

The option As window corresponds to the size of the active window. You can use the other option to adjust
the printout to the paper size, with setting 1 fitting exactly on one page. Remember that you can print multiple
pages, using crop marks to put the pages together. Please note that the height of the diagram is
automatically adjusted, so it’s possible that multiple pages will be printed. 

3D output: background color

With the Background color option you can select whether to print the background color in white or as it is
set in 3D mode. 

Resolution

Here you can adjust the printing resolution. By selecting a lower resolution than your printer’s maximum, the
printing time is reduced, but with reduced quality. Increased resolutions may look better on a printout, but will
take longer to print. Also, you cannot select a resolution that is not supported by your printer; the resolution
will automatically be reduced to the maximum supported by your printer.

The option Use printer default will use your printer’s default resolution, and will likely result in the best
output quality.

Save view

ARCON lets you save a view, i.e. the contents of the current window as a bitmap picture, or with Plan views
a Windows metafile. Bitmap pictures can be optimised while saving by utilizing Oversampling and an Edge
filter. You will achieve excellent results, which are suitable for presentation purposes, with the help of this
function. 

By left-clicking the  icon a standard Windows dialog box will appear where you can specify the file name
and folder where you want the picture saved.

Besides these options, you can use the Raytrace feature to render the saved picture. With this option you
can save very high-resolution pictures of a perspective view. 

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

Save view

You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu Options – Program –
Save view….
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2D view (floor plan)

Here you can select how to save a plan view either in Construction mode or Plan view mode in Design
mode. 

As bitmap-file (BMP, JPG)

If you decide to save your picture as a bitmap, the saved file consists only of a pixel-based image of your
view, which you can subsequently edit or process with a pixel-based editing program. The benefit of this
picture type is that almost any image editor can load the picture. However, these files are generally larger
than Windows metafiles and can’t be enlarged without distorting the image quality. 

As WMF file (Windows metafile)

If you save a Plan view as a Windows metafile, the image saved is not pixel-based, but vector based. This
means that the lines in your plan are not saved as pixels on the screen, but as points and lines, and so can
be scaled up and down in size without any distortion in quality. Additionally, the file size is typically much
lower than a bitmap of the same image. 

Dimensions

Within this section you can control the size of the perspective view to be saved. The option As drawing
saves the current size of the view. You can thus control the size by adjusting the view window. If you select
the Other, aspect ratio as drawing option, you can adjust the size in width or height keeping the ratio the
same as the view. With this option, you can change the size of the picture and still get a saved picture that
corresponds exactly to the on-screen view, whether the resolution is higher or lower. With the User option
you can freely adjust the width and height, without maintaining the aspect ratio. 

Perspective view

The options selected within this section apply to perspective views and Plan view (color) in Design mode.
Before you can save a picture with these settings, the active window must be either a Plan view or
Perspective view. 

Here you can adjust the size and appearance of your saved picture. You can also adjust the settings to
improve the quality.

Color palette

Within this section you can control the color depth of the saved bitmap, defining how many colors are used in
the saved picture. Two color options are available: Color palette (256 colors) and True color (16.7 million
colors). The option you decide to use should depend upon what you intend to do with the saved picture. The
option Color palette saves pictures that are easily converted to other image file formats, and that are suitable
for publishing on the Internet. You should use the True color option if you have very high quality requirements
for the picture to be saved. This will also increase the file size.

Note: If ARCON is set up to operate in High color mode (see Options – Program – Program Setup…)
it will only create and save pictures with a High color palette (32,000 colors). When you save pictures as
True color while in this mode, only 32,000 different colors can be used – even though the file saved is
built on a True color (24-bit) model, resulting in a large file, with a limited color palette (the lower bits of
the color model remain unused). Only if ARCON is operating in the True color mode can you use all
available colors when saving pictures. If you require true color pictures, you must run ARCON in True
color mode. Don’t forget that Windows and your video card must also be set to True color.

SEE ALSO:

Optimal color palette

Project options dialog box
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Oversampling

With this selected, each pixel is measured against neighboring pixels, and the display and coloring is
adapted accordingly. The result is that edges are smoothed and colors display more vibrant. The
oversampling options are None, 4-, 9- and 16-times. The following two pictures illustrate the effects of
oversampling: 

The left image is without oversampling and the right image is with oversampling selected. We recommend
that you use oversampling together with edge filtering. 

Edge filter

With this selected ARCON will look at all the visible edges in the picture to be saved, and smooth them out.
Since this function does not use up much memory, it is recommended that you activate this switch. 

The left image is without edge filtering and the right image is with edge filtering. We recommend that you use
edge filtering together with oversampling.

Raytrace

This option will activate the raytracer before it is saved. The current settings for the Raytracer (accessed by

right-clicking ) are used.

Note: If you activate the Raytrace option, this will increase the time it takes to save a picture especially
if you’ve set a high resolution and if you’re using the oversampling option. A better quality picture will
result in a slower saving time.

New view

You can open a new window with a new view by left-clicking the  icon. Alternatively, you can select the
menu Window – New view. If you want to work with multiple windows, you can arrange these windows next
to each other with the menus Window – Cascade and Window – Tile.

New view

You can open the New view dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or selecting the menu Options –
Program – New view. 

New window type

The option As current window creates an identical copy of the currently active window. You can also specify
a Plan view, a Plan view (color), or a perspective view.

3D view

The four options are Wire frame, Color without texture, Texture (medium quality) and Texture (high
quality). Remember that you can change the view at a later stage. 
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Lighting

Within this section you can select whether the new view should be set in the daytime, nighttime, or at a
certain time of the day. To set these choose from Day, Night and Variable. 

You can at any time change the setting with the  icons.

Zoom

Once you’ve left-click zoom  icon, with the left mouse button held down, draw a rectangle around the
detail you would like enlarged then release the mouse button. Zooming out requires you to press the Ctrl key
at the same time when drawing the rectangle. With the Ctrl key held down, the rectangle will only draw in the
center of the screen. After zooming in or out, the zoom icon automatically deactivates. You can also show

everything in your project by clicking the show all  icon.

If you have a numeric keypad you can also zoom and move he view with the following list of commands:

Key 0 Show everything

Key 1 Move the window downward and to the left

Key 2 Move the window downward

Key 3 Move the window downward and to the right

Key 4 Move the window to the left

Key 6 Move the window to the right

Key 7 Move the window upward and to the left 

Key 8 Move the window upward

Key 9 Move the window upward and to the right 

Key + View window is zoomed in, around the center

Key - View window is zoomed out, around the center

Key * View window is zoomed in, centered around the mouse pointer

Key / View window is zoomed out, centered around the mouse pointer

You can easily follow these key shortcuts by imagining arrows around the numerical keypad, with the key 5
being the center, and the keys around it moving the window in the respective direction. 

After getting used to these keys you will probably use them almost exclusively for navigating your ARCON
project, since is more effective than using the mouse. In order to facilitate this for laptop users without a
numeric keypad, ARCON uses the keys: + , - , * , / while pressing the Ctrl key (using the keys on the regular
keyboard).

With the settings described in the following paragraphs you can adapt the zoom function to suit you. 

Zoom

You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the zoom icon  or by selecting the menu Options –
Program – Zoom… 

Zoom factor

Here you can adjust the operation for zoom by selecting the following:
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Best fit (free) 

With this option you can specify the area to zoom in or out on by drawing a rectangle from corner to corner
around the detail you would like enlarged or reduced.

Best fit (center) 

This option is similar to the above except the rectangle is drawin out from the center and not corner to
corner. This determines where the focal point is to zoom in or out on. 

Zoom factors: 1.414, 2.0, and 4.0 

Here you can specify a fixed zoom factor. 

User

Here you can enter your own zoom factor. The only limitation is that this value must be between 1.00 and
20.00.

Working with floors

To assist you with floors the Floor menu is available in both Construction and Design mode. ARCON tells
you exactly which floor you’re working on (the current floor). The name of the current floor is displayed in the
list box at the right in the upper horizontal toolbar (or with the menu Floor… current floor). 

You can switch at any time to another floor (and make it the current floor) by selecting the relevant floor from
this list box. 

In Construction mode, the elements will only be placed or moved or change on the current floor.

SEE ALSO:

Buildings and rooms

Assigning inputs and objects to floors

ARCON assigns all of your inputs to a certain floor. These design changes are usually made in Construction
mode for the current floor. Remember: in Construction mode your inputs and changes are always for the
current floor. These inputs also include text, guidelines, and dimensions. With objects, which you place in
Design mode, the assignment to individual floors is as follows: Objects that you place within a closed room
are attached to the relevant floor. For an object to be within a closed room, the focal point of the object must
be clearly inside the room concerned. Objects that are not assigned to a room are not assigned to a floor,
and therefore remain if you change or delete floors. 

Defining the first floor in a new project

If you left-click the  icon or select the menu File – New a dialog box opens where you can define the
properties of your first floor. 

If you are adding a new floor, you can transfer the properties from an existing floor to the new floor. You can
control this in the Transfer tab in the New floor dialog box. 

You can also define the level of the floor here. If you want to start, for example, with the basement, you can
specify a value of 3m, for example. As a result of this specification and the Ceiling height specification, the
levels of the floors, current and those added later, are defined.

SEE ALSO:

Create a new project
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Dependencies between floors

If you operate in ARCON with multiple floors, the floor levels of the various floors are determined in such a
way that all floors merge into one another seamlessly. If, for example, you define a ground floor with a floor
height of 2.80 meters, and the upper surface of this floor has an absolute height of 0.0 meters, the upper
surface of the upper floor will be positioned at 2.80 meters. You cannot modify this directly; you would modify
either the floor height of the ground floor or its zero level.

This seamless merging of floors affects the entry of zero levels (the level of the floor’s surface) and floor
heights. If you define only one floor, you can specify the zero level – the level of the upper surface – of the
finished floor and the floor height independently. Accordingly, both entries are available in the New floor
dialog box. 

If you define at least one floor and you then add a floor below all others, you can specify the floor height for
this lowest floor and in addition, the level of the upper surface of the finished floor. Both values depend on
each other; if you change the level of the upper surface (the zero level), the floor height will necessarily
change, and vice versa. For all floors – down to the lowest in your building – the level cannot be specified. It
is based on the other information you enter, and cannot be directly modified. 

To best understand these dependencies between floors, we recommend that you create a simple building
with several floors in order to experiment with the various floor properties. 

Visible floors

If you select the menu Floor – Visible floors…, a dialog box appears. 

In this dialog box you specify which floors you want visible, in addition to the current floor. In Construction
mode, the current floor is normally displayed and all other visible floors are shown in gray in which you can
still snap elements to. In Design mode, the view depends on the type of view in the window. In Plan view, the
view is similar to the view in Construction mode – i.e., all visible floors are displayed in gray, and the
furnishings of the current floor are shown in black. In Plan view (color), the view is independent to the
settings in the Floors dialog box; only the current floor is shown (otherwise you would only see the topmost
floor). 

If you select Current floor, you can show your building as layers, by changing the current floor with the floor
list in the horizontal toolbar.

You can also use the arrow keys (up and down) on your keyboard to select floors, but you must first click first
the floor selection list.

Note: In Construction mode, the Always show stairs to the floor below option in the
View-Architectural display menu can be used to select whether or not stairs on floors below the
current floor are visible when the floor on which the stairs are located are hidden.

If in this dialog box you select All floors, you can view your entire building in perspective view. The Current
floor and the following selected floors is useful if you want to show only some floors of your building. 

SEE ALSO:

Buildings, apartments and rooms

New floor

To insert a new floor to your project you can choose from New top floor, New floor above current or New
bottom floor.

A dialog box will appear and consists of the General and Transfer tab. In the General tab you specify the
floor properties. In the Transfer tab you can copy elements from existing floors to the new floor.
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General tab

In the Name box you can enter a name for the floor, or select a predefined name from the drop-down list.
This name will be used to identify the floor.

Note: If you should assign a name already being used, ARCON will automatically add an ordinal
number in order to differentiate between the floors. 

In the Info box you can enter any comments relevant to that floor. 

In the Floor to floor height field you can specify the wall height of the floor. This can be changed later at any
time. In the Ceiling measurements section you can specify the ceiling thickness. 

Note: A floor height always goes from the upper surface of a finished floor through to the upper surface
of the finished floor above the ceiling.

Floor to floor height

Since in ARCON the ceiling belongs to a floor, you must define not only the height of the floor, but also the
height of the different layers of the ceiling. The following illustrates this. 

Hf = floor to floor height 

Hw = wall height 

Hr = room height 

UEFF = upper surface of finished floor 

UEBF = upper surface of sub floor

Note: The room height is equal to the floor height minus the height of the ceiling layers. 

Height above ground floor level

Generally the value of this cannot be changed, as it is generated automatically from the other values set in
this dialog box. 

If you define only one floor, you can specify the level of the upper surface of the finished floor and the ceiling
height independently. Only in this case can you generally enter a value directly into this field.
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Display exterior dimensions

This option will allow you to display exterior dimensions so long as the Display exterior dimensions has
been selected from the View menu for that floor.

SEE ALSO:

Exterior dimensions created automatically

Head height

This option allows you to position doors and windows at a distance from head height.

Transfer tab

When inserting a new floor you have control as to what elements you want transferred from the current floor.
The options include None, Complete floor, Floor plan only and Floor plan with. With this option you have
a list of elements you can select for example doors or windows.

Edit current floor

If you would like to modify an existing floor’s height or name, select Edit current floor from the Floor menu.
The Current floor dialog box will appear. You can modify the name of the floor and heights. This dialog box
is identical to the New floor and Floor properties dialog boxes. 

Note: If you change the floor height, automatic changes will be made to some of the following: 

· Stairs in the current floor are adjusted to match the new floor height.

· Objects will rise and fall the same amount as the height adjustments. 

· If the ceiling of the underlying floor is moved, the windows in the current floor are shifted likewise so that
their sill height remains constant. 

· Doors are shifted similarly to windows.

· If the height of the current floor is reduced, you may have windows and doors that no longer fit. ARCON
will ask you if you want these windows and doors deleted, or if you want to keep them. If you choose to
keep them, you must manually adjust their height so they fit properly.

· If, due to the modifications in the current floor, other floors must change their height or position, ARCON
will ask you how they should be handled and proceed accordingly. 

Note: Modifying the level of the lowest floor will modify the levels of all upper floors. This way the level
of the entire building is easily changed.

Delete current floor

Besides adding new floors to your project, you can delete existing floors. After selecting the menu Floor –
Delete current floor, a dialog box appears.

Here you can adjust how ARCON should process the remaining floors. If you acknowledge this dialog box
with OK, the floor and all design details (walls, doors, windows, furnishings, as well as text, guidelines, etc.)
are deleted. 

In order to prevent accidental deletion, ARCON will warn you before letting you delete a floor. When
presented with the warning, you can cancel the operation, or continue and delete the floor.
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Buildings and Rooms
Overview

Buildings

Rooms

Overview

As well as a building being made up of floors and multiple rooms, it is also important to have the option to
add multiple buildings for example an outbuilding or to incorporate a split level room. Rooms within a building
need to be easily identified also. ARCON allows data to be added to each room and displayed. 

Your building is made up of floors and multiple rooms. Rooms within a building need to be easily identified;
this can be done by adding data about each room in the Room data dialog box.

Buildings

Buildings are made up of multiple floors and rooms. If ARCON allows more than one building to be created
then not only can you produce separate ones but also split level rooms at different floor heights. 

Working with buildings

When you start a new project your drawing will automatically be identified as Building 1. The Building menu
has options similar to the Floor menu.

Defining the first building in a new project

When you define a new project in ARCON by clicking the  icon or by selecting the File – New… menu a
dialog box appears where you must define the specification of the first floor of your project. A building is
created and is named Building 1. You can later edit this name and the building’s specifications. 

Dependencies between buildings

Buildings are completely independent of each other in ARCON. That means, for example, the walls of a
building are not merged with walls of another building.

Visible buildings

Selecting the menu Building – Visible building… a dialog box will appear. 

This dialog box works in the same way as the floors dialog box but instead of visible floors you specify visible
buildings.

To switch building views you can select from the above options. You can also use the keyboard shortcut 
Ctrl+B to switch views. Ctrl+G is the shortcut for the floor views.
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New building

If you would like to add an additional building to your project, select this menu. After selecting it a dialog box
appears.

You can specify the name of the building in this dialog box, as well as any comments. If you acknowledge
this dialog box with OK, the Floor properties dialog box appears where you can specify the floor
parameters.

Edit current building

By selecting this menu, you open the Building data dialog box. If selected, you can also open the dialog box
by double-clicking the building. You can select a building, like all other objects in ARCON, by simply
left-clicking it. A building is the largest element in Construction mode. Accordingly, in order to select it, it may
be necessary to click it a number of times consecutively, before the building (and not a wall, a roof or a room)
is selected. A selected building will have a red hatched box overlaying it.

A dialog box will appear and consists of the fields Name and Info. 

Delete current building

Just as you can add buildings to your project, you can also Delete current building. When a building is
deleted, all structural elements including all furnishings assigned to this building are deleted.

Note: The last building in a project cannot be deleted, since your project would otherwise be void. If you
want to delete all buildings, create a new project. 

Mirror current building

In order to mirror a building select from the menu Building - Mirror current building… 

A submenu appears to the right of this where you can select from an X and Y axis and free axis to mirror the
building. 

Buildings can be mirrored independently. You can, for example, mirror a loaded building within a project and
refit it into a new position. 

X- or Y-axis

In order to mirror the current building on a defined axis, simply click the X or Y option from the submenu. 

Free axis

If you select this option, you can draw a line that represents the axis to mirror the building. After selecting this
option, left-click in the plan window in order to define the mirror axis (the bottom status line displays
information while you’re doing this). After you left-click, an outline of the mirrored building is displayed,
indicating the mirrored building’s position. Click a second time to set the mirrored building position. 

Mirror buildings setup

From the menu Building – Mirror Current building – Setup… or Options – Program – Mirror
buildings… menu a dialog box will appear.

In this dialog box you can specify how individual elements in the building will react when mirroring a building.
If Mirror fittings is selected, the furnishings are mirrored with the building. If Only mirror the center of the
fittings is selected then the furnishings are mirrored, but they are not rotated or otherwise adjusted in
position.
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Rotate current building

To rotate a building select the menu Building – Rotate current building.

A submenu appears to the right of this where you can select from pre-defined angles and and free rotation. 

Buildings can be rotated independently. You can, for example, rotate a loaded building within a project and
refit it into a new position.

Rotation by fixed angles

You can rotate a building using the following pre-defined angles: 90°, -90°, 45°, -45°, 30°, and -30°. 

Free rotation

ARCON also allows you to freely rotate a building around its center. If you select this, the  dialog box
appears.

Using the slider control you can adjust the angle of rotation freely. The current value for the angle of rotation
is displayed in the box to the right of the slider. You can also enter a value into this box. As you move the
slider, or enter values into the numeric field, there is a preview of the rotated building. Acknowledge these
settings with OK

Note: A building is rotated around your projects origin point. Therefore, you will notice the origin point
and the building rotate the same. 

Working with rotated buildings

Independently of whether you select a fixed angle of rotation or a free angle of rotation, the building is moved

around the origin  together with not only all of the floors, rooms, and furnishings, but text, dimensions, etc.
– even the grid. 

After the rotation the grid is oriented as the building itself. Only the compass remains unaffected by the
rotation. This means: All inputs you make now are relative to the rotation of the current building. In other
words, they refer to the coordinate system rotated with the building. Move, for example, a horizontal
guideline, which is horizontal only for the building, and it will be moved diagonally on the page. Also, when
drawing in walls, the status line display calculates everything relative to the rotated building. 

If you adjust another current building, its adjustments are relevant to the existing grid. 

SEE ALSO:

Coordinate and grid origin
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Excluding elements from rotation

You have the option of excluding room text as well as normal text from the rotation if you uncheck the box 
Rotate with building in the Room info dialog box or in the Text dialog box. 

Also, the sill height for windows, as well as the stair dimension and appearance, can be excluded from the
rotation by opening the Display the sill height or the Stair details dialog boxes, and uncheck the Relative
to window rotation or Relative to stairway rotation boxes.

Load building

You can add to your current project, existing projects or buildings. If you select Load building, a dialog box
appears.

This dialog box is a standard Windows dialog box for opening files, but with an additional list box and the
option Mirror while loading. You can select any  ARCONproject files (*.acp). For any selected project the
names of all defined buildings in your project are listed in the list box. You can use the mouse and the Ctrl or
Shift key to select one or more buildings of the selected project. The selected buildings are loaded by
clicking OK with the selected project still named in the File name field of the dialog box. 

The selected buildings, including all information (elements, dimensions, text, etc.) are loaded, and the first
selected building is designated the current building. If you are in Construction mode, this building is
automatically selected, so you can move it instantly. If you are loading multiple buildings simultaneously and
want to move the others, you must select and move them manually. 

When you load buildings in this manner, your project information associated with these buildings is discarded
(the current project information is used). This information includes page format, scale, architect and owner
information, etc.

If you select Mirror while loading, the building is automatically mirrored during the loading on the Y-axis.
Here the origin and direction of your project, from which the building is being loaded, is used.

Note: With this function, you can add a building onto itself as mirrored, by saving the current building as
a project then loading the building back in. 

Save current building

Just as you can load buildings into your projects, you can save selected buildings of the current project as a
separate project. If you select Save current building…, a Windows dialog box opens where you can save
the selected (visible) buildings as a project, with the file extension *.acp. Saving this way is like saving the
entire project, and includes all project data, but only visible buildings are saved in your project.

Current building

The list of all available buildings, from which you can select a building to make it the current building, are in a
submenu. You open this submenu by selecting the menu Building – Current building. All buildings are
listed here, with the current building identified with a check next to its name. Simply click another building’s
name to select it as the current building. 

Apartments

Similar to buildings in ARCON apartments are used to organise your project in a hierarchy. Unlike buildings,
apartments do not have a direct effect in your model, but are useful in Room info and in Design mode
display.

In the Room info dialog you can assign rooms to apartments, and sort them accordingly. In Design mode
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you can choose to display only certain apartments, to emphasise individual sections graphically.

Working with apartments

Options and controls for apartments are accessed from the Apartment menu. Before these entries are
described in detail, consider these general notes about apartments. ARCON always uses a single apartment
for each view. If you work with several views, each view can each have a different current apartment. You
can identify the current apartment you’re working with in any view by the caption at the top of the window.

Edits and inputs in a apartment

In order to define which rooms belong to an apartment; you open a dialog box with this specification for each
room. You can open this dialog box by double-clicking in a room, in Construction mode. The apartment
fields, where you assign a room to an apartment, are described in the Room info section dialog box.

Because you allocate rooms to a apartment, objects are automatically allocated to apartments, since objects
are located in rooms that belong to a apartment. This information is also available in the Room info dialog
box.

SEE ALSO:

Rooms dialog box

Defining the first apartment in a new project

Unlike buildings, apartments are not automatically created or assigned by ARCON. Instead all rooms are
initially assigned to no apartment. Accordingly, the field for the apartment name displays <not assigned>.
Rooms, which are not assigned to an apartment, can be subsequently assigned to an apartment. 

Visible apartments

If you select this menu, a dialog box appears.

It is almost identical to the dialog box for visible floors; the function is similar. Rather than specifying visible
floors, you specify visible apartments. 

Unlike floors, which can be selected from the list box in the horizontal toolbar, easily changing between
different apartments is not done with a list box but through the dialog box. You can switch between the three
options in the dialog box with keyboard shortcuts, as you can with floors and buildings. The keyboard
shortcuts are as follows: 

Floors: Ctrl+G

Building: Ctrl+B 

Apartments: Ctrl+U

When you press one of these three key combinations, whether in Construction mode or in Design mode, you
switch between the three options of the dialog box – between the current apartment, all apartments, and the
current apartment and selected apartments. The same applies to floors and buildings, respectively. 
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New apartment

If you would like to add an apartment to your project, select this menu. After selecting it, a dialog box
appears.

You can specify the name of the apartment in this dialog box, as well as any comments. You can edit both in
the Room info dialog box. This new apartment is then available after double-clicking in a room to open a
dialog box for you to assign rooms to it. Additionally, the new apartment automatically becomes the current
apartment, so that new rooms are automatically assigned to it.

SEE ALSO:

Rooms dialog box

Edit current apartment

This dialog box is accessed from the menu Apartment – Edit current apartment…. It consists of the fields
Name and Comment, which you are already familiar with from the dialog box for a new building. In the
Statistics section some values for the apartment are displayed: Floor area, Living space (TYPE 2),
Volume, Rooms and Floors. These values are also displayed in the Room info dialog box. 

Delete current apartment

Unlike deleting buildings, deleting apartments does not actually delete architectural elements or objects, but
the apartment name is removed from the project. All rooms assigned to a deleted apartment are then
assigned to no apartment; the apartment field will display <not assigned>. 

Rooms

All rooms are defined and automatically identified by closed walls. The name Room1 for example will appear
when a room has been identified. The Room data dialog box is opened by double-clicking a room or
selecting a room and pressing the F11 key.

Room data dialog box

The Room data dialog box consists of various tabs including General and Text and buttons for modifying
light calculations and textures.

A dialog box for defining floor and ceiling materials is now available by clicking the Textures… button.

Note: You’ll find that you frequently make room inputs and adjustments in this dialog box, since these
are required for the complete definition of a room. For this reason you can open this dialog box by
double-clicking in a room or by pressing the F11 key. A prerequisite for using the keyboard, however, is
that in Construction mode the mouse pointer must be within the room. When you press the F11 key the
room is selected and the Room info dialog box is opened. 

General tab

The General page is divided into two parts. At the top you can enter general information about the room, for
example, its name. The lower section is reserved for statistics, which are calculated directly from your
project. 

Name

Here you can name the selected room. ARCON automatically names rooms by numbering them
consecutively as you create them. You can subsequently modify a room’s name. 
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Info

Here you can enter any text you want. For example, you can record notes about the room. 

2D view

Here you can choose the 2D fill pattern and color for your room. 

Open up/Open down

In this section you can specify whether the room has a floor and/or ceiling. If you check Open up, no ceiling
is created for the room; if you check Open down, no floor is created. 

Text tab

From here you can select the text you would like displayed in the room on your plan.

For example selecting Name will display the room name (as entered in the General page) and selecting
Floor area will display this automatic calculation in your room on your plan. This text can be moved around
the plan just like text inserted using the text tool. At the bottom of this dialog box, if you select the Rotate
with buildings, text will rotate with the building. Once the text is on the plan, to make changes to the text
just double-click it to open the Room data dialog box. 

On the Text page there is a Font… button. Clicking this will open up a standard Windows dialog box where
you can select a typeface (font) and color for the text. Clicking the OK button will apply this to all text in the
room. 

By clicking the Apply font button, all visible text will be displayed using the selected font and color.  Visible
rooms include those rooms on the same floor. 

If you click the Set Default button all settings made on this page are saved and used for other rooms.

SEE ALSO:

Excluding elements from rotation

Type 1 and type 2 area calculation tabs

All inputs you make in this page are intended for the requirements of TYPE 1 and TYPE 2 particularly for
calculations according to TYPE 1. Values shown in the Statistics section are calculated by ARCON. These
cannot be modified, since they result directly from your project. 

Light calculation button

In Design mode the menu Options – Light calculations opens a dialog box where real-time light and

shadow calculations are made. These settings are activated using the Light calculation   icons.

On the Text page the Light calculation… button will open up a dialog box to enter only basic settings to the
one mentioned above for floor, ceiling and walls.

Textures button

This button will open up a Floor and ceiling properties dialog box. There is a separate tab for each in which
you can assign a color or texture. 
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Room Planning Mode
In Construction mode you work with various room elements such as windows, doors and and beams. In
Room planning mode you can very quickly produce room layouts using various shapes to create the exterior
and interior walls. Individual rooms can be moved from one position to another like building blocks to create
the required floor plan.

Different room layouts can be visualised very quickly, before going into too much detail using the construction
elements. Turning Room planning mode off then converts your layout to walls which can be edited back in
Construction mode.

SEE ALSO:

Buttons in room planning mode

Editing rooms

Rooms can be rotated in any way during input box

Buttons in room planning mode

You enter Room planning mode from Construction mode by clicking the  icon. Some of the icons in
the left-hand vertical toolbar will change and some of the icons in the horizontal toolbar and some menu
options will be grayed out also.

In the vertical toolbar text, guidelines and dimensions are used in exactly the same way as in
Construction mode. In addition to these tools, there are various shapes for room layout. 

Once you have clicked one of the shapes, left-click on the working page to position a corner and then
drag and left-click to position another corner and continue this until the last corner has been drawn. A
dialog box will open. In the Outline tab you can numerically enter the dimensions, mirror room

horizontally or vertically by clicking  , rotate room by -90 or +90 by clicking   and change
the shapes fill color by clicking the Fill color button. Pressing OK will place the shape with these settings
assigned. If you position a shape with the Shift key held down this dialog box will open instantly after the
first corner is placed. Holding down the Ctrl key will allow all corners to be placed and no dialog box will
open. Holding down the Ctrl and Shift key together will place the shape after the first corner is placed
and no dialog box will open. The same dialog box can be opened up after a shape has been placed by
double-clicking the room. Each shape will draw differently. For example the first option will allow you to
draw a rectangle while the second will allow you to draw an L-shaped room. During the positioning
process, corner edges of shapes will snap to other corner edges of shapes to make the positioning more
precise. Shapes can also overlap one another. 

When placing a shape three icons will display to the right of the shape icons. The default icon  will

allow you to position all the corners before this dialog box opens. The  icon will open this dialog box

after the first corner is placed. The  icon will allow you to position all the corners and freely rotate the
shape before this dialog box opens. 

Editing rooms

After selecting the  icon you can open the above mentioned dialog box by double-clicking the room to
make changes. 

Simply clicking a room will select the entire room (indicated by the red frame around the room). A numeric
input box will appear next to the walls where you can change the room dimensions. With it selected you can
delete the room using the Del key, mirror or rotate using the Mirror room horizontally or vertically icons
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  or Rotate room by -90 or +90 icons  . If a room is partially covered by another room or if

the room partially covers another room, use the Room to front or back icons   to specify which

room is on top. Clicking  will move the selected room one layer up and clicking  will move it one
layer down.

Selecting room sides and corners

Clicking close to a room wall or corner will select not the entire room in red but just one wall or corner. As
well as the numeric input boxes appearing next to the walls where you can adjust the dimensions, you can
also resize the walls by stretching. Click the wall highlighted in red or the corner point and with the left mouse
button held, stretch the wall inwards or outwards to resize. You will notice the dimensions in the input boxes
also change while stretching the walls.

If you would like to change the shapes settings prior to placing, simply right-click the shape to open the 
Room dialog box. Adjust the settings e.g. dimensions and confirm these by clicking OK. The shape will uses
these settings as default from now on.

Options dialogs for finished rooms

These dialog boxes are opened by right-clicking the vertical toolbar icons, after the last click for
positioning a finished room, or by double-clicking on a finished room.

The methods used for opening these dialog boxes have the following effects:

Right-clicking on these icons sets which original dimensions and settings are used when positioning

the rooms. This option is particularly useful when using the   input method. If this dialog box
appears at the end of the input process for a room or after double-clicking on an existing room,
dimensions and other settings can be changed later on (entered interactively as required).

The tabs in these dialog boxes are basically very similar to the tabs in the Room data dialog box. The
buttons Material… and Light calculation… ) are identical.

Note: The specifications set on the General tab using Pattern color and Fill pattern relate to
the output of the room in Construction mode. The color of the room in Room Planning mode can
be set using the Fill color function on the Outline tab. 

If using as the settings dialog box for finished rooms the Name and Info sections will be grayed out
because inputs here would be irrelevant.

SEE ALSO:

Rooms dialog box

General tab

Text

The Light calculation button

Outline tab

The  and  icons on the Outline tab can be used to mirror a room (which may not yet have been

positioned) in the y or x direction, and the  and  icons are used to rotate the room to the left or right
by 90 degrees. Lastly, the Fill color input box can be used to specify the color in which the room is displayed
in Room Planning mode.
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The settings for the entire room, including all the defined dimensions, are given above these buttons. These
dimensions can be changed as appropriate in the input boxes.

Note: When changing dimensions, rooms which have already been created are changed centrally. If
you want to change a measurement but leave a room corner, select the opposite corner rather than the
entire room

For polygonal rooms, there is no measurement display (and therefore no option to change the
measurements. This can only be achieved by selecting the corners and edges of the room.

SEE ALSO:

Selecting room sides and corners

Room planning options dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking the  icon or using the Options – Room Planning… menu.

This dialog box is used to specify the type of walls to automatically generate prior to placing shapes for
interior and exterior walls. The wall icons are multifunctional and therefore display various wall thicknesses to
choose from. Just left-click the icon, hold down and move the pointer to the right to select a wall. To the right
of these, a Properties button will open up a dialog box for you to make further wall settings. Confirm with
OK. These settings will now be used as default.

If you would like to freely rotate a room prior to placing then select the Rooms can be rotated in any way
during input box. 

Rooms can be rotated in any way during input box

In Room Planning mode, a room is normally positioned with its bottom edge horizontal. This is why the first
point is always used in positioning the second point for a finished room to specify the height, i.e. the bottom
edge runs horizontally. 

However, if you want to enter the room as rotated when first creating the room, check this box. The
restriction that the second point must be the same height as the first point no longer applies, which means
that point can be positioned anywhere on the plan. The remaining walls will then be oriented around the
rotated base edge for the room, which means that a square room remains square, for example.

These properties can also be accessed by clicking on the  icon in the how bar in Room Planning mode
when positioning finished rooms.
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Construction Mode
In this mode you enter the architectural elements which make up the main construction of your building. For
example walls, windows, roof and elements which are generally static.

SEE ALSO:

3D Preview window in construction mode

Architectural display

Snap

Moving, changing and deleting design objects in Construction mode

Positioning design objects in construction mode

Positioning dimensions during input

Select element in construction mode

Changing/transferring properties for selected elements

Moving sections of the plan

Multiple copying elements and objects

Snapping

Placing furnishing objects in construction mode

Moving, modifying and deleting furnishing objects in construction mode

Display dimensions during entry

Numeric input

Coordinate and grid origin

Ruler

Import DXF/DWG files

Guidelines

Compass

Title block

3D preview window in Construction mode

Although the 2D view in Construction mode provides a very clear overview of the plan, it is sometimes useful

to view this in 3D instantly. This can be achieved by clicking the Design mode icon  or pressing the

F12 key but this takes longer switching between the two modes. Instead, if you click the 3D icon  in
Construction mode, a 3D preview window displays your elements being placed instantly in 3D. You can of
course switch to Design mode (3D) to view in close up detail. Click the 3D icon to switch the window off. The
menu View – 3D-preview window will also switch this on and off.
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The preview window will display what is visible (selected) in your plan including floors and buildings.
Elements that can be switched on and off such as the roof and wood construction details, will also take affect
in the preview window.

Note: If you have the preview window open, processing time in Construction time might be slower. If
this is the case, only make those floors or buildings you are working on visible.

Tips on using the 3D preview window

The 3D preview window can reduce the speed at which the program functions in Construction mode
somewhat, because of course a new 3D view needs to be calculated each time the plan is changed, in
addition to the 2D views. Particularly when many floors or even all floors are visible for a view, the
re-calculation work for the 3D preview window can make working in Construction mode rather slow. In these
situations, it is a good idea to either switch off the preview window completely or to reduce to a minimum the
number of buildings and floors displayed. 

The 3D preview window is always displayed on top of all other views in ARCON. This can mean that working
in the normal views becomes restricted. If this is the case, simply switch it off if necessary, but a better
answer to this problem is to use what is known as a two-monitor solution. There are graphics card on the
market which can be connected to two monitors. This means your desktop is distributed across the two
monitors as appropriate. When using this solution, simply move the 3D preview window onto the second
monitor. 

The two-monitor solution also offers significant advantages when working in Design mode, more specifically
when using the object, texture and material catalog

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

Architectural display

ARCON has an alternate view for displaying walls, doors, windows, stairs, roofs, dormers and sections. In
architectural display these elements are displayed in an architectural format. As an example, the following
displays windows, stairs and doors in normal and architectural displays:
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Normal display   Architectural display 

The architectural display is switched on by selecting the menu View – Architectural display - Use

architectural representation. Alternatively, click the  icon. There is also a button next next to Use
architectural representation. Left-clicking this opens a dialog box where can select which elements you
would like displayed in this view.

Architectural display dialog box

To open this dialog box, select the menu View – Architectural display or right-click the  icon. In this
dialog box you select which elements you would like further information displayed in the 2D plan. The 
General tab includes doors,  stairs and windows. You then have tabs for Dormer windows, Roofs and
Sections. Each of these tabs consists of different display options. 

General tab

In the General tab you select from the following. Selecting these will not affect their dimensions in any way. 

Sill Height from bare floor

Selecting this will display the pre-finished floor to sill height. Select this then the relevant door or window sill
height option.

Sill height notes

To save on confusion, selecting this will display a note that the Sill height from bare floor option has been

selected. This will appear above the title block. Ensure that the  icon is on.

Interior sill height

The sill height for windows and/or doors outside the rooms is normally displayed on the outside. The Interior
sill height option can be used to display this information on the inside. 

Remember that Interior sill height will be grayed out if neither of the two options Door sill height and
Window sill height is selected.

Door/window/wall cut-out sill height

Selecting these will display the sill heights for windows, doors and wall cut-outs in the plan.
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Window stops

It is possible to display both the stop and the opening side for windows. To do this, select the Wndow stops
option.

Note: This menu option will be grayed out if the architectural display is not active.

Dimension doors/windows on axis

This axis dimensions can be switched on and off separately for doors and windows using Dimension doors
on axis and Dimension windows on axis. The diagram below shows a door and a window with the axis
dimensions activated as well as normal dimensions.

Upward gradient on stairs

This option is used to display the number of steps used, the rise height and tread depth. 

Show rise and tread for stairs

This menu option is used to set whether the rise and the tread is displayed in the plan for stairs. 

Always show stairways to the floor below

Selecting Always show stairs to the floor below will display stairs if they are part of the underneath floor
and is not visible. This setting is particularly useful where you want the stairs leading into the loft to be
displayed for example.

Comma as decimal separator

Selecting this will replace the dimensions decimal point with a comma.
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Alternate view of walls

The alternate view of walls differs from the normal view with thicker lines of the individual wall edges. 

Alternate view of windows and doors

Alternative views are also available for displaying elements. The window and door macro dialog boxes
consist of a 2D symbol button. Clicking this will open up the 2D symbol dialog box:

From this, you can determine how the window or door 2D symbol will be displayed. Note that you will only
see the effects of these selections if you have enabled the architectural display.

Symbol representation for stairs

In the stairs dialog box under the 2D symbol section, there are different display options as follows:

       

1. No section cut 

2. Section cut, with upper half shown

3. Section cut, without upper half shown

SEE ALSO:

2D Alternative view

Alternate view of roofs

The alternate view of roofs is distinguished by the fact that only the individual roof edges are displayed, and
those edges are displayed as lines. The wood construction, regardless of whether or not you enabled its
display, is not displayed. Furthermore, fewer details are shown, for example, gutters are not displayed. 

Another feature of this view is lines running to the roofs outside edges, which marks the one- or two-meter
plane, measured from the upper edge of the finished floor, are parallel. This means: At the two-meter line the
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room has headroom of two meters. 

If you set a roof over several floors, the one and two-meter lines for the current floor are colored differently
than those of the other floors under the roof. 

In floors that are within the roof, besides the one and two-meter lines yet another zero-line is shown. This
indicates the size of the surface area of the respective floor. It is meant as a guideline for assistance while
inputting walls in floors that are limited by the roof. 

Note: you can snap in the alternate view on the lines of the roof structure (the two meter lines as well as
the roof edges including the cross beams), if you have checked the Roofs box (in the alternate view) in
the Snap and select dialog box.

Dormer window, roof and section tab

As well as there being a General tab in the Architectural display dialog box there are three further tabs for
Dormer window, Roof and Section. Clicking the tabs will open a page for each. Here you can select certain
element parts and patterns to view in the architectural display, for example roof patterns. The general line
appearance such as thickness and style can also be defined. These settings can only be viewed with the
architectural display on.
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Snap

ARCON helps you arrange elements using various aids in Plan view within Construction and Design mode.
One such aid is called snapping. This function helps you place elements by snapping to, or snapping onto,
certain existing elements in your project. The mouse pointer will snap onto elements when it’s within a
predefined distance: the snap radius. For example, with snapping switched off, you can begin drawing a new
wall very close to an existing wall, without the two connecting. With snapping switched on, the pointer will
snap onto the existing wall so the two walls connect perfectly at their edges.

Besides selectable elements, you can snap onto the grid, the ruler and guidelines. The selectable elements
include wall axis, wall edges, cutouts, and ceiling tiles as well as cuts and ends. Generally you can only snap

onto visible elements or aids. For example, if you switch all guidelines off with the  icon, you won’t be
able to snap on these – even if you activated the guideline option in the Snap and select dialog box. 

If you want to place a point freely without snapping, you can switch snapping off for all elements by pressing
the F3 key, then set the point. Note that this disables snapping only for setting a single point, then snapping
is switched back on again. So if you want to place several points freely, it is best to switch off snapping
completely in the Snap and select dialog box, rather than pressing F3 before setting each point.

If several snap points are situated tightly together, you can switch between them by pressing the key
combination Ctrl+F before finally placing the point or object. 

Snap and select

You open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu Options – Program – Snap
and select… 

This dialog box consists of two pages: Snap and Selectable elements. In the Snap page you can adjust the
snap radius and which elements to snap only while editing. In the Selectable elements tab, you can select

which elements can be selected with  in the work area.

Snap tab

Snap on/Snap off 

Range

Snap to

Snap on/snap off

You can deactivate snapping with the option Snap off. If this is selected no further input is possible in the
dialog box and you can place objects and elements freely on your page. If you activate the option Snap on,
you can adjust snapping to your needs with the following options and adjustments. 

In ARCON you can snap on transparencies. If you selected the architectural display, you can snap on roofs
(during replacement) – on the roof edges, the one and two-meter lines as well as the zero line. Interaction of
roof edges and roof lines with other elements, for example, guidelines or walls is not supported when
snapping. 

Range

Here you specify the snap radius. Within this radius ARCON will try to find a point on which to snap. It can be
a point of the grid, the ruler or a point on a specified element. 

Since it can often happen that within the snap radius there are multiple points on which to snap, you can
press Ctrl+F to switch between these points and select the desired point on which to snap. 

The snap radius you set depends largely on the elegance with which you use the mouse, and should be set
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at whatever level you’re most comfortable with. If the snap radius is too high, inputting different elements and
switching between snap points can become tedious because you never snap onto the point you want – which
defeats the purpose of the tool. If the snap radius is too small, you may find that you’re not snapping onto the
point you want because you’re not positioning the mouse in exactly the right spot. You’ll get best results if you
experiment with different settings. 

Snap to

By simply checking the boxes for different elements, you can select which elements to snap onto. You can
select Guidelines, Wall axis, Wall edges, Images, Roofs and Cutouts/ceiling tiles. Additionally you have
the option of snapping on Cuts and ends from the indicated elements. 

If the elements selected here are not visible in your plan, you cannot snap on them, even if the appropriate
option is active. 

If you operate with multiple floors (starting from Working with floors) you can also snap on all elements of the
visible floors, separately from the current floor. You can use this function to place elements on top of each
other, for example, accurately placing walls between different floors.

SEE ALSO:

Edit current floor

Selectable elements tab

This page consists of a set of control fields, which lets you control which elements in your project can be
selected. 

All options are selected by clicking the All button; all options are de-selected by clicking None. Invert reverses
the status of all elements, checking those that were previously unchecked, and so forth. Default checks
those elements, which are typically set under normal operating conditions.

You can use the options in this page to be able to quickly and easily select elements in your project,
especially if several elements are situated one over another. That can be the case, for example, if you move
a roof. Normally the roof options are not selectable because this one element lies over everything else and
would prevent selecting anything underneath it. If you want to edit or move a roof, you’ll want to change some
of the options here, including Roofs, Roof areas, Skylights, and Dormers.

To quickly change the selectable elements, you can use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+Spacebar. This is

generally faster than right-clicking  or using the menu.

Advanced tab

The Advanced tab consists of the two sections Selection frame and Objects are…. 

Selection frame section

Objects are... section

Selection frame section

This section is used to specify how elements behave in Construction mode when they are only partially
positioned inside the frame when using the frame method to select elements (dragging out a frame). 

If the Partially option is selected, elements which are only partially inside the frame are also selected.
Selecting Completely will only select elements which are completely within the frame.
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Objects are... section

This section is used to determine whether objects and groups entered in Design mode can also be selected
in Construction mode, and if so, whether they can also be moved (by double-clicking) and edited.

Note: In order to be able to move whole sections of a floor using  check Selectable and Moveable
so that the sections of the floor which have already been set up can be moved, including all the objects
that floor contains.

SEE ALSO:

Moving sections of the plan

Moving, changing and deleting design objects in construction
mode

Objects entered in Design mode (furnishing objects) can also be moved, changed and deleted as required in
Construction mode. This function can be switched off using the relevant dialog box - see Advanced tab,
however, because it may not necessarily be required. 

The procedure for editing Design objects is basically identical to the procedure for editing objects in the plan

view  in Design mode . The following specific rules apply:

· Clicking on an object or group will select it. Selected design objects and groups are displayed in red.

· Double-clicking on a Design object or group opens the Object properties dialog box.

· Pressing the Del key deletes a selected object or group.

· Moving objects does not change their level.

Rotating objects in construction mode

In addition to moving, editing and deleting objects in construction mode, you are now able to rotate selected
objects using the following rotate icons 

  

It is useful to select design objects in combination with moving whole floor sections using the  button

SEE ALSO:

Plan view

Moving sections of the plan

Positioning design objects in construction mode

You have the possibility of placing 3D objects into your project while in Construction mode. This function will

help your planning and will accelerate your work with ARCON. Right click on the Insert object tool  and
the Object selection dialog will activate.  This dialog is very similar to the  ARCON Explorer Catalog found in
the Design mode.

The first time you start ARCON, left clicking on the Insert object tool will also produce this dialog. As soon
as you have selected an object, left clicking on the Insert object tool will insert the last selected object. An
object is selected from the right hand window of the Object selection dialog and then confirmed with the

tool . You can cancel the selection with , and then the previously selected object becomes the active
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object.

After the selection of an object, three additional tools become active in the how bar. The Object, free
position tool will insert the object at the position of the next mouse click. A preview of the object will be
attached to the mouse cursor until the position is confirmed with a mouse click. The object will snap to other
objects and to guidelines. The reference point or snap point on the object can be controlled using Ctrl+W.

The Object position at set distance tool  will allow you to position the object at a defined distance from
the reference point. The distance can be set by right clicking on the tool. And inserting the distance in the 
Insert object dialog. 

The third tool Object midway , will position the object midway between two mouse clicks. The current
reference point on the object (controlled with Ctrl+W) is also active.

Positioning dimensions during input

In order to maintain a clear overview during the interactive process for positioning windows, doors, walls and
lower/upper beams regarding the size and position of the elements being positioned, the Display
Dimensions during input menu option in the Options menu can be used to switch the display of
dimensions for the relevant elements on and off. Dimensions displayed via this option will automatically
disappear once the elements have been positioned with the final click.

Select element in Construction mode

When the Select element  icon is selected, you can select elements in your project to move, delete or
change their properties. First click the Select element icon and then left-click the element you want selected.
A selected element will turn red. If you click in an area with several elements, one above another, the
smallest element is selected first. If you click again, the next largest element is selected, and so forth.
Selectable elements include walls, windows, doors, text, floors, ceilings (including the area inside a room),
ceiling tiles, cutouts, stairs, roofs, and more. If you click, for example, in a room and a roof is situated above
this room, the floor and room area is first selected, then upon the next mouse click the roof is selected. To
make the selection process easier, open the Snap and select dialog box and Selectable elements page to
activate/deactivate elements – see section Snap and select dialog box.

For selected elements you can make the following changes:

You can delete a selected element by pressing the Delete key.

You can move a selected element by clicking again on the element and, keeping the mouse button held
down, moving the mouse.

You can change an element’s properties. You can double-click an element to open a dialog box to make
changes. 

Note that the  icon is automatically selected when you switch from Design mode into Construction mode. 

Selecting objects

In ARCON it is also possible to select objects in Construction mode if this function has been activated using
the relevant Options dialog box. This enhancement was primarily introduced so that the objects are also
moved when enlarging and moving whole sections of a plan. 

As a side-effect, however, it also means that objects can also be changed in Construction mode. To do this,
simply double-click on the relevant object. The dialog box that opens is identical to the dialog box in Design
mode.

Moving and deleting objects is possible in Construction mode, in exactly the same way as the procedure for
changing objects.

SEE ALSO:
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Snap tab

Auto target selection: all elements from section

Object properties dialog box

Multiple select in construction mode

Multiple elements can be selected simultaneously in Construction mode. These elements can then be
deleted all in one go. There are two options for doing this:

You select an element and then select additional elements by holding down the Shift key while clicking the
other elements.

Drag a selection frame around the area of elements you want selected. A selection frame area can be set to
partially or completely - see Selection frame section.  To make the selection process easier, open the Snap
and select dialog box and Selectable elements page to activate/deactivate elements.

More than one selected element can be deleted by pressing the Del key. Using the selection frame method,
the following dialog will appear. This allows  you to specify whether you want the selected element(s) deleted
from current floor only or over different floors (i.e. same positioned elements that were transferred from one
floor to another) 

Selecting elements within any polygon

If a number of elements need selecting that cannot be selected using the standard selection frame then an

area can be selected using the Select elements with polygon icon . This is opened by placing the
pointer over the Select element icon (a multi-function symbol represents this), and left-clicking it when it
appears. 

With this selected you can then draw around the elements you would like selected by left-clicking. To select
the elements press the Esc key or right-click with your mouse button. 

SEE ALSO:

Moving sections of the plan

Advanced tab

Changing/transferring properties for selected elements

If you want to transfer the properties of a construction element (e.g. a window) to other construction

elements, simply select a construction element and then press the  icon found towards the bottom of the
vertical toolbar. 

A dialog box containing various buttons and options will display with a What? and Where? tab to the left of
the box.
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Once all the properties to be transferred have been selected, and the elements which these properties are
being transferred too (specified in the Where? tab) have been selected, click the Transfer now! button.
Switch off the dialog box by right-clicking the working page. 

Source… section

This section assumes that the selected item is the transfer source. However, a template element can also be
used instead of the selected element. The template object is always the same type as the selected element
(e.g. window). There does not need to be any correlation in your plan; any freely definable window can be
used as the template. To do this, proceed as follows:

Select the Template option and click the Edit source… button. This will open a dialog box which is the same
as the properties dialog box for the element currently selected. Changes in the dialog box will not change the
selected element, but will change the properties of the template. 

Using templates is a good idea if you want to transfer the properties of an element from one floor to a
different floor. For example, if you have created a window on the ground floor, and you want to use the
properties of that window on the first floor, you will need to first select the window and then click the Use as
template to define that window as the source. Then change the current floor to the first floor. In the Source
section, select Template. 

The method can be used to transfer properties not only from a floor but also from a building. 

Manual target selection… section

Here you have three methods of selecting the target elements. You can click and select using the By
clicking option. You can use a standard selection frame with the Using square option and the Using
polygon option allows you to enter any shape to select an area of elements which can’t be selected within a
standard frame. With this option press the Esc key or right-click to highlight your selection. 

Drag a selection frame around the area where the elements to be selected are positioned. A selection frame
area can be set to partially or completely. See section - Snap and select dialog box for more details

Auto target selection: all elements from… section

If you don’t want to manually select individual elements manually, the buttons in the Auto target selection:
all elements from… allow specific elements in your plan to be selected. 

Depending on the element selected, there are different buttons available to press. For a window, for
example, buttons for Buildings, Floors and Wall are available for selecting elements specific to these. 

What? tab

The What? tab mainly contains the properties of the selected element. These properties are taken from the
elements dialog box. For example the above is from a wall element and below is from a window element.
You can see the different options.

Once all the properties to be transferred have been selected, and the elements which these properties are
being transferred too (specified in the Where? tab) have been selected, click the Transfer now! button.
Switch off the dialog box by right-clicking the working page. 

Where? tab

The Where? tab is used to specify where the properties are transferred to and how the elements are
selected. The tab consists of the sections Source, Manual target selection and Auto target selection: All
elements from.... 
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Source...section

This section assumes that the selected item is the transfer source. However, a template element can also be
used instead of the selected element. The template object is always the same type as the selected element
(e.g. window). There does not need to be any correlation in your plan; any freely definable window can be
used as the template. To do this, proceed as follows:

Select the Template option and click the Edit source… button. This will open a dialog box which is the same
as the properties dialog box for the element currently selected. Changes in this dialog box will not change the
selected element, but will change the properties of the template. 

Using templates is a good idea if you want to transfer the properties of an element from one floor to a
different floor. For example, if you have created a window on the ground floor, and you want to use the
properties of that window on the first floor, you will need to first select the window and then click the Use as
template to define that window as the source. Then change the current floor to the first floor. In the Source
section, select Template. 

The method can be used to transfer properties not only from a floor but also from a building. 

Manual target selection...section

Here you have three methods of selecting the target elements. You can click and select using the By
clicking option. You can use a standard selection frame with the Using square option and the Using
polygon option allows you to enter any shape to select an area of elements which can’t be selected within a
standard frame. With this option press the Esc key or right-click to highlight your selection. 

Drag a selection frame around the area where the elements to be selected are positioned. A selection frame
area can be set to partially or completely. See section - Snap and select dialog box for more details

SEE ALSO:

Snap and select

Auto target selection: all elements from... section

If you don’t want to manually select individual elements manually, the buttons in the Auto target selection:
all elements from… allow specific elements in your plan to be selected. 

Depending on the element selected, there are different buttons available to press. For a window, for
example, buttons for Buildings, Floors and Wall are available for selecting elements specific to these. 

Moving sections of the plan

In Construction mode, if at least two elements have been selected at the same time, the  icon appears in
the how bar. This is used to move the selected elements by a specific amount. Some elements such as
windows will only move with the wall selected. Therefore, the selected wall and window will move together at
the same distance. 

This icon is mainly used to move parts of your plan so that your complete plan is made 1 meter wider, for

example. With the selected elements, click the  icon. A move factor needs to be defined first with two
clicks. After the first click an arrow will appear to define the direction. After the second click a dialog box will
appear:

You have two numeric boxes to enter manually or use the arrow buttons to specify how much the elements
need to move by.
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Multiple copying elements and objects

Multiple copies of a selected element or object can be created in Construction and Design mode. To do this,

select an element and click the  icon which will appear after selection. A dialog box will appear and will not
necessarily be the same if you were copying a different element. However, their functions are very similar to
one another.

For example you can numerically enter the number of copies (No. of copies), enter the spacing from the left
or right-hand side of the element (Spacing). This can be changed in the Direction taken from object
section. If the From edge option is checked, the spacing will start from the opposite side of element. See the
following example of a copied window with the same settings in this dialog box displayed.

With a number entered in Copy offset, every copy after the first will be offset by that amount. For example
entering an offet of 150mm based on the previous example will look like the following:

     

From the left-hand side of the first window the first copied window is placed at 1800mm, the second copied
window is placed at 1950mm (1800mm + 150mm = 1950mm), and the third copied window is placed at
2100mm (1950mm + 150mm = 2100mm.

You will notice that there are additional direction options in the dialog box that appears in Construction mode
when copying and placing objects.

Multiple copy dialog box - type 1

This dialog box is opened in Construction mode if you select an element and then press .or by right-
clicking this icon.

The dialog box is displayed for elements which have positions not based around the orientation of other
elements, for example, for walls which can be freely rotated in the space, but not for windows because they
will always have the same orientation as the walls in which they are positioned. In this dialog box, enter the 
No. of copies of the element or the object to be created and the Spacing for those elements/objects. If you
select a value other than 0 in the Increase spacing by input box, the distance is increased accordingly from
copy to copy (and decreased with negative values). The Rotate copy direction by input box can also be
used to set by how much a copy is rotated relative to the previous copy.

In the Direction section you can specify where the first copy is positioned relative to the original: either Right
, Left, Above or Below. The fifth alternative available is to specify an Angle. An angle of 0 degrees here
corresponds to the right direction. The angle is measured counter clockwise.

Do remember that a preview of the copies to be created will be displayed in the working area in ARCON
while you are entering the settings into the dialog box. This allows you to check the effect of the different
input boxes for the dialog box precisely.

The following diagrams show the effects of the parameters on the example of three copies of a chair in
Design mode (color view from above).

Multiple copy dialog box - type 2

Unlike option 1, this dialog box is opened when you want to create multiple copies of elements in
Construction mode, where the orientation of those elements is specified by other elements. This includes
windows and doors in particular, where the wall in which they are positioned as well as dormer windows,
skylights and photovoltaic elements define the orientation. The orientation of these elements is given by the
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direction of the eaves selvage on the roof side where they are positioned. This dialog box is virtually identical
to the dialog for option 1, except that the Direction section gives you the option of positioning the copies to
the right or left of the selected element. The Internal dimension check box also included in this dialog box
allows you to specify whether the Spacing you have entered in the corresponding input box is measured from
one element to the next or between two elements. For example, if a window with a width of one meter is
copied, and you use a spacing of two meters, the distance from the relevant, for example, left-hand edge of
the windows will be two meters in each case, if Internal dimension is not selected. If Internal dimension is
selected, the distance of the right-hand edge of a window to the left-hand edge of the window to the right of it
will be two meters.

Multiple copy dialog box - type 3

This dialog box appears when you create a multiple copy of guidelines or guide sections. The function is
basically identical to the two previous options, but it is not possible to specify a direction. The plus or minus
sign in the Spacing input box can be used to specify the side of the elements to be copied on which the
guidelines or surfaces are positioned.

Multiple copy dialog box in design mode

Just as in Construction mode, multiple copies of a selected object can also be created in Design mode. This

dialog box appears after clicking  is identical to option 1 in Construction mode, except for the additions of
the Internal dimension and Relative to object check boxes. The Internal dimension feature here has the
same function as the corresponding feature for option 2 in Construction mode (see above). If you select 
Relative to object, the copies of the object will be positioned in object direction, not in true direction (to the
left or right and up and down in the plan view). The true and the object directions will differ if the object to be
copied has been rotated.

Snapping

This function is used in both Construction and Design mode. With this function switched on, elements can be
placed by snapping to or snapping onto certain existing elements in your plan. The mouse pointer will snap to
these elements when it’s within a predefined distance: the snap radius. For example, with the snap function
switched off, you can draw a wall close to an existing wall without the two end points connecting. With the
snap function switched on, depending on the snap radius, a wall end point drawn close to an existing wall
end point will snap and connect the two together with accuracy.

Besides selectable elements, you can also snap onto the grid, ruler and guidelines so long as they are
visible. 

If snapping is on and you want to freely place an element or draw in one wall without snapping, press the F3
key. This will disable snapping for that one action then revert back to it.

Note: If you have more than one action its best to turn the snap function off completely.

Snap and select dialog box

Right-click the Select element  icon, select the menu Options – Program – Snap and select… or
press the key combination Ctrl+Spacebar to open the Snap and select dialog box. 

This dialog box consists of three pages: Snap, Selectable elements and Advanced. Click the tabs to open
the relevant pages.
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Snap page

Snap off/snap on

Click Snap off to deactivate and Snap on to activate the selected elements in this dialog box. 

Range

Here you specify the snap radius. Within this radius ARCON will try to find a point on which to snap. It can be
a point of the grid, ruler, guide or a point on a specified element. 
Within a snap radius there might be multiple snap points so use the Ctrl+F keys to toggle between them until
you have the right one. 
The snap radius you set depends largely on how the mouse is used. You might find that setting it too high will
cause  frustration  because  you  snap  to  everything  to  easily  and  too  low  is  not  enough.  The  pixel  range  is
between 1 and 20. To begin with keep it set to 5. 

Snap to

Even though the snap function might be on, the relevant elements need to be selected in order for snapping
to  take  affect.  This  page  has  a  list  of  elements  you  use  to  snap  to.  To  select,  simply  check  the  relevamt
boxes with a left mouse click.

Selectable elements page

In your project you can select any element including guidelines, dimensions, text etc, so long as these have
been activated in the above page. You have an All button which activates all the elements and a None
button which deactivates all. Depending on the content in your project, some elements can be tricky to select
for example a roof covering the entire building. If you have difficulties selecting, just activate the ones you
want to select. To do this press the None button and left-click the boxes to activate. The Invert button will
reverse your selection so that the ones activated are deactivated and vice versa.

Advanced page

by drawing a selection frame. With the Partially box checked, you can draw selection frame over only part of
the element to select it. With the Completely box checked, you have to draw a selection frame around the
entire element to select it. The elements you want to select using a selection frame still need to be activated
on the Selectable elements page. 

The Objects are section determines whether 3D objects can be edited or moved in Construction mode. The
Selectable box needs to be checked first to be able to select the following. Checking the Editable box will
allow you to open up the Object properties dialog box in Construction mode. Selecting Moveable will allow
the object to be moved in this mode. 
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Placing furnishing objects in construction mode

You can of course place furnishing objects in Design (furnish) mode but to help you in the planning

process, you can insert objects whilst in Construction mode. Right-click the Insert object icon  to
open the Object selection dialog box. This dialog box is very similar to the ARCON Explorer catalog
in the Design mode.

The first time you start ARCON, left-clicking on the Insert object icon will also display this. If the
object folders do not appear in the window you will need to locate them in the left-hand window. Once
located, an object is selected from the right-hand window. Double-click a folder (folder symbol bottom

left) to open the contents of the folder and then left-click an object and click the  icon to select for
placing. As soon as you have selected an object, left-clicking the Insert object icon will place the last
selected object. When this function is active, an additional three icons will appear next to the wall icon
to help position the object. The options are:

Object, free position - freely place the object

Object position at set distance – see following

Object, midway – place the object midway between two points

When selecting Object position at set distance, left-click the start point from where you want the
object distanced from and then left-click in the direction you want the object placed. A dialog box will
open where you enter the distance in the input box and press OK.

Moving, modifying and deleting furnishing objects in
construction mode

Objects entered in Design mode (furnishing objects) can also be moved, modified and deleted in
Construction mode so long as the relevant options have been activated as described above.

· Clicking on an object or group will select it. Selected objects and groups are displayed in red.

· Double-clicking on an object or group opens the Object properties dialog box.

· Pressing the Del key deletes a selected object or group.

· Move the object by moving the mouse with the left mouse button held down.

Moving a group of objects or elements can be achieved also by individually selecting them with a click or

using the selection frame, and then clicking the icon. Click the selected group and move with using the
mouse. You will see a direction arrow. A numerical entry can also be entered.

Display dimensions during entry

Dimensions can be viewed whilst some elements such as walls are being dragged to size. This option is
active when Display dimensions during entry has been selected from the Options menu. After you have
placed the element the dimension display will disappear.
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Numeric input

General information

Numeric input

User-defined behavior

Moving between the input boxes

The def. and std. buttons

Polygonal wall input

General information

All elements that can be entered in Construction mode can be entered with the mouse and the keyboard.
Especially for accurately positioned elements, this entry is sometimes most practical when done with the
keyboard. 

In order to use numeric entry simply and effectively – to offer it as a tool without disturbing normal
procedures – a special solution was created for ARCON. In the long run you should be able to use numeric
entry when you want, and work comfortably without it when you don’t. 

This means, in detail: 

· For each tool of the toolbar you can press the F2 key to specify whether the entry should be made with the
mouse or the keyboard. 

· For entry using the keyboard, the number of necessary entries is minimised.

· You can change between numeric entry and enter with the mouse at any time, even between individual
steps of an entry, with the F4 key. 

· During multi-stage entries you can select which entries you want to enter with the mouse, and which you
want to enter with the keyboard. 

Note: If you want to move existing windows or doors with numeric entry, you can find the appropriate
information in the Doors section. 

Arithmetic calculations in input boxes

In any ARCON input box, it is possible to use arithmetic. For example, instead of entering 1.23 you can enter
1.0 + 0.23. ARCON replaces the formula with the calculated value. Besides the four basic arithmetic
operations, ARCON additionally supports exponentiation, for example, 2^3 = 8.00, trigonometric functions,
for example, sin (45) = 0.71. 

Numeric input

 ARCON possesses two vertical toolbars at the left side of Construction mode screen. The left-hand bar
contains elements you can create and the second how bar has icons that control how to create it. ARCON
permits you to switch between numeric entry and mouse entry for each icon of the how bar. 

In Construction mode mouse or keyboard entry can be specified for each icon of the how bar, and for each
element of the what bar. The F2 key switches between the modes for each icon. The icons of the how bar
remember their status i.e. whether they use mouse entry or numeric entry. Icons with numeric entry enabled
are marked with a yellow border. Icons without a yellow border are configured for mouse entry.

If you click an icon in the how bar, which is marked with a yellow border, or if you press the F2 key during
mouse entry, (which switches the icon to numeric entry and marks the icon in yellow), a special dialog box
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appears at the bottom of the work area where numeric entry is made. Depending on the icon (and hence,
function) selected, this dialog box has different forms.

All numeric entry dialog boxes have three buttons to the right of the dialog box, with which you can
acknowledge a numeric entry, terminate the entry operation by aborting, or open the appropriate help text. To
the left of the OK, Cancel, and Help buttons you’ll see a diagram representing the entry. With this diagram
you can understand the operation without having to read the complete ARCON manual.

Entries (which you make in the dialog input boxes) correspond to emphasised elements in the plan. Each
section in the left part of the dialog box corresponds to a point or a line. Both the points and lines in the plan
and icons are consecutively numbered to suggest which field corresponds to which point or line in the plan.
Additionally, you’ll find above the plan two small icons with the labels Def. and Std., which will be described
in detail later in this chapter. 

Finally, to the left and above the plan the current dimension system is identified. For example, if you’re
working in meters, there will be a small m in this corner. This tells you that all entries within this dialog are
measured in meters (except of course for angles in degrees). To the left of the plan are the required input
boxes, in order of their use. For example, if you’re placing a wall, there are fields for the point of origin and
termination point. 

Besides the actual enter fields, where you enter the actual values for points (or lines and lengths), this
section contains various icons and shadings. The icons tell you whether you can use mouse entry for a field.
The shadings indicate which input boxes are active, and as you go through each step the view will change to
reflect the completed fields.

Within each section as points (or lengths or lines) are entered, you can use the control fields rel. and polar
to specify whether the coordinates are relative (or absolute), and polar (or Cartesian).

User-defined behavior

You can control the behavior of an input box itself with the mouse (the oblong icon  left of an input box). If
the mouse icon is depressed, the respective value can be entered with either the keyboard or the mouse. If
you want to specify the first point with the mouse and the second point with the keyboard, click the mouse
icon next to the first input box so it’s depressed, and leave the second mouse icon.

Instead of clicking the mouse icon in the entry section, you can also change this switch with the F4 key. The
status of the icon changes each time you press the F4 key. 

The  icon to the right of an input box gives you even more control over the input box. If you click this icon so
it is held down, the field cannot be changed. The value in this field is used without further entry. If all input
boxes in a section are completed, this icon and its function are skipped, since you’ve finished the section and
are on to the next step. This mechanism simply serves to reduce unnecessary work during numeric entry.

Entry using the mouse with partially completed data entry

If the mouse icon (the oblong icon to the left of the input boxes) in a section is clicked and one of the two

input boxes is locked by means of the  icon, you can modify the second entry with the mouse only. This is
especially so depending on the interaction with the control fields rel. and polar respectively. 

Example: You want to position long walls (3 meters long) in different parts of your project, then you want to

determine the point of origin and the orientation of the wall using the mouse. For this you use the  icon
and adjust the numeric entry dialog box as follows: 

In the first section, press the mouse icon down; in the second section switch to relative and polar
coordinates, and locate the length input box. After locating it, entry the length of 3 meters there. The entry of
values in boxes, which are not even active, is possible only in located boxes. You can identify these boxes by
the fact that the icons to their right are depressed and the fields are gray.

After you’ve entered the length, in the second input box, hold the  button down, since you want to enter the
angle with the mouse. Next, you can start to enter the walls. You must click twice for each wall, i.e. first, in
order to set the beginning of the wall and, after you selected the angle by moving the mouse, a second time
to locate the wall. If you would like, instead of setting the angle with the mouse, which angles with the
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numeric input box, you don’t have to press the  button down in the second input box. 

This example should make clear the function of the  button, with the help of the mouse icon and when
entering values over a wide range. 

It can be quite practical to locate all values of all input boxes. For entry function only the OK button is
available. If this is selected, all located values are used. 

Example: You would like to move 10 supports horizontally a distance of 3 meters. Proceed as follows: Select
the element for round supports and next switch off the numeric entry, if is not already switched off. Next,
position the first support. Subsequently, activate the numeric entry by pressing F2 and adjust the switches in
the numeric entry dialog box as shown in the following figure. 

Now simply press the Return key or click the OK button nine times.

Entry of points: relative/absolute and polar/cartesian

In input boxes where you define points, you can specify for each point whether its coordinates should be
absolute or relative (related to the origin), and whether you want to input its Cartesian or Polar coordinates.
The input of absolute coordinates is simplest to understand, but presumably will rarely be used.

If neither rel. nor polar, input the absolute x-coordinate in the upper input box, and the absolute y-coordinate
in the lower input box. 0.0 corresponds to the origin, which is marked by the cross hair. 

Note: You can adjust the position of the origin with the help of the multi-function icon image, even during
numeric input.

The second possibility for input is polar coordinates of an absolute position. For this, uncheck the control
field rel. and check the control field polar. Instead of entering the x and y-coordinates relative to the origin,
you enter distance and angle; the distance refers to the origin. The angle is measured relative to the X-axis in
degrees (in a few special cases this can be different).

The other two possibilities, i.e. the relative input in Cartesian and polar coordinates, refer not to the origin, but
to a point of reference. 

This point of reference is new to ARCON and will be described in detail later. The point is basically the point
of reference – where you clicked the final mark or which was the result of a numeric input. So you already
have a point as a point of reference, for example, for the second input section of a numeric input dialog box,
which you input in the first input section. The point of reference is marked by a small red cross hair.

Since the point of reference is the result of the previous input, you can determine the size of an element by
using the relative input method, which starts from the second input box. It is now separate for X- and Y- as
the difference in X- and Y-directions or when selecting polar by length and angle. Note that when using polar
coordinates the length refers to the point of reference, generally with an absolute angle. 0 corresponds to the
right (in X-direction) and to 90 upward (in Y-direction). Angles are left turned around. The exception of this
zero-direction is the subject of the following paragraph. 

Zero direction during entry with polar coordinates

If you use polar coordinates when entering values (with polar checked) in an input box, you must specify a
length and a direction. In contrast to the length itself, whether rel. or not, the point of reference or the origin
always refers to the general angle to the X-axis. That is, an entry of angle 0 corresponds to the direction to
the right.

To this there is, independent of whether relative or absolute polar coordinates are input, an exception:

Whenever you do not intend to enter a reference line, for example, when using the tools     and 

    using the X-axis, the perpendicular is used for this reference line. You can detect this by the
fact that, when selecting, a small directional marker appears vertical to this reference line with the mouse at
the reference line. If this reference line is a wall edge, this arrow always points away from the wall. If you use
a guideline as a reference line, you can determine, after the mouse has caught on the guideline, by simply
moving the mouse whether the direction vector shows to the left or to the right. 

The sense of this – apparently random – handling of zero-directions is as follows: anytime a step of the entry
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refers to a reference line, generally the specification of this step is given relative to the reference line. If you
would like to enter, for example, a wall parallel to another, you will want to generally enter the distance of this
wall from the reference wall, along the perpendicular. This is possible only if you can refer to this
perpendicular. For entries that do not refer to reference lines, this relative entry makes little sense and is
therefore not implemented.

Adjusting the point of reference

As mentioned above, the point of reference is always the point last entered. If you would like to use a point of
reference besides this last point, you can complete this with the help of the fourth version of the
multi-function icon image. This version is in ARCON and is used just like the first version, which adjusts the
origin. You can also adjust the point of reference during numeric entry.

Moving between the input boxes

Like Windows in general, you change between the different input boxes with the Tab key or with the Return
key. The tab key moves back and forth between the input boxes; the Return key does the same, but accepts
the entry value when it leaves one field for another. If you enter a value in the lower input box of a section,
the values of this section are used and the next section becomes active. If the field was in the last section,
the respective element is moved or placed and the first section becomes active again for a second element. 

The def. and std. buttons

With the function described, you have many possibilities of optimally using numeric entry to suit your
purposes. If you want to use an adjustment again and again, press the Std button. It stores the entries you’ve
made as standard entries, so you can use them again and again in new projects. The values are stored for
each section whether the entries are to be relative or absolute, or entered as polar or cartesian. Additionally,

the status of the buttons within the different sections (whether the mouse icon  is depressed, and whether
the icons are clicked) is saved with the input boxes. Selecting the Std button means quasi-permanent saving
of the dialog box. 

The Def. button serves as an escape hatch: With the many adjustment possibilities you can very easily
achieve an adjustment which simply doesn’t work well. So you could then select Def., and all buttons and
input boxes are restored to their default status. This default is stored and was selected to start with not
necessarily a perfectly clean, empty dialog box but one that is as practical as possible. If you should
accidentally define a very messy entry as standard, you can simply click Def. and then click Std. to make the
default values again the standard. These are the default settings upon a new installation of ARCON. 

If you have trouble with the different possibilities of the numeric entry dialog boxes, clicking the Def. button
always helps; you’ll return to a certain base function, which is generally sufficient. Only with special – and
rare – constructional functions must you make the kind of modifications described in the previous paragraph.
Just the same, once you learn the Numeric entry dialog box, you’ll have a very powerful tool at your
disposal, and you’ll be able to effectively manage almost any entry function.  

Polygonal wall entry

If you use numeric entry while using the polygonal wall  you’ll access extended functions. Since this
deviates from the functions of numeric input described above, it is described here in detail. 

When entering polygonal walls and numeric input is switched on, the following dialog box appears: 

As you can see from this dialog box, the input of the polygonal wall chutes, with numeric input switched on, is
divided into two sections: The first wall must be entered with the mouse. It does not have to have accurate
lengths and angles, since these are input in the second step. You can nevertheless use Ctrl+Q,W,E to
accurately start the wall, but remember the second input will adjust this wall. 
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After the polygonal draft, which was input as completely as possible without numeric input, press the Esc key
or click the Cancel button and the numeric input dialog becomes active in the second step, Work on walls.
Here you can specify the lengths of the individual walls in sequence. You have the options Left wall surface,
the Wall axis, and Right wall surface for selecting the wall part to use when entering values.

The two input boxes at left in the second section indicate the coordinates of the end point of the wall area or
the wall axis. Just as with all numeric inputs, you can choose between relative or absolute coordinate
placement, and polar or Cartesian coordinate specification by checking the boxes rel. and polar (see section 
Entry of points: relative/absolute and polar/cartesian). If you checked polar, the angle is always assumed
between the previous and the current wall. You can detect this by the directional marker at the point of
reference. 

Note: For the first wall of the polygonal draft, the x-direction is always assumed, since there is no
previous wall to use for the first wall. 

Note that the specification for the ending point is adapted automatically if you switch between left wall surface
area, wall axis, and right wall surface, for example, if the next wall and the current wall form an angle of 90
degrees, and the next wall has a thickness of 25 cm, after switching the current wall from the left surface
area to the right surface area the specification for the length is automatically increased automatically by 25
cm. 

With the Previous and Next buttons you can make the previous wall or the next wall the current wall. With
these, you’ll also start over at the end of the polygonal draft. If you are on the final wall, and click Next, you’ll
move to the first wall. Finally you have the option to adjust the thickness for each wall. The standard

thickness for the current type of wall can be changed by right-clicking the multi-function icon .

The check box Automatic length has multiple uses. It can be assigned to a polygonal wall section of up to
two walls. If it is assigned to no wall, you can specify the position of the ending point for all walls. If it is
assigned to two walls, the lengths of these two walls are automatically calculated in such a way that the walls
are equivalent. 

Example: You draw in a rectangular room, by starting at the lower left and drawing in sequence all four walls
around the left. Now select Automatic length for the top and left walls. If you now change the length for the
bottom or right walls, the lengths of the top and left are automatically adjusted so the room always remains
closed. 

If Automatic length is selected for only one wall of the polygonal draft, ARCON proceeds as follows: The
length of this wall is adjusted in such a way that the last wall of the polygonal draft is aimed at, or oriented
towards, the origin point of the first wall. 

Note that the Automatic length check box is automatically set for a wall if two walls of the polygonal draft are
already set to Automatic length. If an additional wall is selected for Automatic length, one of the walls
previously so selected must be deselected. Note that with walls selected with Automatic length, changing one
of the two input boxes has the consequence of automatically changing the value in the other input box. 

Tip: Instead of using the Previous and Next buttons as well as the options Left wall surface, Wall axis,
and Right wall surface, you can specify with the mouse which wall and wall area you would like to use
for inputs. To do so, simply click the desired wall area.

After you have made your inputs for all walls, acknowledge the settings by clicking OK. Subsequently, the
polygonal wall section is moved and set in your project, and merged with existing walls. 

Coordinate and grid origin

The grid properties can be modified by right-clicking the grid icon  in the horizontal toolbar. When the grid
is visible and the snap is active, elements and objects will snap to this. 

Closely associated with the grid is the origin, because all coordinates displayed in the status bar are
calculated from it. The origin will therefore be important when you are designing and creating a project. 
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Selecting the options Set origin sets a grid co-ordinate and starting point to draw from. Set grid origin sets
the position and angle of the grid points while Set co-ordinates for origin and grid will set both the above.

Grid

You open this dialog box by right-clicking  or by selecting the menu Options – Program – Grid….

Spacing

You have five different options for defining the grid spacing, or the distance between grid points. This
distance applies to both X and Y- values, as the grid is always square. The first four options offer predefined
distances. These are common building standards and are multiples of 12.5 cm. 

The fifth option lets you define a non-standard (arbitrary) grid spacing, with values between from 1 cm to
10m. You can enter the desired value in the input box with the keyboard or by clicking the up and down
arrows, which increase or decrease the value incrementally. All distances use the dimension system that you
specified in the Project options dialog box.

Note: The grid may not be visible depending on the zoom level. It’s possible to zoom so far in that the
entire view is between grid points. You can also zoom so far out that the grid points would be so close
together as to make a mess of the display, so ARCON switches the grid off until you zoom in to a
viewable level. 

Grid angle

In this section you can enter an angle for placing elements on the grid. For example, entering an angle of 45
degrees will only allow a wall to be placed at 45 degrees from one grid reference point to another. After
checking the Use box this entry can be made. However, if the snapping is on, the pixel range can have an
affect on this. For example, placing a wall at 45 degrees with the snapping on, will not allow the wall to be
drawn in at 45 degress whilst the grid is on. To overcome this, check the Project orthogonal grid box.

Note: The grid angle will still work with the grid switched off.

If the snapping is switched off, checking the Use screen length box, allows the element to be drawn from
reference point to point.

Note: This will still work with the grid display switched off.

Ruler

To display the ruler, select the menu View – Ruler. The following will appear on the working page.

You can use the ruler for not only measuring, but for designing. If the ruler is visible, a small bar (the ruler
bar) appears in the lower left side of the window. You can use the ruler bar to control the ruler and make
entries. 

SEE ALSO:

Overview of construction mode

Coordinate and grid origin
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Basic use of the ruler

The ruler consists of measuring lines and numbers. With Select element  activated, clicking the lines
area will open the tabs dialog box, and clicking the numerical area with the mouse button held down, you can
move the ruler up and down (if set to zero) or side to side depending on the angle. 

Left-clicking zero in the numerical area of the ruler with the mouse button held down, you can move the zero
left or right along the ruler to set the origin point. With the Shift key held down, you can click and move the
ruler, setting the origin point at the same time.

You can also rotate the ruler by left-clicking in the numerical area of the ruler with the Ctrl key held down,
moving the mouse to rotate it. The ruler will rotate around its origin point. 

Ruler tabs

A standard ruler has notches in it, used to measure and mark. The equivalent with the ARCON ruler is tabs.
These tabs are marked in color on the ruler. There are three different types of tabs: The green tabs are
repeated periodic tabs, with a fixed distance, always starting at the origin. You can change the distance
between each of the tabs, or switch them off entirely. You make these settings in the Ruler options dialog
box, which you open from the Options – Ruler… menu.

Besides the periodic tabs, you can freely set tabs from the origin point, by left-clicking the lines area of the
ruler. A Tabs dialog box will appear where you can enter the position. These tabs will mark in red. You can
move these tabs by clicking them with the mouse button held down, move them left or right along the ruler
with rhe mouse. If you move it off an end of the ruler, the tab is deleted. Also, after moving a tab the Tabs
dialog box appears again so you can accurately position it. 

Tip: If you want to prevent the dialog box from opening after creating or moving a tab, press the Ctrl
key while you click the ruler. The tab will snap on the scale lines of the ruler. 

Ruler options

The Ruler options dialog box is opened with the Options – Ruler… menu or by right-clicking the ruler.

Here you can specify the type of tabs used, ruler’s origin position and other settings.

Any adjustments you make to the ruler settings apply only to the current window. If you have several windows
open, you can have different ruler settings for each view. 

Tab position

Tabs of the ruler serve as snapping points when you’re designing. You can set periodic tabs, which repeat
over a predetermined distance, for example, snapping points every 10 cm. Periodic tabs appear on the ruler
in green. 

Periodic tab every

If you check this option, you can enter the distance between the periodic tabs in the input box. 

Use standard tabs

Select this option to use the standard tab. The standard tab is shown in blue. 
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Origin

If the option Origin at last point is not selected, you can enter the ruler’s origin position here. If you exit this
dialog box with OK, the ruler is set at the position relative to the origin of the plan 

Note: The option Ruler always visible when changing the origin. If the ruler would not be visible after
your inputs (outside the view window), the adjustments are changed, rather than the view, to keep the
ruler visible.

SEE ALSO: 

Coordinate and grid origin set

Ruler always visible

In order to prevent the ruler from disappearing when you’re scrolling a view window, you can check this
option to have the ruler automatically moved so it is always in view.

Origin at last point

If this box is checked, the origin of the ruler is always moved to the point where you last clicked the mouse
button in positioning walls, windows, doors, etc. 

Ruler bar

The ruler bar will always appear at the bottom left of the screen when the ruler is switched on. This is also
used for moving the ruler. It consists of six icons to click and four input boxes for entering values. These
values can also be modified using the arrow buttons next to them.

Manipulate the ruler by left-clicking the following icons. You can also use the F5 to F10 keys.

First icon: With this not activated, elements will hit the lined edge of the ruler making it useful for drawing
walls against. However, it is also necessary to draw directly across the ruler especially when placing multiple
walls, for example. Clicking this icon will remove the edge and enable you to do this. However, you can still
draw elements across the ruler from the numerical edge with it activated or not.

Second icon: Swaps the numerical edge of the ruler with the lined edge. 

Third icon: Moves the ruler a fixed distance. Enter the value in the first box. A negative value will move the
ruler down. 

Fourth icon: Rotates the ruler by a fixed degree (angle of rotation). Enter the value in the second box. A
negative value will rotate the ruler counter clockwise.

Fifth icon: Rotates the ruler at 90 degrees. For example, you can rotate it from a horizontal position to a
vertical position. The values for this are displayed and modified in the last box.

Sixth icon: This will position the ruler back to a horizontal position of 0 degrees. 

Input boxes of ruler bar

The first two input boxes were described in the previous paragraph. The first specifies how far the ruler is
moved when you click the  icon for parallel movement. The second specifies the degree of rotation when
you click the  icon, relative to the current angle. For example, if you entered a value of 15 degrees, you can
rotate the ruler 45 degrees by clicking the  icon three times. 

The third input box defines the standard tab  The position of this fixed tab can be changed at any time,
without opening and closing a dialog box – just change the value in this input box.

In the last input box you can enter an absolute angle of rotation. If you enter here, for example, 45 degrees,
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the ruler is accordingly rotated 45 degrees. Additionally this box shows the current angle of rotation after
rotating the ruler manually by pressing the Ctrl key (see above). So, this field always shows the current angle
of rotation.

SEE ALSO:

Ruler options

Placing elements using the ruler
With the ruler in position, you can now place elements. Elements such as walls will snap up against the lined
edge of the ruler so long as the snapping function is on. Elements can be placed so the the inside, outside or
center of the wall, positions itself against the ruler edge. To achieve this, place a wall with a left mouse click,
move the mouse so that the wall is visible then with the Ctrl key held down press the W key 3 times to see
the position change. Select a position then place the wall with a left mouse click. Experiment placing multiple
walls against the ruler edge using theCtrl+ W key and the Ruler bar functions. 

Note: With the Origin at last point active in the Ruler options dialog box, when you click to place an
element, the origin point will start from there on the ruler. When you click again to place the element, the
origin will start from that point (last point you clicked) and so on. Click the Origin at last point box to
switch this option off so that the origin point remains in the specified position on the ruler. 

Keyboard control of the ruler bar

The six icons in the ruler bar can be selected with the keyboard. For this, use the function keys F5 to F10. F5
corresponds to the first icon, the lifting key, and F10 the last icon, which returns the ruler to 0 degrees. Once
you have learned and practiced using these keyboard shortcuts, you can use the ruler very effectively during
your construction. For example, try drawing a twenty-sided plan with the help of the ruler.

Note: Use the standard tab, and rotate the ruler each time through a fixed angle of 18 degrees. 

Import DXF/DWG files

If you would like to create a project based on work from another program, ARCON supports DXF/DWG
import. These files can be loaded and be used like guidelines, so you can for example, snap on walls.
Supported file formats include HPGL plotter files (with the file extension HPG and PLT) and AutoCAD files
DXF/DWG. 

To load a HPG, DXF/DWG file, select the menu File – Import DXF/DWG. A dialog box appears.

This is a standard Windows dialog box with two additional windows. In the Layer window you’ll find a list of
layers when loading DXF files. You can select one or more layers here. Click the first and with the Ctrl key
held down click another and so on. Clicking with the Shift key held down will select all layers between the
first and last selected layer. The preview to the right will display the selected layers. The layer preview can be
zoomed in an out with the right mouse button held down and moving the mouse. Click Open to load the file
into Construction mode.

Working with DXF/DWG files

A loaded DXF/DWG file acts as a layered transparency to draw over. Walls and other constructional
elements will snap to this transparency making the drawing process easier and save you time having to
measure where walls etc go. 

Just as the display of guidelines can be switched on and off, the display of DXF/DWG layer can be switched
on and off with the menu option View - DXF Layers.

You can select and move a DXF/DWG layer, edit it, and delete it. To edit a DXF/DWG layer, double-click it
and a dialog box appears.

In this dialog box you have the option of changing the scale of the DXF/DWG layer in the Scale factor box.
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This may be necessary if you load a file, which does not correctly fit in your project. 

When you select a DXF/DWG layer, it is marked in red (like any selected element/object), and small square
boxes appear at the corners. You can click these square boxes and move the mouse to manually scale the
layer. You can also move the selected layer by moving the mouse with the left button held down.  

Save options

In this section you specify how the DXF/DWG layer and the current ARCON project should be linked. There
are two options: Save in project  and Link with file.  The latter  option shows the filename and path  of  the
linked file, which can be changed and updated.

Save in project

If you check this box ARCON saves the DXF/DWG layer in the ARCON project file; so even if you later
delete the DXF/DWG layer, you can continue to work with it in ARCON. Subsequently the DXF/DWG layer is
no longer needed and will not be accessed the next time you load this project. Accordingly, the layer will not
be displayed in the display window.

Link with file

This box is always checked automatically if you do not check Save in the project, since in this case only by
linking to the transparency file can it be accessed. If Save in project is checked you can select whether the
current transparency should also be linked to a certain file or not. Generally this file will be the original
transparency file; its path and filename is displayed in the input box under the switch. If you would like to use
another transparency, you can enter another filename directly into the input box or select the Browse button
to look for a file using the standard Windows file selector. 

Note that this link is only checked and verified if you click the Update link now button. Clicking this button
corresponds in principle to reloading the transparency, whereby the current version of the transparency on
your hard disk is used. 

Note that when loading a project, linked transparencies are automatically updated, since the current version
of the file is always loaded.

Guidelines

Placing guidelines prior to drawing in elements will help you with accurate positioning quickly and easily. In
the Guidelines dialog box you can define the appearance of guidelines, and with with numeric entries you
can finely control the position and angles of guidelines.

By clicking  you can switch the display of guidelines on and off. 

Selecting a guideline

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the guideline  icon. It is a multi-function icon and will therefore display

additional guideline tools  to choose from. The guideline tools include drawing a guide
across the entire page, draw your own guideline length, draw a rectangle, circular and ellipse guideline.
When you select one of the above, a second toolbar appears next to the wall icon. These determine how you
want the guidelines placed. For example horizontally, vertically or set at a distance.  

Placing guidelines

Placing a guideline depends on which one has been selected. For example, the first of the above will draw a
guideline across the entire page. With this selected, you left-click on the working page to place. With the
second guideline tool, you draw a straight guideline at your own length. Do this by left-clicking on the working
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page to set the origin point, define the length then left-click again to position. With the rectangular, circular
and ellipse guidelines, you left-click on the working page to set the origin point, move the mouse to draw the
shape and then left-click to position it. The straight guidelines are accompanied with different tools than the
shaped guidelines:  

Vertical guideline

 Vertical guideline: Allows a vertical guideline to be placed across the page unless you draw a guideline
in manually as described above. 

Horizontal guideline

 Horizontal guideline: Allows a horizontal guideline to be placed across the page unless you draw a
guideline in manually as described above.

Free guideline

 Free guideline: After left-clicking to set the first point, you can rotate the guideline freely around this
fixed point. With the second left-click you set the angle of the line, and for variable-length guidelines, the end
point.

Guideline at 90 degrees

 Guideline at 90 degrees: Left-click the relevant reference line (guide, wall etc). From the reference line
a straight guideline set at 90 degrees will be placed. 

To draw in a guideline at a set length, left-click the relevant reference line, move the mouse to draw the
guidelines length, then left-click to position.

Guideline at set angle

 Guideline at set angle: This works in a similar way to above but instead of setting the guideline at a
right angle, any angle can be set. To modify the angle, right-click this icon prior to placing the guideline, and
change the value.

Parallel guideline

 Parallel guideline: Left-click the reference line you would like the guideline parallel to and left-click
again to the relevant distance. To draw in a guideline at a set length, repeat the above and draw in the length
after the distance has been set.

Set distance parallel guideline

 Set distance parallel guideline: This works in a similar way to above but instead of freely placing the
guideline you set the distance with a numeric entry in  the dialog box that appears. You can hide this dialog
box by holding the Ctrl key down.
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Guideline midway

 Guideline midway: You can set a guideline midway between two points. For example, to set a
horizontal guideline between a vertical wall, left-click one end of the wall and left-click the opposite end to
position it. To draw in a guideline at a set length, repeat the above and draw in the length after the midway
distance has been set.

Circle guide tool

When you select the circle guide tool  the above tools are replaced with the following:

 Guide circle (diameter): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and size the circle
over the diameter and then left-click to position the guide.

 Guide circle (center and radius): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and size the
circle from the center and then left-click to position the guide. This is useful for drawing a guide centered to a
reference line.

 Guide circle (rectangle): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and size the circle
with the rectangle frame and then left-click to position the guide.

 Guide circle (3 points): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and size the circle,
left-click to place the second point, move the mouse to size and position it further and then left-click to
position the guide.

 Guide circle arc (3 points): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and size the
circle, left-click to place the second point, move the mouse to create an arc and then left-click to position the
guide.

 Guide circle arc (center and radius): Left-click to set the origin point. Move the mouse to draw and
size the circle from the center and then left-click. Then move the mouse around the circumference of the
circle to create an arc and then left-click to position the guide. 

When you select the ellipse guide tool the above tools are replaced with the following:

These work in a similar way to the above apart from an ellipse will be drawn and not a circle.

Deleting guidelines

You can select the desired guideline by clicking   with the left mouse button and then clicking the
guideline. The selected guideline is shown in red. By pressing the Delete key the guideline is deleted. If you
want to delete all guidelines, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Guidelines.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Guidelines dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking one of the  icons or by selecting the menu
Options – Program – Guidelines... Here you can pre-define a line style and color for the guidelines.
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Double-clicking a placed guideline will also open this where you can change them individually.

Line type

You can select one of five different line types.

Define color

If you want to use a specific color, which is different from the colors already used in your guidelines, you can
click the Define color button. A color palette is displayed in which you can select a predefined color, or define
a color yourself. 

Default

By selecting the Default button you can save the values set in this dialog box for future use. All guidelines
subsequently set will use these values.

Compass

A compass can be made visible in both Construction and Design mode. The size and position of the
compass can be specified only in Construction mode.

The compass does more than indicate the north direction. It also affects the variable time of day view, since
the definition of the north direction dictates the sun’s position. In the variable time of day views, the compass
determines the exact position of the sun. 

The compass can be moved in Construction mode by left-clicking it held down and moving it with the mouse.
Double-click the compass to open the Compass dialog box. Here you can set the size and angle of the
compass.

Compass dialog box

Enter the angle by which the arrow should rotate. With positive values the arrow rotates to the left; with
negative values it rotates to the right. 

With the field Radius of symbols you can set the size of the compass. The arrow symbol is drawn outward
from a central point, so the radius is used to set its size. 

Save your settings by clicking the Set default button. In all new projects, the compass will be positioned and
displayed according to your default settings.

Title block

In Construction mode a title block can be displayed in the lower right corner of the page. This box contains
basic information about your project such as title, date and scale. You can switch the title block on and off
with the menu View – Title block. Double-clicking the title block will open the Title block dialog box.  

Extended title block

In ARCON you can select one of several different types of title blocks. These have varying levels of
complexity and detail.

You can select a title block type and configure its display, through the dialog box that opens when you
double-click the title block. 
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Displaying the title block

You can switch the Title block display on an off by selecting the menu View – Title block. If the menu has a
check, it is activated and the Title block is displayed. 

Likewise you can specify in the dialog box that the Title block is not to be shown. 

Note that a signature field must be visible for you to edit it. 

Title block dialog box

You can open the Title block dialog box by double-clicking the title block in Construction mode. Note that
you can only edit the title block if it is visible; that is, you must have enabled its display in the View menu. 

Block types

In this box you can select a predefined title block template from the list. The logos used in the individual title
block templates are bitmap files installed during the installation of ARCON, and are stored in the folder
STANDARD\LOGOS. Here, logos and title block templates correspond to each other.

If you would like to add your own logo into a title block, you must store the relevant bitmap file under the
appropriate name in the LOGOS folder. Do not forget to rename the existing bitmap file first, so you can
always go back to it. 

Note: When you’re creating your own logos, the aspect ratio of the bitmap must correspond to the
original in order to avoid distortion. 

Additional title blocks

In ARCON any number of info. blocks can be used in addition to the block types outlined above. How many
Title blocks depends on the number of corresponding Title block files in the STANDARD\LOGOS directory
for your ARCON installation. The files saved there with the extension .INI, e.g. Typ5_A4.ini basically describe
the format of a Title block. A more detailed description of the INI files can be found as an HTML page in the
directory STANDARD\LOGOS where this information can be used to create your own Title blocks as
required. 

Title block editor

In the Title block dialog box there are two buttons in the bottom right corner. New… will load the Title Block
Editor with no template, and Edit will load the existing template into the Title Block Editor for further editing. 

Title block interface

From within the Title Block, you can load an existing template using the Load title block icon .  You are
then presented with a list of Title Block templates, which are located within the Logo folder.

Title block horizontal icon bar

Create new title block

Open existing title block

Save current title block

Cut the current selection and save in the clipboard
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Copy the current selection into the clipboard

Insert the clipboard into the current position

Zoom into the selected area

Zoom out to show entire title block

Show/hide the ruler

Show/hide the grid

Show/hide the filled surface areas

Show/hide text

Show/hide alternative display

Snap on object end point

Snap on to object center point

Snap onto line intersection point

Enable numeric input

Show/hide the color palette

Vertical icon bar

Enable the select mode

Set new origin

Draw lines

Draw empty rectangle

Draw white filled rectangle with frame

Draw color filled rectangle without frame

Input text

Text entry

Clicking on the  icon will open the Text properties dialog, where you can enter text at the current cursor
position.

This dialog enables you to enter blocks of formatted text. You can also load and save text from within this
dialog. Both .txt and .rtf files may be saved and loaded. To format text, you can select from the different
installed fonts using the font selection drop down list:

You can also define the font as bold,  italic and underlined. The text color can be defined using the icon .

When you want to save your text, click on 
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By selecting the Project data option, you can activate a drop down list that contains the variables that
contain information defined in the Project information dialog.

The drop down list offers you the available ARCON fields:

Owner Name

Owner Title

Owner Address 1

Owner Address 2

Owner Address 3

Owner Note 1

Owner Note 2

Owner Note 3

Owner Info

Project Name

Project Date

Project Filename

Project Address 1

Project Address 2

Project Address 3

Project Note 1

Project Note 2

Project Note 3

Project Info

Architect Name

Architect Title

Architect Address 1

Architect Address 2

Architect Address 3

Architect Note 1

Architect Note 2

Architect Note 3

Architect Info

File Name

Floor Name

Scale

Free text 

Reserved

Last Modified By

Last Modified Date

Inserting these variables into your Title Block, they will be replaced by the actual data entered into the
respective field in the Project Information dialog. These variables may be formatted just as normal text. 

After you have completed your editing, click on OK to return to the Title Block Editor.

Drawing tools

You have several drawing tools at your disposal to help design a Title Information block:

Draw empty rectangle

Draw white filled rectangle with frame

Draw color filled rectangle without frame
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An empty rectangle consists of four lines and is not filled and is transparent. A white filled rectangle with
frame is not transparent, and its color can be changed from the color palette.  A color filled rectangle without
frame differs by the fact that it has no frame.

Options menu

The Options menu contains the Title block field name entry, where you can name/rename the Title Block
name. This is the name that will then appear in the file list of available Title Block file.

Also in the Options menu is the List project data… entry. This will activate the Project data dialog. This
contains the variable name, its current value and its meaning.

Display

In this section you specify which elements of the Title block are to be displayed. In detail, you can decide
whether your Title block includes frames, shadows, bitmaps, text, edging, and lines.

Note: If a Title block has multiple logos, you can only switch them on and off together; you may not
switch them on and off individually.

Hide project information

If you check the Hide title block box, the title block will not displayed. To show it again, you must activate
the menu View – Title block. 

Date

If you activate this control box, the current date (as given by your computer) is included in the Title block. If
this is not active, you can enter any date yourself, by typing it directly into the Date input box. The date is not
updated automatically.

Edit project details

By clicking the Edit project details button you can edit the project information which transfers to the title
block. The Project information dialog box lets you enter, for example, the owner and architect details. 

You can also open the Project information dialog box by selecting the menu File – Project information.

SEE ALSO:

Project information

Add text

Here you can enter additional text or notes to some title blocks.

Note: You can change the Architect entry in the signature field. To do this, open the file ARCON.ini
(\ARCON\Program\ARCON.ini) in a text editor, for example, Notepad and look for the line
Architect=Architect: 

[Title block] 
Architect=Architect
Fieldtype=0
with frame=1 

Replace in this line after the = character the desired name, for example, Architect=Planner, and save the file.
After the next restart of ARCON the entered name will appear in the Title block. 
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Elements in Construction Mode
The following sections describe how to work with elements (walls, windows, doors, etc.) in Construction
mode. The elements are described in order as you’ll find them in the left vertical toolbar. The element
descriptions are basically divided into the following structure: 

General description of the element:

· Entry methods for the element 

· Options for the element 

Options for an element can be accessed in several basic ways:

· You can change an existing element by double-clicking it. 

· By right-clicking, for example, the  icon, you can specify the default properties of the element. You can
of course change such elements individually as explained in the previous paragraph.

· The method explained previously affects only the current project. In addition, you can make default
adjustments for all future projects. When you change the element properties by right-clicking the element
icon, making changes, then closing the dialog box with OK, the changes remain until you either change
them or exit the program. But, if in the dialog box you select the Set default button the settings are saved,
and even if you change them, they’ll be restored the next time you start  ARCON3D.

Note: With this function you have the possibility of adapting ARCON to a wide range of non-standard
uses. After installing ARCON, standard settings are set as default, which may not correspond to your
requirements. After becoming familiar with ARCON we suggest you adjust the defaults to suit you.

SEE ALSO:

Walls

Upper/lower beams

Doors

Windows

Stairs

Floors and ceilings

Ceiling and wall cutouts

Ceiling tiles

Balconies

Railings

Chimneys and supports

Roofs

Dormers

Property and ground area dialog

Ground contours

Text

Dimensions
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Sections

Measuring tool

Walls

With the wall function you can quickly and easily design and enter your plan. You can change the wall
options such as dimensions and texture according to your requirements with the help of a dialog box.
Additionally different types of walls can be entered as the standard type. With the different entry modes for
walls and the use of the grid, guidelines, and the ruler you can quickly create precise plans. Remember to
ensure that the snap grid is switched on. 

Note: While you set a wall, you can see the precise length and direction (angle) in the status bar at the
bottom of the display. Even if you select an existing wall edge, the exact length and angle are displayed
in the status bar. If you rotate an object by the same angle you can precisely align the object at the wall.

SEE ALSO:

Rotate by fixed angle

Wall type

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the  icon which accesses the wall function. The icon is a multi-function
icon, characterised by the black triangle in the lower right corner. By clicking the icon and moving the
mouse (with the mouse button held down) a selection of wall types appear. Information about the
respective type is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the display. Move the pointer while holding
down the left mouse button onto the relevant wall type and release the mouse button to select it. The
selected wall type now appears in the toolbar. To open the wall dialog box for modifying values and

parameters, right-click  or open the menu Options – Walls. In this dialog box you can check Set
default to save the parameters so they are always used as the standard. If you modify the values for a
selected wall type, without saving it as the default, these values remain valid only for the current
construction process (entry). Also, you can later modify the respective wall by selecting it then
double-clicking it to open a dialog box with its properties. 
Once you’ve selected a wall type, ARCON opens a second vertical toolbar (how bar) which determines how
the wall will be placed into your projects plan. By right-clicking these icons you open a dialog box, where
you can enter numeric values which are required for some entry modes. These are similar to the options
for guidelines, where you can specify how to place the wall and at what angle.

Virtual walls

ARCON automatically detects whether an area is completely enclosed by walls, and if so, defines this area
as a room. 

It is necessary under certain circumstances to define rooms that are not completely enclosed by walls. With
things like balconies, for example, ARCON helps you create special rooms which otherwise are not
completely enclosed by walls – it does this through the use of virtual walls. The principle is simple: You place
a virtual wall like a normal wall. The difference is that in Construction mode the wall does not have a
thickness; it is shown as a line. In Design mode you won’t see the virtual wall at all. You place a virtual wall
by selecting the last multi-function icon, which is marked in red. Then place the wall like you would any
normal wall.

SEE ALSO:

Numeric input
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Virtual wall options

If you select from the wall types the Virtual wall icon and right-click it, a dialog box opens. 

In this dialog box you can select the line style for the display in Construction mode. You can also select
whether or not doors and windows can be placed in this virtual wall. The specification virtual wall thickness is
necessary for the calculation of window sills and door frames – the wall still has no actual thickness.

Virtual walls and rooms

Placing a virtual wall in a new room will display a dialog box.

You can now decide whether the resulting room is to have a ceiling or not. Particularly for balconies, here you
should select No. 

If you would like to later modify the characteristic of whether or not this room has a ceiling, you can do so by
double-clicking in the room to open the Room data dialog box and adjusting the floor/ceiling. 

Tips on using virtual walls

Since virtual walls, quasi-cut open real walls, floors, and ceilings it is now possible to use other materials for
these cut-open areas. So you can mark out and use different textures for a part of a floor or room. The same
applies to walls. 

Note that the drag-and-drop of textures onto floors and ceilings normally causes the complete room – also
areas, which are marked out by virtual walls – to share the texture. 

If you would like to texture an area separately proceed the same as with walls. Double-click a room and
select in the Room data dialog box the Textures button. In the dialog box that appears you can separately
change the material for the floor and the ceiling. 

Besides marking out areas for materials, you can simulate shifted floors with virtual walls and split-level
floors. 

Example: You would like to model a house whose floor level for the left half is different from the right half. To
do this, model the left half of the house as a building and the right half as a second building, where you adjust
the floor levels to match the levels in the relevant room. At the point where the two buildings meet, which is
also where the level changes, use a virtual wall. This has the effect that the rooms that meet at the
intersection are closed, and that one can look (quasi) from one room to the other.

If an actual wall is to be at the intersection, define for one building a wall, and for the other building a virtual
wall (in the same spot).

Tip: The texturing of individual edges of upper beams is done exactly as with walls: In Construction
mode, select the appropriate upper beam edge, rather than using drag-and-drop in Design mode.

Placing walls

This function is extended in ARCON. Appropriate information can be found in the Polygonal wall input
section.

Modifying the base of a wall

After a wall’s point of origin is set, a colored cross marks the current base of the wall. You can adjust this
base to meet either the wall axis or one of the wall’s two sides by simultaneously pressing Ctrl+W: the whole
wall is shifted between the three variables.

If only the points of the wall’s face are to be shifted, press Ctrl+Q for the start side and Ctrl+E for the end
side. 
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Draw multiple walls

 With this icon/function you enter walls as a polygonal draft. That is, the first point you click is the point of
origin of the first wall section; the second point you click is the terminating point of the first wall section and at
the same time the point of origin of the second wall section, and so forth. Press the Esc key to stop drawing
walls when you’re done.

Draw individual wall

 For each individual wall simply set the beginning and ending points. 

Draw a right angled wall to a reference line

 If you click a wall or a guideline, this specifies the reference line and sets the point of origin. Click a
second time to set the ending point.

If you press the Shift key at the same time you click the reference line, you can move up and down the
reference line before setting the point of origin. You can then click a second time to set the point of origin (the
starting point). The third click sets the end point.

Likewise, if you enter the second point while pressing the Shift key, the perpendicular vector will be set and
you can move along it to set the start and end points of the wall, no longer linked to the reference line. The
third and fourth clicks set the beginning and ending points of the wall.

Draw an angled wall to a reference line

 With this function you can create a wall with any angle from the reference line you select. The relevant
angle can be entered in the Wall distance and angle dialog box accessed by right-clicking the above icon. 

You can use the Shift key during this operation, exactly as described in the previous section.

Draw wall parallel to a reference line

 Left-click a wall or guideline. An auxiliary line appears parallel to the reference line where you can set the
distance from the reference line. The second and third mouse clicks along the auxiliary line set the beginning
and ending points of the wall. 

You can press the Shift key when you make the second mouse click to set the distance without setting the
wall’s point of origin. Then the third and fourth mouse clicks set the wall’s starting and ending points.

Draw wall parallel to a reference line (numeric distance)

 With this function you can create a wall parallel to a reference line that you select. Upon the second
mouse click (which normally would set the point of origin) a dialog box opens where you can specify the
distance from the reference line numerically. The Shift key functions as described in the previous section.

Draw wall midway between two points

 With this, you click two points to draw a line between them, and along this line the wall will be placed
midway between the two points. The wall does not have to be exactly in the middle between these two
points – it depends on the division ratio. You can specify the division ratio in the Wall distance and angle
dialog box. If you click the second point while pressing the Shift key, the point of origin of the wall will be
situated between these two points. Your third mouse click sets the length and angle of the wall. 

If you do not press the Shift key when setting the second point, a secondary line is drawn vertically between
the two points, along which you can set the position and length of the wall with the third and fourth entries.
These final two entries don’t have to be along the auxiliary line, but can be anywhere in the plan. ARCON
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sets the points along the secondary line regardless, which you can see by the small crosses on the line
which indicate the starting and ending points.

Tools for editing walls

There are various tools available for editing placed walls. These tools can be accessed in two ways:

When a wall has been selected, the wall editing icons will appear next to the vertical toolbar. Clicking
on one of these will activate the relevant editing tool for that wall.

One of the icons in the vertical toolbar is . Clicking on this will also display these icons. They are
used in a slightly different way. Once one of these tools has been selected, walls can be selected in
sequence and then edited accordingly. Unlike the option described, you can change multiple walls
rather than just the wall currently selected.

Wall divide: distance from cursor

When dividing or changing a wall using the ,  and  tools, you can specify the distance from the
cursor for the division or extension point. If this distance is not equal to zero, do not enter this point directly
when entering the division point, but instead enter a point which is exactly the same distance away from the
division point. 

The dialog box for setting the distance is opened by right-clicking the above icons: 

Dividing a wall

 If this tool has been selected after selecting , the wall to divide, then needs to be selected. To do this,

position the mouse over the relevant wall so that it highlights in red. After clicking (or clicking directly on 
in the how bar for a wall which has already been selected), An extended vertical line will appear to the wall, to
use as a guide. 

If the distance to the cursor is not equal to zero, a line will also appear within the wall, which indicates the
actual position for the wall division. Position the mouse at the required point and click. The wall will then be
divided into two sections, and any windows or doors located on the division point will be deleted. 

Dividing and moving a wall

 This tool is similar to the  tool, but the end of two new walls can then be moved interactively after the
wall has been divided. Another click anchors both wall ends to the required point.
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Moving a wall end

 This tool is used to move a wall end, whilst the other wall end remains fixed where it is. The wall end to
be changed is indicated by a red circle when selected. 

Wall length

 This tool is used to adjust the length of a placed wall. The end to be modified is selected in exactly the

same way as before, using the  tool. 

However, unlike the  tool, the direction of the wall cannot be changed. An extended vertical line will
appear to the wall, to use as a guide.

Wall trim

 This tool is used to trim a wall. The selected wall is extended such that the end of the wall axis is
positioned precisely on the intersection with another wall axis. This second wall axis also needs to be
selected. 

Once the wall to be extended or shortened has been, a second click is used to specify the wall with the wall
axis to be used for extending the first wall. 

Trimming two walls together

 This tool is identical to using the  tool, except that in this case both the walls are extended or
shortened.

Dividing a wall into equal parts

 This tool is used to divide a wall into any number of equal parts. When using this as a tool for a selected

wall there is no need to click more than once. Using this as a tool after selecting  will divide the wall
immediately after selecting the wall, so you only need one click. The number of parts to be created after the

division is specified by right-clicking the  icon.

The resulting dialog box is used simply to specify the number of walls to be created. ARCON will then divide
the wall so that the wall axis is accurately divided into the specified number of parts.

The individual parts of this wall can then be re-textured or deleted. 

Change wall direction

 In some cases, it is necessary to change the direction of the wall type construction details you inputted. 

To do this, select the Change wall direction icon and place cursor over wall. Two black arrows appear
indicating the current direction. If you move the cursor from one end of the wall to the other, a red arrow
indicates new direction which you change to by left-clicking. 
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Wall hatching

 By clicking this icon in the horizontal toolbar, you can switch the display of wall hatching on and off.
When switched off, there is no fill pattern in the walls.

In the Wall dialog box there is a Wall construction section where you can select the relevant color and fill
pattern for wall shading.

Moving walls

To move a wall, either the entire wall or only an end, you must first select the relevant wall or wall end with

the Select element tool . If you select a wall the entire wall is marked in red. If you select a wall edge, the
edge is marked with a thick red line. If you then double-click, the Wall dialog box is opened where you can
change the properties of the selected wall or wall edge. 

To move an entire wall, first select the wall and then move the mouse with the the left mouse button pressed
in. The wall will follow the mouse pointer. When the wall is in the relevant location, release the mouse button
to set the wall. For shifting wall ends (extending or shortening the wall) press in the Ctrl key, click the wall
end and move the mouse to extend or shorten the wall. Release the mouse button to set the new end
position. 

If you move a wall and snapping is switched on, the snap point is the corner point which is nearest to where
you clicked the mouse. If you click, for example, near the upper left corner of the wall, you’ll move the entire
wall and can then position it by snapping at the upper left corner. If you would like to use another of the wall’s
four corner points as the snapping point, you can switch the snap point by simultaneously pressing the Ctrl
key. The snap point rotates through the wall’s other corner points in sequence. The corner point that is the
snap point is marked with a small red cross. 

If you hold down the Ctrl key when starting to move a wall, the behavior changes (from the regular wall
movement without Ctrl held down). If you click near the top of a free wall, you can shift this top; i.e. you can
change the wall length. Here, free top means that the top is not attached to another wall. If a wall between
two other walls is moved (like the centerline in the letter H), you can move the wall within the two other walls.
It does not matter whether these two walls are parallel. If they are not parallel, the length of the wall that is
moved is automatically adjusted (like shifting the centerline in the letter A). Finally, you can rotate one end of
a wall, with the other end being the center of rotation. The wall cannot be connected to other walls. To do
this, press the Ctrl key while you right-click at the free top of the wall. You can then turn the wall while
keeping its length fixed. If you want to simultaneously turn the wall and change its length, press the left
mouse button while you’re pressing the right mouse button. (If this seems complicated – pressing the Ctrl
key while pressing both the left and the right mouse buttons – you may choose to simply delete the wall and
draw in a new one). 

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Coordinate and grid origin

Deleting walls

Select the wall so that it marks in red and press the Delete key to delete the selected wall. If you want to
delete all walls, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Walls.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode
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Wall options

You open the Wall dialog box (like all dialog boxes for elements in Construction mode) either by double-

clicking a wall, by right-clicking the wall  icon, or by selecting the menu Options – Walls.... This dialog
box lets you set the properties for all areas of a wall. 

If you’ve opened the Wall dialog box for a wall already placed in the plan, the function of this dialog box is
modified since it concerns an existing wall. When double-clicking you can select not only a wall but also a
wall edge. This wall edge is marked in thick red. 

This way you can customise and change the appearance of each of the wall’s sides e.g. the surface color
and texture, the wall side line type/color and wall constructions details in 2D.

Wall type

Here the name of the type of wall, as you selected, is displayed. If you’re modifying an existing wall, the icon
for the current wall type is also displayed, as a multi-function icon. In this case you can change the wall type
by clicking the icon, and keeping the mouse button down. The different wall type icons will appear where you
can select a new wall type. 

Dimensions section

Depth

Length

Change wall thickness relative to: sub-section

Depth

In this section the wall thickness is displayed, and can be changed. 

Length

You cannot input a wall length before drawing in a wall, so in this case the field is grayed out. The length of a
wall can be changed only for an existing wall with at least one free wall end. An individual wall, connected to
no other walls, extends or contracts in both directions, whereas a wall connected at one side is changed at
the free end. 

The Set start value button restores the wall thickness and length settings back to their originally defined
values. 

Change wall thickness relative to: sub-section

If you changed the wall’s thickness in the Depth field, you can select in this section which part of the wall
should remain unaffected by the thickness adjustment i.e. in either wall side (edge) or in the wall axis.

If you select Selected wall side, the wall side (edge) you selected (and is marked in red) will remain
unchanged. If you select Wall center, both wall sides are shifted, relative to the wall axis; each side is moved
in or out half of the thickness modification. If you select Opposite wall side, the wall side not selected
(marked in red in the view) is retained. 

Surface section

The Surface section is the same as the standard section for defining colors and textures for construction
elements, with the exception of the Use lower wall texture check box.

The Use lower wall texture check box is used to control the transfer of wall properties for walls on new
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floors. If it is checked, the texture and material properties for the wall located in the floor below will be used
automatically.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Line type (2D view)

Clicking the Line type arrow opens an Edit line type dialog box.

In 2D view this dialog box is used to specify the color and style of the wall line for that selected wall. This
method can be used to identify walls to be removed or re-built within your plan. 

Wall lines can only ever be colored individually. The wall line/side highlighted in color will be the selected side
i.e. inside/outside and by double-clicking it you can change in the dialog box.  

The Edit line type dialog box consists of sections for changing the line style, color and line width.

Note: In the vertical toolbar, If you right-click the wall icon and then make changes in the Edit line type
dialog box, all the wall sides for a newly created wall will update to these.

Material properties section

This section is the same as the standard section for defining material properties for construction elements,
which do not affect the display. These properties can be specified separately for the wall side (the part which
can be plastered) and the wall (the masonry part). This procedure is described on Material settings section
for construction elements.

Wall construction

Open this dialog box by clicking the Wall construction arrow. In this dialog box you can change the display
of your 2D wall plan, for example adding cavity wall details.

The file icons (1-5)  to the right of this list enables you to modify construction layers in this
section:

1. Save the active settings under a new name

2. Load and replace selected settings

3. Save settings in a selected entry

4. Delete a selected entry

5. Rename and change name entries

Wall Layers

The Wall layers section enables you to create new construction layers to save and use in your plan. At the
bottom of this dialog box three buttons are available to Insert layer above, Insert layer below and Remove
layer for defining the wall construction layers. To define a new one you can also use a pre-set entry to modify
or delete layers using the above button and insert new ones. Note that there will always be one layer left to
build on to e.g. wall construction. Within the Wall layers section there is a Current layer section which
contains an input box for the layer name, layer depth, input box, hatching (fill style).

To produce a construction layer, proceed as follows:

From pre-set list select Standard. In the Name input box change to Facing brickwork and depth to 100
mm equivalent measurement.

Click the Hatching arrow to open the Fill style dialog box. Here you define the Fill style and also the
Fill style color. In the Panel section there are standard pattern styles to choose from and clicking the
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last radio button will activate a drop down list of fill materials. Select the material Brickwork 1 and OK
this dialog box.

Now click the Insert layer below button twice for duplicate layers to display under the current one.
Rename the middle one to Air cavity and depth to 50 mm. In the Fill style dialog box - Panel section -
click the first radio button (Blank fill) and OK this dialog box.

Click the third layer and rename to Brickwork and keep depth at 100 mm. In Fill style dialog box -
Panel section - click the sixth radio button (45° hatching style) and OK this dialog box.

When you click a Line type layer the Hatching list in the Current layer section will change to Line type
. Clicking the arrow next to this will open the Line type dialog box where the line style, width and color
can be changed. 

Your layers should now look like this:

Save your new wall construction under the pre-set list by clicking the  icon and then entering a name for it.
Click OK to close the Wall construction and Wall dialog box. Your new wall construction will now become
the current setting to use.

Note: A display defined in the Wall construction dialog box can only be viewed in 2D construction
mode in architectural display (menu option View - Architectural display - Use architectural
representation).

Note: The overall depth of a wall created in the Wall construction dialog box is calculated by the
number of wall layers used i.e. the individual layer depths.

Invisible in plan/perspective view check box

The last check box in the Invisible in Plan/Perspective view dialog box is used to control whether or not a
wall surface or wall is displayed. This feature is useful when walking through projects. You can then look into
rooms as if they were in a doll’s house.

Advanced options

Under Wall contour click the Edit button to display the Edit wall outline dialog box, with which you can edit
the vertical contour of a wall. For a full description see the Edit wall contour section.

Edit wall outline

You can edit the form and/or outline of a wall in ARCON. Previously the height of a wall has always been set
to the floor-ceiling height and has always been rectangular and always cut by a roof. The outline is defined in
a dialog similar to the Block editor, but also contains parameters specific to wall outlines. If you select a wall
and then open the Wall dialog, the wall will have a selected segment. In the 2D view in construction mode,
the selective active segment is identified in red.
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The above example shows a wall, whose internal segment, i.e. the internal wall side is selected. In ARCON
adjoining walls are automatically blended together, and the length of the walls sides are different. During the
editing of wall outlines this fact is important, as you can only work on the maximum external dimension of the
wall side. You should therefore pay careful attention to which wall side you select to work upon. 

Edit wall outline dialog

The Edit wall outline dialog uses the ARCON outline editor to define the wall contour. A complete
description in using the outline editor can be found in the Block editor section.

Outline tab

This tab allows you to define the new wall outline. You can edit the existing outline or delete it and create a
completely new outline:

· The wall outline will snap to the wall end and to the wall edge with the aid of visible guidelines.

· You can not create outlines beyond the wall edges. Outlines created below the existing wall, would actually
rise up from the floor below, which is not intended. If you attempt to place an outline beyond this range, the
mouse clicks are ignored.

· New wall outlines can extend beyond the top wall edge.

· Plans and section views can be made visible to enable accurate modifications to the walls. For example, a
staircase made visible to place a wall under at the same angle. 

· The origin lies in the lower left corner. If you move the origin, the wall outline will also move.

Wall outlines and floor heights

As mentioned earlier, it is possible to create wall outlines beyond the top edge of the wall. In ARCON this
means that the new wall would be higher than the floor to which the wall belongs. Since this is not allowed,
ARCON will react to such an outline with the Wall outline higher than floor dialog. 

You now have two options. You may choose to automatically modify the current floor height or create a new
floor above to accept the additional wall height. If you select to create new additional floors, then your wall
outline will be split into one or more vertical sections.

Options tab

The Options tab will allow you to change the behavior of how the outline reacts to the wall. The new wall
must know how to create the surfaces, that relate to the connecting walls. If you create a free standing wall,
you will see a surface above and below the wall. You can deactivate this function by deselecting Ceiling
visible and/or Floor visible. If you have an internal wall within a building you can further decide if the
floor/ceiling  is visible from both the exterior and interior or just from the interior.

The Connected walls section offers you control over the interaction with the adjoining walls via four options in
each case. In ARCON the walls are blended automatically, i.e. walls connected at 90 degrees would join at
45 degrees each. For a wall not appearing at full height this would no longer be meaningful. You can
therefore determine if the neighboring walls are to be mitred or joined at right angles to an edge or the wall
axis. Here is an example of the options: Right angle, cut at outer wall side.
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Catalog tab

The wall outline catalog functions in the same way as the block editor catalog. The created wall contours can
be saved and re-used. The contours for the walls are in fact maintained in the same catalog as those used
for blocks. You will therefore see blocks in the wall outline catalog. 

Round walls

In ARCON, you can generate round and arc-shaped walls. In this process, an arc-shape or a full circle is
created from individual straight walls, which, when viewed together, give the impression of being a rounded
wall.

Once arc-shaped walls have been positioned, the segments created can be edited, just as if you had entered
them as individual walls.

You will normally use  after you have finished entering the details for the wall, for example, to round room

corners or even to add arc-shapes to your plan, for example, a staircase or a bay window. Clicking  will

display the possible entry methods for arc-shaped walls. In addition to the option for entering arcs, the 

and  icons can be used to generate round rooms.

Entering curved walls

 When  you  enter  curved  wall,  ARCON  detects  whether  you  have  entered  the  start  or  end  point  of  an  arc

inside or at the end of existing walls for the input options   and  . In other parts of your plan, it is not

possible to do this, at least not using the three icon   and  .

For the start of the arc wall, the direction in which the wall starts is automatically used to determine the exit
angle for the arc-shape. The arc-shaped wall comes straight out of the wall. In addition, both the thickness

and the type of wall are transferred. For the input method , the same applies for the direction at the end of
the arc relative to the second wall as for the start point relative to the first wall.

According to the radius of the arc, the walls where the arc starts or finishes may be shortened or extended in
some circumstances in order to achieve the required radius for the arc.

For example, if you enter an arc in an existing corner of a room by first clicking inside one wall of the corner
and then inside the other wall, both walls are shortened and the arc will be inserted between the ends of the
walls, which will now be shifted.

Note: If there are any doors or windows in the parts of the walls being deleted due to the shortening
process, these will be automatically deleted.

Because the start and end directions for the arc are also calculated from the walls to which it is attached, this
procedure cannot be used to round walls, which are at right angles to one another.

Note: The relevant dialog box for arc walls can be used to set that the exit angle for the arc coming out
of the wall is not 0. In other words, that the arc is seamlessly modified for the wall. Otherwise, you can
set other angles here, for example, 90°. This allows you to create arc-shaped bulges in room corners,
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for example.

SEE ALSO:

Properties for creating round walls dialog box

Options for arc-shaped walls

Clicking   will  display  the  different  entry  options  for  arc-shaped  walls  in  Construction  modes.  These

include      and  for circle segments,  and  for full circles.
The entry options can therefore be varied to a significant degree together with the options dialog box for arc
walls.

Note: If you hold down the Ctrl key with the last click for the various entry types for arc walls, a dialog
box for changing the numeric values subsequently, and the entries carried out interactively will be
transferred direct.

SEE ALSO:

Properties for creating round walls dialog box

Curved wall between two walls

This entry method should be used if you want to drag an arc wall between two existing walls.

After clicking , you will need to click a further three times in your plan; the first click is for the start of the
arc inside or at the end of an existing wall, and the second click is for the end of the arc inside or at the end
of another wall. After the first click, the outline for the arc will display as a preview. Moving the mouse after
the second click means that you can change the radius of the arc. The third click transfers this radius into a
dialog box where you can also enter this radius using figures in the relevant input box.

Note: If you want to enter an arc wall starting on only one existing wall, and you want that wall to end

inside a free space, use the entry method . If neither the start nor the end of the arc is inside a wall,

use  or .

Note: After the second click you can use the key combination Ctrl+W to specify whether you want to
use the entry for the axis of the arc or the interior or even the exterior side.

SEE ALSO:

Entering curved walls

Simple curve

 This entry option is used to create a curved wall using two clicks. This wall extends tangentially from an
existing wall. The arc begins at the position of the first mouse click and ends at the position of the second
click. The wall where the arc begins is shortened as necessary, to start at the beginning of the arc. After the
second click, both the radius and the angle for the arc are transferred into a dialog box and both values can
be entered in this dialog box as numbers using the relevant input boxes.

Curved wall between two walls with free angle

 This is option is very similar to . Unlike that method, however, the end angle for the arc is specified
interactively. To do this you will need to click once more during the input process. The first click determines
the start point for the arc and needs to be inside or at the end of an existing wall. The second click defines
the end of the arc. After the second click you can use the mouse to set the direction at the end of the arc. A
third click fixes this direction and subsequent movements of the mouse change the radius of the arc. After
this final click, both the radius and the exit angle for the angle are transferred into a dialog box and you can
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enter both values there as numbers using the relevant input boxes.

Note: If the arc does not reach the end point (second click during the input process) because its radius
is too small, it is automatically extended using a straight piece of wall.

Note: After the first click you can use the key combination Ctrl+W to specify whether you want to use
the input for the axis of the arc or the interior or even the exterior side.

Non-connected curved wall

 and are used when you want to create arc walls which do not connect with existing walls. There is no
automatic detection of the wall type and thickness for these entry methods. However, a dialog box for arc
walls can be used to set default values as well as change the options after they have been positioned, using
the associated dialog box. 

For both entry methods you need to click three times before this dialog box appears. With both entry

methods, the first click determines the start of the arc, and the second click specifies the end. Unlike ,

where the third click specifies a point through which the arc is drawn,  is used to determine the radius of
the arc after the second click, by moving the mouse.

After the third click, a dialog box appears where you can change the radius, type and thickness of the wall in
the relevant input boxes.

Note: With the first click you can use the key combination Ctrl+W to specify whether you want to use
the entry for the axis of the arc or the interior or even the exterior side.

Round wall options

In contrast to the other four types,  and   are used to create not arcs but full circles, i.e. round rooms. In

this process,  is used to set the middle point with the first click and the radius with the second click, and

 to create a circle, which runs through three points. After the final click, a dialog box appears where you

can change the type and thickness of the wall in the relevant input boxes. For , it is also possible to
specify the radius.

Note: For  on the second click, and for  on all three clicks you can use the key combination
Ctrl+W to specify whether you want to use the entry for the axis of the arc or the interior or even the
exterior side.

Properties for creating round walls dialog box

The Curved wall parameters dialog will appear after right-clicking on any of the following icons:   

    

Wall detail section

This subsection is used to specify the Type and Depth of the walls which are used to create an arc using 

      and  

Note: Both these values can be changed later on in the dialog box that appears once the entries have

been made using these methods. With both  and  the thickness of the first wall you click will
always be used.
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Segments section

This  section  is  used  to  specify  the  degree  of  fineness  for  the  arc  segmentation.  In  the  Max.  number  of
segments for a full circle  input box you can define how many individual walls  are used to make up a full
circle. 

For example, entering 32 here and creating an arc spanning 90° will generate this arc from eight individual
walls. Depending on the radius of the arc, segmentation into 32 walls may be far too high for a full circle. For
example, if the radius is only 1 m, an arc of 90° would be approximated using walls which are around 10 cm
long. For this reason, the Minimum length of one segment input box allows you to restrict this length using
a lower limit.  If  the segment length would be shorter than the value entered, due to the arc radii  being too
small, fewer segments will be created than entered in the first box.

The settings made in the Segments section apply to all six entry options.

Start angle and end angle sections

This section is used to specify the angle at which an arc comes out of the first wall or goes into an existing
wall. In normal circumstances you will select the alternative tangent in both sections. However, if you select 
Vertical for the start and end, for example, and create an arc-shaped wall in a corner of a room, the arc will
span an angle of 270° and will dent the corner of the room.

The Free option allows you to use angles other than 0° and 90°.

The settings made in the Start angle and End angle apply for the entry methods  and , where the

entries made for  in the End angle section, relate to the direction entered after the second click.

Standard values section

This section is used to set the values, which are used when inputs for      and  are made
using the Ctrl key. In addition to the Radius, the input box for the End angle is used to set the angle, which
spans the arc.

Inserting walls on a spline

The Spline wall tool  differs from the other circular/arc wall variants. After you have selected the spline
wall tool you can begin with the entry. With each left mouse click you will define a new position on the spline.
When you have defined all the spline positions, press the Return key. (Do not press Esc or click the right
mouse button as with the other functions, as these actions will abort the spline wall entry).

The Spline wall function has two modes: the entry mode and the edit mode. These differ by the way the
spline positions are represented. In the entry mode the spline positions are represented by red asterisks and
in the edit mode by red squares.

The entry mode:

The edit mode:
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The first Return key will terminate the entry mode and will then enter edit mode. During edit mode you make
move the square spline positions, by selecting the square and dragging it to a new position. The spline wall
will follow. To terminate the edit mode, press Return again, and the Spline walls dialog box will activate:

In this dialog box you can adjust the wall type, its thickness (Depth) and minimum segment size. If you then
select OK the spline wall will be created. Select the Edit button to continue editing the spline. 

Upper/lower beams

With this function upper beams and lower beams can be entered into your plan. Upper beams and lower
beams are design features that behave similarly to walls. These are beams (girders) that are placed under
the ceiling or above the floor. Lower beams are situated on the soil or base; upper beams hang visibly under
the ceiling. Upper beams are used, for example, with wide ceilings as static elements. 

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the  icon, with which you select the type. By right-clicking the icon
after selecting a type, you’ll open a dialog box where you can make basic adjustments and optionally save
them as the default settings. If you double-click a upper beam or lower beam already placed in the plan, you’
ll open the same dialog box for the selected element.

Placing upper beams and lower beams

Once you’ve selected the relevant type with the multi-function icon, ARCON opens the how bar where you
can decide how to install the girder into your project. These entry options are the same as the entry options
for walls. Specifically, upper beams and lower beams are placed the same way as walls. In contrast to
placing walls, however, the height can be controlled for an upper beam or lower beam. 

You can place an individual upper beam or lower beam, or draw in multiple upper beams or lower beams
consecutively. Furthermore, multiple or single upper and lower beams can be inserted and at set angles and
distance the same walls and guides.

Upper beams and lower beams are not merged with or connected to walls. If you draw in multiple upper

beams or lower beams consecutively with the  icon, these are connected to each other. This way you can
enter an upper beam, for example, in the form of a U shape. After placing the upper beams they can be
selected individually and by double-clicking an individual upper beam you’ll open a dialog box to edit it. 

Since upper beams and lower beams are not connected to walls, ARCON lets you adjust the edges to be
aligned with walls. If you select a lower beam, the four corner points are highlighted within the selection
frame. You can then click one of the corner points and move it to a wall edge, so it’s it accurately aligned to
the wall. The snap function is supported during this procedure. Specifically, you can snap a corner point
when moving along the wall’s edge. 

SEE ALSO:

Placing walls

Upper beam/lower beam dialog

The Upper/lower beams dialog box is opened by either double-clicking a selected upper or lower beam or
by right-clicking the icon in the vertical toolbar. 

The following figure shows the Upper/lower beams dialog box with the 2D view section, which is available
only in the ARCON version. In this section you specify the line color as well as the fill color and pattern for the
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selected upper beam. 

This dialog box is just like the dialog box for walls. You’ll find the appropriate explanations in the Wall dialog
section.

Unlike the Walls dialog box, though, you can’t choose a different type of beam. However, you can alter the
height in the Dimensions section.

SEE ALSO:

Wall options

Doors

 The door function lets you insert different types of doors into the walls in your project. ARCON lets you
choose from a multitude of different types of doors, and you can change the size, style, and textures in the
Door dialog box. You find information on these dialog boxes in the following paragraphs. With the different
entry methods, described below, you can add doors easily and precisely. Additionally you can fine-tune door
entries with the grid, guidelines, and the ruler functions. 

Door macros

 Using the door macro allows you to design integrated doors. You activate the Door macro dialog box by
right clicking on the Door macro tool. The door macro functions correspond to those within the Windows
macro dialog box.

You can also assign additional door panels to the door macros.  This is activated from within the Door
macro - Advanced tab. Right click a door panel to activate the Load object… option.

Choosing a door type

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the icon for the door function. The multi-function icon , which you activate
by left-clicking the mouse button and dragging out to open the various door icons/functions. To adjust the

door properties you can right-click the  icon or select the menu Options – Doors. If you modify the values
for an existing door, the settings apply only to this door. You can modify an existing door by selecting it then
double-clicking it to open its dialog box. 

When you select the door function, ARCON opens the how bar to the right of the vertical toolbar, which lets
you choose a method of entering the door in your plan. If you right-click these icons, a dialog box appears.
Here you can enter the numeric values required for the different entry modes, including the distance from
reference point reference as well as the separation ratio. 

If you want to abort an entry adjustment, press the Esc key. 

Placing doors

As well as the option for entering doors in Construction mode, doors can also be positioned interactively in
Design mode. More detailed information on this function can be found in the section Inserting doors in design
mode. The sections below describe the procedure for positioning doors in Construction mode.

Modifying the base of a door

A door has three bases, which can be identified by small red crosses. You can change the base by pressing
Ctrl+W. This moves the base between the corner points of the door (left or right) or the center of the door
frame. 
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Place door freely

 If you select this input method, you can place the door directly with its base in the desired position. Place
the pointer in the desired position and click the left mouse button to place the door. The door can be built
only into a wall, where the base can be snapped on points or guidelines. 

Place door at set distance

 You define a point of reference by clicking in the view window. This point of reference does not
necessarily need to be in a wall. After setting the point of reference you can place the door with the base an
approximate fixed distance from the point of reference. You then enter the distance (numerically) between
the reference point and the base in the dialog box that is automatically opened for you after placing the door.
If you set the point of reference not on a wall, but, for example, on a grid point or a guideline, the starting
point for the door is projected perpendicularly onto the selected wall. If you press the Ctrl key while clicking
the second time to set the door, the distance dialog box is suppressed. The default distance value is
automatically used. The default distance is set by right-clicking the icon.

If you want to move existing doors with numeric entry and/or set a new point of reference, you’ll find the
relevant information in the Moving doors section.

Place door midway between two points

 With this input type you click twice to set  two points  along a wall,  between which the door is  installed
according to the specified division ratio. If the first two points of input are not situated on a wall, then a third
point  is  necessary  to  identify  the  desired  wall.  In  this  case  the  two  points  of  input  are  projected
perpendicularly onto the wall. The specified separation ratio is always used (you are not asked); you can set
this ratio by right-clicking the icon in the how bar. 

Door options

Like all elements you open a dialog box for doors by double-clicking an existing door, right-clicking the door
icon, or by selecting the menu Options – Doors... 

Regardless of the type of door (whose options you want to change), you always receive the same dialog
box. 

Dimensions section

The Width, Height and Sill height for the door can be entered using the Dimensions section, along with
the Opening angle for the door, and for two-wing doors, the opening angle for both door wings.

Note: If the door wings are animated (indicated by the time display underneath the preview window), the
input boxes for the opening angle will be gray, because the opening angle is given by the time set for
the door (in Design mode, right-click the door wing, select Set animation point... in the context menu,
and set the animation point required).

The Stop section is used to specify whether you want the door to open inwards or outwards, and whether the
hinges are hung on the left or right. 

Once you have placed a door, you can also change the opening by clicking the Note change icon  which
will display next to the wall icon after the door has been selected in red. You change the opening and hinge
placement by hovering the pointer over the swing which in turn will highlight in red, left-click to select.

In the Textures section you can freely select the textures to be used for Frame, Left door and, for double
doors, Right door. Clicking on the buttons to the right of the selection list for textures opens a pop-up menu,
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on selecting textures with a preview.

Lastly, the Panel section can be used to specify the type of door wing or wings (for two-wing doors). You can
change the type of door wing by entering a new variant in the selection list. 

Sill height

This is especially useful for split-level floors, for example, if a door is positioned at the height of a staircase
platform.

In the Dimensions section, select the Measure from floor check box to measure the Sill height box
starting not from the final floor surface but from the substructure. Changing the option selected here will
therefore change the value in the input box by the thickness of the floor covering for that floor.

Moving doors

You first select the door by left-clicking  and then clicking the relevant door, which will be marked in red
after you have selected it. You can move the door by holding down the mouse button on the door and moving
it along the wall.

If you want to position the door accurately by entering a position numerically, you can use numeric entry.

Click the  icon in the how bar with the left mouse button and a dialog box appears. 

First click the Ref. point and set the reference point by clicking in the view window with the left mouse
button. Appropriate information is displayed in the status bar at the bottom left of the display window. Next
decide whether you want the base of the door to be at its left, center, or right. If you now manually enter the
value for the distance from the point of reference in the upper field, the door moves according to your
entered value. The new position of the door is also displayed in the plan, with the door displayed as an
outline. When you’re satisfied with the new position, acknowledge it by clicking OK, and the door is placed in
its new position. 

Overlapping doors and windows

If you set windows or doors in a place where a door or window already exists, a dialog box appears.

If you check the box Do not display this message again you will not be warned again of overlapping doors
or windows. It’s possible that in the plan, doors and windows may appear to overlap but actually do not, due
to different sill heights. In this case the warning dialog box is not opened. This warning only appears when
window or door cutouts overlap. A similar dialog box appears if you set a roof on a floor that already contains
windows and doors. In this case, the automatic merging with the walls cuts into windows and doors. In this
dialog box you can choose whether these windows or doors should be automatically removed, or whether
you want to keep them and subsequently delete them manually, or adjust them.

Deleting doors

Select the door with the  tool to mark it red. Delete by pressing the Delete key on the keyboard or
selecting the menu Edit – Delete the selected door is deleted. If you want to delete all doors, select the
menu Edit – Delete all – Doors. 

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode
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Windows

 ARCON offers you an extensive number of different types of windows for use in your project. First, you
have three very basic window types, which you can use to freely design your own windows. These are
calculated for each unique application. You can also save these non-standard, defined windows with the
macro freely-designed windows to use for future use, where they will be integrated into the object catalog. 

You can also use one of the many predefined windows, for which you can subsequently change the
dimensions and certain surface features. These custom-designed windows can be stored in the object
catalog for future use by utilizing the Window macro supplied with ARCON. 

In principle, windows in your project are no different to other objects, for which you can make similar
modifications. The advantage of using the predefined windows is that they can be very detailed. A
disadvantage, however, is that these windows are relatively inflexible in their use and handling. 

The first three windows in the list are freely definable basic windows, while the rest are the predefined
windows for the current ARCON version. You can see this because the icons are different for the two
different types. 

Note: Through a special ability of the ARCON software, it is possible to extend the function and range of
windows. Therefore, you can add and use additional types of freely defined windows. This is of
particular interest to window manufacturers wishing to be able to add their designs to ARCON’s existing
window library. International users may also have a need for a local window design, not normally
available. Ask your software supplier for information on these extension modules.

SEE ALSO:

Stairs

Choosing a window type

Placing windows

Sill height

Display the sill height

Point from which the sill height is measured in the plan output

Window parameters

Moving windows and doors

Deleting windows

Choosing a window type

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the   icon for the window types. This icon is a multi-function icon,
characterised by the black triangle in the lower right corner. 

By placing the mouse cursor over the window icon, a selection list of additional window type icons will appear
to the right of it. Information about each type is displayed in the status bar as you move the mouse over the
icons. 

To open the Window dialog box to modify the values, right-click the window icon or select the menu Options
– Windows…. By selecting the Set default button in  this dialog box you can save the current values so they
’ll automatically be used for new windows. If you modify the values for a selected type of window, without
saving them as default, these values affect only the installed window you’re modifying. You can modify the
values for an installed window by selecting it then double-clicking it to open the dialog box for it. 

Once you’ve selected a window type, ARCON displays the various entry methods in the how bar. When you
right-click these icons you open a dialog box (which is the same for all three icons). 
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If you want to abort a selection, press the Esc key. 

Placing windows

You set windows by selecting a window type from the window icon then placing it within an existing wall in the
plan. Simply move the mouse to the relevant location and click the left mouse button to set the window.
ARCON automatically replaces the selected wall area with the window and determines the required cutout.
How exactly you place the windows in the view window depends on the entry type you selected in the how
bar. 

Like doors, windows are placed depending on its base. The base can be the left side, right side, or the center
of the window. The base is marked as a small red cross, and can be switched between these while you’re
placing the window. Switch the base by pressing Ctrl+W on the keyboard.

For the three freely defined window types you can define a mitre on the left and right sides. This is
automatically created when moving a window, as soon as you move the window to the corner of a wall. This
way, corner windows can be installed and moved in ARCON. 

As well as the option for entering windows in Construction mode, windows can also be positioned
interactively in Design mode. The sections below describe the procedure for positioning windows in
Construction mode. 

SEE ALSO:

Defining windows (skylights) and doors in design mode

Modifying the base of a window

A window has three bases that are displayed as red crosses. You can change the base by pressing Ctrl+W
while you’re placing the window. The base is the left, right or center of the window. 

Place window freely

 If you select this function, you can place the window directly into the relevant location. Place the pointer
in the suitable position and set the window by clicking the left mouse button. 

Please remember that windows can only be built into walls, and that the base can snap on walls, as well as
other snap points (including grid points and guidelines). 

Place window at set distance

Determine the point of reference by clicking a wall or other spot in the view window. Define with the second
click the approximate position of the window in the relevant wall. A dialog box appears where you can enter
(numerically) the window’s distance from the point of reference (the distance is measured from the base of
the window). Note that this procedure is identical to placing doors this way. 

If your point of reference is situated not on a wall, but on a grid point or guideline, for example, the starting
point is projected perpendicularly onto the selected wall. If you press the Ctrl key at the same time you set
the second point of entry, the dialog box is suppressed and does not open. In this case the default distance
is used. Note that you can set the default distance by right-clicking the icon for placing windows from point of
reference.

If you want to move existing windows with numeric entry or set a new point of reference, you’ll find detailed
information in the Moving windows section.

SEE ALSO:

Moving windows and doors
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Place window midway between two points

 With this entry type you click twice to set two points along a wall, between which the window is installed
according to the specified separation ratio. If the first two points of entry are not situated on a wall, then a
third point is necessary to identify the relevant wall. In this case the two points of entry are projected
perpendicularly onto the wall. The specified separation ratio is always used (you are not asked); you can set
this ratio by right-clicking the icon.

Sill height

For all windows you place in ARCON, the sill height is determined automatically, based on the value in the
dialog box for the appropriate window type. The sill height is the distance from the bottom edge of the
window to the floor. 

The sill height text, displayed next to windows, behaves like normal text, which you create with the Text 
tool. Specifically, you can move or rotate (by clicking with the right mouse button) the text just like regular
text. By double-clicking the text you open the Display sill height dialog box where you select the font type,
among other things.

 

Unlike normal text you cannot change the content of the text, since this is derived directly from your project. 

Note: You can switch the display of sill heights next to windows on and off with the menu View –
Architectural display – Window sill height. If you want to switch off the sill height display for only a
single window, you must hide it by moving the text under the signature field, where it will be hidden, or
by changing the font properties, for example, changing the font color to white. 

SEE ALSO:

Show/hide text

Display the sill height

You open the Display sill height dialog box by selecting the text then double-clicking it. 

Editing the display parameters for the sill height is done similarly to editing the display of the dimension
specification for stairs.

SEE ALSO:

Stair details

Point from which the sill height is measured in the plan output

During the output of the sill height for windows in your plan, you can specify whether or not the windows are
measured from the substructure or from the final floor surface. To do this, select View – Architectural
display – Sill height from bare floor. This setting does not affect the specifications for the sill heights in the
dialog boxes for windows and doors. It only affects the output in the plan.

Window parameters

As with all elements, the window parameters can also be opened by double-clicking on an existing window,
right-clicking the window icon or using the menu Options – Window.... Different dialog boxes will open for
different window types.
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SEE ALSO:

Options for loadable windows

Simple window construction

Dimensions 

Opening style

Window edge joins

Textures

Dimensions

You can set the window Width and Height. If you specify any value other than zero for Lower arch, this
window will not have a window sill. 

Note: If you enter zero for the height and the same value for Top arch and Lower arch i.e. half the
width you can create a round window. 

Select the Measure from floor check box to measure the entries in the Sill height starting not from the final
floor surface but from the substructure. Changing the option selected here will change the value in the input
box by the thickness of the floor for that floor.

Opening style

In the Opening style section you can specify whether the window is hinged on the left or on the right, and
whether it opens inwards or outwards. 

Note: ARCON automatically detects the outside of a wall. 

Once you have placed a window, you can also change the opening by clicking the Note change icon 
which will display next to the wall icon after the window has been selected in red. You change the opening
and hinge placement by hovering the pointer over the swing which in turn will highlight in red, left-click to
select.
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Corner window edges

In this section you can decide, with the check boxes, whether the window will mitre left and/or mitre right
when connecting with corner windows.

The mitre is created only when placing the window where it will meet a corner, not within the normal wall
area. Specifically, if you move the window during the entry strictly within the wall area, it keeps its normal
shape. If you arrive at a right wall corner, the window is cut diagonally, where the edge connects with the
other corner window. 

The prerequisite for automatically creating a mitre cut is that you must position the window in a corner. 

In general, you’ll know before entering the window whether or not it will be in a corner, and so you can
determine beforehand whether or not it should be mitred, and if so, on which side. You can of course create
the mitre subsequently by activating the appropriate check boxes and moving the window into the relevant
corner. 

Textures

In the Textures section you can select textures for Frame and for Inner window sill and Outer window sill.
If you select None, the window is shown without textures. 

ARCON does not necessarily update the preview window after some modifications. You may have to select
the Preview button. 

Extended window construction

   

In this dialog box you can change not only the window form (within a wide range), but the interior of the
window space with vertical and horizontal bars. Like all other windows, you can select textures to use on the
frame and the two window sills. Finally you can specify the dimensions of the cross section of the frame. 

A special feature of this window type is activated with the Create only wall opening check box. If you
activate this option, a cutout is created in the wall area, but no window is inserted. This way you can create,
for example, an entry space between two interior rooms. Since the wall cutouts take the same form as
windows, you can customise the wall opening with Top arch field. You can also place wall cutouts one above
another for decorative effect. 

The input boxes in this dialog box should be self-explanatory. You can get some help from the following
examples. With the preview window it is easy to learn your way around this dialog box, simply by adjusting
entries and options and examining the effect in the preview window. You can also learn about the basic input
boxes from the description above on version 1 of the freely defined windows. 

Window construction with fanlight and sill

 With  this  version  you  can  plan  a  window  with  top  light  sill  element,  which  is  assembled  from  three
optional  sections.  You  can  design  it  with  or  without  the  skylight  and  sill  element.  Like  the  other  two  freely
definable windows, you can edit the opening, the frame, the dimensions, the mitres, and textures. In the top
light section you can select  between rectangular,  triangular  and round stoplights,  which can vary in  height,
the  arch  above,  and  the horizontal  bar  width.  The  same entry  options  are  available  for  the  sill  element.  A
special feature of this freely definable window type is the option to designate both horizontal and vertical bars
to all three parts of the window. If you select a window section within the Bars section, the Bar details dialog
box for that section opens and you can define settings for the rung cross section. 
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Windows macro

This dialog box is opened by double-clicking on a placed window macro in Construction mode or

right-clicking on the  icon. 

There is already a selection of windows available in this dialog box and you can also create your own using
the Window designer add-on module.

Dimensions section

The width and height of the window opening are entered here. Any mitre or stops are taken into account as
appropriate. If the selected Window Macro does not have the dimension lines Height and Width, this
functionality will not be available. 

The Sill height can be entered either from the top edge of the finished floor (TE FF) or the top edge of the
bare ceiling (TE bare ceiling). This is controlled using the check box Measure from floor.

The option Create only wall opening can be used to switch the generation of all window components on
and off. Window stops need to be deactivated separately as required.

The Stop… button opens the Stop dialog box where you can select inner or outer stops, and change the
depth for the window. For wall openings, there is no option for defining these.

Macro selection section

A Window macro is selected simply by clicking the left mouse button. Any sub-folders can be opened by
double-clicking.

The  button can be used to change from one sub-folder to the higher level directory. The <ARCON folder
>\Program\Standard\Windows\Macros\ is the top level in this hierarchy.

The display type for the Window macros can be toggled between large and small using the   button. 

Textures section

The inside and outside components for frame, panel frame, panel, bars, window sill and side can be selected
textured using the texture function to the right of this. 

The Texture function can then be used to select from one of the textures already loaded, or the … button
can be used to search the ARCON texture directory.

Window sill, inside and Window sill, outside sections

The window sills can be switched on and off here, separately for the inside and outside. The Depth and
Overhang for the window sill over the masonry can also be defined here.

The window sill depth can be assigned both positive and negative values. Accordingly, the window sill will
then be constructed, starting from the sill height, into the window opening or into the masonry underneath.
The dimensions for the window opening and sill height are not affected by this.

Advanced tab

Dimensions section

Frame section

Panel section

Corner windows edges section
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Dimensions section

Select a dimension under Name and change the value under Length. During the selection process, the
relevant measurement is automatically highlighted in the Window display. Measurements with the same
name are treated as one measurement and can therefore be changed using just one entry.

Conversely, a dimension can also be selected directly in the Window display using the left mouse button.
Simply clicking the mouse will automatically select the relevant measurement under Name, and set the entry
in the Length box. Double-clicking will open a dialog box for entering the value.

Frame section

This section is used to change the Width and Depth of the window frame. This does not affect the width and
thickness of uprights and crossbars.

Panel section

Select a sash under Name and change the properties of the wing in the input boxes underneath. The Width,
Depth, Overhang and Rebate for each sash frame can be modified. During the selection process, the
relevant wing is automatically highlighted in the Window appear.

Conversely, a wing can also be selected directly in the Window appear using the left mouse button. In this
process, the relevant wing is automatically selected under Name and the enter cursor is positioned in the
Width box.

Corner windows edges section

This section can be used to specify whether any mitring is to be included, separately for the left and right.

Window display

The following functions can be carried out in the window display:

· select dimensions and edit them directly

· select a sash and change their properties

· create, modify and delete bars (context menu)

· move, rotate and replace fittings

· add frame components

· interior view

· exterior view

· load object – load an additional door panel

Bars context menu

Left-click inside the glass opening of a frame in order to access the bar functions. The following menu
commands and dialog boxes are available:

Select:

New bar - Between two points… to open a dialog box where a new bar can be defined numerically using
two points.

New bar – From a point with length and angle… to open a dialog box where a new bar can be defined
numerically using one point, and by specifying the length and angle.
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New bar – Reference point length and angle… to open a dialog box where a new bar can be defined
numerically and using reference points in the display.

New bar - Load bar layout… to open a dialog box where a bar layout can be loaded from the catalog. Any
existing bars are deleted in this process.

All bars – Clear will delete all existing bar. Selecting All bars – Properties will open a dialog box for
changing the properties of all bars.

Context menu for a selected bar

Bars can also be selected individually. When a bar has been selected, right-clicking on it will open a context
menu. This menu for an individually selected bar contains the following options:

Move…

This opens a dialog box for moving the selected bars. In this process, you can choose between three types
of movement:

Relative: This moves the bar relative to its current position, as before.

Absolute (relative to panel): This option can be used to specify the new position of the bar as an absolute
value relative to the bottom left corner of the wing frame.

Absolute (relative to aperture): This option can be used to specify the new position of the bar as an
absolute value relative to the bottom left corner of the glass opening in the frame.

Extend…

This opens a dialog box for extending the selected bar. Values for lengthening the bar can be specified at the
start and the end points. If the bar is too long, the glass opening will be automatically cropped at the edge.

Rotate…

This opens a dialog box for rotating the selected bar.

Clear…

This will delete the selected bar.

Align… 

Once this command has been selected, a second bar needs to be selected so that the first bar selected can
be aligned in relation to it. Use this command to align a bar to another bar on a different wing, for example.
The components axes are always aligned together in this process.

Position…

This opens a dialog box containing the height and width of the glass opening for the wing, and the
coordinates for the start and end points for the selected bars.

Properties…

This opens a dialog box for changing the width and thickness of the selected bar.

Fixings menu

If your window includes metal fittings (handles, latches etc), these can be selected and right-clicked to open
a menu.

The Load object… function opens a dialog box.
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Select the relevant object and confirm this with OK. The changes can be checked in the 3D preview on the
General tab.

The object list shown can be found on your hard drive in the directory 
<…\Program\Standard\Window\Fittings\. You can add your own 3D objects to this list of objects, just like
the ARCON object catalog.

Extra frame component

The window frame components in your window constructions can be selected individually. Left-click to select
and right-click to open a menu. The Extra frame component… command adds further frame components
to the exterior. This can then be changed in terms of width and thickness, or deleted.

Load object

In the Advanced page, if you right click in a free area, the following context menu will activate, where you
can change between the Interior and Exterior view. You can also load an additional object from the Load
object… menu entry.

The Load object… menu activates the Object loading dialog box, which contains objects contained within
the Standard/Objects directory. If you wish to add your own objects, you can include them within this
directory.

After you have selected an object, click OK. A black circle will have been inserted to represent the new
object.

The circle indicates the reference point for the new object. Select the circle and double click it. This will open
the Edit object dialog box. If you right-click the selected circle a menu will appear. Selecting Edit will also
activate this. 

In the Edit object dialog box you can determine how the reference point on the object relates to the
reference points of the target door. The width and height of the object can also be adjusted to match that of
the target or some other size. The object can also be rotated and moved in all three planes. The perspective
view in the General tab shows the actual position of the new loaded object relative to the target object.

Stops in freely-designed windows

The Dimensions section includes, for all three freely defined window types, a Stop… button. If you click this
button a dialog box appears: 

In this dialog box you can adjust the window stop width and depth.

Note: The width specification is only available when you have checked the Inner stop or Outer stop
box. The Bottom width entry is only available with the Window sill, inside and Window sill, outside
unchecked. 

Options for pre-defined windows

By double-clicking on a placed window, you can adjust the options for the predefined window.

This dialog box is basically a subset of the entry options for freely definable windows. However, the frame
width for predefined windows changes if you modify the width of the entire window.

Dimensions

You can set the window Width and Height. If you specify any value other than zero for Lower arch, this
window will not have a window sill. 

Note: If you enter zero for the height and the same value for Top arch and Lower arch i.e. half the
width you can create a round window. 
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Select the Measure from floor check box to measure the entries in the Sill height starting not from the final
floor surface but from the substructure. Changing the option selected here will change the value in the input
box by the thickness of the floor for that floor.

Opening style

In the Opening style section you can specify whether the window is hinged on the left or on the right, and
whether it opens inwards or outwards. 

Note: ARCON automatically detects the outside of a wall. 

Once you have placed a window, you can also change the opening by clicking the Note change icon 
which will display next to the wall icon after the window has been selected in red. You change the opening
and hinge placement by hovering the pointer over the swing which in turn will highlight in red, left-click to
select.

Textures

In the Textures section you can select textures for Frame and for Inner window sill and Outer window sill.
If you select None, the window is shown without textures. 

ARCON does not necessarily update the preview window after some modifications. You may have to select
the Preview button. 

Additional objects

From the Additional objects section, additional 3D objects, such as blinds, grills and shutters can also be
added to your window. You can load more than one object and these are then displayed in the drop down list.
In this list you can edit the current object by clicking the Edit additional object icon. To delete it click the
Delete additional object icon. 

Moving windows and doors

In addition to the option of moving windows (or skylights) and doors in Construction mode, these objects can
also be moved interactively in Design mode. The sections below describe the procedure for moving windows
in Construction mode.

To move a window, you first have to select it. Activate the selection mode by clicking . Next click the
relevant window in the plan, and the selected window will be marked in red. If you now move the mouse while
pressing the left mouse button, the window will follow your movements within the wall. If you want to set the

window at a precise point, specified numerically, you can use numeric entry by selecting the  icon in the
how bar. 

First click the Ref. point and set the reference point by clicking in the view window with the left mouse
button. Appropriate information is displayed in the status bar at the bottom left of the display window. Next
decide whether you want the base of the window to be at its left, center, or right. If you now manually enter
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the value for the distance from the point of reference in the upper field, the window moves according to your
entered value. The new position of the window is also displayed in the plan, with the window displayed as an
outline. When you’re satisfied with the new position, acknowledge it by clicking OK, and the window is placed
in its new position. If you receive a preview in light blue, you’ll still find your window in its original position.

If you move a window with the mouse, you can press Ctrl+W while you’re moving it to change the base
between the left side, center, and right side. With the help of snapping you’ll be able to precisely control the
positioning of the window.

Deleting windows

Select the window to be deleted by first activating the selection mode by clicking . Next, click the window.
The selected object is marked in red. Press the Delete key to delete the window. You can also delete the
window by selecting the menu Edit – Delete. If you want to delete all windows in your project, select the
menu Edit – Delete all – Windows.

Stairs

 In ARCON the following stair constructions are available: straight stairs, L-shaped stairs with a landing,
U-shaped  stairs  with  a  landing,  L-shaped  spiral  stairs,  U-shaped  spiral  stairs,  curved  stairs,  and  a  spiral
staircase.  You  can  also  build  a  ramp  and  a  free-form  multi-section  polygonal  staircase.  All  can  be
constructed of either wood or concrete. After you’ve selected a stair type and entered the necessary points in
the plan, a dialog box opens where you can make the relevant adjustments.

Selecting a stair type

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the multi-function icon  which opens the stair function. This icon is a
multi-function icon, characterised by the black triangle in the lower right corner. 

After selecting a stair type and positioning the mouse in the plan window, the pointer displays a stair outline,
the size of which indicates the approximate stair size. After positioning the stairs (with three mouse clicks)
ARCON automatically opens a dialog box where you can enter the stair values.

To position the stairs you must specify three points, with three mouse clicks. The first determines the starting
position; the second sets the direction and length of the first segment; the third sets the direction and length
of the perpendicular segment. The stairs are calculated based on these entry points, and displayed. 

Straight stairway

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

When extending or shortening the Tread width (the horizontal distance between steps), the end point is
shifted. Point 1 remains unchanged. If you modify the Riser height (the vertical distance between each
step), the third point is shifted.
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L-shaped stairway (wood)

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

If you change the number of steps or the tread width, the end point is shifted. The landing point (point 2)
remains unchanged. If you modify the stair depth, point 3 is shifted. 

U-shaped stairway (wood)

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

The landing depth is equated with the width of the stairs. If you change the stair width, the landing depth and
width are automatically modified. These shifts affect points 1 and 3. Point 2 (the rear side of the landing) is
unchanged. The number of stairs (steps) is arbitrarily adjustable. You can change the landing width
independently of the stair depth.
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L-shaped winding stairway (wood)

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

The corner point (point 2) is fixed; if you adjust the length of the first section (L1) point 1 is moved, rather
than point 2. The same applies to the length of the second section – if you change it, point 3 is moved.

Curved stairway (wood)

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

Starting point 1 is the only unchangeable point. Otherwise you have various possibilities of modification with
the curved stairs. The stair width is narrowed if you modify the outside radius. You can specify the rotation
angle, which defines the direction and location of the end point. You can enter values up to 360 degrees.
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U-shaped winding stairway (wood)

Enter the points according to the following figure. Values can be adjusted or corrected in the stairs dialog
box. Any correction causes the entry points noted below to move. 

The length of the first section (L1) can vary. A number of step adjustments can cause the starting point (point
1) to be shifted. The points of entry are shifted as follows: The length of the first section is modified by
moving point 1, adjusting the width at point 2, and the length of the second section as set by point 3. 

Spiral stairs

Enter the entry points according to the following figure. Note that points 1 and 2 determine the focal point (the
center), which in turn determines the diameter and the twist of the stairs. 

Tip: Simply place the first point and watch how the stair pointer behaves when you move the mouse.

A corresponds to the start angle; B corresponds to the pitch around the staircase; C corresponds to the
opening angle, and d corresponds to the distance from the center of the stairs to the outside edge (= ½L1). 

After placing the stairs a dialog box appears in which you can make corrections and perfect the stairs
installation. With the start angle you specify the angle at the beginning of the stairs. With the specifications
for tread width, number of steps, and the degree of rotation around the center, you determine the stair’s end
point. By modifying the stair depth and the outside radius you influence the overall diameter of the stairs.

Note: When the stairs are shifted this way, the focal point is preserved. With the Start angle you
determine the beginning opening in the floor. 

Ramp

The ramp is a special stair form. A ramp is entered in exactly the same way as the other stair types. In the
Ramp geometry section you specify the geometry of the actual ramp. In the Walls section you can set walls
on each side of the ramp to fit into the surrounding architecture, for example.

Note: The walls of the ramp are not like other walls in ARCON; i.e. you cannot install windows or doors
in these walls. Just like the regular stairs you can set the angle at the beginning and end, but of course
for a ramp these values must be identical. The ramp will always fill the form of a rectangle or
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parallelogram.

Polygonal spiral stairway (wood)

The substantial difference between this stair type and the other stairs is that the polygonal staircase can be
freely designed. This has the consequence that when entering the stairs, you must click not exactly three
times, but a number that depends on the form you arbitrarily design. 

Entering the polygonal spiral stairs is similar to entering walls with the  tool. While you’re setting the
points in the view window, you’ll see the form of the sides of the stairs. Exactly as with walls, you can, during
the entry, press the key combination Ctrl+W to adjust the base of the stair section, between the left side,
center, and right side. 

Once you’ve entered all the sections of the stairs, end the entry by pressing the Esc key. The dialog box for
setting the stairs parameter appears. The entries and adjustments available to you here are principally the
same as with the other stair types. 

Tip for using polygonal spiral stairs

With the polygonal spiral stair, you can simulate the other stair types, for example, the U-spiral stair, because
you have more control over the base points. Thus, you can make a tweaked version of, for example, the
U-spiral stair.

The following illustration shows a U-spiral stair and a polygonal spiral stair. Both differ essentially in the form
of the outside edges. The polygonal spiral stair was placed with the base at the outside edge (by moving the
base with Ctrl+W). The overlaps of the interior edges, which resulted during the placing, automatically
corrected. 

Stair text

For all stairs created, text with its various measurements is automatically created by the bottom step. The
information is transferred or calculated from the Stairs dialog box.

The upper number indicates how many steps are in the staircase. With two-stage staircases, the number in
the first length and the number in the second length are both provided. Underneath this number, there are
two other numbers. The number on the right indicates the Tread width and the number on the left indicates
the Riser height of each stair step (the vertical distance from one step to the next). 
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The stair text behaves like normal text, which you can enter with the Text icon . This means that you can
move or, by right-clicking the text, rotate the text. By double-clicking the text you’ll open the Stair details
dialog box where you can select the font type and customise the display

Unlike normal text you cannot change the contents of the text, since this is derived directly from your project. 

Note: With the menu View – Architectural display – Upward gradient on stairs you can switch the
text display on and off in the plan window. 

SEE ALSO:

Show/hide text

Stair details

The Display stair rise and tread dialog box is opened by selecting the text and then double-clicking. 

If the Relative to stair rotation check box is checked, the text maintains its orientation to the stairs through
any rotation. If, for example, the stairs are rotated diagonally, or they are situated diagonally after rotation of
the building, the text is aligned diagonally as well. If you deactivate the check box, the text moves with the
stairs but is not rotated to maintain its orientation towards the stairs. 

When moving stairs, the text is automatically positioned at the end of the stairs. If you move the text, the 
Automatic positioning check box is deactivated in this dialog box. If you do not activate it, the text is moved
to its designated position at the end of the appropriate stairs. 

If you check the Single line box, the text of the text is displayed in a single line, rather than spread over two
lines. 

If you click the Define font button, a standard Windows font selector opens where you can select the
relevant font for the text display. Any changes you make here apply only to the selected text. 

With the Apply font button you can transfer the defined font properties to all visible stair text. Here, visible
means the text in the current floor (shown in black) and in the visible (but not current) floors, shown in gray. If
you want to apply the font settings to new stair text, you must save the settings as the default. 

Deleting stairs

First select the relevant staircase to mark it in red. Press the Delete key to delete the selected set of stairs.
You can also delete the selected stairs by selecting the menu Edit – Delete. 

When placing stairs in a project, corresponding cutouts in the ceiling of the current floor are automatically
made. When you select a set of stairs, generally only the cutout is selected. If you click again, the stairs are
selected instead of the cutout. You can delete cutouts and stairs independently.

If you want to delete all stairs in a project, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Stairs. 

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode
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Moving stairs

Once an existing staircase has been selected, it can be moved interactively by holding down the left mouse
button. When selecting stairs, ensure that it is actually the stairs and not the ceiling cut out which has been
selected. (With selecting a ceiling cut-out, only the edge is selected in red; for selected stairs the entire
staircase is selected.)

Note: Moving a staircase will also automatically move the relevant ceiling cut-out.

Automatically-generated ceiling cut-out

When you place stairs, ARCON automatically generates a cutout over the stairs in the ceiling of the current
floor. You can subsequently edit this cutout, by treating it as a newly created cutout, created with the Ceiling

cutout tool .

SEE ALSO:

Ceiling cutouts

Stairs dialog box

Since stairs types are very individual and have different parameters, but are defined by essentially the same
dialog box description. The following description contains a description for one of the stair types prior to a
general description of characteristics:

Stair types

There are two styles of stairs: open wood stairs and closed solid stairs.  Each style has 7 types (Straight, L,
U, L winding, Curved, U winding and Polygonal). There are also Spiral stairs and Ramps.

Straight stairs
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L-shaped stairs

U-shaped stairs
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L-shaped winding stairs

Curved stairs
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U-shaped winding stairs

Spiral stairs
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Ramp

Polygonal spiral stairs

Description of the stairs dialog box

All stair dialog boxes are opened automatically after you enter the three points for the installation of the
stairs. The values, which were determined by the points of entry, can be modified in this dialog box. You can
modify predefined stairs by selecting the stairs and then double-clicking them with the left mouse button. 

Geometry

The Geometry section will vary depending upon the stair type but can include the following options:

Stair width

Steps

Tread depth

Landing width
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Outside radius

Degree of stair bend

Level at the start

Height

Riser height

Step size

Start angle

Optimal stair settings

Stair width

With straight stairs, the third entry point determines the stair width. With the other four types of stairs, a
default value for the stair width is used initially. You may enter the required stair width into the input box in
this dialog box.

Steps

Here the relevant number of steps is entered, or with multi-length stairs the number of steps in the first and
second lengths. 

a= Step depth (29cm)

s= Step height (17 cm)

Step size = a+2 x s (=63)
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Tread depth

Enter here the relevant tread depth of the levels. The modification of the appearance width entails varying the
length of the stairs. 

Landing width

With multi-level stairs the landing width corresponds to the standard stair width. With the U-landing the value
can be changed subsequently in this dialog box. 

Outside radius

The outside radius of the curved stairs is calculated by the position of the three entry points. It can
subsequently be freely modified. The modification of the stair width does not affect the outside radius, but
only the inside radius. 

Degree of stair bend

This determines the angle between the start and end of the stairs. 

The following three values are grayed-out in this dialog box, since they are calculated from the upper
dimensions. 

Level at the start

Here you determine, for all stair types, the level where the stairs are to begin, measured from the upper edge
of the floor. With a level of zero, the stairs start at the floor. 

Usually, you’ll modify this setting only if stairs start on a level of half height, which is not equal to zero, for
various reasons. A typical example is the stairway to a basement. The following illustrates the situation: 

Note: in order to insert the stair, you must adjust the starting level by 1.60 meters, to the height, where
an imaginary stair breaks through the base and becomes a real stair. 

Height

In this field you can modify the height of the stairs. When you’re first placing the stairs, the height of the stairs
automatically corresponds to the height of the room. More specifically, the floor height is the total height
between the finished floor of a floor and the finished floor of the floor above it. ARCON matches the staircase
height to match the floor height. In general, if you later change the height of the floor (story), the stairs will not
land perfectly at the floor above.

In ARCON, with a subsequent modification of the floor height the stair height is automatically adjusted. A
prerequisite for this automatic adjustment is that the stairs end exactly at the upper edge of the upper floor.
For example, if you have defined a floor height of 2.8 meters, when placing the stairs the staircase height will
automatically be set at 2.8 meters. If you later increase the floor height to 3 meters, the staircase height is
automatically adjusted. That applies even if you set a non-standard height for the stairs, but they stop exactly
at the upper edge of the floor above. 

Note: The stair height is not automatically adjusted if you enter a value deviating from the default value
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for the stair height, so the stairs do not end anymore at the upper edge of the floor above. 

Riser height

Here the riser height is specified. It is to be understood as a quotient from the floor height and the number of
levels. 

Step size

With the step size the gradient ratio of stairs is limited. The step size for stairs is in the range 59 to 65 cm. It
should be understood as the distance of about 2 riser heights and their tread depth. 

Start angle

In both the type of stairs Curved stairway (wood) and Curved stairway (concrete) you can specify the
Start angle. 

By adjusting the start and end angles you can adapt the stairs to the room.

Optimal stair settings

Since the stairs are inserted precisely into the given dimensions, it can be that the staircase is very flat or
very steep. When relevant, the stairs can again be calculated automatically with the Optimal stair settings
button. The stair depth as well as minimum and maximum values for riser height and tread width are
calculated. The length of the stairs is also calculated again due to the optimal relevant step measure,
whereby the dimensions can change depending upon the type of stair.

SEE ALSO:

Stair width

Railings

Here you can select the display of the left and right railings. You can switch the railings off by selecting None,
select the Standard type or Advanced option. You can also choose to have round balusters by selecting the

Properties icon . Selecting Advanced will also activate the 3D-Path icon . Selecting this will open a
points dialog box. Double-clicking a point will open a dialog box. Here you can change the points.

Textures

This section consists of three or four individual list boxes, which display the name of the texture used for the
relative part of the staircase. If you want to select another texture for an element, click the browse arrow to
open a dialog box where you can select a new texture. 

The texture entries for Wood stairs consist of specification for Stringers, Treads and Balusters, where the
texture of the side is also used for the banister. 
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With Concrete stairs you can make different texture entries for Handrails, Treads and Banisters, where
the texture chosen for the banister is also used for the banister’s newels.

Advanced railing parameters

The Advanced button is used to open the Advanced railing parameters dialog box. This dialog box
provides numerous options for modifying the banisters for stairs, but these options can only be used with a
polygonal, newel staircase. All settings made in this dialog box can be checked directly in the preview
window in the stairs dialog box after pressing the OK button.

Design section

This section provides a selection of four basic banister shapes as options with the designs With wreath,
Classic, With in-fill and Modern. Depending on the design you have chosen, various different sections of
this dialog box will be deactivated. For example, the Balusters section is inactive for the With in-fill design. 

Handrail section

This section can be used to change the diameter if the Round option has been selected, and to change the
width and thickness of the handrail if a square shape has been chosen.

Optimisation

For the Classic, With In-fill and Modern designs, bends can be automatically added to the sides of the stairs
in ARCON. The criteria for these bends can be defined in  a dialog box opened by clicking the Setup…
button.

This dialog box allows you to specify the maximum deflection for the left or right handrail and the central
distance to the front edge of the step in cm for the strings. The diagram for this function illustrates the
dimensions in question.

You can immediately check whether or not each optimisation process has been successful in the preview
window in the dialog box for polygonal, newel stairs.

Runner/stringer section

The width and thickness input boxes are used to change the dimensions of the stringers. The center
distance measured from the front edge of the stair give dimensions, shown in the following diagram.

Balusters section

Both the cross-section of the balusters and the relevant dimensions such as the diameter or width and
thickness can be entered here. A maximum distance can be entered to modify the distribution and the
number of balusters. The larger the maximum distance selected, the fewer the number of balusters
positioned at equal distances in ARCON. 
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Newels section

The relevant dimensions such as the diameter or width and thickness can be entered here for the
cross-section selected for the newels. When the Elegant option is checked, ARCON provides you with a list
box where you can select one of five different support types. For all support types, the length can be changed
in the relevant input box.

2D Alternative view

With this list box you can select how the stairs are displayed in architectural view in construction mode. You
have four options which are No section cut, Section cut with continuation, Section cut with upper half
shown and Section cut without upper half shown. 

Note: The stairs are displayed in the architectural display only if you have activated the menu View –
Architectural display view.

Kenngott stairs

Note: Kengott is a German manufacturer of stairs and gives a good example of how expandable
ARCON is to allow the creation of additional modules.

Selecting the KENNGOTT staircase icon from the stairs multi-function icon and then right-clicking the icon
will open a dialog box.

Geometry section

The staircases integrated here are standard types with fixed geometry, which can only be varied in terms of
their height. Further information on this and on special designs is available from the KENNGOTT Company.
The mailing address and telephone number of this company is displayed by pressing the Service… button.

Outline shape section

The list box called Type is used to select another outline shape directly, assuming you are familiar with the
name for the type of KENNGOTT staircase you want. More details on the type can be found using the Select
plan outline shape dialog box, which is opened using the Select button.

Select plan outline shape dialog box

The left-hand window provides you with a hierarchical list of over 45 outline shapes, arranged in different
main groups.

Example:

· Space saving

· One family and two family houses

· Multiple family houses

· Spiral staircases

As you will be familiar with from other Windows applications, the next information level in this view is
displayed by clicking the icon. If there are no more icons, this means you have reached the lowest level. The
dimensions for the stairs are displayed here. The exact name of this type of staircase is displayed along with
the necessary surface for this type directly above the preview window. In the preview window itself, DXF films
are displayed for the selected type. Closing this dialog box using the Transfer button will display the selected
staircase type with all its specifications and the 3D preview in the KENNGOTT dialog box.

Handrails, balusters, newels and bolts section

These setting options can be used to change the appearance of the staircase type in question quite
significantly. This does also depend on the availability of newels, balusters and bolts from the manufacturer.
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The decisive factor here is the handrail you choose, i.e. when you select a different handrail, a selection of
balusters, newels and bolts available to you will be specifically matched to that handrail. A support at the top
step needs to be specially activated using the relevant button. All changes can be checked immediately in
the perspective view. 

Textures

The function of this section is similar to the ARCON Explorer. The  icon can be used to switch from the
standard view to the detailed view for displaying textures. No information such as the filename, manufacturer
or size is given here, however. The detailed view simply contains more textures displayed in one go. The
following list can be used to find out which part of the construction can be activated for texturing, and which
button, i.e. the texture is only placed on the component, which you have just selected. All other areas of the
staircase remain untouched. For the different components, only selected materials are specifically available
from the KENNGOTT Company.

 Newels

 Balusters

 Steps

 Handrails

 Bolts

 Decorative finishes

Floors and ceilings

This function is extended in ARCON and appropriate information can be found in the Rooms section.

Floor and ceiling parameters

You can open this dialog box by selecting the menu Options – Floors/Ceilings…. You can open this dialog
box to adjust an existing room by first selecting the room, then double-clicking it and selecting the Textures
button. This dialog box is similar to the dialog box for adjusting ceiling tiles. 

SEE ALSO:

Ceiling tiles

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Defining textures for floors and ceilings

The dialog box for ceiling tiles  is basically identical to the dialog box for floors and ceilings, except that
the two tabs Floor and Ceiling are replaced by the three tabs Topside, Underside, Edge. These are used
to select the area for the color and texture. Each tab can be used to make texture and color settings.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/color settings for construction elements
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Ceiling and wall cutouts

With this function ceiling and wall cutouts can be inserted into your plan. You can access this from the

vertical toolbar, where you’ll find the multi-function icon  .

For ceiling cutouts there is no dialog box. You therefore cannot make any adjustments. For a wall cutout you
can make adjustments through a dialog box and optionally save them as the default values. If you
double-click a placed wall cutout, this dialog box is opened for the selected cutout.

Ceiling cutouts

In order to cut into ceilings and floors that are automatically created for rooms, ARCON has the  
icons. Note that such cutouts are created automatically when you set stairs into the current floor. After
placing stairs, the automatically created cutout is identical to a cutout you’d create with this icon. Unlike all
other elements in Construction mode, you cannot adjust the properties of a ceiling cutout. For the lining of
the cutout, ARCON uses the texture of the ceiling.

There are two different ways to enter a ceiling cutout. You can enter it as a rectangle using  or as a freely

defined polygon using . The two entry types are identical to the entry types for roofs. If the ceiling cutout
is to be changed, you must select it and modify it using click and drag to edit its shape.

When you have entered the cut-out, a 2D view with shaded area will display to help you identify this as a
cut-out on your plan e.g following. You can change the 2D appearance of the cut-out by double-clicking it.
This will open a separate dialog for changing the line type, fill pattern and color. You are also able to deselect
the pattern altogether. 

Wall cutouts

With this tool  you can enter wall cutouts, by creating outlines of the cutouts and providing them with
linings. Wall cutouts are entered similarly as windows and have essentially the same properties. 

Note: Wall cutouts can also be created with the window function for freely definable windows. Here you
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can use the outlines that are created when you place a window for the wall cutout. 

Placing a wall cutout

Once you’ve selected the wall cutout icon, ARCON displays three entry methods in the how bar. The three
entry methods are the same as those used to enter windows. You can place a wall cutout freely, at a fixed
distance to a reference point, or centrally between two points. 

SEE ALSO:

Place window freely

Modifying a wall cutout

Like windows, wall cutouts can also be modified after you’ve placed them in your project. You adjust a wall
cutout through a dialog box, which you can open by selecting the cutout and double-clicking it.

Wall cutout dialog box

You open this dialog box by double-clicking a selected wall cutout or by right-clicking the  icon in the
vertical toolbar. 

Lining material section

This section is used to define the lining for wall cut-outs. To do this, please use the relevant buttons to define
both the Color and Material for the cut-out. 

Width

Here you specify the width of the wall cutout. If you place the wall cutout with the fourth entry method, by
defining the points on the wall sides, the width specified here is ignored in favor of the placement setting. 

Left and right sides

In this section you specify the height above the floor (between the floor and the bottom of the cutout) for both
the right and left sides of the cutout. You also specify the height of the cutout itself. 

Because you can enter different values for the right and left sides, the lower edge of the cutout can be
diagonal. In principle, you can make a wall cutout of any size and shape. The only limitation is that the left
and right sides of the cutout must be perfectly vertical. 

If you check the To next ceiling box, the wall cutout is automatically stretched up to the ceiling. The Height
input box then has no effect and is grayed out. 

Like freely definable windows, you can mitre the cutout by adjusting the Mitre value. 

SEE ALSO:

Window edge joins

Preview window

In the preview window the wall cutout is showed as a diagram, with both plan (from above) and front views.
With these diagrams you can see and control the setting to be adjusted. 

If you click the mouse button in an input box in this dialog box, the appropriate dimension identifier is marked
in red in the plan. For example, if you modify the width, the w is marked in red. This linking goes both ways,
so you can also click a dimension identifier in the plan to select that input box in the dialog box.
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Ceiling tiles

Normally, you do not need to worry about placing ceilings and floors yourself, because ARCON automatically
detects when a room is closed and draws in the ceiling as necessary. You nevertheless have the ability to

draw in ceiling tiles, for example, to attach a terrace. To do this you’ll want to select the   icon.

The ceiling tile to be placed is always placed at the height of the existing ceilings in the current floor. To enter
a ceiling tile, proceed as follows: 

First select the ceiling tile icon . Next, select one of the two entry modes,  or . With the  icon
you can draw in rectangular ceiling tiles; this entry method is similar to entering rectangular roofs.

With the  icon you enter ceiling tile with an outline, drawing in any polygonal shape. The entry method is
the same as defining roof polygons.

Ceiling tile options

Like all elements in Construction mode, there are two ways to open this dialog box to adjust the settings for

ceiling tiles: You can right-click the ceiling tile icon  or select a ceiling tile already placed and double-click
the ceiling tile. In this dialog box there are three tabs Topside, Underside and Edge to change the texture
and color appearance of the tiles.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Floor and ceiling parameters

Block designer

Different shaped construction blocks or platforms can be created using the Block designer  tool. The
appearance of these can be changed using textures and materials. Blocks are constructed using the
following methods, which are displayed after clicking the above tool. 

Standard block

With this entry option only one click is needed to position a block. All other information required for this block
(outline, but also materials or height above floor) are set using the Options dialog box for blocks) – which is

opened by right-clicking the block icon . The settings made here are then used for each new block to be
added. 

Once the block with its outline display in the plan has been positioned with a left-click, a dialog box where the
default values can be changed will appear. This dialog box is identical to the Blocks dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Platform dialog box

Rectangular block

This is different to the previous option mainly because it is used to enter rectangular blocks. After clicking 

, you will need to click twice in your plan to drag out a rectangle. After the second click, a dialog box
described for the first entry option will be displayed, but this time the outline used for the block will be a
rectangle.
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Define platform option

With this selected you can define a polygon block. Press the Esc key to open this dialog box to make any
settings. Place this block by pressing the OK button.

SEE ALSO:

Platform dialog box

Block dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking  or double-clicking a block already placed.

Note: A very similar dialog box is also opened when creating blocks in Design mode.

This dialog box comprises the three tabs General, Surface and Outline. 

The General tab is used to enter general properties of the block such as the height above the floor or the
height of block itself. 

In the Surface tab you can specify which materials and textures are used for the block. On this tab you can
make separate settings for the top and base surfaces of the block, and for the side surfaces. 

Finally on the Outline tab is a special tool which can be used to edit the outlines of polygons in numerous
ways. The program within a program which appears in the Outline tab is used in exactly the same way as for
boards in Design mode. The Outline editor will also be useful as an entry medium in future versions of
ARCON for limited 2D structures. It may therefore be a good idea to familiarise yourself with this tool, even if
you do not need any block or boards in Design mode at the moment.

General tab

In addition to the preview box, which is standard in ARCON, the tab also comprises the Heights, Sides and
2D view sections. A special Catalog section in the lower part of this dialog box can be used to save
complete settings made in this dialog box in a catalog and therefore save a number of blocks. 

Heights section

The two input boxes Ht. above floor and Height are used to specify the height of the block’s position above
the floor and the height of the block itself. In this case the distance between the base edge of the block and
the top edge of the floor surface is used as the Height above floor.

Sides section

This subsection is used to specify how the sides of the block are designed. When Vertical is selected, the
sides of the block will always be aligned vertically to the block surfaces and accordingly also to the floor
surfaces. If you select At an angle of, pyramid-shaped blocks can be created, where the side surfaces are
not vertical to floor and ceiling surfaces, and instead use the angle specified. Lastly, the Scale top to option
can be used to specify the size of the block surface based on the block base shape. 

For example, if you have selected a circle with a diameter of 1 meter as an outline shape, and you set Scale
top to at 50%, the surface of the block will be a circle with a diameter of 50cm. The block sides will therefore
be at an angle.

Note: With more complex outlines for the block, the following procedure should be followed when
creating the top surface based on the block base shape: the center point of the base is determined first
of all, based on the center of the box surrounding it. The block base is then moved by the height of the
block and then the distances of the individual corner points for the block are moved by the factor
specified, relative to the center point just outlined. 
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Also bevel holes

If the outline to be used for the block is an outline with the options At an angle of and Scale top to, then the
option Also bevel holes will determine whether the same process is applied to holes within the block. 

2D view section

This section is used to specify how the block is displayed in your plan in Construction mode. The entry
options here are basically the same as those used for walls, but also supports similar construction elements.
Values can be defined both for the line color and the pattern color. It is also possible to specify a fill pattern to
create different hatching for the surface or even to display the block surfaces as completely filled in. 

Note: The outline for the lower edge of the block is always used in the 2D view in Construction mode. In
some circumstances, this may be different to the top edge, particularly if you are using inclinations for
the sides that are not 90 degrees.

Catalog section

As there are virtually unlimited ways for creating blocks due to the diverse setting options on the General,
Surface and especially the Outline tabs,  ARCON provides ready-made settings - in other words, complete
blocks - on the General tab and in the Catalog subsection, for saving blocks in a catalog. The four buttons
From catalog, Add to catalog, Delete entry and Import... in the Catalog section can be used to transfer
values from the catalog into the remainder of this dialog box (for all three tabs) and even to save them in the
catalog. Lastly, a block can be removed from the catalog by selecting a block located in the catalog and
clicking Delete entry, because you no longer need that block, for example.

Select Import... to add catalogs from other places to the defined blocks. ARCON saves all blocks and
shapes in Design mode in a file ARCONShapes.KTL in the program directory for ARCON. If you want to add
shapes from a different directory, for example, via the Intranet from another computer, select Import.... An
Open file dialog box will then be displayed where you can select the relevant file.

Note: Although both blocks and shapes are saved in a file, the import process is carried out separately.
In other words, importing the blocks from a file does not mean that the shapes have been automatically
imported from that file. This is carried out using the Import button in the dialog box for shapes.

The remaining section displays a list of the blocks defined up to that point. If the Small icons check box is
selected, these will only be displayed as small preview images. If not, they will be displayed in the size also
used for the preview images in the ARCON catalog, for example.

SEE ALSO:

Block dialog box

Surface tab

The Surface tab is used to specify which textures and materials in the block are used in Design mode. The
specifications for color and texture can be entered separately for Base, Sides and Ceiling of the block. Each
of these sections comprises an input box for the color and an input box for the texture.

In addition to these input boxes, you will find the Catalog section at the bottom of the Surface tab, which is
identical to the section on the General tab.

Click the arrow and then click Browse... The texture required can be selected in an Open file dialog box.
After selecting Texture dimensions... a special dialog box is displayed described in the next section. Lastly,
selecting or de-selecting Combine color and texture means that the color set can be mixed with the
texture, also possible for walls, for example.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/color settings for construction elements
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Balconies

You activate the Balcony dialog box by clicking on the Balcony icon . Two variants will appear in the
next icon bar, giving you the option to enter the balcony as a rectangle or a polygon. When placing a balcony,
ARCON will detect whether one or more sides are to be connected to an existing wall, and not apply any
parapet or railings along these sides. Right-click the Balcony icon to activate the Balcony dialog box.

Balcony entry options

  The balcony can be defined either as a rectangle or as a polygon. The rectangle points are defined
by two mouse clicks. The polygon shape is defined by n clicks to define the n point polygon and then a final
right mouse click.

Balcony dialog

You activate the Balcony dialog box with the Balcony icon .

Dimensions

The Height field defines the height of the parapet wall around the balcony. The Step +/- field allows you to
make the balcony higher or lower relative to the base of the floor level. You can therefore in effect create a
step up or down onto the balcony.

Parapet

The Depth field will define the depth or thickness of the parapet wall. The Upper surface, Inner surface
and Top surface areas all contain the fields that will allow you to apply texture and color to the parapet sides
independently.

With railings

If you enable the With railings box, you will be able to access the railing options from the drop down list. The
spacing of the railing objects can be modified. With User defined railings selected, a Properties... button
becomes active and clicking this opens up the User defined railings dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Railings dialog box

Floor

The Depth field will define the depth or thickness of the balcony floor. The Upper surface and Under
surface areas contain the fields that will allow you to apply texture and color to the parapet floor.

Railings

The documentation required to cover all possible combinations of railings would fill an entire book. We will
however give an overview of the railings function. 
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Defining a railing

After clicking on the Create railing icon in the vertical toolbar, an additional four icons for defining a
railing appear. You have the option of inserting a railing using Define railings with polygon line,
Define rectangular railing, Define railings with closed polygon and Define railings with multiple
points.

You insert the railing points left-clicking the mouse button. Defining a railing using the polygonal
insertion, right-click mouse button.after last point has been set; this will then display the User defined
railings dialog box.

Selecting the Define railings with multiple points option and then left-clicking with mouse button to
set railing start point, displays the 3D path generate dialog box. Here you can path out the railing by
entering number of copies, spacing, copy offset etc. A 2D display of this railing that appears, will
update instantly with any changes made in this dialog box.

Height from floor

Prior to defining a railing, if you right-click one of the icons, the User defined railing dialog box will appear to
enter a Height from floor.

If you want to adjust the height above floor after a railing has been placed then first select it by left-clicking.
Two icons will appear:

Selecting the first icon Edit railing height points, marks the railing points in red. Left-clicking these will open
up the Railing height point dialog box. Here you can define the height above floor for individual points of the
railing. This is useful if your railing is on a gradient.

Selecting the second icon Selected 3D path, marks the railing points in red. Left-clicking these will open up
the User defined railing dialog box. Here you can adjust the height above floor of complete railing not just
the individual points as described above.

Railings dialog box

You will find a tab for each railing component:

· Fastenings

· Bars 

· Panels

· Hand rail

For panels and hand rails there are extended options. The General tab allows you to save and load railings
to a catalog as well as some additional properties.
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General tab

Apart from the catalog entries, you will see an additional five buttons, with which you can make additional
changes via dialog boxes.

Save and load railings

The General tab contains the following icons in the Catalog section:

· Create a new catalog entry

· Load the data of the selected catalog entry. You can achieve the same effect if you double click the
catalog entry. 

· Saves the current railings data into the selected catalog entry. Existing data will be overwritten after
confirmation.

· Delete the selected catalog entry.

Note: The data from a catalog entry is not automatically loaded if the entry is selected.

General... button

Clicking this button displays the Base adjustment of all posts dialog box where you can choose from five
radio buttons. Activating None, but with angle of also displays a box where you can enter an angle.

Single... button

Clicking this button displays the Adjustment of individual posts dialog box displaying a list of post points. A
checked box against a post point will display it in 2D/3D and can be turned on and off by clicking it. Note that
at least two boxes need to be checked against a post point. Double-clicking a post point displays a Vertical
bars dialog box where you can assign individual angles.

Bend radius... button

Clicking this button displays the Bend radius dialog box.

With these options you can define the transitions in the railing breaks. In the top row you define the angles
ranges (e.g. <90 or > 100). In the bottom row you enter the associated bend radius. The higher the value the
greater the transition between railings. The effects of the values are viewed in the 3D preview window. 
These are not however displayed in the 2D plan in Construction mode.

Profiles... button

Clicking this button displays the Segments of round profiles dialog box.

You can modify the accuracy of the round profiles in this dialog box. The number entered indicates the
number of segments used to create the profile of a component. For example, if you selected 4 for a round
post it would be rectangular.

2D symbol... button

Clicking this button displays the 2D Symbol dialog box.

Here you determine how the railings will appear in the 2D plan view. You have the following options:

None: The railings are not displayed in the 2D plan
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Single line: The railings are represented by a single polygonal line in the 2D plan

Double line: The railings are represented by a double polygonal line in the 2D plan. You can define the line
separation distance, and the distance from the axis line. If you have difficulty in selecting the railing object in
2D, then you may have to set the Display type to Single line. 

3D path options... button

Clicking this button displays the 3D Path options dialog box.

Here you can add further points (posts) to the automatically produced path.

For example: A balcony is produced with a free railing. The reinforcement of the railing is outside of the
balcony. Therefore, a post with reinforcement directly at the balcony corner cannot be used. Two additional
posts are required both sides of the corner. In the 3D Path options dialog box and  activating the option
Horiz. bend  you can set the distance of the posts at 150 mm. After clicking OK in dialog box this change
appear updated in 3D preview with the new posts distanced by 150 mm both sides of the balcony corner.

Materials tab

The Materials tab allows you to define a pre-defined material and texture for each railing component. The
materials listed in the Material drop down list are contained within the Standard\Railings\material.ini file,
which you can open and edit with a text editor if you wish to add more materials. The file content refers to
files in ARCON’s material folder. ARCON looks for these files relative to those contained within the
ARCON.ini file.

The Material drop down list allows the use of texture masks in the choice of materials.

Example:

· Select for the material ‘Metal, mirroring’

· Select from the sub menu Browse a suitable texture to use as a mask, You can find a selection in
\TEXTURES\RAILINGS

· Change the diameter of the holes by selecting the Texture dimensions… button 

· and then the Texture dimensions sub menu. These options are available only for the infill plates.

Chimneys and supports

With the help of the chimney and supports functions you can quickly and easily insert chimneys and supports
into your plan. By opening a dialog box for these two elements you can change their dimensions and
textures. Additionally you can save your settings for these two elements as defaults, so they apply to all
newly added chimneys or supports. By using constructional aids such as the grid, guidelines, and the ruler
you can quickly insert your elements into the precise location.

Settings for chimneys and supports

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the chimney  and supports  icon. ARCON offers via the multi-function
icon chimneys both with and without additional ventilation sections. With the supports you have the option of
square or round supports. To open this dialog box for adjusting the preset values, right-click the chimney or
support icons or select the menus Options – Chimneys… or Options – Supports… The description of
these dialog boxes can be found in the following paragraphs. By clicking the Set default button you can save
your settings to be used as the default for future chimneys and supports. 

If you modify the values without saving them as default, these values remain valid only for the current
element. Also, you can subsequently modify existing elements by selecting them and double-clicking them.
This will open a dialog box where you can change the settings for the selected element.
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Support icons

 

Chimney icons

Placing chimneys and supports

After clicking the appropriate icons in the vertical toolbar you can place your chimney or support in the plan.
Remember that you can take advantage of the grid, the guidelines, and the ruler. Pressing Ctrl+W while you’
re placing it can change the base of the chimney. The base can be one of the four corners, or the center of
the chimney. The base is marked with a red cross in the display. 

Moving chimneys and supports

As well as the option for entering chimneys and supports in Construction mode, they can also be positioned
interactively in Design mode. The sections below describe the procedure for moving chimneys and supports
in Construction mode.

To move the relevant element you must first select it to mark in red. To move an element, click it and,
keeping the mouse button held down, move the mouse. When you’ve set the element in the relevant
position, release the mouse button to set it. Remember that you can adjust the base while moving by
pressing Ctrl+W.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Deleting chimneys and supports

With  you must first select the element with the left mouse button. The selected element is marked in red.
You can delete the selected element by pressing the Delete key or by selecting the menu Edit – Delete. If
you want to delete all chimneys or supports, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Chimneys or Edit – Delete
all – Supports. 

Chimney dialog

This dialog box is opened when you right-click the chimney icons. You can also open this dialog box by
selecting the menus Options – Chimneys. You can modify an existing chimney by selecting it then
double-clicking it.
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Type of chimney

Here the type of chimney is displayed at the top of this dialog box. If you modify an existing element through
this dialog box, you will have an icon identifying the type. In this case, you can click the icon to change the
type. This works just like the multi-function icons in the vertical toolbar.

Dimensions

Width, depth and angle

Height

Width, depth and angle

In this section you can specify the width and depth of the element. In the Angle input box you can specify the
rotation of the element relative to the current coordinate system. 

Height

In this field you can specify the height of the chimney. By selecting the To next ceiling check box the height
is automatically adjusted to meet your designated ceiling height. 

Surface area

This section is a standard section for defining colors and textures for construction elements.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Material properties

This section is the same as the standard section for defining material properties for construction elements.

SEE ALSO:

Material settings section for construction elements

Support dialog

This dialog box is opened when you right-click the  icons. You can also open this dialog box by selecting
the menus Options – Supports. You can modify an existing support by selecting it and then double-clicking
it.

Type of support

Here the type of support is displayed at the top of this dialog box. If you modify an existing element through
this dialog box, you will have an icon identifying the type. In this case, you can click the icon to change the
type. This works just like the multi-function icons in the vertical toolbar.

Dimensions

Width, depth and angle

Height
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Width, depth and angle

In this section you can specify the width and depth of the element. In the Angle input box you can specify the
rotation of the element relative to the current coordinate system. 

Height

In this field you can specify the height of the support. By selecting the To next ceiling check box the height
is automatically adjusted to meet your designated ceiling height. 

Surface area

This section is a standard section for defining colors and textures for construction elements.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/Color Settings for construction elements

Material properties

This section is the same as the standard section for defining material properties for construction elements,
which do not affect the display.

SEE ALSO:

Material settings section for construction elements

2D view section

Here you can define the pattern fill and color for the 2D symbol that will represent this support.

Roofs

This function lets you create a variety of roofs and insert them into your project.

In order to create a roof in your plan, you should first create an attic. If you create your roof in an existing
floor, ARCON places the roof at the same level as the walls of the current floor. 

With the Roof settings dialog box you can make basic adjustments and save them as the default values.
Three different entry methods are available to you.

SEE ALSO:

New floor above current

Roof options

Accessing the roof function

If you click the  icon in the horizontal toolbar, the roof view is hidden in Construction mode and Design
mode. If no roof exists, this icon is grayed out. 

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the  icon to access the roof function. To open this dialog box for

modifying the roof values, right-click the  icon. 

By clicking the Set default button in this dialog box, you can save the current values as the default for future
roofs and projects. These values will then be used as standard when you draw in a roof, but can of course be
changed in the dialog box for each roof.
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SEE ALSO:

Roof options

Show/hide the roof structure

To the right of the  icon is the  icon, which you can show or hide the wood construction of the roof

structure. This icon’s effect is independent of  i.e. you show and hide the wood construction and roof
areas separately. 

If you look at the roof from above, you’ll first see no modifications. Only if you view the roof from below will
you see the rafters. Note that in Construction mode, you cannot edit the roof unless at least one of the two

icons  or  is pressed. So this is a prerequisite to edit a roof or place a skylight in the roof 

SEE ALSO:

Skylights and Solar cells

Defining the roof type

The vertical toolbar contains the  icon. This is a multi-function button, which is identified as such by the
black corner triangle at the bottom right. Clicking and moving the mouse into the view window while holding
down the left mouse button, will display a selection of roof types. The roof types available include:

From top left to bottom right

· Free roof shape

· Pent roof

· Gable roof

· Hip roof

· Partially hipped roof

· Mansard roof with gable

· Mansard hipped roof

· Barrel roof

· Gable roof with slope

· Flat roof

Moving the mouse over one of these multi-function icons and left-clicking will select it to use. Right-clicking
this will open a dialog box to make any changes prior to placing the roof.

Roof over all buildings check box

In all dialog boxes for defining the roof, when you right-click the various icons for the roof types and the
dialog box opens, there is the check box Roof over all buildings at the far bottom left.

Selecting this box will not only cover the walls, floors and ceilings of the building of which the roof is part, but
also the walls, floors and ceilings of all other buildings, under the same roof. 
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This is particularly useful if you are constructing several buildings with split-level floors and you want to enter
the roof for one building to use that roof for another building as well. So if you are using a general roof, you

will not normally want to define the roof shape using the entry method  but using the entry method . 

Once the roof for both buildings has been entered, and the relevant settings have been made in the dialog
box for common roof, select this box. After confirming with OK, all the walls, floors and ceilings of both
buildings will be covered using this roof, just as if it were part of the other building (which might not actually
even be a building as you may have only constructed it in order to simulate split-level floors).

Roof dialog box options

Given below are displays for the various dialog boxes for the various roof shapes:

Pent roof

Gable roof

Hipped roof

Partially hipped roof

Mansard roof with gable

Mansard hipped roof

Barrel roof

Gable roof with slope

Flat Roof

Pent roof
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Gable roof

Hipped roof

Partially hipped roof
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Mansard roof with gable

Mansard hipped roof

Barrel roof
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Gable roof with slope

Flat roof

The dialog boxes for the rectangle roof shapes are divided into four sections. Profile, End view, Surface
texture and Alignment. There are diagrams available for the profile and end view sections, which allow you
to determine the dimensions used. When you move into an input box, the corresponding dimension in the
diagram will be shown in red. Left-clicking within the diagram on a different dimension selected in red will
automatically switch to the relevant input box in the dialog box. 

Double-clicking the relevant dimension within the diagram will open up a dialog box, which allows you to
enter the value directly.

Only the necessary or possible dimensions for entries are provided for any of the roofs. All boxes where the
values cannot be used sensibly for the current type are shown in gray in the dialog box, i.e. displayed as
inactive.

Selecting the Display all details check box means that ARCON will include the textures for all roof surfaces
in the preview window, and will also display the relevant guttering, eaves box, ridges, moldings and hips,
according to your entries.

All other settings for roofs or their details can be made using a function in the Roof parameters dialog box,
which is opened by clicking the Advanced… button. This dialog box is different to the opened dialog box only
because it has an additional Surfaces tab, which includes selection options for textures and some boxes
where you can enter specifications already included in this dialog box. 

The Info button takes you directly to the Roof info dialog box.
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Selecting a roof

After you have clicked the  icon in the left-hand vertical toolbar, ARCON will display a selection of options
for adding the roof in the how bar. 

Note: Square/rectangular roofs only can be created using all the predefined roof shapes. Even if the red
line follows the basic outline when entering the roof automatically (see below), the result will always be a
square roof. 

Entering a rectangular roof shape

 This option for adding a roof can be used to enter a roof with a rectangular basic surface, regardless of
the  geometry  of  the  basic  outline.  There  are  two  points  to  be  placed  on  the  screen.  These  describe  the
diagonals. The basic surface of the roof is displayed using a rubber band after the first point on the screen
has been defined. After the second click, the Roof editor dialog box is displayed for the free roof shape, or
the relevant dialog box for the predefined roof construction.

Entering the roof automatically

 The procedure  for  adding  a  roof  automatically  is  as  follows:  After  clicking  the  relevant  icon,  point  the
pointer at the outer wall  edge you want to use as the roof surface outline.  The outline shape of the roof  is
displayed on the screen as a dotted red line and when you click the left mouse button will display the Roof
editor dialog box for the free roof shape or the relevant dialog box for the predefined roof construction.

Entering the roof shape as a polygon

 (Only applies to the free roof shape) The polygon shape to be entered allows you to create any shape of
roof, in other words, a shape different to the existing outline of the wall. This entry method is required if the
shapes  of  the  line  for  the  eaves  and  the  basic  outline  are  different,  for  example,  for  bay  windows,
overhanging roof surfaces, for dormer windows, above terraces, etc.

To enter the polygon, click the required corner points in sequence. You can close the entry by pressing the 
Esc key or by clicking the starting point of the polygon again.

If a roof with the same shape already exists, ARCON will indicate this using a message and you can cancel
the procedure.

Deleting roofs

Select the roof to mark in. By pressing the Delete key or selecting the menu Edit – Delete the roof will be
deleted. You can delete all roofs with the menu Edit – Delete all – Roofs.

ARCON always selects the element under the mouse pointer  and when multiple elements are under the
mouse pointer, the smallest element is selected first. So you may find that instead of the roof, the room’s
entire floor is selected. You can continue to click in the same space as ARCON selects different elements
under the mouse, until the roof is selected. You can then edit or delete the roof.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Roof options

Right-clicking the  icon opens the Roof parameters dialog box. This dialog box consists of five tabs, in
which general values for the roof framing are set. You have the option of saving the current settings in this
dialog box by clicking the Set default button. The values will then be used for all new roofs. 

Different values for individual roofs are entered in the Roof editor dialog box. You display this dialog box
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when you place a roof or subsequently double-click a selected roof.

SEE ALSO:

Roof editor

Dialog type "classic"

If you activate this check box in the Roof editor dialog box, the dialog box adapts to the appearance of older
ARCON versions.  Familiarise  yourself  with  this,  by  referring  to  the  original  documentation  if  you  have  this
earlier version.

Textures

This section is at the bottom of the dialog box, for all five pages. It consists of several list boxes. If you want
to select another texture for the roofing, the interior, the eaves, or the wood construction, click the browse
arrow to open a dialog box where you can select a texture. 

You can also change these textures in the Roof editor. The textures for the roofing and interior are can be
changed in the Surface tab. The textures for the eaves and the wood construction can be changed in the
General page. 

Cladding

Here you can select a texture for the top surface of the roof.

Wood construction

This is for selecting a texture for the wood construction, visible when the Roof surface is removed and the
Wood construction is enabled.

Eaves box

The eaves in your project will be shown with the texture selected here. 

Surface tab

In this tab you define the values for Roof angle, the Overhang and the Pointing sill. The Eaves height is
calculated from the other specifications and is therefore grayed out. 

In the Roof angle section you have three options for setting the roof pitch: 45 deg pitch, 38 deg pitch and
Other pitch. With the option Other pitch, an input box below it opens, where you can specify the required
inclination (between 1-179 degrees). 

If you would like to define the Gutter height with additional support, you can use the Assistant. If you click
the Assistant button, a dialog box opens. The values for the height of the eaves are then automatically
calculated by ARCON, but can be changed later on. The Assistant dialog box will be displayed if necessary.

This dialog box comprises the two tabs General and Wall plate.

Confirming these entries using OK will close this so you can continue making other settings for your roof
construction. 

It is normally possible to use the Area tab in the dialog box for the Roof editor. Here you can set the plate
height as well as your specifications for the gutter height with the aid of the plan. ARCON automatically
calculates the values for the gutter height based on the linked fields. Acknowledge these values with OK.
This dialog box is then closed and you can continue to make further adjustments to your roof structure. 

You can also change these settings in the Area tab in the Roof editor dialog box – the pitch of individual
sides of the roof, the overhang, and gutter height can deviate from the default settings made here. You can
also access the Threshold assistant from the Surface tab to make adjustments there. 
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General tab

You can enter the height of the pointing sill and eaves from the general tab.

Wall plate tab

This tab can be used to specify the root point for purlin roofs according to the design. A variable
measurement can be defined as necessary (Eaves height, Spacing, Wood or Support height). 

Example 1: You want to build the sill from the top of the unfinished ceiling with the Support height h=50 cm.
The wall plate is to be constructed with a Spacing s=16 cm from the exterior wall side with the dimensions w
/th 12/12 cm. The Angled wood has the dimension r=15 cm. Activate the Eaves height as a variable value
and enter the relevant values. The eaves height will then be calculated. This dimension can be found in the 
General tab.

Example 2: The entries in example 1 will produce an Eaves height of 74.213 cm with a roof incline of 45
degrees. The Eaves height should have the value 75 cm.

The Pointing sill for the wall plate should remain 50 cm. Go to the Wall plate tab. Set the Spacing as a
variable value. Go to the General tab and enter 75 cm for the Eaves height. Then go back to the Wall plate
tab and enter 50 cm for the Support height. The wall plate spacing (s) will be adjusted automatically.

Details tab

In this tab you specify additional details of the roof structure. 

Eaves/verges

With the With gutter check box you specify whether the roof will have gutters. 

If you activate the With detailed eaves check box, you can display the roof edges in varying levels of detail,
for example, with cornices. ARCON has four options for detailing the roof edges.

Standard view of the eaves

According to the standard view of the roof structure at the edges, the rafters are cut off vertically: 

 

Frequently the roof edges, for formative or constructional reasons, are provided, for example, with soffits. For
these detailed formations of the roof edges, the following options are available. 

Detailed views of the eaves

Here the exposed rafters are tapered in the roof eaves. 

h defines the height of the rafter; l the length of the taper, and t the depth of the taper. The length and depth
of the taper can be specified in the Visible rafter ends section. 
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Standard cornice with vertically cut face and horizontal soffit perpendicular to the external wall. 

Window box with diagonally cut face and horizontal soffit perpendicular to the external wall.

The diagonal cut of the rafters and matching soffit results in a roughly symmetrical roof edge around the
roof. 

The last option is like the previous in that the rafter is cut diagonally, but rather than the soffit running
horizontally to the wall it runs parallel to the roof, to the external wall.

Note: For the last three designs the roof outline should run along the external walls without varying in
distance to the walls. The entry method Automatic roof method is particularly well suited for this type of
roof design. If it’s not possible for your roof outline to link directly to the external walls, for example, with
terraces, gaps between the lower base and the external wall result. These gaps can be closed, for
example, with 3D objects. 

Note: In the Eaves box section you can adjust the angle of inclination of the fascia (front surface) and
the height. 

SEE ALSO:
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Eaves box

Tapered rafters

Roof ridges

This section can be used to specify whether the ridges and hips are displayed. To do this, select or deselect
the With ridge check box.

This setting can be changed at any time on the Details tab of the Roof editor dialog box.

Visible purlin ends

According to whether or not you activated the visible purlin switch, ARCON uses one of the following two
versions regarding the roof structure: 

In the first version (with the check box deactivated), the first rafter inside of the wall and the crossbeam sit up
to the wall (Plan view). 

 

In the second version the first rafter sits at a distance from the edge and is situated freely outside of the wall
(a so-called free rafter). The purlins are also led beyond the edge of the wall. These are in most cases visible
from the outside (visible purlins)

 

The criterion for switching between the first and second version is as follows: With roof eaves of more than
50cm a basic construction is required to accommodate the loads of the roof. Therefore, in this case the
second version is automatically used.

If the roof eaves are equal to or less than 50cm in distance and the Visible purlin end is unchecked, the first
version is executed. The first rafter is set at a distance of 40 cm from the walls exterior. 
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Tapered rafters

In this section you can enter into the boxes the length and depth of a taper for exposed rafters in the eaves. 

In this figure, the measure I defines the length of the taper and T defines the depth of the taper. 

SEE ALSO:

Gutters and eaves

Eaves box

In this section you can enter into the input boxes the specifications of the Eaves box. In the following figure, h
is the Height of front and n is the Angle of front surface. 

SEE ALSO:

Gutters and eaves

Wood construction

The Wood construction page consists of two sections: In the upper section you can specify details of what
should be used for the wood construction. In the lower section you can set certain distances to override the
values defined by ARCON during the automatic generation of the roof. 

Wood construction details

In this section of the page you set controls on the wood construction, including the details you’d like to use as
default values for the wood construction. The following figures show the details in a roof structure with their
names. 
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For the roof structure, rafters and plates are created. These form the wood construction typical in a roof
structure. Individual plates and rafters carry special names which are explained in the following two figures. 

If you activate the check boxes for different constructional elements in this section, those elements will be
visible in your roof structure. 

Spacing

The Max. Rafter spacing indicates the maximum distance between individual rafters. 

In the field Spacing to the 1st rafter you can specify where the first rafter sits. 

Finally, you can define the Maximum overhang for the roof cladding. The upper purlins are automatically
lengthened in order to increase the roof’s eaves. If the eaves are larger than the entered value, additional
rafters are automatically added (for structural reasons). 

Wood dimensions

On this tab you can specify the size of the individual elements ARCON uses in automatically generating the
roof structure. You can modify the standard values according to your needs. 

You have here the option to indicate for each type element used in the roof structure, the width and
thickness. The individual element types are shown in the following plan: 
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Note: When specifying values for these different elements, only approximate values are used, with your
specific entries being adjusted to keep the dimensions and representation practical.

The goal here is to aid you with a practical representation of the wood construction in the roof framing with
the most accurate general impression possible. 

General tab

Structure heights

Roof gutter

Transparent interior

Restrict roof height

Structure heights

In the Construction of the roof system, there are the constructional elements, for example, rafters as well as
the roof’s sub-construction, for example, slats, lining. 

The Cladding includes everything that is appropriate or necessary for framework, insulation, slats, and roof
pans over the entire roof structure. In the Roof editor dialog box on the General tab, you can change these
values later. 

a = Roofing (framework, insulation, roof pan) 

b = Construction (rafter thickness, framework, gypsum wallboard) 

SEE ALSO:

Roof editor

Roof gutter

Here you can assign a default value for the gutter diameter. You can modify this value later on the General
tab of the Roof editor dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Roof editor
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Transparent interior

Here you can set the roof to be partially transparent, for example, glass roofs for conservatories or
greenhouses can be created. With the help of the textures you specify the color and the degree of the hue.
This adjustment can be modified later in the General tab in the Roof editor dialog box.

If you want to apply the transparent textures using the mouse and the texture catalog, you must press the 
Ctrl key when selecting the roof so that the transparent areas are also considered with the texturing. 

SEE ALSO:

Roof editor

Restrict roof height

This check box limits the total height of the roof. If you select the switch, ARCON cuts the roof off above a
certain height. You can define this height in the input box Restrict to. It can be modified later in the General
tab of the Roof editor dialog box. 

The following figure shows exactly what you should enter into the Restrict to input box. 

You can use this function of ARCON to model roofs with flat roof termination, for example, for roof gardens,
roofs with domes etc. You can also achieve some special effects by adding a second roof on top of a cut-off
roof.

SEE ALSO:

Roof editor

Roof editor

You open the Roof editor dialog box after you enter the final point when you’re placing a new roof or if you

select the  icon or  and double-click a selected roof (both apply only to the free roof shape).

This dialog box includes five tabs at the top left: Roof side type, Details, Wood construction, Wood
dimensions and General. These tabs (with the exception of the Roof side type tab) are largely identical to

the tabs of the same name in the Roof parameters dialog box which is opened by right-clicking the  icon.

To switch between the tabs, click the tab name at the top of the display. That tab’s contents come to the front
in the dialog box. With the help of the Roof editor, the complete roof structure can be modified (when
placing a roof, or anytime after). To adjust a roof, enter the relevant values for an individual roof area,
deviating from the default roof settings.

If you click the Preview button, the effects of your changes can be seen immediately in the preview window.
Even if you have placed dormers, they are included and displayed in the preview window. Also note that
some details are not shown by default, to keep the preview window from becoming slow. You can switch on
the display of all elements by clicking the Display all details check box. 

The Undo/Redo function can be used to undo or restore all the changes made in the Roof Editor. This
provides you with risk-free working and also allows you to simply try out all the settings.
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Roof info

Clicking the Info… button in the Roof editor dialog box or in the dialog boxes for predefined roof shapes will
open an Info dialog box. If you are in the Roof editor dialog box you can click the Info button to open the
Roof info dialog box. This dialog box displays all area and length dimensions of the wood construction of the
current roof, broken down separately into the main roof and the dormers. Using these values, ARCON can
estimate the costs of the roof. 

This dialog box only shows calculated values. Entries are not possible in the Roof info dialog box. 

You can find calculations in this dialog box, and use them to derive additional details.

Timber list

In ARCON you can output an approximate list of timber used in the roof, both as an on-screen dialog box
and as a text file, saved on your hard disk. From the Roof info dialog box, click the Timber list button and a
dialog box appears listing all timber used in the roof and their specifications. ARCON processes the
calculation of the timber list as follows: 

All length dimensions are rounded to 5 cm increments. 

Timber of the same types that, after rounding, have the same lengths are summarised. 

In the Timber list, the timber are separated according to type, with their lengths, widths and thickness, as well
as surface areas and cubic dimensions are displayed both individually and subtotaled. 

By clicking the individual table headings in the timber list, you can sort the table. This sorting is done in each
case for groups of homogeneous timber. If you click Save… a standard Windows dialog box appears where
you can specify a filename and location to save this information in a text file. 

The contents of the saved text file are in principle identical to the contents of the list as shown on screen. 

Editing individual roof areas

In order to process an individual area of the roof, you must first select the relevant area. To do this, locate
the Change roof side section at the top of the Roof editor dialog box (over the preview window). This
section also has two arrow buttons. 

With these arrows you can rotate the roof left or right (depending on which arrow you click), which in turn
rotates the roof in the preview window and switches the active side. 

If you activate the Animate rotation check box, the arrow buttons cause an independent rotation of the roof
by 90 degrees in the respective direction. 

If you uncheck Display all details, you can detect the current roof area by the fact that in the preview
window it is colored green and the appropriate roof area has texture. If you activate the Display all details
check box, ARCON shows textures on all roof areas in the preview window, as well as gutters, roof ridges,
rafters, and other elements you enter, accordingly. 

Roof side tab

This tab can be used to modify the settings for the selected roof, which have been specified as general
settings for all new roofs from the Surfaces tab in the Roof parameters dialog box. 

Roof side type

In this section, ARCON suggests - unlike with the default settings - six option boxes with roof side types,
which can be selected simply by clicking the mouse.
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Simple roof side

This input box can be used to change the values required for the roof side type you have selected. If you
wish you can use a diagram to help you in assigning the dimensions.

Details/wood construction/wood dimensions

In the tabs Details, Wood construction, and Wood dimensions you can make the same adjustments you
made in the tabs of the same names in the Roof parameters dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Roof options

General

In this tab you can enter the same specifications for the selected roof as the defaults you set in the General
page in the Roof parameters dialog box.

There is an additional function on this General tab, however. You can move the entire roof up or down by a
specified measure. 

SEE ALSO:

Roof options

Raise roof from building

Enter into this field the amount you’d like the roof raised. When you click the Apply button the roof is raised
by the given number, and the preview display is updated. 

When you raise a roof by a value larger than zero, the gutters are raised the same distance as well. The
height deviation in the attic starts, for example, not at the edge of the floor, but higher up. With values less
than zero, the gutter is dropped accordingly. Here it can be that the roof already begins in the lower floor,
which already indicates that rooms in this floor deviate in their height. 

The following figure shows in sequence: the roof in the starting situation, the roof raised with a value > 0, and
the roof shifted with a value < 0. 

Textures

In these list boxes the textures for the Eaves and the Cladding can be entered. With views that are not
switched on, the appropriate list box is grayed out. The selection of textures is done the same way as on the 
Surfaces tab, which is described above. 

Interior roof texture

If you’re in Construction mode and Roof surface on/off is activated, you can edit the interior roof texture by
selecting an area then double-clicking it. Note that the roof display must be switched on for you to be able to
select it.

The dialog box that opens consists of the Material section where the known properties of the texture can be
changed.
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This dialog box also contains the Invisible check box which is used to specify whether or not the roof
covering is actually displayed. It is particularly useful to switch the roof covering to invisible for the outside
area with large roof overhangs in order to display the wood construction for the roof.

SEE ALSO:

Show/hide the roof structure

Texture/color settings for construction elements

Curved roofs

The Free roof type dialog box enables you to include curved roofs. In the Roof side tab you can activate
this option by activating the Round check box. When activated a new diagram will appear, from which you
can select the dimensions.

This curved roof extension also affects the barrel roof on rectangular roof forms. You can now create a barrel
roof with different eaves heights.

With the round surfaces free form barrel roofs can now be created with gothic arcs. The arch surfaces can
be combined with other roof areas. For the construction of barrel roofs a special procedure must be followed.

A curved roof starts at the eaves. The curve then runs towards the center of the building. With the Overhang
(u) and Height (h1) values you can determine where the curved proportion starts relative to the eaves. With
the Dimension (s) and Height 2 (h2) values, you can specify the center of the circular arc. With the Radius
(r) you can determine the circle radius. The center of the circle is then calculated.

Principle of the curvature

In the following diagram a section of a curved roof is presented schematically. The chord is horizontal (h2 =
0). The apex then lies exactly over the chord center and the circle center lies exactly under it. 

Diag. 1: Curved roof side with horizontal chord for the definition of barrel roof with different eaves heights
using the height value (h2). This value is the gradient dimension for the chord belonging to the arc segment..

Diag. 1: Curved roof side with rising chord
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Barrel roof (tangential transition at apex)

A barrel roof with opposite roof forms stopped in such a way that the chord centers lie exactly on top of each
other. With the same radii the roof areas join tangentially at the apex. The entry values are calculated
according to the following rules:

s = 0.5 * width ; the width is the horizontal distance of both eaves

h2 = 0.5 * dh; dh is the height difference of the two eaves

r1=r2= Radius; the radius is same on both sides

Note: If you follow the simplified entry procedure as described in the Barrel roof chapter, then the entry
values are set automatically by the roof editor according to these rules.

Diag. 3: Barrel roof with different eaves heights

Gothic arches

With the entry value (s) and (r) simple gothic arches can be created. In the following example a rectangular
plan with a width of 8m was entered. Now set both chord dimensions (s) to 6m. The following diagram shows
the result.
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Barrel roof - simplified procedure

We will create a barrel roof on a plan with an annex as illustrated in the following diagram:

Allow the ARCON roof editor determine the roof outline automatically. The Roof editor will produce the
following result:

Now change the roof ends to Gable ends and the roof sides to the appropriate types until the roof form
consists only of two straight surfaces.
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This is the stage at which you should define the overhangs and eaves heights. In the diagram below we have
set the eaves height to 150 cm and the overhang to 150 cm. The eaves height of the rear roof was set to 80
cm. The provisional result looks as follows: 

Now check the Round box for the two main roof areas. The following roof form will then automatically be
created:
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With some simple changes on both sides, you can change the radius of the curved roof.

Dormers

The dormer function lets you build different types of dormers into existing roofs. Dormers are distinguished
by the fact that their walls and sides are completely integrated into the roof.  You have 8 dormer styles
available to you. 

When placing a dormer, both its walls and the dormer roof are created automatically. The wood construction
of the roof changes as necessary: where the dormer is placed the roof rafters are removed. But the rafters
for the dormer are added in automatically. 

A dormer is always built into a floor. You can determine whether the dormer is to go up to the ceiling of the
floor or not. In the first case the wood construction of the dormer is established in such a way that it is put at
the height of the ceiling on the wood construction of the roof. 
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In the second case the dormer is drawn lower in the roof so the dormer changes into the normal roof area of
the roof. 

Selecting a type of dormer

In the vertical toolbar you’ll find the  icon for the dormer function. This icon is a multi-function icon. 

Right-clicking the dormer icon will open a dialog box where you can make adjustments to your dormer and
optionally save them as the default setting for future dormers. You’ll also get this dialog box after setting a
dormer into a roof. In this case, you have the option to modify and adapt these default values.

Finally, you can assign textures to the dormer roof. These textures can be different from the textures used in
the roof.

Placing dormers

You can place a dormer into your project only if you’ve already designed a roof. Roofs and dormers are
related in this way to each other. Specifically: When placing a dormer one must always detect which area in
the roof is available and how the orientation of the dormer affects this area. When placing the dormer it is
automatically guaranteed that the front edge of the dormer is always positioned parallel to the edges of the
roof. 

All dormers entered with the free entry method, where you can use guidelines or walls, in order to snap the
dormer on them. Changing the entry mode with the how bar is not possible as there is only one entry
method.

Placement

Dormers are positioned – similar to stairs – with two or three mouse clicks (depending upon the type of
dormer). The pointer is shown in the display with an outline of the selected dormer type. Relevant sizes
during the entry of dormers are the width and the depth. With your first mouse click you determine the
position of the dormer with the second click you set of the dormer’s front edge. The depth is calculated
automatically. 
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If the dormer does not fit in the roof, a broken outline of the dormer is displayed. This is simply a reminder
that you must adapt the size of the dormer to the roof. ARCON permits you to place an extra large dormer in
a small roof space but in practice this makes little sense. 

After your second (or third) mouse click, a dialog box for the selected dormer opens. This contains both the
default values and the values derived from your direct entry, for example, the width.

You can now modify the default values if you so choose. As a rule, you’ll probably want to change the height
(h) as well as the angle of inclination according to the width and placement. All other values of the dormer,
for example, the depth result directly from the specifications in this dialog box. They are automatically
calculated and displayed. 

Tips for inputting dormers

Like with other elements in ARCON, you have the ability when placing dormers of accelerating the entry. 

If you click the mouse button while pressing the Shift key, the next click is not required. Specifically, with a
dormer, which is placed with three mouse-clicks, by pressing the Shift key at the same time you make your
second click, the default values are used instead of requiring a third click, and a dialog box to adjust the
settings opens immediately. 

If you click the mouse button while pressing the Ctrl key, the dialog box is suppressed. That is, if you’re
setting a dormer that is placed with two mouse clicks, and you press the Ctrl key while clicking the mouse
button for the second time, the dialog box does not appear. The dormer will be inserted using the defined
default values for this type of dormer. 

In this case the default width for the dormer is used as it was defined in the dialog box. If you make all mouse
clicks you’ll set the width yourself in the process. If you cut the entry short and rely on default values, you can
at any time open the dialog box and adjust the width.

Note: Dormer windows can still be used with the Barrel roof type, but they will not follow the rounded
shape of the roof.

Editing dormers

You can always modify the values of a dormer after you’ve inserted it into a roof. To do this, first select the
dormer then double-click it. The Dormer dialog box for the selected type is displayed (it’s the same dialog
box you open when you first place a dormer, or when you right-click the dormer icon in the vertical toolbar). 

Here in this dialog box you can change the values. If you flatten, for example, the inclination of the dormer,
the depth of the dormer is accordingly made shorter. 

During all subsequent dormer modifications, ARCON calculates the entire roof again. 
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Deleting dormers

To delete a dormer, you must first select it marking it in red.

Note: If you switch off the roof area display with the  icon the dormer won’t be visible (it is after all
part of the roof now). Make sure the roof areas are visible before you begin.

With the dormer selected, press the Delete key to delete the selected dormer. You can also delete the
selected dormer with the menu Edit – Delete. If you want to delete all dormers, select the menu Edit –
Delete all – Dormers.

SEE ALSO

Select element in construction mode

Dormer options

You open the Dormer dialog box by either right-clicking the icon in the vertical toolbar, or double-clicking an
existing and selected dormer. This dialog box also appears when you’re placing a new dormer.

The dialog box is essentially the same for all dormer types. The main difference is in the preview window.
The dialog box, which appears when placing the dormer or when double-clicking an existing dormer, shows
the dormer as part of the roof area. The dialog box for standard adjustments of the type of dormer has no
reference to the roof (since there is no roof yet to relate it to). 

Similarities between dormer dialog boxes

All Dormer dialog boxes display the appropriate type of dormer in the left upper corner as either a cut plan or
a frontal view. Using these drawings the different dimension fields are explained, and you can use them to
adjust the relevant values.

If you click the mouse button in one of the input boxes, the corresponding dimension indicator in the plan is
highlighted in red. If you modify, for example, the width, the W is marked in red. With more complex dormer
types, you can use the outline to select the field to change; both the letter insignia and the input box are
highlighted simultaneously. The abbreviations used in the plan are also listed next to each input box.

The Section, View, Window, Dormer roof, and Textures sections are available in all Dormer dialog boxes
with exception of the roof terrace. The dialog boxes differ only with regard to the dimensions and
specifications that can be assigned. There are also small differences regarding the options that are enabled
with check boxes. 

Note that with each modification you make in this dialog box, it does not become visible in the preview
window until you move into another input box. 

Section

This section corresponds to the section plan of the dormer displayed to the left. The number of input boxes
depends on the type of dormer. ARCON offers to you only those dimensions that are required for the
construction of each particular dormer type. If you click in one of the input boxes, the corresponding measure
in the plan is highlighted in red. 

The Opening height cannot be entered directly, since this results from the other values. The box is always
grayed out. 

View

This section corresponds to the front view of the dormer shown to the left. The number of input boxes
depends on the type of dormer. ARCON offers to you only those dimensions that are required for the
construction of each particular dormer type. If you click in one of the input boxes, the corresponding
dimension in the plan is highlighted in red.
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Window

When placing a dormer, ARCON creates both the dormer side wall and the dormer front wall. In the dormer
front wall windows are placed automatically, based on the freely definable windows. This placement is
basically a type specification, which you can modify to suit your own requirements. Specifically, you have the
option when placing the dormer to change the number of windows as well as their height and width
including the sill height. If the windows – depending upon the type of dormer and its size – won’t fit in the
dormer, based on their width and height, ARCON alerts you so you can correct the error. 

Since the dormer front wall behaves like other normal walls (with the difference that it is not movable) you
can later edit these windows as regular windows. Specifically, the dormer windows can be subsequently
edited and changed like other windows. To do this you must select the relevant window and then double-click
it. The appropriate dialog box will open. You can also delete dormer windows. 

Note: You can set the number, height and width of dormer windows in the Dormer dialog box only
when placing the dormer. If you should open the Dormer dialog box (by double-clicking it) after placing
the dormer, the Windows section is no longer available.

Dormer roof

In this section you can determine further details for the roof structure or the view of the roof in ARCON. 

Transparent roof

With this check box you can – just like with roofs – set the roofing of the dormer to be transparent. This way
you can simulate, for example, glass roofs for gardens etc. With textures you can control the color and hue
of the transparent roof. 

Structural heights

These two specifications correspond with the same entries in the Roof parameters dialog box or in the
General tab of the Roof editor dialog box.

With these fields you can specify the total mass of the roof system’s constructional elements, for example,
the rafters as well as the roof’s sub-construction, for example, slats, lining.

SEE ALSO:

Roof options

Roof editor

Apply the settings for the verges and eaves to the roof

If this check box is active, the attributes of the dormer where it meets the roof, as well as its lower edge
(where you’ll typically have a gutter), are taken over by the roof. If the switch is not active, the dormer and
roof can have different properties. By default, the switch is enabled (simply to make your work easier).

Additional options

The options described here vary according to the type of dormer. In general, the following check boxes are
available. 

Remove lower wall

If you activate this check box, the front edge of the dormer is put directly on the roof. This can spread and
lead to the condition that large dormers present too much of a load for the roof structure. 

In this case you would deactivate the check box for structural reasons. This has the effect that the front part
of the dormer i.e. the walls are pulled down to the floor of the attic. 
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Roof opening up to the ceiling

With this check box you specify that the dormer opening goes up to the ceiling of the floor. If you deactivate
the check box, the dormer opening is drawn up to the part where the roof of the dormer merges with the
normal roof area. However, with a ceiling the room beyond the dormer is no longer visible on the inside. 

In general you should activate this check box in order to minimise wasted space between the dormer and
roof lining. 

Textures

In this section you can select a texture for the roof of the dormer. The texture for the dormer can be selected
separately from those for the roof; they are completely independent.

Flat dormer options

The flat dormer has all the options and entry modes, which were previously described, in the Dormer dialog
box section. 

Pitched dormer options

The dialog box for the pitched dormer differs from the standard Dormer dialog box in the following sections:

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

Section

For a pitched dormer, you cannot specify the front angle or the height. 

View

For a pitched dormer you can specify the eaves height and the pitch. 

Triangular dormer options

The dialog box for the triangular dormer differs from the standard dormer dialog box in the following sections:

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

Section

For triangular dormers no height can be specified. 

View

For the triangular dormer the eaves height and the pitch can be specified. 

Options

For the triangular dormer the opening cannot be limited to the ceiling. It always reaches up to the roof. The 
Roof opening up to ceiling check box is therefore absent. 

Since the opening cannot be limited to the ceiling, this also means that the same wood construction is used. 
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Tips for setting triangle dormers

If you enter an angle in the Section that is less than 90 degrees, the dormer roof leans forward. 

Trapezoid dormer options

The dialog box for trapezoid dormers differs from the standard dormer dialog box in the following sections: 

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

View

For trapezoid dormers you can specify and adjust the Width above and the Panel angle.

Options

For the trapezoid dormer you can also set the option With put panels. If you activate this check box, the
room is adjusted between the diagonal sections of the dormer roof and the walls. If the check box is
deactivated, the wider walls of the dormer are used.

Hipped roof dormer options

The dialog box for hipped roof dormers differs from the standard dormer dialog box in the following sections:

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

View

For hipped roof dormers the Eaves height and the Pitch can be adjusted for the dormer roof. 

Tips for placing hipped roof dormers

If you enter an angle of exactly 90 degrees in the Section field, you’ll get a pitched dormer. 

If you enter an angle of less than 90 degrees, the roof leans forward.

If you set the eaves height upward in the Section, the dormer is cutout.
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Note that a special form can be created if you adjust the Eaves height (in the Section) upward and
simultaneously set the Pitch higher than 90 degrees. 

Barrel roof dormer options

The dialog box for barrel roofs differs from the standard dormer dialog box in the following sections:

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

Section

For barrel roofs you cannot specify a height or angle of inclination. 

View

For the barrel roof the Eaves height and the Arch values can be specified. With the Arch field you can set
the height of the apex of the curved top of the dormer (just like freely defined windows).

Options

The barrel roof has an additional check box: With outside shield. With this switch you can set an arch
outside over the window which can be assigned a texture.

Tips for placing barrel roofs

With a barrel roof, you can modify the values to make a ton dormer. A ton dormer has the characteristic that
the Overhang equals zero and the elbow is a perfect semicircle. 

For the elbow to become a semicircle, the Arch value must be precisely half the size of the width. In the
View section, set the Arch value to half of the width value, and set the Overhang value to zero. 
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Bat dormer options

The dialog box for bat dormers differs from the standard dormer dialog box in the following sections:

SEE ALSO:

Dormer options

View

For the bat dormer the Width above and the Panel width can be specified. 

Options

For the bat dormer you can – just like trapezoid dormers – enable the With put panels check box. If you
activate this check box, the room is adjusted between the diagonal sections of the dormer roof and the walls.
If the check box is deactivated, the wider walls of the dormer are used.

Roof terrace options

Technically, this type of dormer primarily creates a cutout within the roof area. One can use this cutout, for
example, to build a roof terrace. Since this dormer type has no roof and no roof pitch, which is used to
automatically determine the depth, you must click three times while entering the dormer; the third mouse
click sets the dormer’s depth. The Roof terrace dialog box appears after placing the dormer in a roof (like all
dormers), where you can change the dimensions of the cutout. Since the roof terrace as a rule includes a
projection, even at a minimum a projection results at all four sides of the cutout. 

You have the option to influence the form of the cutout. If, for example, you enter taper ratios for the left and
right sides that are greater than zero, you’ll create a trapezoidal cutout. You can also enter negative values,
which has the result that the upper sides are drawn outwards. 

In general, you’ll use the cutout to integrate a roof terrace. For this you must place walls around the cutout.
These walls should be completely under the roof and outside of the cutout. In this case they will be
automatically merged under the roof. If a wall is not under the roof and within the cutout, it is limited in room
height, which doesn’t make much sense for a terrace. 

Note: If a wall is partly within the cutout or partly under the roof, part of the wall is pulled to the room
height, where it normally would be merged under the roof. 

With this type of dormer you can start with a roof terrace and modify it to create new roof area forms. All
entries you make in the roof terrace dialog box affect the modelling of the cutout. 

Section

This section corresponds to the section Plan view of the cutout shown to the left. If you click in one of the
input boxes, the corresponding dimension in the plan is highlighted in red.

With the Overhang above and Overhang below fields you can specify how much of the roofing cutout is to
project. 

The Opening height cannot be entered directly, since it results from the values in other fields. The box is
always grayed out. 

Plan view

This section corresponds to the section Plan view of the cutout shown to the left. If you click in one of the
input boxes, the corresponding dimension in the plan is highlighted in red.

With the Projection right and Overhang left fields you can specify how much of the roofing cutout is to
project. You can taper the cutout upward and create a trapezoidal cutout. 
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General information

If you check this box, you will apply the settings for the verges and eaves to the roof. 

Textures

Textures can be assigned to roof terraces, used in the exposed area between the inside and outside of the
roof. 

Tips for setting roof terraces

With the help of the roof terrace you can model a low-cut dormer. With a low-cut dormer the roof area
underneath the sill is omitted. You can model this in ARCON by cutting out underneath the dormer, i.e. in
front of the sill where a roof terrace will be set. The cutout must be started (although it should be larger in the
lower area than in the roof) in the roof and pulled up to the inner edge of the dormer wall. Because dormers
cannot be situated outside of a roof, you now have the effect that the roof terrace cuts the roof open, but not
completely. Therefore, enter a negative value for the roof terrace in the Section section’s Depth field. The
cutout now completely extends beyond the roof edge and cuts it open. 

Skylights and solar cells

Besides windows in walls, you can also place skylights in ARCON. The procedure is quite similar to placing

windows in walls. In order to place skylights, you use the multi-function icon .

To place a skylight, select the relevant one from the multi-function icon and place the skylight into your
project. ARCON automatically detects whether the skylight fits into the roof at the defined position i.e.,
whether it fits completely into a roof area, and how the orientation of the roof area elements should be
arranged. 

The window is automatically adjusted in inclination and rotation for the selected roof area. Like normal
windows, you can press Ctrl+W when placing skylights to determine which point of the skylight is the base.
Possible bases include the four corners, the middle of the four edges around the skylights rectangular
outline, as well as the center of this rectangle. Accurate positioning of the skylight succeeds with the help of
snapping. 

Unlike normal windows, for which you have three freely definable window versions, only predefined versions
are available for skylights.

Moving skylights

An existing skylight selected in Construction mode can be moved interactively whilst holding down the left
mouse button.

Note: If you want to enter an exact displacement value for the movement, use the function for moving
skylights in Design mode.

SEE ALSO:

Moving doors in design mode
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Deleting skylights

A skylight is deleted by selecting it in Construction or Design mode, and then pressing the Del key.

SEE ALSO:

Construction elements in design mode options dialog box

Properties of skylights

As with windows for walls, the properties of skylights can be changed in two different ways: 

Right-clicking the skylight icon (multi-function icon) 

Double-clicking a selected skylight. 

Double-clicking a selected skylight opens a dialog box to change the settings for only the selected skylight.
Right-clicking the icon in  the vertical  toolbar  opens a  dialog  box,  where  you  can  make  default  settings  for
skylights placed in the future. The possible settings and adjustments for skylights are the same as those for
predefined windows.

Skylight parameters

The only extension in this dialog box, compared to windows, is the Opening angle section. In this section
you can specify, like with a cutout, how the opening is cut for the top, the bottom, the left, and the right
sections. You enter here for each of the four areas the angle by which the cutout opens or closes inwardly.
The specifications for the left and right edges are always relative to the roof area; for the top and bottom you
can indicate whether the specification is relative to the roof area, or absolute. 

For relative specifications the following rule applies: If you set the angle to 90 degrees, the appropriate
setting is vertical to the roof; Angles larger than 90 degrees reduce the inside cutout, and angles less than 90
degrees increase the inside cutout. 

For the top and bottom edges absolute angles can be entered. An absolute angle of 0 degrees causes the
opening angle to run horizontally; an angle of 90 degrees runs vertically. 

The following figure shows some examples of openings with the various angle specifications.

Note: The angles are used not only with rectangular skylights, but also with curved and even round
skylights. 

The settings used are identified in the following table. The letter r means the angle is relative to the roof area
and the letter a means the angle is absolute.

top bottom left right

Left window 90r 90r 90r 90r

Middle window 40r 40r 40r 40r

Right window 0a 90a 90r 90r
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Photocell elements and thermal collectors

 

ARCON allows you to build in both photocell elements and solar panels (from the
company Braas) into the roof of a building in Construction mode. 

The procedure here is identical to the procedure for skylights. These cells are found
with the skylights. Select one and position this on the relevant roof side. Just as with
skylights, the orientation of the photovoltaic elements or thermo collectors is given by
the direction of the eaves selvage for the roof side in which you are positioning the
element. 

Note: Both photocells and thermo collectors are used only for design purposes
and not for energy calculations.

The following specific elements can be included in a plan:

BRAAS Photocells 700, 1.05 kWp, 1.4 kWp and 1.75 kWp (Kilowatt peak)

BRAAS Photocells 1800, 1.08 kWp, 1.44 kWp and 1.88 kWp

BRAAS Solar panels TK6, TK8 and TK10

Property and ground area
 

This function lets you mark out a property area as well as its surrounding ground area. As a rule a
building is placed on a property area. 

In ARCON, various area types are differentiated. The landscape is an area that does not have to
be created separately in ARCON. Within this global landscape, the property is marked out and
the ground area defined. You can create cutouts (in the form of holes to lower the ground), and
high points (to raise the ground). 

The whole of this group serves to create a realistic view of the direct environment of the building.
In general, you’ll mark out a property first, then assign a building area to this property, and later
define areas such as paths, roads and patches etc. All areas can be colored and textured
individually. 

Types of area

You select a type of area with the multi-function icon  in the vertical toolbar. For property areas as well as
ground areas you have the option of right-clicking the suitable icon (after it’s been selected from the
multi-function icon) to open a dialog box where you can make adjustments and save them as the default
values. 

SEE ALSO:
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Property and ground area dialog

Landscape

ARCON automatically creates the landscape area as soon as you create a new project. It forms a window of
the world on which you define and position property and ground area etc.

The landscape area has by default an area of 200 square meters and sets the zero level for elevation
calculations and settings. You can modify the landscape while in Construction mode by double-clicking
outside of any object, area etc. Subsequently, the Landscape view dialog box is displayed. Here you can
define a color or texture, to assign to the landscape. 

If you right-click the Landscape on/off icon, you can switch the property area and ground area on and off in
this dialog box.

Here you can also change the size of the landscape by adjusting the Width and Depth fields in the Limit
around landscape section.

SEE ALSO:

Landscape dialog box

Property

In general, a property is the area on which an owner builds a house and garden. You can assign textures to
the property area, in order to illustrate the ground condition and appearance, for example. 

As soon as you set a building onto site, this is assigned to the property area automatically. As a rule, a
building is always entirely situated on a property area. 

This way you can plan an entire group of buildings with ARCON. If you create suitable properties for this,
provide them with names and assign the appropriate buildings. The data of an individual building, which is
situated on a specific property, can be directly analyzed later. 

Ground area

Ground areas are meant in ARCON to identify roads and paths as well as sections of site including yards,
garages, flower patches, lawns etc. Unlike with properties, no buildings can be assigned to a ground area. 

In addition, while a surrounding area is generally assigned to a property area, it can be situated – as in the
case of a road – outside of a property area.

Cut out

In the landscape, property and ground areas, cutouts can be defined. A section is automatically cut out from
the specified area. 

Generally cutouts in ARCON are created automatically. For example, when you start a building on a site, the
suitable building area is cut out from the ground area. This prevents the unnatural situation of having a lawn
grow in the same spot as a cellar or ground floor. There are special cases, however, where you must define
a cutout manually. This is the case, for example, if you must place a cutout in an extremely diagonal area of
the soil in order to build a terrace into the slope. Otherwise the area would overlay the terrace. 

You also have the ability to edit cutouts in floors. These behave like cutouts which you enter yourself. 

High points

By defining high points you can specify the height of the landscape, building area or a surrounding area. The
zero level can therefore vary from project to project (as it should, in most cases). Generally this is the base of
the ground floor. If you should draw in a slope, however, the floor of the upper floor may become set on the
zero level. 
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Basically, the entry of high points in the High Point dialog box determines the absolute height (in reference
to the zero level) or relative to the current floor.  ARCONensures that areas in which no high points were
entered are correctly interpolated so the landscape rolls through it nicely and gradually. If you specify a new
point, ARCON automatically gives it the elevation level that was calculated for this area. 

Selecting an area

After you’ve selected a ground area icon, a vertical how bar appears. Here you can select an entry method.
The available entry methods vary depending on the type of area you selected to define. 

For Ground area and Property area you can select to draw in the area as a rectangle or a polygon. For
cutouts there is an additional entry method Automatically choose ground area cut-outs. For setting high
points there is only one entry method, which is done with the aid of a dialog box. 

Note that in ARCON, Property areas, Ground areas, and Cutouts can be entered with numeric entry
(activated with F2) at the bottom of the display. 

Draw in property/ground area/cutout as a rectangle

 With this type of entry you specify the first point by clicking the mouse button and drawing a rectangle to
the relevant size. If you make the entry with guidelines, you can accurately draw in the space by snapping on
the relevant  guidelines.  Set  the rectangle by clicking  the mouse button  a  second  time.  If  you’re  marking  a
building area or drawing in  surrounding area,  a dialog box opens where you can make adjustments  to the
area. If you’re creating a cutout, no dialog box is opened because no additional adjustments are necessary. 

Draw a property/ground area/cutout as a polygon

 With the polygon entry you can arrange the area freely.  This entry technique is required for any shape
that is not a rectangle. 

In order to enter a polygon, click in sequence at the relevant corner points. You can terminate the entry when
you’re done by pressing the Esc key or by clicking again on the first point of the polygon. Subsequently, a
dialog box is displayed if you’re marking a Building area or drawing a surrounding area. If you’re entering a
cutout, no dialog box is opened because no additional adjustments are necessary.

Determine automatic cutout

 You use this entry method for cutouts, it’s only useful when applying a cutout to floors which are not on
the zero level, since for these an area cutout is created automatically. If you generate, for example, an upper
floor, which is shifted relative to the plan of the basement, you can automatically set a cutout for this upper
floor in this manner. 

In general, you will require this function if you want to insert an area cutout into a diagonal area for separate
sections of a floor.

Entering a high point

 In  order  to  enter  high  points,  left-click  the  mouse  button  on  the  relevant  landmark.  Subsequently,  the
High point dialog box is displayed for you to set the relevant elevation. In this window you enter the height
numerically. You can set the height as absolute or relative to the current floor. 

Show/hide landscape

 With the icon in the horizontal toolbar you can switch on and off the display of the landscape including
marked out property area, ground areas, and cutouts. 

That does not apply to objects of an area, since after placement they are no longer linked to the site or
surrounding area, but are independent objects. 
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If you select this button with the right mouse button, you can switch the property and ground area on and off
independently. This action opens a dialog box.

Here you can also adjust the size of the landscape in the Limit around landscape section.

Modifying areas

You can modify property areas, ground area, cutouts, and high points even after they’re placed. To do so you
must first select the relevant area or high point and double-click to open the relevant dialog box to adjust the
settings. 

Since cutouts do not have any special properties, no dialog box appears, either when placing it or selecting it
later. You can only change the shape of a cutout, by adjusting or placing the cutout polygon shape after
selecting it in your project. 

In order to modify an individual type of area within your project, you must first select the relevant site,
surrounding area, or cutout. The element’s corner points of the square or polygon become highlighted. If you
now click into the area and keep the mouse button held down, this area can be moved. If you click a corner
point and move the mouse (with the left button held down), you can move the point to adjust the size and
shape of the area. 

A high point can be selected and moved, but if you want to modify the height, you must double-click the point
to open the High point dialog box. 

Note: The landscape is made visible with the  icon in the horizontal toolbar. Otherwise the outlines
of the individual areas are not displayed and hence cannot be selected. 

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

High point dialog box

Deleting areas

You can delete an area by first selecting the relevant area marking it in red and then left-clicking the property
area, ground area, cutout, or height point.  

By pressing the Delete key you can delete the selected element. You can also delete the selected element
by selecting the menu Edit – Delete. Objects of the area are preserved, since they become independent of
areas after they’re placed.

The landscape can be neither selected nor deleted. 

Note: The landscape is made visible with the  icon in the horizontal toolbar. Otherwise the outlines
of the individual areas are not displayed and hence cannot be selected.

Landscape dialog box

In Construction mode you open the Landscape dialog box by double-clicking outside of any object, plot, etc.
on the background. This dialog box consists only of the Landscape tab, independent of the work context
where you opened the dialog box. 

Landscape tab

The Landscape tab comprises a standard section for defining the Color, Texture and the Facet length.
Each plot section – in other words, the landscape, plot and surrounding area – is divided into what are known
as Facets in ARCON in order to create the display. These facets are not normally visible.

SEE ALSO:
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Colors and textures for construction elements

Texture/Color Settings for construction elements

Facet length

Each area type – landscape, site, and surrounding area – is in ARCON based on facets, for technical
reasons, these facets are not visible in Construction mode display. They can be seen however in Design
modes wire frame view if you view your project from above. 

The facets are required in order to model differences in height. If you were to have only one area, slopes and
variable heights could not be displayed. With facets you can adjust how you want to model fine areas. 

In the Facet length field you can specify the length of an individual facet. For facets of the global landscape
ARCON uses 10 meters as the facet length. This results in 400 areas based on the standard scope of 200
square meters total. You should therefore not reduce the facet length, since too high a number of individual
areas would increase the required computing time and slow the display.

Property and ground area dialog

The dialog boxes for property and ground areas are structured identically. These dialog boxes are opened:

· After drawing in a rectangle or polygon when placing a new area. 

· If you click the  icon and then double-click a selected ground area or property area. 

· If you right-click the corresponding icon in the vertical toolbar. 

These dialog boxes contain tabs, the number of which varies depending on the work context in which the
dialog box is opened. The dialog box, which opens immediately after placing an area or when right-clicking
the corresponding icon in the vertical toolbar consists of two tabs, Landscape and Boundary. If you open
the dialog box by double-clicking a selected property area or ground area, the Boundary tab is absent. 

You can give an area an edge when you’re placing it (either for an individual area or by default). Objects
situated on it form the boundary. This way, fences or lines of trees can be created at this early stage. 

If you later select a property area or ground area, the Boundary tab is no longer available. This is because
when you create a border, the objects you choose are aligned around the area’s border but once they’re
placed they are no longer connected in any way to the area – they are individual and independent objects,
which can individually and independently be moved, edited, and deleted. So the border serves only to aid
positioning objects. And once an area is set, the border function is no longer useful.

The dialog boxes for property and ground area, in certain working conditions, contain the tabs Statistics and
Room info. Detailed information on these tabs can be found in the Calculations conforming to TYPE 1 and
TYPE 2 section. Here the number of appropriate tabs behaves as follows:

· Immediately after placing a property area or ground area, the dialog box contains three pages: Landscape
, Border, and Room info.
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· If you open the dialog box by double-clicking a selected property area or ground area, the dialog box
contains the pages Landscape, Room info, and Statistic.

· When defining the default values by right-clicking the icon in the vertical toolbar, the dialog box contains
only two pages: Landscape and Border. The other pages are not available since the missing pages
concern a specific, existing area, which does not apply when you’re setting defaults. 

Landscape tab

This tab is used to assign a color and/or texture to a property area or ground area. 

ARCON uses a default value of 40 cm as the facet length. This means that you can model a site or a
surrounding area substantially more finely than the total landscape area. 

The suggested facet length should be nevertheless modified only in those cases where extreme differences
in height are very close together. In this case it may be that the facet is insufficient because two high points
fall into a single facet.

Note: With too small a facet length, a high number of individual areas results, and the display can be
dramatically slowed due to the increase in required computing time.  

SEE ALSO:

Landscape dialog box

Boundary tab

The Boundary tab appears only immediately after placing a property area or ground area, or if you right-click
the  icon  in  the  vertical  toolbar  to  set  the  default  values.  The  tab  lets  you  border  an  area  with  objects,  for
example, trees or fences. After the area is placed, these objects are not a characteristic of the property area
or ground area, but are independent objects. 

When bordering objects, the selected object types, for example, gates are combined into a group, for
example, Fence. You can split this group after placing the site or surrounding area in Design mode with the 

 icon in the vertical toolbar. Here the objects on each side of the area form a subgroup, which can be split
up into individual objects in Design mode. 

Note: Objects with the characteristic to fall downward, maintain that characteristic as constituent of the
area. If you subsequently change the height of the area, the height of the objects is adapted
accordingly. If you don’t want this to happen, you must deactivate the switch Adjust height (‘after free
fall’) in the Object properties dialog box in Design mode. 

In the case of a sloping area the individual objects are sheared. This means that the objects are adapted in
height to the area settings. Here the individual objects are always oriented towards the longest axis (with the
fence toward the fence axis). 
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When shearing, you have the option to prevent the adaptation of object heights to areas with the Adapt to
surroundings box unchecked in the Object properties dialog box. Deactivating this setting makes sense
for objects like trees, for example. 

Note: When you place objects on the border, shearing is automatically switched on. If at a later time
you manually enter objects into the area, you must explicitly activate the switch Adapt to surroundings
. 

Object

In the Object area you can select which object is to be set on the entire border. If you select, for example, a
tree, the total border consists of the selected type of tree. 

Position

In the Position section you can determine how the objects are to be arranged. You can select the option
Adjacent if, for example, you want to provide the border with a fence. If you select the object tree, you’ll
probably get best results if you select the option Distance apart. In the field next to this radio button you can
specify the distance between each instance of the object. The distance here is the distance from the end of
one object to the start of the next. 

With the check box Scale to property area you can scale the objects for optimal positioning along the site
side. For example, if a site side has a length of 4.50 meters, and the selected object – a fence, say – has a
length of 1 meter, the fifth instance of the fence would be cut in half. To prevent objects from being cut off,
activate the check box. ARCON then automatically ensures that the objects fit entirely by adjusting their size
to match the site size. 

Room info tab

This tab is displayed only if you’re setting a new site or surrounding area or if you’re in the selection mode
and you’ve double-clicked a site or surrounding area. 

All information you enter into this tab (the site name) or calculated (like the site area) is transferred to the 
Room info dialog box as well as to the calculation according to TYPE 1. 

Statistics tab

This tab is displayed only if you’re double-clicking an existing site or surrounding area previously selected. 

All information, which is calculated and displayed, can be transferred to the Room info dialog box and to the
calculations conforming to TYPE 1 and TYPE 2.

Height point dialog box

The Height point dialog box is opened immediately after entering the point into an area or when you select a
height point in your project and then double-click this. 

In this dialog box you can enter the height of the point numerically. You can specify the Absolute height (in
reference to the zero level) or Height above (related to the floor of the current floor). Absolute heights which
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are larger than zero, will result in hills. Absolute heights which are smaller than zero, will result in dips and
valleys. 

When you define a new point, ARCON automatically inserts the height of the area here for the point’s height.
Of course, you can change it in the dialog box.

ARCON uses a smoothing algorithm to ensure that areas run smoothly between individual height points. 

If two height points are very close to each other, you may have to decrease the facet length in the 
Landscape tab for best results. 

The Font buttons allow you to change the style of the height point text display.

Ground contours

In addition to the property and ground area tools, ground contours can also be defined. To do this,
select the required ground contout from the various options. 

Three icons will appear which are used to specify how to enter the ground contours. 

This icon  will enter a square shape which is lined up with the current floor, which will normally

be the direction of the edges of the building. This icon   is used to enter any rotated square

shape by entering three points. Lastly, this icon  allows you to enter any (convex) rectangle. 

Whilst entering the square shape, a preview of the ground area will be displayed within the square
using a few simple lines, according to the ground contour selected. 

Once the square shape has been positioned, the Ground contour dialog box will be displayed,
where you can make further entries for the ground area. 

After the ground area has been created in full using the three buttons, any convex square-shaped
ground area can be generated at any time from a square ground area. To do this, simply move
one or more of the ground area corner points after selecting the ground area section in the plan.
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SEE ALSO:

Property and ground area

Ground contour dialog

This dialog box is displayed after a ground contour has been placed or after right-clicking on one of the
ground contour icons.

Note: The Divide into individually editable height points button is only displayed if the dialog box is
opened by double-clicking on an existing ground contour.

Similarly, the two check boxes Insert as individual height points and Delete existing height points and
ground  forms  are  only  displayed  if  you  open  this  dialog  box  by  right-clicking  on  a  ground  contour  in  the
What bar or immediately after a new ground area has been created.

The check box Add to existing ground area is available in all dialog box variants.

Height range section

This section can be used to set the maximum height for the ground contour or the height for the position of
the ground contour, using the input boxes for Upper level and Lower level. The ground contour is evenly
stretched or compressed between the value entered for the Lower level and the value entered for the Upper
level.

Height outline orientation section

Some of the ground contours which can be entered are unsymmetrical, in other words, the shape of the
ground area is different on the left and right. The Height outline orientation section can be used to mirror
the ground contour on its axis to generate the height outline on the side you prefer. For example, a ground
contour rising from left to right can be re-defined to rise from right to left. 

For partially symmetrical ground contours, some of the check boxes Swap left and right, Swap front and
back and Swap length and width may be grayed out as the swap process would not change the ground
contour symmetry for the ground contour in question. 

Insert as individual height points

check this box to insert a ground contour using individual height points instead of a ready-made ground area.
These individual height points can then be edited in the same way as height points entered manually.

If this dialog box is opened for an existing ground contour using a double-click, the Divide into individually
editable height points button has a similar function.

SEE ALSO:

Property and ground area

Delete existing height points and ground forms

checking this box (which is displayed in the Ground contour dialog box by right-clicking on a ready-made
ground contour or immediately after a new ground contour has been created) will delete all other ready-made
ground contours and height points when creating the ground contour; i.e. the new ground contour is the only
one left in the plan. Care therefore needs to be taken when selecting this option, but if the worst comes to the
worst you can always use the Undo button.
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Add to existing ground area check box

checking this box will mix an inserted ground contour with the other ground contour already defined; i.e. the
specifications made in the Height range section may not apply directly. If no other ground contour has been
defined, the ground area height zero point will be used. However, if another ground contour (e.g. a ramp) is
defined, and a second ramp is positioned above the first, and the heights of the second ramp are added to
the heights in the first ramp.

Divide into individually editable height points button

This button is only displayed if the Ground contour dialog box has been opened by double-clicking on an
existing ground contour. Pressing this button will automatically generate height points from the ground
contour, which produce exactly the plot shape you have specified. These height points can then be edited as
for manually positioned height points.

SEE ALSO:

Height point dialog box

Text

 With the text function you can insert text into your plan with different character fonts, colors and sizes.
These options are established and modified in the Font definition dialog box. 

Note: Text is attached to your current floor so you can enter different text on different floors. 

SEE ALSO:

Visible floors

Show/hide text

 By clicking this icon in the upper horizontal toolbar you can switch the display of text on and off. To enter
text, the text display must be switched on, since the text icon is otherwise grayed out and you cannot enter
any text. 

Enter text

 After  selecting this  function  from the vertical  toolbar,  click  in  the display  at  the relevant  point  of  entry,
which marks the beginning position of the text. ARCON then displays a dialog box where you can type in the
relevant text. 

Text entry window

In this window you can type in your text. By pressing Enter or Return you can insert blank lines into the text. 

Under the text field is the Define font… button. If you click this button, ARCON displays the Font dialog box
where you can select the relevant font, size, and color. 

You can specify the font type by right-clicking the  icon, which sets the default font for future text. When
you acknowledge the Font definition dialog box with OK, ARCON asks you whether these adjustments are
to be used as default. If you acknowledge this dialog box with OK, the adjustments are preserved even after
exiting ARCON. 
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Rotate text with building

In ARCON, the Text dialog box is extended with the Rotate text with building check box.

With the rotation of a building the text is aligned at the correct position relative to the rotated building. You
can prevent this by deactivating the switch Rotate text with building. In this case, when you rotate the
building, the text is aligned relative to the page. 

If you activate the check box, the text is rotated as well as the building.

SEE ALSO:

Rotate current building

Moving text

First select the relevant text marking it in red. By pressing the left mouse button and moving the mouse you
can move the text. 

Deleting Text

After selecting the relevant text, press the Delete key to delete the selected text. You can also delete it by
selecting the menu Edit – Delete. If you want to delete all text, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Text.

Dimensions

With the dimension function you can provide your plan with single or chained (multiple) dimension strings.
You can customise this with the Dimension dialog box. Especially for chained dimensions there is a dialog
box that you can open by right-clicking the how bar icons when entering dimensions.

SEE ALSO:

Single dimension

Chain dimension

Chain dimension over points

Height Dimension

Height dimensions dialog box

Angle Dimensioning

Architectural display of dimensions

Dimensions dialog box

Dimensions on/off

 By clicking this icon in the upper horizontal toolbar you can switch the display of dimensions on and off.
To enter a dimension the display of dimensions must be switched on; if it is switched off the icon in the
vertical toolbar is grayed out.

Selecting dimensions

With this multi-function icon you can set up the format of the dimensions. You can place the numeric
dimension over, under, and in the middle of the dimension line, and you can choose a style of endpoints for
the dimension line. Information about the respective type is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the
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display, as you move the mouse over each of the multi-function icons. In the how bar you can select between
different measuring methods. A dimension height option is available for elevations and there is also an option
for dimensioning angles.

SEE ALSO:

Single dimension

Chain dimension

Chain dimension over points

Height Dimension

Height dimension in a project

Height dimension in a plan view

Height dimensions dialog box

Angle Dimensioning

Angle dimensioning over three points

Angle dimensioning at construction element

Angle dimensioning dialog box

Architectural display of dimensions

Single dimension

 This requires three points of entry. The first mouse click sets the beginning point, the second sets the
end point, and the third sets the position of the dimension line and its distance from the element measured.
This will  be parallel  to the line you drew in setting the first  two points.  In the display window,  positioning is
facilitated with the help of a red cross at the mouse position. Before measuring an element, make sure that
the relevant snap options are enabled. 

Chain dimension

 With this  type  of  dimension,  ARCON considers  all  guidelines,  axes,  edges,  and  cutouts,  according  to
what you’ve enabled in the dialog box that appears when you right-click the icon in the how bar. 

With the first two entry points you draw a line in the plan (as described in the previous section). All enabled
intersections that are situated on this line are considered in the dimension chain. The third entry point sets
the position of the dimension line, just as with the single dimension operation.

Chain dimension over points

 With this type of dimension, you can manually set dimensions over multiple points. After selecting it,
left-click to position, drag the dimension line, left-click to position, and so on until you need to place these. To
do this right-click, position the line, and then right-click to place. 

Height dimension

Height dimensions show the exact height of points. Here, there are different operations for measuring the

height. If you click the  icon Measure height (inner), the base of the dimension is the finished floor or the

finished ceiling. For the dimension of bare floor, use the  icon Measure height (outer). In the sectional
view ARCON does not examine the type of output. You are responsible to define the correct output format. 
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Height dimensions are used, in general, in sectional views. They can also be inserted into your project.
Adjustments and the view of the height dimensions react differently here in some points. You can always
adjust the height dimension specifications in the Height measurements dialog box and special properties of
the output text. 

Height dimensions can be switched on and off in the display (in both your project and sectional views) by
clicking the icon described above, or by selecting the menu View – Dimensions.

SEE ALSO:

Height dimensions dialog box

Height dimension in a project

In ARCON the floor height is the same anywhere within a floor, the height dimensions per floor accurately
describe the two height specifications mentioned, which differ only by the thickness of the floor construction. 

Around the current floor, click in any part of the floor to measure. Subsequently,  the absolute height of the
floor over zero is displayed here. This height applies to the total floor. 

Height dimension in a plan view

The height dimension in plan view is always related to the zero level of the entire project. Unlike in your
project, you are not limited here to floor heights, but any points and positions can be measured. 

Setting the height dimension generally takes two mouse clicks. With the first click you mark the point whose
height you want to measure. This point corresponds to a point on the Y-axis in an imaginary coordinate
system. With the second click you set where the output with the height specification is to be displayed. A line
now connects the measured point and the display point of the height dimension (which would correspond to a
point on the X-axis in the same imaginary coordinate system). 

If you set the second point below the guideline, the output arrow points upward; with a second click above the
line the arrow points downward. 

If you want to measure, for example, the bottom edge of a ceiling, the point should point down. You should
click below the line to set this. If you want to measure the upper edge of the floor, click above the line so that
the arrow points downward to the floor. 
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Height dimensions dialog box

In this dialog box you can specify the properties of the text for height dimensions. You can open this dialog
box by double-clicking the text of the placed output or by right-clicking in the vertical toolbar on the suitable
icon. 

If you have moved the output text, the Automatically position text check box is deactivated when you open
this dialog box. If you activate it now, the output text is moved to its original position, i.e. beside the
appropriate head of the arrow. 

If you click the Define font… button a standard Windows dialog box opens where you can select the
character’s font, size, and color. This definition applies only to the selected output text. 

With the Apply font… button you can transfer the character type settings made here to all visible output text
(start of construction and finished construction) in the plan.

Angle dimensioning

Within the list of dimension icons there is an angle dimension icon . With this you can define exact angle
dimensions to place on your plan. When you select this tool, three further icons appear in the how bar where
you can choose how to place the the angle.

Angle dimensioning over three points

Angle dimensioning at construction element

Angle dimensioning dialog box

Angle dimensioning over three points

 Selecting this allows you to place an angle using three points. After selecting this icon, left-click the point
where you want the angle, for example where the two walls join, then move the red line down one of the walls
a short way down, left-click to place the second point, move the line to across to the other joining wall and
then left-click to place the third point. Two red lines should then join together.  See following example: Now
move the L shaped lines that appear, back to the start point where you want the angle calculated. Left-click
and then drag the mouse to display the angle circle, left-click to place the angle.

         

Angle dimensioning at construction element

 Selecting  this  allows  you  to  place  an  angle  using  the  construction  element.  After  selecting  this  icon,
left-click one wall and then the other adjoining wall so that both walls mark in red, then click the point where
you want  the angle  calculated,  drag  the  mouse  to  display  the  circle  radius  and  then  left-click  to  place  the
angle.
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Angle dimensioning dialog box

This dialog box can be displayed by right-clicking the  icon or by double-clicking an angle already placed.

In this dialog box you can change the appearance of the angle such as the text positioning, unit display, font
style and color and circle radius.

Editing dimensions

The dimensions of both single and chained dimensions as well as height dimensions behave just like normal
text. This means that you can move or, by right-clicking the element, rotate it. By double-clicking the
dimensions you’ll open the Dimension dialog box with which you can change the character type, and other
properties. 

SEE ALSO:

Dimensions dialog box

Moving the dimension line

Select the dimension line marking it in red. You can move a selected dimension line by touching in at three
different points. 

If you click in the proximity of the dimension line itself, you can move it parallel to itself. 

The two end points that you entered when placing the dimension – the distance between which is actually
measured – can be moved. For this, two red squares appear at each end point. If you position the mouse
over these squares you can move them.

Note: By moving an end point the dimension line is automatically updated to reflect the new distance.
Generally these points are also automatically moved if the element on which the dimension line hangs is
moved. 

Editing height dimensions is generally identical to the above, with one exception. If you click the triangle of
the height dimension, you can modify the direction of the output by pressing the left mouse button and
moving the mouse. Move the mouse downward to direct the point upward, and so forth.

SEE ALSO:

Stair details

Windows and doors dimensions

When measuring windows and doors with the dimension function, besides the width, the height is also given.
A prerequisite for this is that you must select the dimension type where the dimension (dimension number) is
displayed over the dimension line. 

If you draw the dimension line along a wall, above the dimension line will be the corresponding width or
length. If you measure a window or a door, the height is given underneath the dimension line: 

A window is placed with three dimension specifications: the width, the height, and the sill height. All three are
automatically set when you place the window. 

If you measure an entire wall with the chained dimension, ARCON automatically detects where doors or
windows are installed and gives the height dimension in the suitable areas automatically.
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As normal dimensions can be individually selected, so can the height specification for windows and doors.
After selecting them, you can move or rotate them. Double-click the dimension line to open the Dimension
dialog box. Here the height specification can be switched on and off individually, and you can change the
character type. 

SEE ALSO:

Sill height

Dimensions dialog box

Dimension doors/windows on axis

Deleting dimensions

You must first select the relevant dimension as described above. You can then press the Delete key to
delete the dimension. You can also delete it by selecting the menu Edit – Delete. If you want to delete all
existing dimensions, select the menu Edit – Delete all – Dimensions.

Dimensions dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking the Dimensions icon in the vertical toolbar or by selecting the
menu Options – Dimension.

You can also open this dialog box by double-clicking an existing dimension. Thus, you can subsequently
modify the adjustments for an existing dimension. 

SEE ALSO:

Architectural display of dimensions

Automatic positioning

If you’ve moved a dimension, the Automatic positioning check box is deactivated upon opening the dialog
box. If you now activate it, the dimension is positioned according to the selected dimension type i.e. returned
to its original position. 

Display window/door height

If you activate this check box, the height of windows or doors is displayed – for this dimension only. If you
deactivate the switch, the height specification is not displayed. 

The check box is grayed out if you’re editing a dimension, which is not of the type Number above or to left
of line or if the measured area contains no windows or doors. 

Auto window/door height

If you’ve moved the dimension for the window or door height, this check box is deactivated upon opening the
dialog box. If you now activate it, the dimension for the relevant door or window is positioned centrally
underneath the appropriate dimension line.
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Number of decimal places

These four option fields let you select none, one, two or three decimal places for the display of dimensions. 

Define and apply font

If you click the Define font… button a standard Windows dialog box is opened where you can select a font
type. This definition applies only to the selected text. 

With the Apply font… button you can transfer the defined font properties, including font, size, and color, to
all visible dimensions.

Dimension dialog box

You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the ,  or  icons.

This dialog box is used to specify the sections to be used for construction elements when positioning
incremental measurements. These may be sections with Guidelines, Wall axis, Wall edge, Cut-outs/
ceiling tiles, Windows and doors, and Objects.

If Measure on axis is selected for windows and doors, only the center is measured and not the start and end
points for the window/door. This is especially useful when using the menu options Dimension windows on
axis and Dimension doors on axis in the Architectural display sub-menu of the View menu.

Note: Select Objects to specify the cut with the incremental measurement for each object. The points
for the object on the far left and far right are measured. 

SEE ALSO:

Dimension doors/windows on axis

Architectural display of dimensions

ARCON offers the option of outputting dimensions in an architectural display view. 

If the Architectural display check box is enabled, the specification for dimensions is formatted as follows:
for lengths larger than 1 meter the dimension is displayed in meters to two decimal places. If the third
decimal place (mm) would be larger or equal to 5, the 5 is attached. For values smaller than 1 meter, the
dimension is given in centimeters without any decimal positions. In this case, if the first decimal position
(mm) would be larger or equal to 5, the 5 is attached. The units are not identified as meters or centimeters.

Please note that changing the dimension units in the Project options dialog box (by right-clicking the 
icon) has no effect on this output. This means that even if you select, for example, a dimension unit of yards,
the dimension specification is always output during the architectural display as meters or centimeters.

Edge dimensions created automatically

In addition to the dimensions created manually, edge dimensions can be generated automatically. This is
accessed by ticking the Display edge dimensions tick box near the bottom of the Floors - Edit current
floor... dialog box in the General tab. 

As with the visibility of manually positioned dimensions, the display of automatically generated exterior

dimensions can be switched on and off using the  icon. 
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Exterior dimensions created automatically

In addition to the dimensions created manually, edge dimensions can be generated automatically. This is
accessed by ticking the Display edge dimensions tick box near the bottom of the Floors - Edit current
floor... dialog box in the General tab. 

As with the visibility of manually positioned measurements, the display of automatically generated exterior

measurements can be switched on and off using the  button.

SEE ALSO:

Dimensions

Visible floors

Exterior dimensions options dialog box

This dialog box is opened by double-clicking on an exterior dimension or by selecting the Exterior
dimensions… menu option in the Options menu in Construction mode. 

The settings made in this dialog box affect the appearance of the exterior dimensions. The settings apply for
the current floor; i.e. different settings can be made for each floor. 

Dimensions section

This section is used to specify the parts used to create automatically generated exterior measurements and
the distance between the individual parts. 

Selecting the Total dimensions option will display the overall size increase for the floor as a measurement.
The display is shown at the top and bottom or left and right in the plan; measurements are created
orthogonally to these directions. The total measurement is then always the outer most measurement in the
maximum of four incremental measurements for an automatic exterior dimension function. 

Selecting Exterior dimensions measures the horizontal or vertical spacing between the individual outer wall
sides. Selecting Interior dimensions will measure all the wall segments for the interior sides of exterior
walls. 

Lastly, selecting Window dimensions will automatically measure the windows located within the exterior
walls of the current floor.

In the three input boxes under Spacing, enter the distance between the individual incremental
measurements. In this process, the distances are entered in the plan in meters, regardless of the scale.

Position section

This section is used to specify how the automatically generated incremental measurements are positioned.
Selecting the On edge of page option will display the incremental measurements on the left, right, top and
bottom of the page edge on your plan, whereas selecting Distance to plan will position the incremental
measurements on the basis of the current display size for the floor. The entries in the input box next to 
Distance to plan are included in the calculations. In calculating the distance, the square is used as the
reference square surrounding the current floor. 

Orientation section

This section is used to specify how the incremental measurements are oriented. Selecting the As sheet
option will position the incremental measurements horizontally or vertically on your page, regardless of the
rotation of the building or the main direction (see below). Selecting the Rotate with plan option will display
the incremental measurements in the same rotational direction as the building; i.e. the direction of the
incremental measurements is the same as the two directions for the origin point. 
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Lastly, the Calculate main direction option is used to find the main direction for your plan. For example, if
you want to manually enter a square floor rotated by 30°, the incremental measurements will be automatically
displayed with a 30° rotation. 

ARCON determines the main direction of a floor by calculating the directions for the majority of the walls on a
floor. If the proportion of these directions is not greater than a specific percentage, the main direction is
automatically assumed to be the orientation of the plan edges, because it would not be possible to produce a
proper calculation of the main direction automatically. 

SEE ALSO:

Coordinate and grid origin set

Apply to all floors and dimension settings

If you want to use the settings made in the Exterior dimensions options dialog box for all floors in the
building and not just for the current floor, press the Apply to all floors button. Clicking on the Dimension
settings… button will open the same dialog box as when double-clicking on a manually positioned
measurement. This dialog box can be used to set the type for automatically generated exterior
measurements, and various other settings. 

Just like the settings made in the Exterior dimensions options dialog box, the settings made in the
Dimension options dialog box only apply for the current floor.  Clicking on Apply to all floors will transfer
the settings from both dialog boxes (and if you have defined the font in the Dimension dialog box, from all
three dialog boxes) to all the floors.

Note: Clicking on the Apply font button in the Dimension dialog box will only apply the font onto the
measurement figures for the exterior dimensions and not onto the other dimensions in your plan. 

In other words, Apply font only applies to the measurements for the exterior, and Apply to all floors in the
Exterior dimensions dialog box affects the distances and all other settings for the exterior dimensions.

SEE ALSO:

Dimensions

Measuring tool

When using this button for measuring, a double measuring arrow will be displayed. In addition to this double
arrow, the distance between the two measurement points and the direction relative to the origin point are
displayed in the middle of the arrow, close to the mouse pointer, and in the status line. The coordinates for
the first measurement point and the horizontal and vertical distances for the points are also given in the
status line.

A second click anchors the measurement in the plan. It is automatically deleted if another measurement is
entered or if you close the Measuring tool.

There are two different entry types for the Measuring tool in the how bar:

Measurement between two points  and measuring between a straight line and a point . When using
this, first click the line in the plan. The measurements will then be calculated vertically to the straight lines
defining the measured line.
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Sections

You have the option in ARCON to define an unlimited number of vertical, horizontal and diagonal section
views, creating different cross sections of buildings. The entry of such sections takes place exclusively in
Construction mode. You can view these sections in both Construction mode and Design mode. With sections
you can create different section views in addition to the normal views of your building, for example, from the
side or from the rear. These views are systematically required for a building application. These sectional
views can also be used in Design mode and are ideal for creating views of individual rooms. Note that in
Design mode the view of a section, including both the position and direction of the viewpoint, cannot be
changed. It must be established in Construction mode. In Construction mode different adjustments for the
section view can be defined. The view can be defined as a sub area, or drawn rectangle, of your project, or
of the entire window. You can also make several sections and view them simultaneously in Construction
mode. In section views you can specify the height of any point with the height dimension. Like all icons in the
vertical toolbar you can right-click the icon to open the Section dialog box, where you can make adjustments
and set defaults which are used when defining a section. 

When defining a section or when subsequently editing it you’ll likewise open the Section dialog box, where
you can modify and alter the default values. Note that some areas and input boxes of this dialog box vary,
depending on the work context. Also, you can give a name to the section in the Name  field. The names of
the individual sections are available in Design mode, in a list box in the second horizontal toolbar. With this
list you can select the section which you would like to appear in one of the view windows.

SEE ALSO:

Perspective view

Selecting a section entry

After you’ve clicked the  icon, ARCON opens the how bar where you can select a method for specifying
the section view. You can enter a section horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.

FOR TOPIC:

Chimneys and Supports

Define horizontal section

 To enter a horizontal section, click the icon in the vertical toolbar. Subsequently, set the point of origin of
the section line with the mouse. The pointer takes the form of a horizontal line with two arrows. The arrows
indicate the direction in which one looks (in the section view). This means that if you move the mouse to the
left,  the  line  of  sight  is  downward;  move  the  mouse  to  the  right,  and  the  line  of  sight  is  upward.  With  the
selection of the origin point on the right or left of a building you also specify (implicitly) the line of sight.

With your second mouse click you set the end of the section line. The length of the entry section is
insignificant, because ARCON extends the section to a certain extent into the infinite. 

Next, the Section dialog box is displayed, where you can decide which elements are to be displayed in the
section view. When you acknowledge your settings (by clicking OK), the section is automatically calculated
and displayed. The time required for the calculation of the section view depends on the complexity of your
project and the settings you enabled in the dialog box. You can, if necessary, press the Esc key to abort this
calculation. The progress of the calculation is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the display. 

You have the option of suppressing or explicitly requesting the updating of existing sections. For this the 
Section dialog box has options in the Update after changes section. 

SEE ALSO:

Section dialog box

Update after changes
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Define vertical section

 The  entry  of  a  vertical  section  is  just  like  the  entry  of  a  horizontal  section.  If  you  move  the  mouse
downward, the line of sight is to the right; if you move the mouse upward, the line of sight is to the left. 

Define user section

 The entry of an arbitrary section is just like a vertical or horizontal section. If you move the mouse to the
left or the upper right, the line of sight is to the left; if you move the mouse to the right or the lower left, the
line of sight is to the right. 

Horizontal section plane with multiple points

To define horizontal section plane with multiple points, click . Then, with the mouse determine the point
of origin of the first section line. The pointer takes the form of a horizontal line with two arrows. The arrows
indicate the direction in which one looks (in the section view). This means that if you move the mouse to the
left, the line of sight is downward; move the mouse to the right, and the line of sight is upward. With the
selection of the origin point on the right or left of a building you also specify the line of sight. With the next
click, you determine the end of the section line. Now you can set the start point of the next section line
perpendicular to the previous one. Then you define the next intersection, etc.

Pressing the Escape button or clicking the right mouse button will enter the end section point. You are then
required to determine the section depth using the mouse. From the origin point of section line to the end
point of section line, a framework is drawn for you to specify the depth by moving the mouse.

Note: The depth of cut can also be changed later in the dialog box section.
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Vertical section plane with multiple points

 Defining vertical section plane with multiple points is just like the entry of horizontal section plane with
multiple points. If you move the mouse downward, the line of sight is to the right; if you move the mouse
upward, the line of sight is to the left. 

Show/hide sections

With this  icon in the horizontal toolbar you can switch the display of sections on and off. This affects all
views in the display window. 

Editing sections

Sections can be moved and edited. To move a section, you must click the mouse button on the line of the
section and, while pressing the mouse button, move the section to the relevant area. If you click and hold the
mouse button on one of the two corner points of the section line, you can rotate the section, and change the
type of section. 

Before you edit any sections, you must make them visible by selecting the  icon.

Deleting sections

You must first select the relevant section marking it in red. Press the Delete key to delete the selected
section. You can also delete the section by selecting the menu Edit – Delete.

SEE ALSO:

Select element in construction mode

Section dialog box

You can open the Section dialog box to define default settings by right-clicking the  icon in the vertical
toolbar. 

You can also open the Section dialog box after entering the second point when placing a new section or by
double-clicking a section already entered in the plan. 

In both dialog boxes, all entries made here refer exclusively to Construction mode and its view windows. 

An exception is the name, which you can enter in the Name field or let ARCON automatically designate. This
name is listed in Design mode in a selection list in the second horizontal toolbar. With this list you can select
the section which you would like to appear in Design mode.

Titles and text

In this section you can specify whether you would like to display the name of the section. The view of the
section name occurs both in the section view and its rectangle in your project as well as the entire window. 

The Show left section description and Show right section description check boxes refers to the name
of the section line in your project. 

You can specify the actual name of the section in the dialog box that is opened when you enter or
subsequently modify a section.

With a new section, ARCON suggests a name: Section A-A. The left letter defines the start point and the
right letter defines the end point of the section line. You can transfer or modify the letters used in the two
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fields Left and Right.

If you enabled, in the default settings, the left and right section names, the Display title and Position title
automatically check boxes are automatically activated. If these check boxes are deactivated, the section
line does not include any name. 

If you enter a further section, ARCON counts up the letters (and numbers) automatically. After Section A-A
the Section B-B will follow. 

In general, the name is displayed only if you activate the Display title check box. With the Position title
automatically check box the name of the section is positioned centrally at the top of the window. If you move
the name within the section window to another spot, you can reposition the name automatically by activating
the Position title automatically check box.

Note: If in the Name field you specify your own name, for example, Cross section over ground floor,
this affects the automatic positioning and naming. Either may become unsuitable once you begin using
your own names and positions, so keep an eye on the names and placements.

The name specified in the Name  field is carried to Design mode, where it  is listed in a selection list  in  the
second horizontal toolbar. With this list you can select the section which you would like to display in Design
mode.

Section floor/building

In this section you can specify with one of the four radio buttons, whether the section should be of a Single
floor or Single building, or for All buildings or all Visible floors.#

Note: Each option is mutually exclusive. If you want to show only one floor or one building, you can
specify this in this section of the dialog box. 

When placing or editing a section, you can change this option for floors and buildings.

In this dialog box you can also select whether objects should be displayed in the section, and also the depth
of the section. If the check box With objects is deactivated, no objects are shown. If you activate this check
box, all objects within the specified depth are displayed. Only objects within the specified Depth are included
in the display. 

With the Only show sectioned surfaces check box you can specify that only the planes of the section are
shown, without background. With this check box activated you’ll only see the architectural elements at the
position of the section line. In this case the Depth field is grayed out. 

If the Only show sectioned surfaces check box is deactivated, you can specify the area beyond the section
to be displayed, with the Depth field. You can specify the depth of the section view by entering a value
directly into the input box or by clicking the up and down arrows to the right of the field. In this way you can
show, for example, a kitchen view and fade out everything behind it with a depth of, say 10 feet. This means
that once you’ve set a section line, which sets the left and right side of the view, you can set the third axis
that is the depth of the view. So you can create a section using all three dimensions. 

Scale

In this section you can determine the scale of the sectional view in Construction mode. You can select one of
the following options: 

If you select the option As project, the section view is the same scale as your project itself. The view of the
construction in the main display and the view of the section are equivalent. 

With the option Match window the view is adjusted so all contents in the section are always displayed. Even
if you steeply reduce the window, the entire sectional view is displayed. Note that with this option the scale
depends on the window size. 

The other options let you select a specific scale, either a predefined scale or an arbitrary ratio. 

Note: If you select a predefined scale or the same scale as your project view, the view can still be
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shifted.

SEE ALSO:

Moving the section window

Section window

In this section you can specify how the sections in Construction mode are to be displayed. The following
options are available: 

Invisible: You see the section line, but the section view itself is not displayed in the view window. 

As rectangle in plan: Here the sectional view is displayed with a rectangle around it to separate it from the
rest of the view window. 

This rectangle behaves like an individual window on the page. You can move and resize this window with the
mouse. If you position the mouse pointer on a side of this window, without actually selecting it, and if the
option Entire window is not activated, you can adjust the section in the window. 

In a section view the guidelines, text, dimensions, and high points are considered. These have an orientation
to the rectangle that defines the view. This means that, if you shift the rectangle in a project, the text,
dimensions, etc. are shifted. 

Note that entries in this window are only accepted, if the Overlay plan check box is activated. If the check
box is deactivated, your project remains visible through the section. 

Entire window. With this option you can set the sectional view to fill the entire display. The corners of the
sectional view are positioned exactly at the corners of your project view, which in turn is completely hidden by
the sectional view. Only the sectional view is visible. 

If you’ve selected this option, you can still adjust and move guidelines, text, dimensions and high points
within the window. 

Entire window in a new view: With this option you can specify that the section will automatically be

transferred into a new view. Alternatively, you can create a new view with the  icon. The sectional view can
be edited and adjusted independently in each window. 

If you should subsequently edit a section and open the dialog box by double-clicking, this option is grayed
out. 

Since the type of the sectional view refers only to the current view window, you can open multiple sections
and compare them. This way you can compare different section views.

SEE ALSO:

Show the section as a rectangle in the plan

Moving the section window

Height dimension

Show the section as entire window

Update after changes

If you adjust a section, the view is basically automatically calculated and displayed. This calculation can last
some time, depending upon the complexity of the building, since hidden edges are also calculated. 

For the modification of existing sections you can specify whether the view is automatically updated when you
make a change, for example, moving the section line – or if the program waits for your entry to update the
display. You can select the option Always or the option Upon request. 
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If you later change a section you can change the setting between these two options. 

This is activated only if you selected the option Update sectional view now. As soon as you click the icon
the section view is recalculated and displayed. 

Note: When opening a project all sections are always recalculated and displayed with the new settings.
In this case you’re not asked or warned about a new sectional view. 

Sectional view in Construction mode

In Construction mode, you have several options for showing a section. The form of the section view is
specified in the Section dialog box, in the Section window section.

In the section view you can enter text, guidelines and dimensions as well as height points. You can also
transfer a section into the window of a new view, in order to arrange multiple section views simultaneously in
the display. 

Note: Within a section window you can use the appropriate icons in the horizontal toolbar to switch the
display of guidelines, wall shadings, roof areas, wood construction, text and dimensions on and off. 

SEE ALSO:

Section window

Height dimension

Show only the section line

If you select the Invisible option, only the section line is shown in your project. 

The start and end of a section line characterise the section. This way you can differentiate multiple section
lines from each other within a project. The view of the section line can be adjusted and suppressed in the 
Title and text section. 

Show the section as a rectangle in the plan

If you select the option As rectangle in plan, the sectional view is placed in its own window, which is
integrated into your project window. You can also specify here whether the section window should cover your
project or not.
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You can enter into the sectional view guidelines, text, dimensions, and height points. If the section should not
cover your project, no entries are possible in the sectional view. Entries are automatically assigned to your
project. 

The rectangle behaves like its own window on your project page. Clicking the mouse button in the window
can move it. When you move this section window, all entries, which belong to the rectangle, are moved with
it.

If you want to increase or reduce the size of the rectangle, you must first select the frame to mark the
rectangle in red and highlight the corner points. Click a corner point and, while pressing the mouse button,
move the mouse to adjust the rectangle’s size. 

If you position the pointer on the edge of the rectangle, without selecting it, you can move the section within
the window.

Note: The option Entire window in a new view cannot be selected, since that setting preempts this
movement.

SEE ALSO:

Height dimension

Moving the section window
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Show the section as entire window

If you select the option Entire window, the sectional view will fill the project display.

This section view behaves like the regular project view. This means that you can enter dimensions, high
points, guidelines, and text. You can also move the section within the window. 

The window cannot be moved or changed in size, since it is fixed at the maximum size of the display
window. 

Entries in section windows

Entries in section windows are possible only if the section covers your project, or if it is the entire window. If
the section does not cover your project, any entry elements are automatically assigned to your project. 

The following elements can be entered: 

· Guidelines 

· Text 

· Measurements 

· Height points 

Text and dimensions can be moved in a section window just as they can in your project window. You can
also modify the font for text, and transfer a changed font to existing text. 

Note: If you try to enter elements other than those listed above, ARCON will sound a warning tone. 

Moving the section window

Sections can be moved within the window. This applies to both sectional views with your project view, and in
the entire window section view. A prerequisite for this is that you do not select Entire window ratio setting.

Moving sections is required in those cases where the section can’t be seen in its entirety due to the scale in
the window. This way, areas of a section (detail) can be selected and shown in the relevant scale. 

1. The following describes how to move a section within the window, using the As rectangle in plan setting: 

2. Position the pointer on the edge of the frame, without clicking it i.e. without actually selecting it. The pointer
changes into a cross. 
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3. Click and hold the left mouse button and move the mouse. As you do this, the view changes to the entire
window, i.e. your project is covered while you’re moving the section window. 

4. The window can now be moved by the visible section, which will specify the required cutout section. 

5. When the mouse button is released, the selected cut-out section is inserted into the window to fill the
entire space in the window. 

When you release the mouse button, the view returns to the As rectangle in plan view, with the section
window displaying the selected section area. 

Sectional views in design mode

Sections can also be displayed in Design mode. If you’ve created one or more sections in Construction
mode, these are offered to you in a selection list box in the horizontal toolbar. The multi-function icons with
which you select the view type in Design mode, including Plan view, Plan view (color) and Perspective view,
all have an extra icon to display the section.

SEE ALSO:

Perspective view

CreativeLines

 CreativeLines will enable you to layout multiple views onto a single sheet. You can import an ARCON
project into CreativeLines and further edit the 2D plans with the advanced 2D editing tools. You may
incorporate both 2D and 3D views, including cross sectional views.

SEE ALSO:

Export to CreativeLines

Export in the MB-Exchange format
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Design Mode
Overview

3D hardware acceleration

Real-time shadow during walkthrough

Views

Foreground pictures

Background pictures and colors

Selecting a view type

Walking through projects

Day/night/variable time of day view

Go up or down a floor

Adjustments for perspective view

Objects and groups

Construction elements in design mode

Using the vertical toolbar

Overview

In ARCON’s Design mode you can texture and furnish your building. To assist you there are a number of
toolbars. There are two horizontal toolbars at the top of the window (for changing the display of the current
window) and a vertical toolbar where you can edit and change objects in the apartment. In the following
paragraphs, all icons in the second horizontal toolbar are described. The status of these icons applies to the
current window. If you work with multiple windows, the icons may change when you change from one window
to the next. So you can, for example, work in Plan view in one window and in Perspective view in another
window. Changes to objects are updated instantly in all views, so you can make a change in Plan view and
Perspective view and automatically updated to reflect the change.

If you create an apartment in Design mode and need to make constructional changes, you can switch back

into Construction mode by clicking the  icon. 

3D hardware acceleration

Thanks to pressure from the gaming industry, increasingly powerful graphics cards with 3D acceleration
have been produced in the past few years for the PC. At the same time, Microsoft has developed an
interface which permits the specific properties (including 3D acceleration) of the graphics cards, regardless
of the actual card used, to be used in standard software. 

ARCON makes full use of these options and also supports DirectX, in addition to the option for software
renderings all pixels are generated by software. 

Quite apart from the fact that viewing images in Design mode is much faster, both during normal work and
during walkthroughs than in the previous versions, the inclusion of DirectX has few repercussions on the
actual operation; ARCON is simply faster in Design mode.

There is only one dialog box which can be used to make the actual settings for using DirectX: The 
Walkthrough/3D Hardware dialog box 
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Real-time shadow during walkthroughs

In addition to the option to generate shadows, mirror images and refraction for an image or a video using the 
raytracer supplied, there is a second option for shadow calculation. This option is especially well suited for
use with the walkthrough function for scenes with the shadows displayed.

Note: The calculation of real-time shadow as described below does not affect the results of the
raytracer. More specifically, the calculation of shadow using the raytracer is not accelerated by the
real-time shadow.

SEE ALSO:

Walkthrough dialog box

Real-time shadow during walkthrough

In addition to the option to generate shadows, mirror images and refraction for an image or a video using the
raytracer supplied, there is a second option for shadow calculation. This option is especially well suited for
use with the walkthrough function for scenes with the shadows displayed.

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

The principle

The principle for calculating real-time shadow is relatively simple and will be described here in brief for a
better understanding of the various setting options. 

For the display in Design mode, ARCON uses what are known as textures for virtually all surfaces, for
example in order to display wood grain or carpets. The idea is to attach a second texture to surfaces in
addition to these textures, which reflects the brightness refraction onto this surface including the shadow
thrown onto the surface. Both textures (such as the wood texture and the light refraction texture) are then
mixed in the display. 

As modern graphics cards with 3D hardware acceleration support the simultaneous display of two textures
on one surface, there is virtually no perceptible difference in performance – once the light refraction has been
calculated for a surface – between the display with and without shadow because these cards don’t mind
using either one or two textures for a surface. The quality of the display of light and shadow on a surface
depends solely on the quality of the texture reflecting it. 

ARCON uses these shadow textures only for walls, floors, ceilings, ceiling tiles, chimneys, upper/lower
beams and square supports. In other words, shadow is only displayed on these surfaces. This does not
mean that other elements, e.g. objects, cannot create shadows. Also, no shadow is displayed on furniture
objects. For example, if you place a vase next to a desk lamp on a desk, the shadow from the vase and the
lamp will be displayed on the floor but not on the desk. 

The reason for this is fairly simple: ARCON needs to save a separate texture for each surface on which a
shadow or light reflection is displayed (the second texture mentioned above, and is known as a lightmap). If
the number of textures for a room remains moderate (six textures – four for the four walls, two for the floor
and ceiling when a square room) the number of textures for any 3D object (e.g. a sofa) would be extremely
large. Regardless of the fact that graphics cards can actually only manage a certain number of textures, this
would create an immense amount of data which would mean that it would not be possible to use ARCON on
normal PCs.

How accurately a shadow can be displayed on a wall, for example, depends on the resolution of the lightmap
used. Here is an example: For a 5 metre wide and 2.80 metre high wall with a lightmap, which has a
resolution of 512 what are known as Texels for the width and 256 Texels for the height, creates a resolution
for a Texel of about 1 cm x 1 cm. This also means that shadow details finer than approx. 1 cm cannot be
displayed. For the display to be more detailed, the resolution of the light map would need to be increased
accordingly, which would also mean that the memory required is increased for a lightmap.
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ARCON uses what are known as color index textures as part of the process for saving lightmaps including
pre-generated, reduced resolution which is used if a surface with shadow is viewed from a long distance
away (known as mipmaps). Lastly,  ARCON3D requires a lightmap of approx. 1.4 bytes per texel. In this
example above, this would mean that approx. 180 Kbytes would be required for a lightmap of 256 x 512
Texels. For a square room with these sizes, 180 Kbytes x 6 » 1 MByte. 

This memory requirement should not represent any problem to modern PCs with 128 or 256 Mbytes of
memory. However, you should bear in mind that calculating lightmaps for all rooms will require a large
number of Mbytes for larger projects, which may mean that your computer will store memory on the hard
drive. This, in turn, may result in unacceptably slow speeds.

This is why using the shadow brush to add shadow to individual rooms or even walls in your plan is ideal for
obtaining a real-time shadow display for individual rooms in very large projects.

Activating the real-time light and shadow calculation

The multifunction button   is used to toggle between the normal display without shadow and the
display of real-time shadow in Design mode. The first variant of the button switches to the display with the
correct light and shadow refraction, and the second variant will refract the light onto walls, floors and ceilings
accurately, but no shadow will be calculated.

Clicking    may recalculate the shadow, depending on the action previously carried out in ARCON.
This may take several seconds or even minutes depending on the setting and the complexity of your scene.
A progress dialog box will be displayed during this process, where the current calculation of the lightmap can
be followed.

Clicking Cancel in this dialog box will close the shadow calculation immediately and all the results produced
up until this point will be lost. The shadows will then only be displayed if they are completely re-calculated. 

Generally speaking, shadows need to be re-calculated whenever parts of the scene are changed which may
affect the shadows. For example, if objects or light sources are moved or if the geometry of a room is
changed. 

However, it can be very useful to use the incorrect shadows. Sometimes it may be entirely acceptable to
leave the shadow for a re-positioned chair in its old position if this will save a few minutes of calculation time.
For this reason, the re-calculation of shadow can be largely determined yourself. More information on this
can be found in the Options dialog box for light and shadow calculation section.

It is also possible to save the result of the light and shadow calculation in your project. This has the
advantage of loading your project and switching the shadow function on in Design mode without
re-calculation. The results of the shadow calculation are normally only saved in the plan at a very late stage.
The disadvantage is that projects saved in this way may be an immense size because the complete
lightmaps are saved in your project. This means that a project without a lightmap may be 500 Kbytes in size,
but with lightmaps it could easily be 10-20 Mbytes.

The dialog box for the real-time light and shadow calculation is also used to set whether or not calculated
lightmaps are saved in your project.

Note: The memory consumption depends on which of the two variants of the button has been used for
the light and shadow calculation as the size of the lightmap to be calculated would be the same. The
difference is strongly noticeable in terms of the calculation time for the lightmap, however, as the use of
the second variant calculates the light refraction only, but not the shadows from objects or other
constructive elements.

SEE ALSO:

Light and shadow calculation

Options dialog box for light and shadow calculation
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Options dialog box for light and shadow calculation

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking on the   icons or using the Options – Light Calculations
menu. This dialog box, which looks rather complicated at first glance, can be used to set virtually all the
parameters required for the real-time light and shadow calculations. In addition to this dialog box – but only in
certain circumstances – one value each in the Texture dimensions dialog box can be entered for walls,
floors and ceilings, supports, chimneys and upper/lower beams for the results of the light and shadow
calculation. More details on these values can be found in the description of the section Walls, floors and
ceilings in the options dialog box described here (see below).

Some settings for lamps in the scene may also affect the calculation in addition to the settings in this dialog
box (to be adjusted using the relevant Options dialog box for illuminated objects.

This dialog box comprises the section Update, the section Walls, floors and ceilings, the section Light
source and the section Load pre-defined settings. The last section Load pre-defined settings is the
simplest section in this dialog box. Clicking on one of the six buttons Very low quality (very fast), Low
quality (fast), Average quality, High quality, High quality (relatively slow) or Very High quality (slow)
will simply transfer the relevant default parameters into the sections Walls, Floors, Ceilings and Light
source. In other words, you don’t need to worry about the settings in these sections. However, if you want to
experiment with the light and shadow calculation or try out your ideas for results, your own results can be
easily realised in the two sections.

SEE ALSO:

Texture/Color Settings for construction elements

Options dialog box for illuminated objects

Object properties dialog box

Update section

This section is used to specify whether or not, and if so, how ARCON automatically switches between
scenes with the shadow calculated and scenes without shadow. Normally, a calculated shadow display would
be invalid as soon as parts of the scene are changed. For example, if you want to move a chair one metre to
the right, the shadow calculated for the old position would be wrong and would normally need to be
re-calculated. As the calculation process can sometimes take quite a while, though, and there are no real
problems caused by having incorrect shadows, there are various setting options in the Update section:

The option Deactivate light and shadow calculation automatically after changes is the practical solution
provided here by ARCON. If the shadow display is incorrect because you have changed parts of your plan,
ARCON will simply switch off the shadow display completely. It is then re-calculated when switched back on. 

The option Recalculate only on request allows you to decide whether the shadow is re-calculated or the old
(or incorrect) shadows are retained. If this option is selected, the shadow calculation is only carried out by
clicking on the Update now! button to the right of the option. 

With certain actions in Construction mode followed by switching to Design mode, the shadow calculation may
be rejected in some situations when the Re-calculated only on request option has been selected, because
it is not then possible to assign the shadows already calculated, to any modified walls, floors and ceilings. In
this case, ARCON automatically switches to the display without shadow. 

Calculate light and shadow automatically when switching to design mode check box

If you want to prevent the problem just described regarding the shadow display being switched off when
changing to Design mode, this check box can be used to make ARCON automatically start the shadow
calculation when switching from Construction mode to Design mode. If this is taking too long, the light and
shadow calculation can simply be cancelled in the relevant dialog box. 

SEE ALSO:

Activating the real-time light and shadow calculation
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Use shadow brush for rooms (separately for walls, floors and ceilings) check box

If you do not want to use the shadow brush to calculate the light and shadow for the entire plan, but only for
selected rooms or floors, ceilings and walls, this check box can be used to set how it works. 

If the box is checked and you use the shadow brush for a part of the room (regardless of whether this is for a
wall, a floor or the ceiling), the shadow is calculated for the entire room. 

If the box is not checked, shadow is only calculated for the part of the room on which you have clicked with
the brush, in other words only for one wall side. Which of the variants is used depends on your requirements
and also on the speed of your computer. The shadow and light calculation for a wall is obviously faster than
for an entire room, because a room will consist of many walls plus additional floors and ceilings.  

SEE ALSO:

Shadow brush

Walls, floors and ceilings section

This section is normally used to set whether or not a shadow calculation is carried out, and if so, with what
level of precision, for the different areas of the walls, floors and ceilings in a room. This includes the
chimneys, lower/upper beams and square supports as well as the walls, and for floors, the top of ceiling tiles
and for ceilings, the bottom of ceiling tiles. 

Light check box

Only when this check box is selected are any light and shadow calculations made for walls, floors and
ceilings. Otherwise, no lightmaps are calculated for these parts. The calculation of the overall scene is
therefore much quicker because there are fewer lightmaps to be calculated. The amount memory required
will also be reduced accordingly. 

If Light has been selected, the Shadow check box can be used to specify whether light or light and shadow
is calculated for the relevant parts of a room. 

Unchecking Shadow will specify the precise light refraction on the parts of the room; the light calculation is
carried out regardless of the parts positioned between a wall and a light source, for example. The result of
this calculation is similar to the phong shading function for the room parts, where a precise light calculation is
carried out for each pixel. 

Unlike the Light check box, the Shadow check box does not affect the amount of memory required,
because one lightmap is created for the room components. On the other hand, it does have a significant
impact on the calculation time, as the overall calculation is not required.  There is also an Exterior walls
only check box to apply the light settings to.

Global sampling density check box

As explained in the introductory section on the light and shadow calculations, what are known as lightmaps
are calculated for the different room parts, which are then attached onto them as a second, additional
texture. The quality of the shadow ultimately depends on the resolution of this lightmap. 

It is normally possible to specify the sampling rate for the lightmaps for each room component separately; in
other words, the level of resolution for a room element (and the amount of memory this requires). In general,
however, it is easier to use the same sampling rate for all of the same type of room element.

Selecting Global sampling density will use the sampling rate entered for the check box for all room
elements of the same type (e.g. for all walls). If Global sampling density is not checked, the settings used
for the relevant room components in the Texture dimensions dialog box will be used.

SEE ALSO:

Texture dimension dialog box 
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Texture/color settings for construction elements

Apply to all walls, floors, ceilings button

This button is only active if the Light check box has been selected. In this case, clicking the Apply to all
walls, floors, ceilings button will transfer the global sampling rate for the room parts onto the individual
parts of the room. 

If, after a little experimentation with individual walls and different resolutions for the walls, you want to set the
sampling  rate  for  all  walls  back  to  the  same value,  press  this  button  once  the  relevant  entries  have  been
made in the input box.

Light sources section

Notes on the memory requirements for lightmaps

Use global settings below instead of  settings for each individual light source check box

Shadow only in the room where light source is located check box

Effect of light source properties on the calculation speed for lightmaps

Notes on the memory requirements for lightmaps

As explained above in the introductory section on light and shadow calculations, approx. 1.4 bytes of memory
is required for each sampling rate in a lightmap. Say you want to create a room tiled using tiles with an edge
length of two centimetres, for example. The amount of memory required for the lightmap would then be the
number of tiles multiplied by 1.4 bytes. This means that large values will result for large rooms. If the tiles
were 4 cm in size, for example, the shadow would not be sampled as precisely, but only a quarter of the
memory would be required. 

The sampling rate specified for the individual room elements is not the exact value used, incidentally. This is
because for the lightmaps only textures which have an edge length of a multiple of two are used in the x and
y directions (i.e. only values of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,... are possible). 

For example, if you select a sampling rate of 5 centimetres for a room element with a length of 5 metres, the
lightmap would have to be 250 texel wide in the corresponding direction. ARCON would then automatically
use the multiple of two which is closest, in this case 256, which may produce a better or poorer sampling rate
than required. In addition, the sampling rate has an upper limit because the resolution for textures must not
exceed a certain maximum value. 

The maximum value depends on the type of image you are using. If you are using DirectX or Glide as 
hardware acceleration, the maximum resolution depends on your graphics card (with Glide it is 256², for
example, and with more modern graphics cards and DirectX, a resolution of 1024² pixels is possible). 

Note: Even if your graphics card permits textures with a resolution of greater than 1024² pixels, the
upper limit for lightmaps is limited internally to 1024².

SEE ALSO:

3D hardware acceleration

Use global settings below instead of settings for each individual light source check box

Checking this box will use the settings not for an individual light source but the settings in the two input
boxes Samplings per direction and Radius per direction. These two settings are described in connection
with light sources in the Object properties dialog box. 

If this box is checked, the input boxes are not grayed out and the Apply to all light sources button will be
available. Clicking on this button will transfer the settings made to all light sources in your scene. This button
basically has a similar function as the button Apply to all walls in the Walls, Floors and Ceilings section.
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SEE ALSO:

Object properties dialog box

Shadow only in the room where light source is located check box

Normally, a light source is not restricted to the confines of a room, i.e. it is displayed through doors, windows
and ceiling cut-outs. However, the effect which a lamp in one room has another room is relatively small and
can be omitted if not required. This then means that the light and shadow is calculated significantly faster,
because not all the lamps in a plan (which could be several dozen or even hundreds) for a lightmap need to
be included, but rather only those in the room which will normally only be a small number. 

In other words, selecting the Shadow only in the room where the light source is located check box may
produce slightly incorrect shadows, which are especially noticeable on the floor in the area around door
openings, but they are calculated much more quickly for more complex scenes.

Note: If the no shadow option is selected for a light source in the Object properties dialog box, this is
also taken into account in the real-time light and shadow calculations. The calculation process may be
correspondingly faster. 

The properties of objects as to whether or not they create shadow, is taken into account in the real-time light
and shadow calculations. It is also possible that the light and shadow calculations are faster in this case.

Effect of light source properties on the calculation speed for lightmaps

As explained in the section on light source properties in the Objects options dialog box, light sources have
an expansion, in order to create soft shadows, for the real-time light and shadow calculations unlike the
raytracer. 

Due to the algorithms used in ARCON, the setting for a light source has a significant impact on the
calculation speed of the lightmaps, because each surface light source is calculated using a number of point
sources positioned very close together. This means that the shadow is calculated for these surface light
sources not once but for each of the small sub-light sources. For example, if you select four samplings per
direction for the light source, 4*4=16 shadow calculations are required for one lightmap.

Note: The intensity distributed across the lightmap (in other words, not the shadow), is only carried out
once for light sources sampled x number of times, because it is assumed that the intensity at which the
light source shines on a point, is virtually independent of the type of light source.

Because on the one hand the shadow calculation for surface light sources is carried out x number of times,
and on the other hand, it is precisely the shadow which takes up a large proportion of the time in calculating
the lightmaps, the calculation time is multiplied x number of times with the multiple sampling of light sources.
Bear this in mind when specifying large values for the sampling per light source. 

SEE ALSO:

Object properties dialog box

Raytracing

Load pre-defined settings section

This section has been described above, and is used solely for fast and automatic setting of the sections 
Walls, Floors, Ceilings and Light sources. 

Shadow brush

The shadow brush is used to calculate shadows for individual rooms depending on the light and shadow

calculation settings for individual parts of a room. Unlike calculating the light and shadow using the  

tools, the  tool is recommended for larger projects in particular, as the calculation process is much faster
and uses much less memory.
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SEE ALSO:

Options dialog box for light and shadow calculation

Activating the real-time light and shadow calculation

Views

In Design mode, you have three different view types to display your project. These are Plan view , Plan

view (color)  and Perspective view . If you work with multiple windows simultaneously, you can use
different types of views in the different windows. 

Plan view

 Plan view in Design mode differs only in a few details from Plan view in Construction mode. You see
here all walls and constructional elements as you would in Construction mode’s Plan view. The only
difference is that the constructional elements in the current floor are shown in gray, since you cannot modify
them in Design mode. On the other-hand, objects and Design mode elements are shown in black. Unlike the
other two types of view, selected objects are marked with a red rectangle in Plan view. In the two other types
of view, selected elements are identified with a green selection frame. Plan view is very well suited to
arranging objects. Naturally, adjusting the height of objects is somewhat more difficult in Plan view. However,
since most objects fall downward automatically, you do not need to worry about their height in most cases. 

When creating your apartment, don’t forget about Plan view. It’s easy to ignore it and always work in
Perspective view, but many operations can be done more easily in Plan view.

SEE ALSO:

Overview of construction mode

Plan view (color)

 In Plan view (color) you’ll basically see the same view as Plan view, but in color, i.e. all the surface
properties of floors and furnishings are visible. In Plan view (color), only the current floor is shown. In contrast
to Plan view, Plan view (color) is a perspective view, even if the third dimension (the height) isn’t directly
evident. You can nevertheless control the height when placing objects, with the help of the right mouse
button. This type of view offers the benefits of Plan view combined with the ability to place objects at a
specific height. You’ll generally detect that an object’s height is set incorrectly, when, for example, an object
falls under a desk when you’re placing it. This is a characteristic of placing an object with the height
incorrectly adjusted. 

In contrast to Plan view, you can render Plan view (color) by means of raytracing.

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

Perspective view

 Perspective view is the main view of ARCON. In it you can walk through the building, place objects at
will, and change the point of view freely. Perspective view has the benefit that you can very easily control the
height of objects when you’re placing them, and you can get a very good spatial impression of your project. It
has the disadvantage however that controlling the depth of objects when you’re placing them is more difficult
than in Plan view or Plan view (color). Perspective view is the only type of view where you can wander

through your apartment. For this function you have the  icon in the second horizontal toolbar which is only
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available in Perspective view. Like Plan view (color), you can render Perspective view for calculating
shadows and reflections with the help of the raytracer. 

The following shows the same project in the three different view types (with windows arranged next to each
other).

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

Extended views in ARCON

ARCON offers the possibility, besides those offered in ARCON, of selecting different forms of the individual
views. For this the three icons in the horizontal toolbar are re-designed with multi-function icons. 

Plan view

While in ARCON you can view Plan view only from above, in ARCON you can view the plan from
the  left,  the  right,  above,  below,  and  the  rear.  If  you’ve  defined  one  or  more  sections  in
Construction mode a section view is also offered to you, in which you look at the section from the
front.

You can define names for your different sections,  which are used to differentiate between each
section. These names are displayed in Design mode in  a selection list  in  the second horizontal
toolbar. This selection list displays as soon as you select one of the section views. With this list
you can select the section which you would like to show in the window. 

To select the relevant view, click the multi-function icon. If you now move the mouse pointer down
over the icons that appear you can left-click the relevant view.
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Plan view (color)

In ARCON Plan view (color) is extended with the views colored view from the left, colored view
from the right, colored view from above, colored view from below, and colored view from the
rear. 

If you’ve defined one or more sections in Construction mode a colored section view is also
offered to you, in which you look at the section from the front. 

As in Plan view, you can select the relevant section by name from the selection list in the second
horizontal toolbar. 

To select the relevant view, click the multi-function icon. If you now move the mouse pointer
down over the icons that display you can left-click the relevant view.

Perspective view

In ARCON, Perspective view is extended with the Perspective section view. This view is available only if
you’ve defined one or more sections in Construction mode. In the display of the building, the view is
sectioned off at the defined section line. With this section view you don’t see the 2D section as defined in
Construction mode, 

You can select the name of the section you want to view by first clicking the Perspective section view icon

 in the second horizontal toolbar and then selecting a section view from the list:

There is also a section icon to the right of this list. In the current section view, left-clicking this icon enables
you to then move the current position of the section line to a parallel position.

SEE ALSO:
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Sections

Background pictures and colors

Here you can select a background color of your choice to use in Perspective view and Plan view (color). This
specification is made separately for Day and Night views. In each case click the browse button and in the
standard dialog box that appears select the relevant color. You also have the option to define your own color.
This is done with the standard Windows color selector, and so you should consult your Windows
documentation for information on this function. 

For adjusting the background ARCON uses a dialog box, which you can open and navigate as follows: 

By clicking the Background... icon in the Project options dialog box. You can open the Project options

dialog box by right-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu File – Project options…. 

You can open the Background dialog box directly by right-clicking a color display icon. 

This dialog box has two tabs; one for the Day view, and one for the Night view. In both tabs you can adjust
the same settings for day and night views.  You can also select between the three alternatives: Constant
color, Two color gradient and a Background picture. 

The settings made here can affect printouts so be sure to make the respective settings separately in the print
options dialog box. 

With the setting Constant color the entire window background of a Plan view (color) or Perspective view is
filled with the selected constant color. By clicking the Constant color button you open a standard Windows
dialog box where you can define your own color. 

The option Two color gradient lets you define different colors for the sky and the earth. In order to best
understand how ARCON creates these, imagine you’re standing at the center of an infinitely large sphere,
where the North Pole (zenith) would be directly above you and where the South Pole (nadir) is directly
beneath you. 

From the zenith of this imaginary sphere down to the equator, ARCON interpolates between two freely
defined colors, symmetrically. That is, the color is distributed symmetrically between these two points.
Depending on the direction you’re looking in, you’ll see a part of this color ramp. The same applies from the
equator to the nadir. You can obtain realistic results by selecting various blue tones for the sky; for the earth
we recommend a horizon color of brown, and a nadir color of green. 

The last option for the background is a background picture. Unlike the first two options, where only constant
colors are used, drawn line by line, the background picture is drawn differently. You can use any Windows
bitmap file, for example, a picture of the Alps or a picture of the site on which the house is to be built. This
can help give you or your client a realistic impression of how the new house will affect the actual building
site. 

If you select a background picture as the background, you can make various other adjustments to how the
picture is displayed: 

· The position of the horizon in this picture

· The viewing angle of the picture

· Whether the picture is moved when the display is moved or rotated.

If you click the Foreground button, you’ll open a Foreground picture dialog box . Here you can select a
foreground picture for Plan view (color) and Perspective view.

SEE ALSO:

Foreground pictures

Foreground picture dialog box
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Horizontal alignment

Vertical alignment

Position of the horizon

If you load any background picture from one of the supported formats, ARCON naturally cannot know where
the horizon is in this picture. You must adjust this manually, by activating the slider left of the picture preview.
If you move the slider up or down, you’ll see that in the picture preview a horizontal line marking the horizon
is shifted up and down. 

Position  the  slider  in  such  a  way  that  the  horizon  marker  precisely  meets  the  horizon  in  the  picture.  This
adjustment  is  important  to  achieve,  with  placed  background  pictures,  a  correct  position  of  the  horizon  in
relation to your project. If you look exactly horizontally (by setting 0 degrees in the Options – View… menu,
Advanced settings section – Head angle, the specified horizon of the background picture will be exactly in
the center of the view.

Background picture view

Below the background picture preview is another slider, with which you can adjust the view from which the
background picture was taken. Generally you will only be able to estimate this value; it is the camera’s angle
from which this picture was taken. The larger the focal length of this angle, the smaller the angle from which
the picture was taken. For most pictures a setting of 60 degrees (displayed to the right of the slider) is normal
. If you use a telephoto lens, the angle will be accordingly smaller; with a wide-angle lens the angle will be
accordingly larger. 

The most suitable background pictures are those taken with a wide-angle lens. A picture with 360 degrees
would be ideal, but such pictures can be taken only with special cameras or processes. This becomes
important when walking through your apartment so the picture will be visible (and correctly adjusted) from all
positions.

Note that the specification of the angle as well as the specification of the field of view, made here, affects the
current view window. For example, if you enter 30 degrees as the angle for the background picture, and 60
degrees as your field of view for the view window, you’ll only see half of the background picture, horizontally.
If the field of view is the same as the viewing angle, you’ll see exactly one background picture per view. 

If you then rotate left or right in the current view, the background picture will move accordingly. Since the
picture will end as you rotate about the view,  ARCON repeats (tiles) the picture at the sides, and also
reflects it. This applies not only to the left and right sides, but also to the top and bottom. 

If you select 60 degrees, for example, as the viewing angle for the background picture, and you rotate once

around by clicking the  icon, the background picture runs by 360 / 60 = 6 times around. You’ll look exactly
at the center of the background picture if you look exactly in the X-direction.

Moved background picture

All comments about moving a background picture, made in the previous paragraph, apply only if this box is
checked. If it is not checked, the background picture is shown but it does not move if you change the line of
sight, for example, walking through: you’ll always look at the center of the background picture. ARCON
always increases or decreases the size of the background picture in such a way so it always fits exactly into
your current view. 

Note: If the scale of your current view does not correspond to that of the background picture,
sometimes sections of the background picture may be cut off, in order to avoid distortions. 

You can use a motionless background picture to position your project, for example, into a building gap. For
this, load the relevant background picture, uncheck Move then adjust the view position and the screen
window of your perspective view in such a way that the building fits exactly into the relevant window. Note
that the modification of the zoom level can change this adjustment. Correctly adapting the view to the
background picture may take a little practice. 
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Like most other dialog boxes in ARCON, the dialog box for the background contains the Set default button.
If you click this button, all new projects will use the settings you made here. 

Note: If you calculate a picture with Raytracing and the scene contains reflected areas, the adjusted
background is also reflected on these areas.

Foreground pictures

Similar to background pictures, ARCON lets you select a foreground picture for Perspective view and Plan
view (color). To select a foreground picture, first open the Background dialog box, which you open by
right-clicking a color display icon, then click the Foreground button. With this button you open the
Foreground picture dialog box, where you can select the foreground picture. 

In contrast to background pictures, the foreground picture cannot be moved. It is, as the name suggests,
always visible and cannot be covered. A foreground picture is basically loaded as a bitmap file. Here the size
of the bitmap file is transferred one to one. That is, a pixel of the bitmap file corresponds precisely to a pixel
on the screen. Even if you change the size of the window, the foreground picture’s size is preserved
according to the size of the bitmap file. 

A foreground picture is suitable, for example, for placing the logo of an enterprise as a permanent nameplate
on the display. In addition, the foreground picture can serve to display additional information or explanations
about legends in order to keep, for example, the names of a prefabricated building available but out of the
way (especially when used with multiple views). 

Besides that, you can use a foreground picture to include a special display of an object or group of objects.
The view of a building can be enhanced this way, for example, to show a hedge in front of a house (with the
hedge as a foreground picture). 

Note: If the foreground picture should have transparent areas, these areas must be set to black, since
the color black is rendered transparent in the display.

Foreground picture dialog box

In this dialog box you can specify whether you’d like to work with a foreground picture. If you do, activate the
Foreground picture check box. If this check box is deactivated, all other sections of the dialog box box are
grayed out. 

In the File field you enter the name of the bitmap file. Alternatively, you can click the Browse… button to
open a standard file selector dialog box to look for and specify the relevant file.

Horizontal alignment

In this section you specify how your foreground picture should be horizontally aligned in the display. The
options are Left, Center, and Right. 

In the field Offset you can specify how off set the adjustment should be. The value is specified in pixels. Note
that you can enter both positive and negative values. If you select the alignment option Left and you enter a
negative off set value, the picture is shifted to the right.

Vertical alignment

In this section you specify how your foreground picture should be horizontally aligned in the display. The
options are Bottom, Center, and Top. 

In the field Offset you can specify how offset the alignment should be. The value is specified in pixels. Note
that you can enter both positive and negative values. If you select the alignment option Top and you enter a
negative offset value, the picture is shifted to the bottom.
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Selecting a view type

With this multi-function icon you can select between four (six in ARCON) different types of view in
which your project is displayed in the view window. The icon appears only in Plan view (color) and
Perspective view. In Plan view this icon is of no use and is therefore omitted. 

The view function contains a multi-function icon, characterised by the small black triangle at the
lower right corner. If you hold the mouse pointer over a multi-function icon, the additional view
types (icons) will be displayed. As you move the mouse pointer over each icon, text about each
icon is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the window. Release the mouse button over the
relevant view icon to select it. 

After you’ve selected a type of view, the view in your current window is adapted immediately. The
different types of view are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

Wire frame

 This type of view shows only the outlines of the elements, as well as outlines of walls, windows, doors,
etc. The colors of these outlines correspond to the colors of the objects. For example, if you show a blue sofa
as a wire frame, its outlines are blue lines. 

Wire frame is the fastest of the view types, useful for handling your project. 

Color without texture

 In this type of view, the program uses a solid color for each area or object in your project. If these areas
or objects have a texture, ARCON averages the colors used in the texture to display a suitable solid color.
For example, if you show a blue sofa with a light-to-dark blue texture, ARCON calculates a medium-shade of
blue for the solid color. 

Color without texture is not as fast as Wire frame, but it’s substantially faster than the next option Color
with texture.

Color with texture (medium/high quality)

  These two types of view show elements with their assigned textures. The blue sofa from the previous
examples would appear with its light-to-dark blue colored texture. 

With these colored types of view, you have a choice regarding how the textures are displayed. 

The difference consists of the quality in the two types of view. For example, colors and shading in a texture
are  sometimes  not  symmetrically  drawn  with  large  wall  areas  in  the  view  Colored  &  texture  (medium

quality), while there is no difference with objects. This difference is clearly visible if you click the  icon to
switch into night view. 

A further  difference  concerns  the display  rate.  These  two view types are  substantially  slower  than  the  two
types previously described, due to the high or extremely high calculations required. Note, however, that if you
use a MMX computer, there is no difference in the display rate between the view types Colored with texture
(high quality) and Color with texture (medium quality). In this case, you should certainly use the type of
view Color with texture (high quality), in order to guarantee the optimum display quality.

SEE ALSO:

Night view
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Wire frame with hidden surfaces

 This type of view shows only the outlines of the elements as well as the outlines of walls, windows and
doors, but unlike the Wire frame view, the outlines are filled. The color of the outlines is always black, and
the areas within outlines are always white. 

Wire frame with hidden line removal

 In this view type, areas are calculated and filled (so they’re not transparent) and outlined with black
borders.

Due to the computation required for this, a substantially more exact view can be achieved but at the expense
of the fast display. 

Raytracing

 Don’t let the name deter you. In ARCON, raytracing essentially means clicking an icon and waiting for
the result. Before the details of raytracing are described, some background information about Raytracing. 

Raytracing is a technique with  which the lighting conditions of  a scene can be precisely  simulated on your
computer. In contrast to the normal lighting and view in ARCON, you can also simulate shadows, reflections
and  refraction’s  with  raytracing.  The  disadvantage  of  raytracing,  compared  to  the  normal  display,  is  the
comparatively higher processing time. For example, if the normal display is so fast that you can walk through
your project in a real-time manner, calculating a raytraced picture will require several minutes or even hours.
The realistic view of the scene makes up for the time the raytrace has taken. 

The speed of the raytracing operation varies according to the number of processors in your computer, where
the rate increases in an almost linear fashion to the number of processors. If  you use four processors, the
Raytracer is almost four times as fast as using a single processor. 

Since the raytracer simulates lighting effects very precisely, it is of great importance that the placement and
brightness  of  the  light  in  your  scene  be  correct.  Just  as  with  normal  photography,  you  can  create  special
effects with the positioning of light sources. You can also over or underexpose your scene by using too many
or too few light sources, or light sources that are too bright or too dark. Here a certain measure of experience
is necessary, which you’ll  very quickly obtain due to ARCON’s ease of use. When preparing to raytraced a
picture, do not be shy about placing lamps in places they’re not evidently required. 

Overexposure and underexposure in ARCON

Just like normal photography, you can easily over or underexpose a scene. In order to avoid this effect,
please observe the following: In principle, ARCON never shows textured areas brighter than the original
texture. If a medium-gray texture is used, you will never see the texture brighter than the original
medium-gray, regardless of the number of light sources in your scene. If you then place a chair in front of this
medium-gray area, it may occur that despite the calculation of the light sources and appropriate shadows,
the area on which the chair throws a shadow is still overexposed. The effect is that you do not see the
shadow, since the area that falls in the shadow is still overexposed. In order to avoid this effect, you proceed
as follows. 

In the normal view, right-click the  icon. The Brightness dialog box slider that opens must be adjusted in
such a way that the scene begins to get darker. To correct for the gray area in the example, it should be just
a slightly darker level of gray. With the Preview button, you can very easily control this fine adjustment. If you
now acknowledge the dialog box with OK, you can assume the lighting conditions are optimally adjusted.

Next start the raytracer by clicking the   icon and you should see the expected shadows in the gray area. 
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Using the raytracer

Once you’ve optimally illuminated a scene and you click the  icon to start the raytracer, ARCON will
calculate the scene with raytracing, starting with rough increments working through ever-finer increments
until the picture is completely fine. This step by step process is not only part of the raytracing process, but it
lets you abort the process early if you see that it isn’t turning out correctly. For example, you can interrupt the
raytracing to make lighting changes or to reposition objects. If you are content with the result, simply wait
until the picture is completely calculated. This can take some time, depending upon the resolution and
complexity of your scene. Here, complexity of the scene basically means how many light sources and objects
you have, and even more so, how many of these objects are transparent or reflect light. 

Additionally, areas that are lit simultaneously by multiple lamps and not affected by shadows take
considerable computing time. 

Raytrace options

Besides the adjustments of light sources you can make for raytracing, you can make additional adjustments

in the Raytrace dialog box. You can open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon. 

This dialog box is divided into the two options Raytracing and Pure phong shading, and under the option
Raytracing you have additional options. Phong Shading is the name of a computer graphics process that was
developed in the seventies by a gentleman named Bui Tuong Phong. It corresponds in principle to raytracing
in that it attempts to compute realistic lighting patterns and properties. In contrast to the normal display, with
Phong Shading lighting calculations are made for each pixel you see on the screen. 

In the normal display, which uses so-called Gouraud Shading, the lighting conditions are calculated only at
the corner points of individual areas and distributed within a symmetric area. The technical process in the
normal display is bilinear interpolation. This symmetrical distribution with Gouraud Shading has the
disadvantage that lighting effects within an area are not correctly calculated or displayed. For example, say
you place a lamp on a relatively large floor that consists of only one area. The lighting conditions are
calculated only at the four corners of the area, and so the bright spot you would expect under the lamp in the
center of the area is not shown. In contrast to this, Phong Shading calculates the lighting conditions for each
pixel, so you will see the bright spot under the lamp. 

The benefit of Phong Shading compared to Gouraud Shading is better calculation of light distribution. The
disadvantage compared to raytracing is that shadows, reflections, and refraction’s are not considered or
calculated. Pure Phong Shading requires less computing time than raytracing, but more than the normal
display using Gouraud Shading. 

If you select Raytracing in this dialog box, you also have the option to specify whether shadows, reflections,
and refraction’s are to be calculated. You can switch individual elements on and off to achieve only the
required special effects or to shorten the required computing time. 

In the previous sections it was mentioned that calculating shadows or areas, which are simultaneously
situated outside of shadows and lit up by very many light sources, places great demands on the processor
and computing time. In order to limit the computing time, ARCON has two different methods for calculating
shadows, between which you can select the most suitable. The first option is the Exact shadow calculation;
the second is Fast shadow calculation (not quite as accurate – but definitely faster). The substantial
difference between these two options is that with the fast setting  ARCON does not test whether the walls of
a room throw shadows into the room. Under most conditions, this is effective: Imagine yourself in, for
example, a square room; you will never see shadows of the walls inside this room. 

However, this can cause errors if the room is, for example, L-shaped. If a lamp is in one leg of the L, a wall in
the other leg of the L can throw quite a shadow. If you select fast for the shadow calculation, you will not see
this shadow – but with the Exact setting, you will.

If you activate the option With shadow, you can select whether the raytracer should calculate shadows cast
by room elements such as walls, window, doors, roofs etc. The Room elements section, lists room
constructional elements which are affected by this selection. This lets you specify that, for example, walls
cast a shadow outside, but not inside, a building – since this would create dark lighting conditions inside the
building that could otherwise interfere with your work, for example, if you’re not considering the position of the
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sun at this particular moment.

Select the Off option if the room elements should not cast shadows. 

With the Automatic option, the room elements cast shadows only in the night view. In the day view, and the
variable time of day view, shadows are only cast outside the building, and so are visible only if you are
outside of the room and building and look at the building from this outside position. If you are within a room,
the room elements do not cast shadows.

If you select the variable time of day view, during the change from day to night the shadows are adjusted
automatically according to these settings (and calculated accordingly). As noted above, this applies only to
the Automatic selection in the Raytrace dialog box. Specifically, this means that as soon as the time turns to
night and the lamps are switched on, the room elements within the room cast shadows internally.

Raytracing with lights switched on and off

In ARCON you have the option to switch lights on and off individually and also to set a standard daytime light

level, by clicking the  icon. This daytime lighting corresponds to sunlight. In the real world, a scene would
be lit up through the windows during the day; nevertheless you’ll see the sunlight (as shadows) as it comes
through the windows, but still the entire room is altogether bright.

This indirect lighting, which results from the light coming through the windows and which affects individual
areas of your scene while ultimately lighting your entire scene, is poorly simulated with raytracing.
Techniques to accurately calculate such lighting exist, such as the so-called radiosity, but such techniques
place heavy demands on computer hardware and memory. At the time of writing, ARCON does not yet
support such a technique.

SEE ALSO:

Lights on/off

Saving and printing raytraced pictures

If you save a picture and Raytrace is selected in the Save view dialog box, the raytracer is automatically
started when you go to save the picture, in order to calculate the rendered picture. 

Depending upon the other Save specifications set in this dialog box, such as Size, Oversampling, etc., this
save operation can take a very long time before the final picture is completed and saved. For example, if you
indicate a resolution of 2000 x 1500 pixels, and also set an oversampling frequency of 16-times plus
raytracing, you can confidently leave your computer and, say, take in a movie. Please consider before you
begin such an operation exactly which options you need enabled, and disable those you do not require.

If you need a high resolution picture for a high-quality printout, we recommend the following settings:
Resolution approx. 1500 x 1500 depending upon the aspect ratio of the picture; 4-times (quadruple)
oversampling, and Edge filters. These settings deliver good results without taking much time.

Note: These setting will take a substantial amount of time for rendering on a 100 MHz Pentium
computer. Newer and faster processors can of course produce a picture in much less time. But we
encourage you to start with these settings as they set a good middle ground; if you need better quality
and can afford the time, please indulge yourself. Similarly, you may be satisfied with lower settings, in
which case there’s no need to waste the extraneous computing time.

SEE ALSO:

Save view
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Walking through projects

The walkthrough function is activated by clicking  in Design mode. In the view window the standard
mouse pointer changes; depending on its position its form is either 

directional symbols, for example,  to move in different directions,

or rotation symbols, for example,  to rotate your position. 

The arrows show you in which direction you’ll move if you press the left mouse button. 

Depending upon the position of the pointer, you can move in the following directions: 

· Forward and back 

· To the left and to the right 

· Forward and left and forward and right 

· Rotate to the left and rotate to the right. 

If you now left-click with mouse pointer in the view window, you’ll begin to walk through your project. The rate
of movement depends on the pointer’s position in the view window. The nearer the pointer is to the center of
the window, the slower you’ll move in the respective direction. When the pointer is in the center of the view

window, the pointer changes to: 

If you move, while holding down the left mouse button, toward an edge of your view window, you’ll walk
through your project faster. The closer you are to an edge of the window, the faster you’ll move in the
respective direction (this applies to all directions).

You can increase the movement rate even more by pressing the Ctrl or Shift keys while pressing the mouse
button, and faster still by pressing both Ctrl and Shift together. When you release the left mouse button you
stop at the current position in your project. When you press the mouse button again, you’ll start to move
again. By clicking any icon in the toolbars the walkthrough function is terminated and the walkthrough icon
returns to its inactive state. 

Using the walkthrough function requires some training, which you’ll easily acquire by working with a simple
room and experimenting with this function. 

When walking through a project, you can select the type of view for your project, for example, as a wire
frame or color without texture in the General options dialog box. You can open this dialog box by selecting
the menu Options – Program – General.

SEE ALSO:

Recording movement and time

Adjustments for perspective view

Walkthrough dialog box

This dialog box is accessed by right-clicking on  or by selecting the menu command Options –
Walkthrough/3D hardware.

This dialog box is used to control how ARCON behaves during a walkthrough scene in Design mode. It
comprises the two tabs Walkthrough and Hardware acceleration. 

The  Walkthrough  tab  is  used  to  define  how  the  walkthrough  is  carried  out  in  a  scene.  The  Hardware
acceleration tab is used to define how your PC calculates the 3D scenes during a walkthrough (not just for
the calculations but for the display of color appears in Design mode in general)
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Walkthrough tab

If you select Walkthrough in full-screen mode, ARCON will automatically hide all control elements when

clicking the  icon. The current window will fill the entire screen, until you exit the walkthrough using Esc or
using the right mouse button. 

The Height section is used to specify the height during a walkthrough. Selecting Constant will set the height
of the viewer at the same value above zero continuously, regardless of the current terrain. In other words, it
may be that you walk into a hill. However, when selecting Parallel to the terrain, the viewer is always kept at
a constant height above the terrain. This type of movement will be more what you are used to. 

The Collision control during walkthrough check box has basically the same meaning as  in the top
horizontal toolbar. When this box is checked, you cannot walk through walls. Movement in the direction of a
wall is ignored during a walkthrough. This means you need to walk through doors (or through windows, if the
eye-level is at window height during a walkthrough) into a building from outside or from one window to
another.

Hardware acceleration tab

The input boxes on this tab will only be there if you have either DirectX version 7.0 or later installed on your
computer for a graphics card with hardware acceleration or if you have a 3D graphics card and Glide is
correctly installed on your computer. Otherwise, a message will be displayed to indicate that your computer
does not support 3D hardware acceleration.

Hardware acceleration section

This section is used to define which of the installed hardware acceleration drivers (DirectX or GLIDE) is
used. If both interfaces are installed on your computer, both options will be available. In this case, select 
DirectX if you want to work normally with  ARCON and not just in full screen mode with hardware
acceleration. Otherwise, select GLIDE which generally provides better performance for this purpose. 

Selecting the option GLIDE means that the Also in the window, not only frame check box will be inactive,
because only full screen display is possible in this case. If you select DirectX, on the other hand, this check
box can be used to choose whether or not hardware acceleration is used even working normally in ARCON.
ARCON will automatically test whether or not DirectX is available when switching to Design mode for the very
first time, and will automatically activate this interface for using hardware acceleration in windows as well. 

Incorrect drivers can mean that the display no longer functions correctly in Design mode, and in extreme
cases, ARCON or even your entire computer may crash. If this happens, re-start ARCON or your computer
and try again. ARCON will not then use DirectX in windows automatically, so that you can carry on working
as normal. 

If display errors are caused in Design mode because of driver problems with your graphics card, deselect
the Also in the window, not only frame check box. 

Note: In order to demonstrate the difference in speed between hardware acceleration and normal
software rendering, load a project as a test and carry out one walkthrough with the Also in the window,
not only frame check box selected, and one without. 

In addition to the increased speed already mentioned, the display quality of textures will also be increased,
depending on your graphics card. This is because modern 3D graphics cards use very complicated filtering
procedures to display textures, which would mean that using a software renderer would be unacceptably
slow. The process used is known as tri-linear texture filtering and produces a considerably better display of
textures when the textures are magnified or zoomed out. 
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Full screen section

This section is used to specify the resolution used during a walkthrough in full screen mode (the 
Walkthrough tab is used to specify whether the walkthrough is carried out in full screen mode or in the
window, see relevant section). Depending on the graphics card and driver used (DirectX or GLIDE) various
different resolutions are available here. The best thing to do is to select the resolution which you would
normally be using on your PC, because this makes switching to full screen mode simpler. This means that
the size of the other windows is not changed when switching between full screen mode and non-full screen,
and icons on the desktop remain in the same position, etc.

Note: Despite using the same resolution between full screen mode and normal mode, it may be that
your monitor (or a video projector, for example), takes a few seconds to switch over. This is because
DirectX in some situations uses a different image refresh rate for full screen mode than for normal
mode. 

If you want to avoid this effect, e.g. for presentations using a projector, you can do a bit of tweaking: Use the
relevant Windows functions (right-click the Desktop, menu option Properties, Settings tab, Advanced...,
Monitor tab, Refresh rate input box) to change the refresh rate for the monitor, and at the same time try
switching to full screen mode ARCON until the changeover occurs immediately. You can then close the
screen properties dialog box for Windows, and DirectX will use the same image refresh rate in full screen
mode as Windows in normal mode. 

This process may sound rather complicated, but is particularly important for demonstrations in ARCON using
projectors if you want to avoid breaks of a few seconds each time you switch modes. What is worse is that
with some video projectors, different image refresh rates can cause synchronization problems; and in the
worst case scenario, you would only see a half image or no image at all.

Extra monitor check box

If you are using a 3D graphics card for hardware acceleration, with what is known as a VGA-pass-through
cable (the output from your normal VGA card is connected to the output on the 3D graphics card), checking 
Extra monitor means that when exiting the walkthrough, the image does not switch back to
VGA-pass-through. This is useful if you have the 3D graphics card connected to a PC other than your normal
computer, in other words, if you are using two monitors. 

You can then make changes in projects on your normal monitor, whilst people wanting to present your
project using a walkthrough can continue to view the last image in the walkthrough mode on the second
monitor. 

Note: If you only have one monitor connected to the graphics card and have accidentally selected Extra
monitor, when closing the walkthrough you will have the problem that you will no longer see the normal
Windows desktop, because the VGA-pass-through is not being used. 

In this case, starting the Windows Task Manager using the key combination Ctrl+Alt+Del will normally help,
because in this case the GLIDE driver will automatically switch to VGA-pass-through. You can then continue
working in ARCON as normal, but don’t forget to uncheck the Extra monitor check box first.

Collision control during walkthrough

 With this icon activated, you will not be able to walk through walls. If you get too close to a wall, you will
bounce off the wall slightly and automatically walk beside the wall you just bumped into.

When this icon has not been activated, you can still walk through your project, and walk through walls and
doors with no problem. 
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Day/night/variable time of day view

This function is active only in Plan view (color) and Perspective view. By clicking the multi-function icon 

 you can switch between day view, night view and a variable time of day view. If you right-click
the multi-function icon, you’ll open the Brightness dialog box, where you can set the lighting conditions in
detail.

SEE ALSO:

Perspective view

Day view

In the day view, your project is shown with a predefined brightness level, which is set in the Brightness
dialog box. All lights in your project do not affect the brightness of the view in the day view. 

Night view

In the night view, only the lights that are currently switched on will light your project. All rooms, which contain
no light sources, appear dark. 

Variable time of day view

If you select the variable time of day view, the lamps affect the view automatically as the sun sets, and the
day view turns to night view. With the World location dialog box you have the option to consider the position
of the sun when setting the lighting conditions in the view. You can use this effect with animations, made with
recordings over changing time periods, created with the video recorder. 

With the variable time of day view, shadows can be more accurately rendered by the raytracer. For example,
you can create an accurate view of a room and the shadows therein as the sun throws light into the room. 

Altogether, the variable time of day view lets you create a more realistic view of your project. You can
accurately simulate, for example, the lighting conditions in a room with a window to the east side, as the sun
rises in the morning.

SEE ALSO:

World location dialog box

Brightness dialog box

You open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icons or by selecting the menu Options –
Brightness. 

With the slider you can set the numeric value of the brightness by moving the slider bar left and right. This
way the intensity of the light, in which your project will appear, can be set darker (<1.0) or brighter (>1.0). 

The current brightness value is displayed at the lower left-hand corner of this dialog box, in an input box. You
can enter the brightness value directly into this box with the keyboard. If the numeric value is less than 1,
your project will display increasingly darker at lower brightness levels. 

You can preview the current brightness setting by clicking the Preview button. The entry values are directly
transferred to your project (but not made permanent until you exit the dialog box by clicking OK). 

With the Advanced button you can open the World location dialog box. In this dialog box you can make
various adjustments which are used in the variable time of day view, including the viewer location, the local
time, the position of the sun, and other lighting conditions. For example, you can specify whether the sun
should be visible, or only its light.
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SEE ALSO:

World location dialog box

World location dialog box

You open this dialog box by clicking the Advanced button in the Brightness dialog box. 

You can control the lighting conditions in the variable time of day view here, by animating the sun and moon
dependent on the viewer location (the geographical latitude and longitude) as well as the local time (the exact
date as well as the time of day). On the basis of this sun-moon constellation, accurate lighting effects can be
created over a freely selectable colored background, which creates the most realistic view of brightness or
darkness as possible. 

You can also use these lighting effects, in order to record time changes with the video recorder. 

Location

You have different options for setting the viewer location. In general you will first select the relevant country
from the Country selection list. Then, you can select a predefined city from the City selection list. For each
city the corresponding latitude and longitude are displayed in the Latitude and Longitude fields. 

If the relevant location is not available in the City selection list, you can enter the correct location by enterng
the appropriate latitude and longitude.

Note: When you specify a location this way, only the longitude and latitude are displayed – no other
information can be deduced. Thus, the Country and City fields are grayed out.

The Timezone field is automatically calculated and displayed for both entry versions. A change of country,
city, latitude or longitude is not possible from this field. Since the time zone of a place cannot be accurately
determined from longitude and latitude alone, you can select the time zone from a list. 

Together with the Local time settings (described below) these settings establish the constellation of earth,
sun and moon, which is visualised in the preview window. 

Local time

You can specify here, with the input boxes and selection list boxes, the exact date as well as the time of day.
Both values refer to the position of the selected viewer location. 

Together with the Location settings (described above), these settings establish the constellation of earth,
sun and moon, which is visualised in the preview window.

If you click the Now button the current date and time of day, according to the clock in your computer, are
inserted in the appropriate fields and used for the view of the sun and the moon in the preview window. 

Summer time is not automatically detected. You can indicate that daylight saving time is in effect by
checking the switch Summer time. Note that when this switch is checked, the sun and moon are adjusted
one hour forward.

Preview window

The preview window shows the constellation of earth, sun and moon according to the indicated Location
and Local time. All modifications you make in these two sections immediately affect the view in the preview
window. 

The focal point of the cross is the point specified as the location. The viewer then is to a certain extent at this
focal point and from there looks in different directions to see sun and moon. 

To modify the point of view, for example to look in another direction, you must move the pointer over the
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preview window. The pointer changes to . If you now click the mouse button you can change the point of
view by moving the mouse. The viewing position in the preview window is like that of a satellite, which flies
around the viewer and can be seen from all sides. 

The preview window is also very well suited to freely animating the sun and moon. If you modify, for example,
only the date and not the time of day, you can change the moons position relative to the earth without
changing the sun’s position. With this animation of the sun and moon you can also determine when the next
solar eclipse will occur.

Light properties

In this section you can control the lighting conditions in the variable time of day view. This means that you
can select either a bitmap image or a constant, solid color, for the color of the sunlight. The color of the
sunlight affects the entire background, so that the lighting effects create the most realistic view possible of
brightness or darkness. 

Note: The sun and moon are not the only sources of environmental light. ARCON also has a second
unchangeable light source which lightens the view altogether. This environmental light is required for
night views. 

View window

If you’ve loaded a bitmap image file as a background picture, you can detect the sun’s position over the
horizon using the cross hair. This position depends on the viewer location and the local time. If you change,
for example, the month from January to May, you’ll see the sun i.e. the cross move from left to right. 

The axes over the picture indicate coordinates. The X-axis marks the season, from January 1 through
December 31. The Y-axis shows the position of the sun over or under the horizon, indicated by the
centerline – from 0:00 o’clock (midnight) to 24:00 o’clock. 

The cross hair on the colored background of the bitmap file shows you which color of the bitmap file is used
for the sun in the variable time of day view. If the cross hair, for example, is on a reddish area, the sun
assumes this color; this is practical for creating a morning or dusk redness in the lighting. The color of the
sun also affects a background picture, for example, a picture of clouds can be illuminated. 

The bitmap is a sort of diagram. It specifies the color of the sun as a function of the season and time of day. 

Constant option

If you select this option you can define a solid color background for the sunlight by clicking the Define button.
When you click this button you open the standard Windows color selector dialog box. If you activate the
Constant option, the input box for the option is inactive but displays the selected color. 

If you, for example, define the color as yellow, the input box shows yellow indicating that the sun will shine
yellow light. The background would be yellow, and the individual elements and objects will be colored (lit up)
with a yellow light. 

As in option

If you activate this option, you can enter the path and filename of a bitmap image file, or search for one by
clicking the Browse button. The selected bitmap is displayed in the view window and forms the basis of the
sun’s color in the variable time of day view. 

You should select a bitmap according to the climate conditions of the viewer location. Usually if a cloudless,
radiating sky exists at the specified location, the color tone shown in the bitmap should reflect this, over the
course of the entire year (as opposed to a place with mostly covered skies). In the first case, you should load
a bitmap with white, clear colors; in the second case a bitmap with symmetrical gray colors is appropriate. 

You can create the bitmap images with Windows Paintbrush or other pixel-based painting program.
Remember that the color scale in each picture should reflect an approximation of actual lighting conditions. 
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Use sun/moon

With these options you can choose whether, in the variable time of day view, the sun or the moon should
itself be displayed, or only the light created by them. 

You will want to suppress, for example, the view of the sun, if it is in front of the clouds in a background
picture. In this case the light created by the sun is preserved, but the sun itself – as in nature – disappears
behind the clouds. 

Influence of the sun on the background

Here you specify the percentage of the sun’s color (as defined by the constant color or the cross hair’s
position over the bitmap image) that is to influence the background color.

For example, let’s say you’ve loaded a bitmap on whose basis the sun assumes a reddish tone in the
morning and in the evening. If you now enter an influence value of 50 per cent, the clouds in the background
picture appear orange. Thus you can simulate the effect of morning or dusk redness in the sunlight. 

The sun’s color should generally affect the background to some degree, since it can otherwise occur that you
’ll have a blue sky at night, although the sun’s color should become black after sunset according to the
bitmap.

You should always check this setting when you have a loaded bitmap image as the background picture.
Additionally, the setting is appropriate if the background is set up to use variable color (between two colors).

SEE ALSO: 

Background pictures and colors

Go up or down a floor

Go up a floor 

If you click this icon, you shift your project a floor upward in the view. If you press the Ctrl key while clicking

the  icon the change between floors is animated. This icon is only available in Perspective view. In the
other types of view the icon is omitted from the horizontal toolbar. 

Go down a floor

If you click this icon, you shift your project a floor downward in the view. If you press the Ctrl key while

clicking the  icon the change between floors is animated. 

This icon is only available in Perspective view. In the other types of view the icon is omitted from the
horizontal toolbar.

SEE ALSO:

Perspective view

Adjustments for perspective view

In Perspective view there are two options to change the position of the viewer as well as the point in which

the viewer is facing. One is the Walkthrough icon  with which you quasi-interactively change your
position; the other is to adjust the settings in this dialog box. 

You open this dialog box by right-clicking the View  icon. The sections of this dialog box (Viewing
buttons, Position of the viewer, Viewpoint and Advanced settings) serve to define the related settings.
At the top of the dialog box there is an input box where you can name and save the settings for this view
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position.

SEE ALSO:

Walking through projects

Position of viewer

ARCON gives you the ability to define and save multiple viewer positions for your project. You can then
arbitrarily shift between different viewpoints in Design mode. 

Working with defined viewpoints is particularly helpful in ARCON when you’re recording movements with the
video recorder, since you can easily access certain positions. You can set yourself exactly at defined
viewpoints and continue your walkthrough from there. 

Defined viewpoints are listed by name in a selection list. If you select a defined position from the list and
acknowledge it with OK, the view in Design mode changes according to the settings for the selected
viewpoint. If you’ve defined no viewpoints, which is always the case with a new project – the list is empty.

In order to save the current viewer position, proceed as follows: 

If you click the Add view… button, a dialog box appears where you can name the viewpoint. 

Here you can save all the specifications you’ve made in the View dialog box using a name of your choice. 

If you acknowledge with OK, you return to the View dialog box. The name of the viewpoint now appears in
the Name selection list. 

If you want to delete a viewpoint from the list, you must first select it in the list then click the Delete button.
The entry is subsequently removed from the list. 

Directly saving the current viewpoint

You can directly save the current viewpoint, and switch to existing viewpoints, without opening the View

dialog box. To the right of the View  icon you have the Save user viewpoint icon . Clicking this lets
you save the current view as a saved viewpoint. Clicking it is just the same as clicking the Add view… button
in the View dialog box. In the selection list to the right of the icon you can select one of the previously defined
viewpoints; it corresponds to the Name selection list in the View dialog box. 

Deleting defined viewpoints can only be done in the View dialog box.

Position of viewer and view point

The position of the viewer (viewpoint) and the focus can be defined with the mouse. To do so, click the
appropriate button in either of the two sections Viewpoint or Position of the viewer. Next, the dialog box
temporarily disappears and you can set the respective location with the help of the 3D mouse pointer. 

In contrast to the X and Y-coordinates, you can also enter the height of the Viewpoint or Position of the
viewer numerically. When doing so, you can enter the absolute height or the height relative to the floor. The
Height above floor field is only available if the position of the viewpoint or the focus is situated in a room –
otherwise this input box is grayed out and inactive. 

Advanced settings

In the Advanced settings section you can change the head angle and viewing field. The Head angle
corresponds in principle to the viewer nodding his or her head. You can use either the slider or the numeric
input box to set this value. Note that while modifying the head inclination the focus height changes, since by
changing the head inclination you’re in turn changing the focal point. 
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Changing the Viewing field corresponds in principle to changing the respective setting on a camera. This
way you can enter values between wide-angle and telephoto – a Narrow value corresponds to telephoto,
and Wide corresponds to a wide-angle setting. You can also enter the depth of field specification numerically
by typing it into the field to the right of the slider. 

For a more practical display, you can also adjust the visible depth range. In principle, ARCON can limit the
range in Perspective view so only those things that are appropriate and pertinent are displayed. If you select 
Auto calculate view range depth, ARCON adjusts the values in such a way that you’ll generally see your
complete project – everything that lies before you and extends to the end of your project. If you select
Viewing depth range, you can specify the visible depth range, from the starting point in front of you,
extending out to the end point in the distance. Thus, you can cut out sections of your project; everything in
front of it and everything behind it are not visible. In order to check the specification you’ve entered before
you confirm it with OK, you can preview the settings by clicking the Preview button. Only when you click OK
and exit the dialog box are the settings made permanent.

Note: When you’re defining the viewpoint or the position with the mouse, you can abort this process by
pressing the Esc key. This dialog box displays again and the viewpoint or the focus (whichever you
were working on) remains unchanged. 

Move viewer

 With this icon it is possible to view your project from all sides in Design mode. The operation of this icon
differs from all other icons, which you either click or press down. The difference is in which part of the icon
you click. Each of the four arrows in the icon has a different function. If you click the arrow at the left side, the
left arrow is marked in red (and the function is executed). The same applies to the arrows for up, down, and
right.

In Perspective view the picture changes as if you’re rotating around your project, looking at the same part
(focal point), exactly the same as pressing the arrow keys. In Plan view and Plan view (color), clicking this
icon’s arrow corresponds to scrolling your project in the view window. 

You can change the focus – the point in your project you’d like to focus on – any time with the View dialog
box. As described above, you can also save such positions and quickly restore them from the selection list in
the horizontal toolbar.

SEE ALSO:

Views

Objects and groups

Most functions on objects and groups of objects are the same.

Placing objects and groups

Placing objects or groups of objects differs slightly, depending on whether you’ve chosen to place a single
object or a group of objects. 

Furthermore, this placement depends on which of the three types of view you are in. In the following
sections, placing objects, with regard to the object type and view type, is described in detail. 

In Plan view the pointer has the form and functions of the 2D pointer in Construction mode. In Plan view
(color) and Perspective view the pointer has the form and function of the 3D pointer.

SEE ALSO:

Plan view

Construction mode
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Perspective view

Plan view

 If  you have selected an object  or  a group of  objects  with  the object  and texture catalog,  keep the left
mouse button held down and pull the selection into your project. When you release the left mouse button the
element is placed. 

The pointer changes form, from the arrow to a cross, as soon as you pull the element into the view window in
order to place the object. The selected object is not displayed as long as the pointer is moving over the view
window. Only after placing the object is the selected object displayed with a selection frame around it. 

If you’ve selected an object or a group of objects through the Objects menu, pull it into your project without
pressing the mouse button. The element is placed at the designated position when you click the left mouse
button.

When placing elements, you can enable the Collision control function by pressing the Ctrl key. This
Collision control prevents you from placing an element on, over, or otherwise in the same space as an
existing object.

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

Plan view (color)

 In this type of view, the pointer takes the form of the 3D mouse pointer, and has all its functions. You can
place your objects precisely in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions. 

Loading objects from the catalog

If you have selected an object or a group of objects from the object and texture catalog, pull this into your
project while pressing the left mouse button. By pressing the left mouse button alone you place the element
in the X- and Y- directions, and if you press the left and right mouse buttons together you place the elements
in the X- and Z- directions. Release the left mouse button to place the element. 

The pointer is seen in the view from above as a red cross. The selected object is not displayed as long as the
pointer is moving over the view window. Only after placing the object is the object itself shown, and then it will
be marked with a selection frame (after placing an object, it’s still the selected object).

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

Loading with the menu

If you’ve selected an object or a group of objects from the Objects menu, pull it into your project without
pressing the mouse button. You place the element in the X- and Y- directions, while you can place the
element in the X- and Z- directions by pressing the right mouse button. When the element is in position, click
the left mouse button to place it. 

The selected element is immediately displayed in the view window and after it’s placed it is marked with a
selection frame.

When placing elements, you can enable the Collision control function by pressing the Ctrl key. This
Collision control prevents you from placing an element on, over, or otherwise in the same space as an
existing object. 
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Perspective view

 In this type of view the pointer, like in Plan view (color), has the appearance and full functions of the 3D
mouse pointer. You can place your objects in all three (X-, Y-, and Z-) directions. 

The movement and function of the 3D mouse pointer in your project,  in  combination with  the left  and right
mouse  buttons,  varies  according  to  the  settings  made  in  the  General  options  dialog  box.  The  specific
settings  are  made  in  the  Viewing  buttons  and  3D  movement  section.  You  can  open  this  dialog  box  by
selecting the menu Options – Program – General. 

If you have selected an object or a group of objects from the object and texture catalog, pull this into your
project while pressing the left mouse button (or both left and right mouse buttons). 

Depending on the settings in the General options dialog box placing the element varies in behavior
depending on whether only the left mouse button is held down, or if both the left and right mouse button are
held down. When you release the left mouse button the element is placed.

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

If you selected an object or a group of objects with the Objects menus, pull this into your project without
pressing any mouse buttons.

When the element is in position, place it by clicking the left mouse button. In this scenario, the left mouse
button has no function. With the right mouse button you control the depth. 

After placement, the selected element is displayed immediately in the view window and is marked with a
selection frame. 

When placing elements, you can enable the Collision control function by pressing the Ctrl key. This
Collision control prevents you from placing an element on, over, or otherwise in the same space as an
existing object. 

Selecting and deselecting objects

All elements that you want to process must first be selected. The method of selecting objects in Design
mode is identical in all three types of view. It also applies equally to both objects and groups of objects. Only
the selection frames differ in their appearance from each other, depending on the type of view. In some
situations, most construction elements can be selected and edited in Design mode. 

Selecting or deselecting a single object

You can select an object by left-clicking it. The selected object is then show with a selection frame. You can
deselect a selected object by selecting another object, or by clicking in an area containing no objects. 

Selecting or deselecting multiple objects

You can select multiple objects by pressing the Shift key while you left-click the relevant objects. If you click
a second time on an already selected object while pressing the Shift key, it is deselected. 

Selecting all objects

You can select all objects in your project by left-clicking the  icon or by selecting the menu Edit – Select
all. 
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Moving objects and groups of objects

Only objects and groups of objects that are selected can be moved. The type of movement differs somewhat
between the three types of view. The selection frames indicate different types of view, i.e. they too vary
according to the type of view. While you’re moving objects or groups of objects, the objects’ selection frames
are temporarily hidden (just like when you placed the objects in the first place). The pointer’s form and
function depends on the type of view you’re in. 

In order to prevent objects from setting into one another or being moved into a wall, press the Ctrl key when
moving objects. Hereby Collision control is switched on. The object can now be easily placed, for example,
directly beside another object or directly at the wall’s edge without any conflict. 

The Snap in Design mode function can also be used to make objects snap to other objects when being
moved.

SEE ALSO:

Views

Moving objects and groups of objects with the grid enabled

If the  icon is activated in Design mode, the objects you’re moving will snap on the grid, exactly the same
as moving elements in Construction mode. This also applies in Perspective view, where the objects will snap
on the grid not only in width and depth, but also along the height of the adjusted grid. 

If the snap function in Design mode is also activated, other objects or construction elements will also be used
during snapping.

Note: In Plan view (color) and Perspective view, the grid is not displayed even if it is switched on. 

SEE ALSO:

Coordinate and grid origin set

Moving objects in plan view

 A black selection frame surrounds the selected objects and groups of objects. You can only move the
objects in the X- and Y- directions. The pointer has the function of the 2D pointer.

SEE ALSO:

Plan view

Moving objects in plan view (color)

Movement in width (X) and depth (Y)

Movement in width (X) and height (Z)

Movement in width (X) and depth (Y)

Movement in width (X) and depth (Y)

Move the pointer into the area of the selected objects or groups and move the objects or groups of objects
while pressing the left mouse button. Releasing the mouse button places the element. 

The selected objects and groups can be moved only in the X- and Y- directions. Movement in the Z-direction
is not possible using only the left mouse button. 
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Movement in width (X) and height (Z)

Move the pointer into the area of the selected objects or groups and move the objects or groups of objects
while pressing both the left and right mouse buttons. Releasing the mouse button places the element.

The selected objects and groups can be moved only in the X- and Z- directions. Movement in the Y-direction
is not possible using both the left and right mouse button together. 

Moving objects in perspective view

In this type of view the 3D mouse pointer contains a shadow. The pointer’s shadow is displayed under the
selection frames and indicates the connection between the floor level of the floor and the objects to be
moved. You can use this shadow jet in order to measure where the object will land after releasing the left
mouse button, if this object is set to fall to the floor. 

You can control how the right mouse button affects moving objects in the General options dialog box.

Movement in width (X), depth (Y), and height (Z)

The movement and function of the 3D mouse pointer in your project, when using both the left and right
mouse buttons, is dictated by the settings in the General options dialog box. You can open this dialog box
by selecting the menu Options – Program – General. 

Note: In order to simplify the process of moving objects, it can be practical to open a second view
window of your project. The first window, for example, could show Plan view or Plan view (color), and
the second window could show Perspective view. You might find that it is easier placing objects this
way, using multiple – and different – view types.

In Plan view or Plan view (color), objects can be easily moved in the X- and Y- directions, while Perspective
view is best for easily moving objects in the Z-direction. 

SEE ALSO:

Program options

Loading and saving objects

Besides working with objects and groups of objects through the object and texture catalog, you can also load
and save objects through the Objects menu. If you select from the Objects menu Load object… or Save
object… a dialog box appears where you can continue the respective function. These dialog boxes are
described in detail in the following paragraphs. 

Save object dialog box

You can open this dialog box by selecting the menu Objects – Save object…. This menu is only available if
one - and only one object - is selected. If no object is selected or if multiple objects are selected, this menu is
grayed out and inactive.

The dialog box that appears is the standard Windows file selector dialog box. From here you can save the
object as an ARCON object (ACO).

Load object dialog box

You can open this dialog box by selecting the menu Objects – Load object…. 

The only difference between this dialog box and the normal Windows file selector dialog box is that this
dialog box has a preview window. In the preview window you can see an object before you actually load it
into ARCON. Before you can preview an object, however, you must select a valid ARCON object (*.aco or
*.o2c) in the file list. 
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Note: After selecting a file in the file selector, but before you actually load it, you can preview multiple
objects in the same folder by pressing the up and down arrow keys. This changes the highlighted file in
the file selector and displays the current file in the preview window.

Eleco 3D player

The Eleco 3D Player is a program that can be used to display three-dimensional objects in various ways.

The Eleco 3D Player is what is known as an ActiveX control for the PC which allows o2c objects and ARCON
objects (ACO) to be viewed not just in ARCON but also compatible with MS® Office, web sites and CD
presentations.

This document does not include complete documentation for the Eleco 3D Player. The latest version of this
documentation and the Player can be found at www.o2c.com.

Loading Objects, Textures and Groups from the Database

If there is a database containing objects, textures and materials registered in ARCON, a slightly different
dialog box will be displayed. You can then decide whether you want to search the file system on your
computer or the installed databases.

To do this, select the relevant option between Files and Databases displayed at the top right of this dialog
box.

SEE ALSO:

Loading and saving objects

Loading MicroFe FEA files

The request for static calculations of buildings has increased in recent years. 3D FEM models help to enter
and transfer into calculations a near-reality model. The finite elements program MicroFe,, makes efficient
modules available for the enter, calculation, and resulting views of 3D FEM models (also see the support for
ARCON section at the end of this manual). 

Now there is a helpful supplement to the geometrical checking of the created FEM models. In ARCON, the
created FEA files can be read in and displayed in 3D. Walls and other elements are shown in their true
thickness. You can immediately detect errors in the thickness specification here. Supports and upper beams
display their true cross-sectional dimensions. Thus, incorrect entries of support dimensions and their
adjustments can be identified. 

The size and mass of upper beams is considered for the view and can easily be checked. The cross-section
and materials used are shown in different colors. 

With complex constructions, sub ranges of the model can be defined as transparent so that you can identify
certain details behind them. Naturally you also have the option of moving the spatial arrangement with the
mouse using ARCON’s basic techniques. 

To load FEA files, simply use the same dialog box as the normal file selector for loading objects. You need
only select the option MicroFe FEA-files in the Files of type: field.

Snap in Design mode

In ARCON, objects in Design mode will also snap in a similar way to elements in Construction mode. If the
snapping is activated using the relevant dialog box and you move a 3D object – regardless of the view – it will
snap to objects and elements if it gets too close to objects or even walls and other construction elements.
This is shown in the fact that the object will adopt this snapped position and only a transparent shadow from
the object remains at the point where the mouse is positioned. 

If there are various different objects close to the object which that object could snap to, the alternative snap
positions can be selected using the key combination Ctrl+F, in exactly the same way as in Construction
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mode. If an object is snapped to by another object or design element, the orientation of the snapped object
or element will also be modified accordingly. For example, if you move a sofa rotated by 20 degrees and
drag it close to a straight wall, the sofa will automatically be rotated back by 20 degrees as well.

The snapping function in Design mode can also be useful when you want to compile a construction element
from various objects and you want each object to be positioned directly against the other.

Snap in Design mode dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking  in Design mode or by using the key combination
Ctrl+Spacebar.

This dialog box contains the settings for the snapping functions for objects in Design mode, and how those
objects behave during the snapping process.

Select the On option to use the snapping function, and use Off to deactivate all the snapping functions when
moving objects. 

The Snap range and Maximum rotation angle input boxes are used to specify the strength of the snapping
force exerted on objects. The Snap range input box determines the maximum size of the distance between
objects before an object snaps to the other. This is specified in pixels. For example, if 20 is entered here,
and an object being moved approaches an object at closer than 20 pixels (this specification applies to the
center of the depth range in Perspective views), this object will be snapped. The Maximum rotation angle
input box is used to specify the maximum amount a snapped object can be rotated for its position to be
adjusted to the snapped object. A value of 0 means that the object is not rotated at all.

Snap section

This subsection is used to specify the points to which an object being moved can snap. The details can be
entered separately for Surfaces, Edges and Corners to specify whether or not these are used for snapping. 

Here is an example: Let’s say you are moving a sofa in the direction of a wall. If Surfaces, Edges and
Corners are selected, the sofa will snap both to the surfaces (sides of walls) and to the edges (external
edges of the wall sides) and to the corners (the corners of the wall sides). Corners have priority over edges,
and edges have priority over surfaces. In other words, if the sofa comes close to the corner of a wall, the
sofa will snap to this corner if Corners is selected. If the sofa is moved close to the edge of a wall (and if
there is no corner nearby or Corners is not selected), the sofa will snap to the edges of the wall. Lastly, the
sofa will snap to the wall surfaces if those surfaces are closer than an edge or corner of a wall, or if Corners
and Edges are not selected.

The subsection of the Snap to is used to set which object is to be used as the snapping object for objects
being moved. Walls, floors and ceilings, other construction objects, for example, windows or doors,
furnishing objects and groups can be switched on and off separately. 

So if you only want objects to snap to walls, and not to other objects, for example, select only Walls, Floors
and Ceilings. If Groups is selected, the box surrounding the group will be used as the snapping object. If
Groups is not selected, the objects will behave as normal objects, i.e. each object will be snapped
separately.

Groups snap during movement check box

Just as groups can be used as snapping objects - as described above - they can also be snapped when
being moved. With the Groups snap during movement option selected, the entire group is used as an
object when being moved, where the snapping object is the box surrounding the group. If the check box is
not selected, each object in the group will be snapped separately.

Note: If normal ARCON objects are being used, the box surrounding the objects will be used as the
snapping object. However, the information on where an object’s snapping points, edges and surfaces
are located, are normally properties of that object. This means it is possible that there is an object called
reel, for example, which can only snap into a gap in a working surface made specifically for that object.
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These special objects and other features are included in special versions of ARCON, for example,
kitchen plans.

Object properties dialog box

This dialog box is displayed after double-clicking the left mouse button on an object. The object can – but
doesn’t have to be selected before double-clicking.

It consists of up to four tabs General, Light source, Internet and 2D-symbol. The General tab is used to
make general settings relating to the object. The Light sources tab is only displayed if there are light
sources defined in the object. The Internet tab is used to provide more detailed information on the object
from the Internet.

SEE ALSO:

General tab

Light source tab

Internet tab

2D Symbol tab

General tab

All objects have predefined properties, such as its appearance, as well as other properties, which may not be
immediately obvious. This dialog box can be used to change those properties. This means, for example, that
you can change the behavior of an object during positioning or change the details for the light source for
lighting objects.

The top section of this box gives the name of the object. Underneath the name, on the left, is a section with
the properties to be changed, and on the right is the section with the preview window.

Dimensions

In this section the current dimensions are displayed numerically. These include the object’s Length (x),
Width (y) and Height (z). These values can be changed by clicking the up and down arrows to the right of
each field, or by clicking in the respective field and entering a value with the keyboard. . 

Allow distortion check box

If you activate the Allow distortion check box, the dimensions of the object are not dependent upon each
other and can be modified independently as you wish. Normally (without this switch checked) the object’s
proportions remain intact, so if you change one value the others change accordingly. But if you check this
switch, you can change each value independently, for example, to change the length but keeping the height
and width at their original values. You can also interactively modify the dimensions of an object by clicking
and dragging on the corners of the selection frame. When you do modify an object’s size interactively in this
manner, the Allow distortion setting is considered, and the function and the object’s appearance vary
accordingly.

Mirror check box

If the Mirror check box is activated, the object’s sides are interchanged, i.e. reflected over the object’s

center. This function is identical to clicking the   icon. 

SEE ALSO:

Mirror objects and groups
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Adjust height (‘after free fall’) check box

If you activate Adjust height (‘after free fall’) objects fall automatically into your project when you place or
move them. If this function is activated, Height above floor is grayed out and inactive. 

This function is not available for all objects. There are objects for which it is undesirable to fall to the base, for
example, a heating element. With such objects this check box is grayed out and you can numerically specify
the height in the field Height above floor. If the Height above floor field is grayed out, still the actual height
of the object over the upper edge of the floor is indicated here. For example, if a cup is to sit at 80 cm on a
desk, the height of the cup (80 cm) is indicated here.

If you do not activate Adjust height (‘after free fall’) you can specify the object’s height in the field Height
above floor, where the object is placed at the specified height over the floor via numeric entry. For example,
sinks and their taps can be attached at an exact distance from the floor and heating elements can be
mounted at a certain height. 

Adapt to surroundings check box

This check box serves to accurately adapt objects’ form to areas. When active, an individual object is always
adapted along its longest axis. This means that  ARCONcalculates the height of an area at the beginning and
end of the object. The distance between them is adjusted so that, for example, with fences, symmetrical
contour results. 

When moving site lines all objects are automatically adapted to the area (if this box is checked). 

For example, the automatic adaptation of objects or groups of objects to areas when shifting site lines makes
sense for fences, but not for trees, which should remain in their original position and state. If you select a
group of trees, you can switch off this adjustment for the entire group in the Group properties dialog box.

If you do not move a fence manually over the site edge, you must activate the check box, which by default is
deactivated, in order to adapt the fences to the area.

SEE ALSO:

Property and ground area dialog box

Move with building check box

When you move or mirror a building (only ARCON has the mirror function), that contains objects, these
objects are generally moved or mirrored accordingly. This also applies to objects that are outside of the
building, but were placed at the time that the building was the active building (in this case, the object still 
belongs to the building, regardless of the fact that the object is outdoors). 

If an object should be fixed in its location and not moved or rotated along with the building, this check box
should be checked. Note that ARCON automatically enables this check box for edges of areas. The reason
for  this  is  as  follows:  If  a  building  is  moved,  the  area  under  the  building  is  not  moved;  so  the  area  edges
accordingly are not moved. 

Use raytracing shadow

With this check box you can specify whether an individual object should cast shadows or not when the
display image is rendered with the raytracer. 

This option is practical, for example, if you have an object gutter-pipe and you don’t want the gutters throwing
shadows onto the exterior walls of your building. In this case you would want to uncheck this box to disable
shadows for this object.

By default, this switch is enabled for all objects.
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Create shadow with raytrace check box

With this check box you can specify whether an individual object should cast shadows or not when the
display image is rendered with the raytracer. 

This option is practical, for example, if you have an object gutter-pipe and you don’t want the gutters throwing
shadows onto the exterior walls of your building. In this case you would want to uncheck this box to disable
shadows for this object.

By default, this switch is enabled for all objects.

Snap during movement and Use as snap target check boxes

If object snapping is activated in Design mode, objects will normally snap to other objects or to construction
elements (e.g. walls) when being moved. These two check boxes can be used both to specify whether or not
the object snaps to others when moved, and whether other objects being moved are snapped to that object.

Light source tab

Note: This tab is only available for objects which have light sources defined.

Here you have the option of optimising and altering the light source and its intensity for the display in
ARCON. You can control the area of the light beam, regulate the brightness of the light, choose the color of
the bulb, or switch off the light altogether.

This section is active only with lights (lamps); otherwise the section is grayed out and does not function. In
this section of the dialog box, you can optimise and change the light source, and its intensity. You can control
the size of the light cone section, the brightness of the light, the color of the light bulb, and even switch the
light off altogether. 

All modifications made here affect only the view of your project in the night view.

SEE ALSO:

Night view

Influence

The Influence controls the size of the light cone. The larger you set this value, the further this lamp, projects
light into the scene. 

Intensity

If you move this slider, you’ll change the brightness of the light in your project. The brighter the lamp, i.e. its
intensity, the higher the contrast of objects shadows in your project. This affects only those objects that are
illuminated by this lamp. 

In particular, when calculating raytraced pictures it is important that you do not set the intensity of light
sources too high, because otherwise overexposure will occur.

Color

This function is used to set the illumination color for lamps.

By clicking the Define… button, you’ll open the standard color selector dialog box. 

By adjusting the lighting color, you can mix different light effects by assigning different colors to different
lamps. The colors of the individual lamps ignore each other (they operate independently, as they should) and
so you can create interesting effects with the Raytracer.

SEE ALSO:
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Raytracing options

Raytrace shadow

If you activate this check box, each object that is illuminated by this lamp throws a shadow. 

The lamp in this case of course is the source of the shadows. The contrast of the shadow varies according to
the settings Influence and Intensity. 

With this adjustment you can control the lighting effects upon different objects which are illuminated by
multiple lamps, and adjusting the parameters for individual lamps and objects, you can achieve interesting
effects with the raytracer.

You may want to deactivate the Raytrace shadow check box if, for example, you simply want to hang a
lamp and see how its light affects the overall light level, without regard to shadows.

The basic rule is that you’ll always have shadows cast from objects, which are set to cast shadows, if they’re
lit by a lamp with the Raytrace shadow box checked.

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

With lighting

This check box is just like a light switch. The lamp and its light are switched on or off according to this switch.
When it is switched off (the box unchecked), the lamp has no effect on the lighting of your project in the night

view. This function is identical to clicking the  icon when the lamp is selected in Design mode. 

With this function you can switch on or off individual lamps in an object in order to evaluate their individual
effects upon the illumination of your project.

SEE ALSO:

Night view

Lights on/off

Preview button

Clicking on this button will use the current light source settings for the perspective view, so that the effects of
the light source in the overall scene can be viewed before the settings are finally made by pressing OK.

Light calculation section

The settings made in this section are used only when calculating real-time shadow. These settings can make
a huge difference to both the calculation time and the shadow display. 

The Samples per direction function is used to set how many sub-light sources the light source is divided
into. For each of these light sources, an overall calculation is carried out. The result of all sub-light sources is
then added together. Permissible values are 1 to 6, where a total of 16*16 samplings are carried out for 16.
Shadows created in this way then have up to 256 levels of intensity. 

The Radius per direction input box is used to specify the effective radius of the light source itself. Any
values greater than or equal to zero are permissible here. Selecting a value other than zero will evenly
distribute the relevant sub-light sources in a section which has an expansion of Radius per direction.
Shadows created in this way are therefore the same as shadows from surface light sources.

The diagram below shows the shadow calculations for various light source settings in the far corner of the
room (from top left to bottom right (sampling, expansion in cm): (1,0) , (4,5) , (4,25) , (16,25)).
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Internet tab

In ARCON, the origin of an object on the Internet can normally be saved in any object. Particularly if you are
using o2c objects downloaded from the Internet, a Web address will normally be saved in these objects.
Double-click an object to call up the relevant information again on the Internet tab. The computer must have
an open connection to the Internet in order to do this.

The entire Internet tab will be displayed on this tab. In addition, the URL input box can be used to enter a
different Internet address and to use this tab to surf the Internet.

If there is no URL saved in the object, a default Internet page will be displayed.

If the connection to the Internet is taking too long due to a poor connection, the Cancel button can be used to
cancel the download process. The Back button can be used to open up the previous address entered into
the URL input box.

Note: The size of the Object properties dialog box can be changed. For example, double-clicking the
title bar for the dialog box will maximise the box in order to view the entire Internet page, or the
right-hand bottom edge can be dragged to change the size of the box.

2D Symbol tab

You have the possibility of designing a 2D symbol to represent a 3D object when in 2D mode. The 2D symbol
can be stored in the object for future use. Click the 2D-Symbol tab to activate the 2D-Symbol dialog box:

The dialog box will initially display the original 2D symbol.

The 2D-Symbol Editor will allow you to:
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· Load alternative 2D DXF files

· Edit the 2D symbol

Note: ARCON can create groups of selected objects. A 2D symbol can not be assigned to a group.

Icon bar

The icon bar consists of the following icons through which you use the functions of the 2D-Symbol Editor:

Select

 The Select icon is used to select an individual element within the 2D-Symbol. When selected an element
is highlighted in red. You may also drag a frame around a number of elements and all elements within the
frame become selected.

Load

 The Load icon consists of 3 parts:

Load DXF-layer

You can select a DXF file to load as a new symbol for your current object.

If the DXF file contains multiple layers, you may display and select the layers to preview and load. The layer
may also be rotated.

Load symbol for object

You can reload the original 2D-Symbol for the current object. You will be warned that any existing work will
be lost.

Load from library

You can load a symbol for your current object from a library of 2D symbols. The symbols are found in the 2D
Symbol library have the extension .2dt.

Save

 This will save your current symbol into the Symbol Library. The file created will have the extension .2dt
and can be reloaded using the Load icon

Line

 You can draw individual lines in your symbol. The line is defined by clicking on a start point and then an
end point. A preview of the line is displayed as you move the mouse.

Rectangle

 The first click will define one corner of a rectangle. A second click will define the opposite corner of the
rectangle. A preview of the rectangle is displayed as you move the mouse.
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Poly-line

 This will create multiple chain lines. The first mouse click will define the start point and each subsequent
click will define the next point of the poly-line. The poly-line is terminated by pressing the Esc key.

Ellipse

 This will create an ellipse. The first and second click will define the position and size of the ellipse.

Vertical guideline

 This icon will allow you to place vertical guidelines. A single click will position the guideline.

 This icon will allow you to place horizontal guidelines. A single click will position the guideline.

Free guideline

 This icon will allow you to place free guidelines. The first click will  position the guide line vertically. The
line will then rotate with the movement of the mouse and will then be positioned with a second click.

Zoom icon

 This icon will allow you  to draw a rectangular frame around the area if  interest. You will then zoom into
this area.

Show all objects

 After selecting this icon, all 2D objects will become visible. 

Show entire symbol

 After selecting this icon, the entire 2D symbol will become visible.

Grid show/hide

 This icon controls the visibility of the grid. A right click on this icon will activate the a dialog box that will
allow you to change the grid spacing.

Guideline show/hide

 This icon controls the visibility of the guidelines.

Ruler show/hide

 This icon controls the visibility of the ruler.

Options

The section of this dialog box have two check boxes:

Original in gray
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Save symbol in object

Selecting this check box will display the original object symbol in gray. 

If you require the new 2D symbol to be associated with the 3D objects for all projects, then you can save it
within the 3D object ACO object.

Note: Projects that are already using a modified 3D object, will also be modified when they are next
loaded.

Context Menu

If you right click within the 2D-Symbol design window you will be presented with a context menu.

If this option is enabled you will snap to any 2D object.

The cursor will snap to the object origin.

Status line

The status line contains will display the current x, y co-ordinates of the cursor.

Keyboard shortcuts

Ctrl+ASelect all

DeleteDelete selected elements

Esc Cancel or end the current function

+/- Zoom in/Zoom Out

 

Animated objects

Some of the objects used in ARCON can be animated. For example, an animated cabinet can have doors
that open and close and drawers that pull out from the cabinet. 

You can detect animated objects in the following ways: 

If you double-click an animated object or if you see it in a preview window directly under the preview window,
you’ll see a slider control as well as a Start and a Stop button. 

If you move this slider, you’ll see the object move through its animation. The slider determines the pace and
position of the animation. If you click the Play button, the animation is played in sequence. By clicking the
Stop button you stop the animation playback. 
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If you’ve placed an animated object in your project, and you move the mouse pointer over the object, the
mouse pointer changes to: 

If you right-click an animated object in Design mode, a pop-up menu appears. This menu varies depending
on the type of object. 

In the menu different options let you play back different parts of the animation. For example, if you have an
animated cabinet, with which the cabinet doors can be opened and closed, one menu entry might display as 
Open cabinet doors and another as Close cabinet doors. 

When you see the menu Set animation point… (the last element in the pop-up menu), you can select this
element to open a dialog box where you can enter any point in time of the objects’ movement. If you move
the slider control in this dialog box, the object will go through its animation steps according to the slider
position. Once you’ve achieved the relevant position or appearance, click OK. 

If an animated object is not in its original state (the status it had when you loaded it into your project), the first
menu in the pop-up menu is always Reset to start position. If you select this menu the object is reset to the
status it had when it was first loaded. 

Note: Some independent movements of animated objects can last quite a while. You can abort the
animation by pressing the Esc key. The object will immediately terminate its movement and its position
will be set to that of the end of the animation. 

Defining groups

In ARCON you can define groups of individual objects in order to use the group later or to save such groups
in your own catalog and use them later in different projects. You can quickly access these often-used object
groups. In doing so, you save the time you’d otherwise need for loading the individual objects and grouping
them. 

For example, you can create and save entire combinations of individual objects, such as a complete dinette
with desk, chairs, dome lamp, and desk decorations. 

Creating groups

All objects that you would like to compile into a group in your project must first be selected and then
grouped. 

In order to select multiple objects, keep the Shift key held down and click successively on the objects you’d

like to group. Next, left-click the   icon or select the menu Edit – Group. The selected objects are

grouped and marked with a large selection frame. By clicking  or selecting the menu Edit – Ungroup the
group is split up into individual objects. 

In the Group properties dialog box you can assign a name to this group, and change it.

SEE ALSO:

Ungroup objects

Saving and loading groups

If you would like to save a group of objects that you’ve created for later use, or if you want to load a saved
group, select the menus Objects – Save group or Objects – Load group respectively. You can also draw
the group of objects into a file in the object and texture catalog. 

By using the menus Objects – Save group or Objects – Load group a dialog box is opened where you can
save or load a group, respectively. After you have loaded and placed a group, a selection frame appears
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around the group (just like loading any object). Such groups have the same properties as any other objects,
and can be edited the same way as well. 

To delete a saved group, first select the file (in which the group was saved) in one of the dialog boxes by
clicking it. If you then press the Delete key the group file and its contents are deleted. 

Group properties

If you’ve combined several objects or groups into a group, you can adjust their settings like any object. You
can open the Group properties dialog box by double-clicking any of the objects in the group.

This dialog box is almost identical to the Object properties dialog box. In this paragraph the differences
between the two dialog boxes are described. 

In the dialog box there is an input box at the top where you can give a name to the group. <Unnamed group>
is the default. The other entries in this dialog box refer not to an individual object like the object properties,
but to all objects in the group. 

The Size section of the dialog box specifies not the size of an object in the group, but the size of the total
group in width, length and height. If you adjust the specifications for light sources, these specifications are
used for all lamps in the group. 

As for objects, the Light sources tab is only displayed if at least one light source in the group has been
defined.

Designating groups

Contrary to objects, for which a name is already established and saved in the object, groups do not have a
predefined name. You can enter the relevant name at the top input box of the dialog box. You see the group
names by clicking them again, and when you use drag-and-drop to copy the group into the catalog. 

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

Collision control
Basically you know that an object or groups of objects has limits on its placement in any part of your project.
It is possible to place, say, an armchair into a cabinet that of course will not display normally. 

In order to prevent this you can use the so-called Collision control. This function internally calculates while
you’re placing objects and groups of objects whether it would collide with any other existing objects. 

Since Collision control is a laborious and computing-intensive operation, it is switched off by default. Also, it
’s generally not needed, for example, if you’re simply moving a cabinet from one corner of a room to another.
You can switch Collision control on by pressing the Ctrl key while you’re placing or moving an object or
group of objects.

While pressing the Ctrl key, an object can be adjusted only in free space. This means that, continuing with
our example, if you are moving the armchair and come too close to the cabinet, ARCON will prevent further
movement in that direction. 

Collision control is also very well suited to placing objects, for example, in Plan view  or in Plan view

(color) .

It is also very helpful, for example, during the composition of a wall cabinet from several individual cabinet
sections. To do this, select a cabinet section already placed in the room and move it while pressing the Ctrl
key so it’s up against a wall, until it cannot be moved any further. The cabinet section is now as close as
possible to the wall. Next, proceed with a second cabinet section exactly as you did with the first. Move this
cabinet section as close as possible not only to the wall but also to the first cabinet section, until it likewise
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cannot be moved any further. The cabinet sections now lie side by side and directly against the wall. If any
adjustment is necessary, simply press the Ctrl key and move the cabinet in the relevant direction so it’s flush
with the wall and the other cabinets. By continuing this, you can build in a nice cabinet set, placing the
sections exactly where they should go and without placing any one object over or in another.

You can also use this procedure for placing furniture freely in a room, to control the distances between
objects and ensure that no unnatural placements occur.

Selection frame

If an object is selected, it is enclosed in Plan view with a line frame and in Plan view (color) or Perspective
view with a transparent frame. You can edit objects in ARCON’s Design mode only if you have first selected
the object. 

The view of the selection frame varies depending on which type of view you’re in. 

Plan view

Selected objects and groups of objects are shown in Plan view with a green frame with red corners. If the
object is set for distorted scaling (as set in the Object properties dialog box), blue markers appear at the
centers of the green edge lines. In this case you can pull on the edges or corners of the object (or the group
of objects) to scale it. If distorted scaling is not active, you can only pull on the red corners of the selection
frame to scale the object (or group of objects) symmetrically. 

The right mouse button does not have a function, and thus no effect, on the selection frame in this view. If
distorted scaling is not active, you can resize the object only symmetrically in width, depth and height. 

By double-clicking the selected object or group of objects you’ll open the Object properties dialog box or
Group properties dialog box. In this dialog box you can check the Allow distortion box. If you do, the
selection frame now displays eight squares: Four in the corners and four more, which are situated in the
centers of the selection frame’s edges. With these squares you can change the width, the height and the
depth of the object independently. 

Plan view (color) and perspective view

objects are enclosed with a 3D selection frame. The edges and corners as well as the middle of this frame
are colored. These colored markings indicate the fact that you can change the object’s dimensions
independently with Allow distortion checked. 

Colored markings of the selection frame are as follows: 

Red corners: Change all three dimensions:

(width, height and depth). 

The diagonally facing corner remains unchanged. 

Green edges: Change two dimensions:

(width + height, width + depth, or height + depth). 

The diagonally facing edge remains unchanged. 

Blue disc: In the center of the selection area changes the dimensions:

(width or height or depth) independently. 

The opposite side or area remains unchanged. 

If the pointer is over one of the colored markings, its form changes to a cross. You can change the size or
dimensions of the object by moving the mouse while pressing the left mouse button. 
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If distorted scaling is inactive, you can scale the object only at the red corners and only symmetrically in
width, depth and height. In the selection frame’s center, the blue ball indicates that distorted scaling is active
and you can scale any one of the object’s dimensions independently of the other dimensions.

In the Object properties dialog box you can activate Allow distortion as described previously. The blue
discs on the selection frame are then shown. All corners, edges and sides have the functions described
above. 

Any modifications you make to objects and opening the Object properties dialog box and clicking the Set
defaults button can reverse groups of objects. This will restore the object to its original size.

Note: There are no color differentiations for construction elements selected in Design mode. Only a
green selection frame is displayed for these elements. For windows and doors, however, selection
squares at the height of the top edge of the floor to which the elements belong can also be displayed
(see section below).

Construction elements in Design mode

Various construction elements (in other words, elements entered in Construction mode) can be moved,
deleted and edited in Design mode. To do this, these construction elements are used just like normal objects
in Design mode. They are selected, moved and deleted in more or less the same way, although it is not
normally possible to enter a height for moving objects. 

Double-clicking on a construction element will open the corresponding options dialog box to change the
properties in Design mode. The following construction elements can be manipulated in Design mode:

Windows

Doors

Skylights

Stairs

Ceiling tiles

Blocks

Supports

Chimneys

Balconies

Railings

Note: In Design mode, photovoltaic elements and thermo collectors can be treated as skylights.

Whether or not the construction elements given can actually be selected (and therefore changed), is
controlled using the Construction elements in Design mode dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Construction elements in Design mode options dialog box

Defining windows and doors in design mode

In addition to the option of changing certain construction elements in Design mode, windows, skylights and
doors can be entered in that mode. The sections below describe the procedure for doors – but the procedure
for windows and skylights is identical.
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Inserting doors in design mode

It is possible to insert doors into your plan in Design mode. In the Texture and object catalog, there is an

icon  for this purpose. Clicking this will display all the doors in the catalog which are available in
Construction mode. 

This means you can simply use drag & drop to insert a door from the catalog into your plan. Click a door,
hold down the left mouse button, and drag the mouse onto the wall in the plan where you want to position the
door. If there is sufficient space for the door in this wall, it will be displayed automatically and can be moved
anywhere, whilst the left mouse button is being held down. Releasing the mouse button will position the door
accordingly. The height at which the door is inserted into the wall is given by the current floor and the sill
height set for the door. These default properties for the door can be set in Construction mode by
right-clicking on the relevant door button, and using the setting in Design mode by right-clicking on the door
in the catalog and selecting Properties... or by double-clicking on the door in the catalog. The same dialog
box will be displayed as in Construction mode.

Once the door has been positioned by releasing the left mouse button, a dialog box will be opened which can
be used to specify the exact position of the door on the wall where you have inserted the door.

The Dimensions section can be used to specify the Width, Height and Sill height.  The Distance to wall
on section can be used to specify the distance of the element to the left or right side. Selecting Fix will not
change the distance to be kept when the complementary distance is changed. The width of the element will
then automatically be changed instead.

SEE ALSO:

Door options

Moving doors in design mode

Doors can be positioned as well as moved in Design mode. To do this, select a door in exactly the same way
as you would select any other object in Design mode. The door will then be surrounded by a green selection
frame. 

Note: The red corners on the selection frame will be missing as the door cannot be interactively
enlarged in Design mode. The relevant options dialog box can be used to set whether or not a door can
actually be selected and therefore moved in Design mode.

The door can then be moved whilst holding down the left mouse button. Remember that it is only possible to
move a door on a wall where that door has been defined. Also, it is not possible to change the door size
when accessing the ends of the wall, as when positioning the door, because the settings made for the door
width cannot be changed accidentally.

After the door has been changed using the method described, basically the same dialog box will be displayed
as the dialog box opened when inserting a new door in Design mode.

SEE ALSO:

Construction elements in design mode options dialog box

Deleting doors in design mode

If a door has been selected in Design mode, that door can be deleted simply by pressing the Del key. The
procedure is therefore basically the same as in Construction mode. 

Inserting, moving and deleting windows in design mode

The functionality for positioning, moving and deleting windows and skylights in Design mode is identical to

the procedure for doors, whereby clicking on  in the catalog will switch to the available windows, and

clicking  will switch to the available skylights. 
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However, unlike for windows and doors, the numeric entries for the position for skylights are not entered
relative to the walls but to the roof surface where the skylight is located.

This means that both a horizontal and a vertical shift can be entered in this dialog box, as the skylight can of
course only be moved in any direction on the roof surface.

Construction elements in design mode options dialog box

This dialog box is opened using the Options – Construction elements… menu in Design mode. The dialog
box is used to specify whether the different construction elements which can be changed in Design mode
can be edited (or selected) and moved. This means it is possible to prevent doors, windows and stairs being
moved accidentally in Design mode, for example. 

Selecting Additional highlighting for windows and doors will display green selection boxes for the
windows and doors on the top edge. These selection boxes can also be used instead of clicking on the
windows and doors directly. This is particularly useful in the Plan view (color) because it may not otherwise
be possible to see the windows and doors in certain views. However, this display may get in the way in
perspective views.

SEE ALSO:

Plan view

Using the vertical toolbar

With the following described functions you can change the position and status of elements already placed in
your project. These functions apply to individual objects as well as groups of objects in Plan view and Plan
view (color). You cannot directly modify an object’s dimensions with these functions. 

Select all

Each object in your project that you want to edit in any way must first be selected (and marked with a
selection frame). 

By left-clicking  or by selecting the menu Edit – Select all you will select all objects and groups of objects
in your project. Every object and group in your project is selected and marked with its own selection frame. 

Note: All objects and groups of objects are selected, even those on floors which are not visible. 

SEE ALSO:
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Visible floors

Group objects

By left-clicking  or selecting the menu Edit – Group, all selected objects are grouped together, into a
single group. A single large selection frame around the entire group replaces the individual selection frames
of the objects. 

You can treat such a group as if it were an individual object; i.e. you can move all objects in the group
simultaneously, or copy them, or delete them.

Groups of objects that you use often can be saved, and for easy access you can save these defined groups
in  the object  catalog.  So  you  can  define  your  own catalogs  where  you  can  save  and  load  frequently  used
objects and groups of objects. Additionally you can use the menus Save group and Load group. 

SEE ALSO:

Saving and loading groups

Ungroup objects

With this function you can ungroup a group of objects, into the objects or groups that compose it. This icon is
active only if a group is selected. 

You can ungroup a group of objects (or groups) by left-clicking  or by selecting the menu Edit – Ungroup
. 

Copy

This multi-function icon is active only if there is at least one selected object or group of objects. If there are
no selected objects or groups, this function is inactive and grayed out. 

The selected objects or groups are copied when you left-click  or you select the menu Edit – Copy. The
newly copied object is displayed with the selection frame, i.e. the original is deselected and the new copy is
selected. If you make additional copies without changing anything, the copy will be copied. The position of
the copy, relative to the original, can be adjusted in the Copy options dialog box.

The copied objects have the same properties as the original, which can be changed in the Object dialog box
or by changing it with the selection frame. 

Copy options dialog box

You open this dialog box by right-clicking the  icon. In the Positioning section you can specify the
direction of the copy, relative to the original. Options include To left, To right, Behind/above (2D) and In
front/below (2D). 

Delete

This function is active only if at least one object or group is selected. If no objects or groups are selected, the
function is inactive and the icon is grayed out. 

Selected objects and groups of objects can be deleted by left-clicking , pressing the Delete key, or by
selecting the menu Edit – Delete. 

With the Clear dialog box you can enable the option to confirm deletion when you’re deleting multiple objects
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or groups. This works as a simple safety mechanism. 

Delete dialog box

Right-clicking  opens this dialog box or by selecting the menu Options – Delete. 

If you’ve checked Multiple 3D objects, you’ll get a warning dialog box whenever you’re attempting to delete
multiple objects or multiple groups. With this dialog box you can cancel the operation in case you’ve made an
error, or if you’ve changed your mind. This is a safety measure, useful for those times, for example, when
you have selected a group when you thought you selected an object, or if you intended to select a single
object but accidentally selected multiple objects.

Confirming a deletion

If you’ve checked Multiple 3D objects in the Clear dialog box, this dialog box is automatically opened when
you attempt to delete multiple objects or groups. If you delete only a single object, this dialog box will never
display.

In this dialog box, the name of the respective object or group of objects about to be deleted is displayed. This
dialog box goes through each object or group one at a time. You can click Yes to delete the object whose
name is shown. You can click No to save the object named and continue to the next object scheduled for
deletion. You can click Delete all to delete all selected objects and groups and close this dialog box. Finally,
you can click Cancel or press the Esc key to close this dialog box without deleting any more objects or
groups.

Delete all menu

Selecting Edit – Delete all menu option will present you with a further menu containing a list of possible
elements that you can delete. Selecting an element type will delete all of those elements.

Rotate

 ARCON lets you rotate objects or groups of objects around any axis and reset the degree of rotation – if
required  –  to  the  load  position  of  the  object  or  group  of  objects.  All  icons  with  which  you  can  execute  a
rotation are active only with one or more selected objects or groups of objects. If no elements are selected,
all of the rotation icons are inactive and grayed out. 

In detail, the following rotations are available to you:

1. Rotate about the Z-, X-, or Y- axis: Here the rotation of the object or group of objects can be executed
over all directions of the 3D room. You can select to rotate an object or group of objects by a fixed angle,
or by an arbitrary, free angle. To select the relevant axis, click one of the three multi-function icons. 

If you right-click one of the three icons, the Rotate dialog box will appear in which you can specify whether
the rotation should be based on the Model or the World coordinates. 

Basically, all objects and groups of objects always rotate about their centers, around the upright central shaft
of the selection frame. Positive angles specify a rotation in the clockwise direction and negative angles
specify a rotation in the counter-clockwise direction. 

2. Free rotation: With this rotation form the object or group of objects can be rotated freely – depending on
which icon you selected – around the perpendicular axis and independently of a specific axis or angle. You
can move, shift, and twist the object in the display. 

3. Reset rotation: If you want to cancel all rotations previously executed, a Reset button is available. This
resets the object or the group of objects into their original, load positions. 

SEE ALSO:

Rotate about the Z -, Y -, or X- axis
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Free rotation

Restore objects to original orientation

Rotate about the Z -, Y -, or X- axis

          

Before you rotate an object or group of objects around one of the axes freely or by a fixed angle, you must
determine whether you want to use the model coordinates, or the world coordinates for the rotation. This
distinction is important if an object or group has already been rotated; in which case you modified the axes in
the rotation. Since in this case, the object axes and the world axes no longer correspond, you must specify
the axes system around which to rotate. When you first load an object, the difference is insignificant because
the object is placed with regards to both axes systems. 

To make the relevant adjustment, you must right-click the suitable multi-function icon. Subsequently, the 
Rotate dialog box is displayed. 

If you select the option Model coordinates, the object or the group of objects rotates around its own axis, or
around itself. With the option World coordinates (absolute Cartesian coordinates) the world system is used,
and the object’s position in the world will change accordingly. This adjustment corresponds to the rotation
you typically use for rotating the view. 

Rotate by fixed angle

In order to rotate a selected object or a selected group of objects by a fixed and defined angle, select the
appropriate angle of rotation around the relevant axis with the respective multi-function icon. 

With the predefined fixed angles, you can rotate an object or a group of objects over any axis by 90°, -90°,
45°, -45°, 30°, and -30°. 

If you want to rotate, for example, an object 30 degrees around the X-axis, select from the multi-function icon
the specific icon. If you now click the icon in the vertical toolbar, the selected object or group, continuing with
our example, is rotated 30 degrees around the X-axis. If you click again on this icon, you’ll rotate the object
another 30 degrees around the X-axis. 

Free rotation about an axis

Besides rotating around fixed angles, ARCON offers a free rotation technique. This special type of rotation –
which cannot be selected through the menus, but only with the icons in the vertical toolbar – makes it
possible for you to rotate elements around an axis by any degree. 

You can freely rotate an object or group of objects around any of the three axes. To do this, you must click 

 from one of the three variable axes icons. The Rotation dialog box subsequently appears. 

In this dialog box you can adjust the rotation angle via a slider control. By changing the value with the slider,
the object or group of objects is rotated by the specified angle. If you’re happy with the angle and object’s
rotation, acknowledge it by clicking OK. The element is placed in the new position and the dialog box is
closed. 

Besides controlling the rotation with the slider, you can enter a specific angle numerically. This accurate entry
of angles is useful if, for example, you’re aligning an object precisely to a wall, which was rotated within the
room. In this case you will first select the wall in Construction mode and read from the status line the angle of
the wall. Subsequently, you can return to Design mode and rotate the object to exactly the same angle. 
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If you click the Reset button, the rotation angle around the axis is reset to zero. The object or group of
objects is again in its original position, where it was before you accessed the rotation function. You can also
abort free rotation by pressing the Esc key, in which case the object likewise returns to its original position. 

Free rotation

Selected objects or groups of objects can be rotated freely in a room. As soon as you click one the 

icons, the mouse pointer changes to  Subsequently, you can rotate the object or group of objects in all
directions, independent of any axis or angle.

By  clicking  and  pressing  the  left  mouse  button  you  can  move  the  selected  object  and  see  its  position  in
real-time.  You  can  also  abort  this  procedure  by  pressing  the  Esc  key,  which  restores  the  element  to  its
original position.

If you select the first icon of the multi-function icon, you can rotate an object or group of objects freely around
the perpendicular axis. This function corresponds to freely rotating around the Z-axis. This way, you can align
the object or group of objects directly in the display without opening the Rotate dialog box or Rotate slider
control. 

Restore objects to original orientation

 With this icon, all rotations are reset. The object or group of objects appears in the position it had when it
was first loaded. This means that the orientation of an object appears as if it had just been loaded. 

The  Reset  button  in  the  Rotation  dialog  box  only  restores  the  object  to  its  orientation  before  you  began
rotating it within the dialog box. This position may or may not be the same as the object’s original position.

Mirror objects and groups

 This function is active only with one or more selected objects or groups of objects. If no elements are
selected, this icon is inactive and grayed out. 

The selected objects and groups of objects are mirrored, or reflected, by left-clicking the  icon or by
selecting the menu Edit – Mirror. 

All objects are mirrored over their central shaft, i.e. the sides of the objects are interchanged. For objects
within a group, not only are the sides interchanged, but also the object’s position within the group. 

Align
These functions are active only if you’ve selected at least two objects or groups of objects. If only one object
is selected, or if no object is selected, this button is inactive and grayed out. 

The selected objects and groups of objects are aligned by left-clicking the multi-function icon Align or by
selecting the menu Edit – Align. 

With the Align icon in the vertical toolbar you can select the type of alignment; with the menu you don’t have
this control – you’ll align the selected objects according to the selected icon in the multi-function icon.

You have the following options for aligning objects and groups of objects to each other: 

· Objects and groups of objects align left or align right. 

· Objects and groups of objects aligned horizontal centrally or horizontal by the same distance to a
central point.
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· Objects and groups of objects aligned above and below each other.

· Objects and groups of objects above or below, centrally or by the same distance to a central point.

· Objects and groups of objects aligned in height. 

· Objects and groups of objects aligned in height centrally or by the same distance to a central high
point. 

The following explains these functions. 

In the 2D views – Plan view and Plan view (color) – the terms Left, Right, Top and Bottom are obvious. You
can identify these terms by simply looking at the view window. You can also align objects in their height with
these views, but it’s unlikely you’ll use it since you cannot see the result directly.

In Perspective view, you can orient yourself to the specification of the Left and Right likewise in the display
(this does not change whether you’re looking at your project from the front or from the rear). The
specification Align behind and Align front is relative to your position – if you select Align behind , the
objects are always aligned in the direction running away from you (the function is independent, regardless of
which direction from which you look at your scene). The specification for Z-direction always concerns the
height, vertical to the floor, and upward in your project (which may not be evident in your display). 

If you have selected at least three objects or groups of objects, you can move them in such a way that the
distance between them is the same. For example, if you select four objects and then select the icon Align
equal spacing the first and last (fourth) objects remain unchanged in their position. The intermediate objects
are moved to the left or the right, so the resulting distances between the individual objects are all equal. 

Aligning objects and groups can require some training. Nevertheless, try working with the example files and
the different  alignment  functions to get  a basic  understanding  of  how it  works,  and  you’ll  find  it  a  practical
tool.

Lights on/off

 This icon is active only if  you’ve selected an object  that  projects light.  If  no lights are selected or  if  you
have no lights in your project, this icon is inactive and grayed out. 

You can switch individual lights on and off by left-clicking  or selecting the menu Edit – Object lights
on/off. 

If you switch to Night view , these lamps light up all rooms and their objects. If you are in the day view
the icon has no effect, as the lights in the room do not affect the lighting of your project in the day view. The
brightness of each light is set in the Object properties or Group properties dialog boxes. 

SEE ALSO:

Night view

Day view

Textures and materials pipette

  With  these  two  icons  in  the  vertical  toolbar  in  Design  mode  you  are  able  to  select  and  transfer
textures and materials from one part of your plan to another with ease. 
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Grabbing textures and materials

Clicking  will change the mouse pointer into a pipette. Position this pipette on the part of the plan
containing the texture and/or material you want to transfer. When there is a transferable texture or material
positioned underneath the pipette, this will be indicated by a small OK on the pipette.

Left-clicking will transfer the texture or material located underneath the pipette into a memory. The 

function will then be switched off and the function will switch on. The pipette will change into a paint tin
and you can apply the grabbed information onto other parts of your plan.

Transferring textures and materials

To apply textures and/or materials which you have previously grabbed using the pipette tool, click the 
icon. The cursor will then change into a paint tin. Move this cursor to the sections of your plan you want to
apply a texture or material, this will also be indicated by a small OK on the cursor. Clicking on one of these
points will transfer the grabbed texture or material onto that point. Whether the texture, material, or both is
transferred is set using a dialog box, which is opened by right-clicking the select and transfer texture icons
mentioned above.

Optimal color palette

 This icon displays only if you are running Windows in the indexed color mode, or the 256-color mode. In
this mode, Windows uses only 256 or fewer colors. If you’re running Windows in High color or True color
mode this icon is not shown.

When you run Windows in 256-color mode (indexed color), ARCON reduces the colors for the rendered
pictures in the view. The technique used for this, called Dithering, resembles that of pictures in a newspaper.
It has the benefit that images are calculated very quickly. The consequence is that the appearance is
seriously degraded. 

By clicking  you have the option of calculating an optimal color palette for a colored view. Despite the
limitation of 256 or fewer colors, acceptable results can be obtained for the color quality of the output. 

The current view is only temporarily optimised for the current window. All other views and Windows
applications may appear with distorted colors since their color palettes have been adjusted and no longer fit
the views. 

When saving colored views as a file you also have the option of optimising the color palette. This way you
can not only improve the image quality, but the size of the file can be reduced, up to a factor of three.

Note that this option exists to deliver the best possible screen display, and the same for saved pictures.
However, you can substantially improve the quality of the screen display and saved pictures by running 
Windows in high color or true color modes. This depends on your computer hardware; for additional
information please consult your Windows documentation or the documentation for your video card. 

SEE ALSO:

Save view

Block designer

ARCON allows you to do more than just open ready-made objects from the Object Explorer or from files -
you can also create them yourself to a certain extent. However, the design process is restricted to block or
platform-type objects, which can be described primarily by defining the outline. 

Once you have defined the block - as described below - you can work with it just as with any other design
objects - i.e. you can move it around, as well as rotate, distort and mirror it, and use other similar functions. 

The process for defining and positioning blocks in Design mode is very similar to the process for defining and
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positioning blocks in Construction mode using the  entry method. After clicking the  icon, the first
thing to do is to define the outline, surface properties and other settings, and then confirm the dialog box
using OK. The block will then be attached to your mouse and you can position it by clicking a point in your
plan. 

For blocks, ARCON will detect that these objects have not been loaded into your project, but have been
created by you. This means that – if you double-click a block later on – you will open the dialog box for blocks
and not the normal dialog box for objects. The properties of the block can therefore be changed later on, for
example, the outline. 

Block dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking  in Design mode or double-clicking an object which has been
constructed as a block. 

The dialog box for blocks is not different to the dialog box for platforms in Construction mode. All entries
made for the platforms can also be made for blocks. The sections on the General, Surface area and
Outline tabs are basically identical to the equivalent sections for platforms. Only a few additional entry
options - described below - demand more detailed definitions than for platforms.

General tab

As for platforms the General tab consists of the sections Heights, Sides and the standard preview window
and the catalog. 

In addition, the Heights section can be used to determine whether or not the block drops down after
construction. Normal objects also have similar properties.

The Sides section is identical to the section for platforms.

In exactly the same way as the corresponding check box in the Object properties dialog box, Scale top to
is used to scale the blocks directly in the plan independently from one another in all three directions using the
selection frame.

Unlike with platforms, the Turn vertical check box can be used to position the blocks you create not
horizontally but vertically. Blocks are normal objects, which you can then move using the rotation icons but in
some circumstances it can be useful to get an accurate view of the block’s actual position during the
construction process in the preview window. 

Unlike platforms, which are the same thickness all over (except for the edges in the case of beveled edges),
specific settings can be made for blocks to give them a different thickness inside than on the outer edges.
For example, if you are using a square as the outline and use the Blocks, holes as recesses option instead
of the Block option, holes in the outline will not be created as cutout holes in the block, but only as dents. In
other words, the base of the block is still continuous at those points. The thickness set in the relevant input
box will be used for the Floor. If you use the As box (hollow) option, not only a square block with a specific
thickness will be created, but the edges of the block (and of the holes, if applicable) will have a different
height to the inside of the block. This will basically create a box. Selecting the As box (hollow) option also
means that you can use the Base and Wall input boxes to specify the thickness of the floor surface and the
sides of the box. 

Using outlines, which are rather more complex than the square used in the example, 2 ½ -dimensional
objects can be created with virtually any level of complexity.

As blocks can be saved in a catalog in exactly the same way as for platforms, it is very easy to create a
collection of these objects, which can then be used as required. The name which you enter in the appropriate
field is used as a logical name in ARCON and displayed in the Design mode, if you hover the mouse over the
object.
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Surface tab

The Surface tab is basically identical to the corresponding tab for platforms. The only difference is that there
are two different entries for color and texture in the Base section, which can be used separately for Interior
and Exterior. In this case, Interior corresponds to the inner floor surfaces of a box, and Exterior relates to
the outer surfaces, in other words, the lower floor surfaces. 

Outline tab

The Outline tab is used to specify the actual outline for the block and the outline of the holes. The procedure
here is identical to the procedure for platforms. 

ARCON 3D Modeller

A complete description of this is contained within the Modeller help file. This manual contains only an

overview and general information. In ARCON Design mode, the Modeller is activated by clicking the  icon
in the vertical toolbar.

ARCON 3D Modeller overview

The Modeller contains a menu bar and a horizontal tool bar from which you can activate the design tools.
The tool bar is divided into 5 tabbed pages for Standard, Objects, Guidelines, Transformations and View.
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Create objects

Available are various objects which can be inserted and modified:

· Rotated object

· Cube

· Torus

· Sphere

· Cylinder

· 3D text

· Extruded object

· Cone

· Pyramid

Each tool activates a dialog box specifically for that tool function. You can rotate and extrude objects from an
outline definition. The Modeller also uses an extended version of the Block Editor.

Note: The Block Editor can save and load the created objects from a context menu activated by right
clicking on the 2D Editor files (*.shp). You can therefore use any blocks already created using the
modeller.
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Boolean operations on objects

A Boolean operation combines two objects by performing a Boolean operation on them.

You have the following Boolean operations:

Boolean
intersection

The resulting Boolean object contains only the volume common to both objects.

Boolean
subtraction

The resulting Boolean object is the result of subtracting the volume of the first selected
object from the second selected object.

Boolean union The resulting Boolean object contains the volume of both the first and second selected
original objects. The intersecting proportion of the objects is removed.

Undo Boolean
operation

Undo the last Boolean operation.

A simple example: You have a sphere, intersected by a cylinder. You want the result to be like the drilling of a
hole through the sphere corresponding to the volume of the cylinder. First select the cylinder.

Now select the Subtraction tool. (i.e. you wish to subtract the cylinder from the sphere). A white cross hair
appears to indicate the Boolean tool is active. Now click in the sphere and the cylinders volume is subtracted
from it with the following result:
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Texture and material properties

The resulting object created in the Modeller is transferred to ARCON. You can change the texture and
material properties in ARCON. However, please note the following cases:

Case 1: The entire object is to contain the new texture/material

Case 2: Individual object components can be assigned different textures/materials.

All surfaces that have the same texture in the modeller, will change together when a new texture is applied to
those surfaces in ARCON.
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Texture and Object Catalog
Overview

Object, texture and material catalogs in databases

Structure of the object and texture catalog

Objects in the catalog

Groups in the catalog

Textures in the catalog

Materials in the catalog

Animations in the catalog

Doors & windows and skylights in the catalog

Overview

In ARCON’s Design mode you have a very large number of materials, textures and objects, which you can
include in your design, for example, the bath or kitchen. In order to organise and access these sets of
textures and objects, they are grouped and organised in the Texture and object catalog.

You can open and close the object and texture catalog by clicking the  icon in the horizontal toolbar or by
selecting the menu View – Texture and object catalog.

The catalog can be moved and positioned as an independent window, independent of ARCON’s main
window anywhere in the display, or it can be docked into ARCON’s main window. You can switch between
these two modes by selecting the menu View – Dock catalog to window. If the catalog is docked to the main
window, you can specify its position by moving the catalog’s title bar to the left, right, to, or bottom edges of
the ARCON main window. 

The object and texture catalog is described in the following sections. 

The Texture and object catalog makes use of context menus – this means that when you right-click a
catalog folder a menu appears. 

Two of the menus that are offered to you in the context menus are the elements Refresh and Help. If you
click Refresh, the information shown in the catalog is read again from your hard disk; i.e. if any modifications
were made on the hard disk, the catalog is updated to reflect them. So, for example, if any textures, objects,
or materials were moved, copied, or changed through Windows or another program, the changes can be
updated in the catalog by clicking Refresh. 

The menu option Properties, which appears if you right-click catalog object (as opposed to clicking a folder),
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open the respective element (the object, texture or material). If you select Properties, a dialog box is opened
with the Data tab displayed.

Note: The menu Delete is grayed out – and so unavailable – for objects and textures, but it is available
for materials. The reason for this is that both objects and textures can be used in ARCON, but not
created in ARCON. If you want to delete an object or texture, you should do it with the programs you
used to create them or with the Windows Explorer. Materials can be created in ARCON. 

SEE ALSO:

Editing materials/defining new materials

Object, texture and material catalogs in databases

In ARCON, databases can be used in addition to the files used in the object, texture and material catalog for
each object, texture or material. The catalog is basically used in exactly the same way, but if there are
databases registered (see below), it may well be that you are using objects which are not available on your
hard drive but which come from one of those databases. 

The databases contain not only objects, textures and materials, but also hierarchies (similar to a directory
hierarchy in a normal file system). Databases may also contain the construction elements windows, skylights
and doors. When registering the relevant databases, the multifunction buttons for doors, skylights and
windows in Construction mode and the list boxes in Explorer will have extra features for the relevant
construction elements in Design mode. Unlike doors, windows and skylights from files, a hierarchical display
of elements (e.g. all doors in the sub-folder) is also possible using the relevant databases.

Which and how many databases are used in the catalog is automatically determined when ARCON is
installed. New databases can also be registered and removed manually later, by selecting the Database
registration… menu option in the Catalog menu a dialog box will appear.

The dialog box opened will display all the registered databases. For each database, the filename will be
displayed along with an internal name and an ID. Different databases need to have different IDs in ARCON in
order to differentiate between them. The internal name is used solely for internal purposes during the
generation process for the different databases. 

In addition to the list, the dialog box contains the two buttons Register… and Deregister, as well as the
normal buttons OK, Cancel and Help. Click Register... to open a standard dialog box for opening files,
where a new database (Access database, extension *.mdb) can be selected.

Note: If a database containing doors or windows (or skylights) is registered or removed, ARCON will
display a message. In order to maintain order with the internal management of these construction
elements, ARCON should be shut down completely and restarted in this situation.

Highlighting one of the registered databases in the list and then clicking on the Deregister button will delete
that database from the list of databases used. If the dialog box is confirmed with OK, all objects, textures and
materials, etc. in this database will then no longer be available in the ARCON catalog. 

When there are databases registered, the contents of those databases are basically combined with the
normal entries in the catalog. For folders, you can also identify whether a folder is a database or file system
folder by looking at the small icon in the bottom left corner of the folder icon in the catalog. For folders
located on your hard drive or on CD, a yellow folder icon is displayed e.g. 

and for folders from a database, a yellow stack of discs icon is displayed in place of yellow folder icon.
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Advantages of using databases

In ARCON, you can also use just a single file (an Access-compatible database). This file uses all the
information for all objects, textures and materials. 

The objects here are saved in compressed form, which is similar to the o2c format. Textures are saved with
pre-generated sizes (mipmaps). This makes the database much more compact than the sum of its parts, but
this also means it is much faster to load textures. 

In addition, databases offer a decisive advantage over normal files; specific search commands can be used
in databases.

Using filters in the catalog

If there is at least one database registered for the ARCON catalog, an additional icon  will be displayed in
the catalog toolbar. The two menu entries Use filter and Define filter… are also added to the View menu. 

The Define filter… menu option can be used to define a filter, which can then be used on the objects,
textures and materials in your catalog. Selecting Define filter… will open a dialog box.

The dialog box section displays the possible filters available. Depending on the additional components
installed from the ARCON catalog, different settings are available here. A minimum of the two entries 
Dimensions and Properties will be available here, however. Click the Dimensions folder in the left-hand
section to be able to enter in the right-hand section in the Dimensions tab the minimum and maximum
dimensions for the objects to be filtered out. This can be done separately for the Length, Width and Height.
Leaving one of the input boxes empty means that the corresponding value is not taken into account. 

Clicking on the Properties folder in the left-hand section will open a Properties tab on the right-hand side.
This tab can be used to enter a search pattern in the Name field, which is used to filter out objects.
Confirming the Define filter dialog box with OK will automatically activate the filter and the catalog will
automatically open the first sub-folders where the first object to drop through the filter is located. 

Once a filter has been defined using the dialog box described above, the  icon can be used to switch on
this filter in the catalog. Only those objects, textures and materials saved in the catalog which slip through the
filter will be displayed. This is especially useful if you acquire additional databases in future, which cover
specialist object subjects in ARCON (e.g. bathroom design) and you want to search for specific information
in the catalog.

If the  icon is not pressed down, the filter is switched off and you will see all the objects, textures and
materials in the databases once again. 

Add-on modules for databases

Third party manufacturers can in principle expand the database functionality in the ARCON Explorer. For
example, parameterised objects can be saved in the catalog, which can be generated as required (e.g. when
one of these types of object is dragged and dropped into the plan). These add-on modules should be
automatically registered for ARCON when the add-on modules are setup. 

Which add-on modules are defined and activated can be set using the Database manager options dialog
box. For this purpose, select the Loaded components… menu option in the View menu in the catalog. 

The left-hand side of this dialog box displays the registered and used databases, and the right-hand side
displays the registered and used add-on modules. A cross identifies the databases and add-on modules
being used. 
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Writeable databases

The database functionality of the catalog is set up so that the databases used only need to be read-only
(because they are on a CD, for example). Nevertheless, it may sometimes be necessary to save information
in databases. This is why when ARCON is installed, an additional database is always installed, which is used
to save all the editable information in the catalog. 

For example, this may contain groups, which can be dragged and dropped into a database object list. If this
editable database is not registered before the first object, texture and material database is registered (which
would be a setup error), ARCON will detect this and this database can then be specified in a separate dialog
box.

Structure of the object and texture catalog

The object and texture catalog is accessed by either a menu or icon interface.

Title bar

The title bar contains the standard windows buttons which can be used to minimise, maximise or resize the
window. The catalog window can also be moved from its default position to any of the four sides of the
display, by clicking and dragging the window. 

Menu bar

In the menu bar you will find the menus Catalog, View and Help

Catalog allows you to select the individual catalog directories for Objects/Furniture, Textures, Materials,
Loaded textures, Movements, Doors, Windows and Skylights, in order to load them into the catalog. If
there is at least one database registered, the menu options Groups and Movements will also be available in
this menu.

· The View option is used to switch the toolbar and the detailed list on and off. The latter option gives you
more information on the objects or textures, such as the manufacturer, item number, price and filename
for the objects. If there is at least one database registered, the menu options Loaded components…,
Use filter and Define filter… are also displayed.

SEE ALSO:

Add-on modules for databases

Use filter

Using filters in the catalog

Toolbar

If the Toolbar is switched on, the commands in the Menu bar can be executed directly by clicking the left
mouse button. Just as with the menu, the toolbar has a few extra icons if there is at least one database
registered.

Directory pane

In the left pane of the object and texture catalog you’ll find the Directory pane which shows the folder
structure for objects, textures, and materials. 

Note: When you use the catalog for the first time – after you’ve started ARCON – you’ll see that the
directory pane is minimised; that is, it does not display. In order to display it, use the mouse to click and
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move the thin vertical line at the left side of the explorer window. This way you can adjust the relative
position of the line and thus the relative sizes of the two panes in the window.

The top level of the structure area always contains the two entries File system and Drives. File system
hides all the objects, textures and materials which have been entered into the relevant path areas using the 
Program options dialog box. If there is at least one database registered, the structure section will contain an
additional entry: Database object (or Database textures and Database materials).

For folders saved in databases, a blue arrow will be displayed in front of the disk stack icon. Clicking on this
will display all the objects (or textures or materials) saved in sub-folders in the list section of the catalog. 

This function is particularly useful when using filters: You define a filter and click the blue arrow in the top
hierarchy level and all the objects, which have fallen through the filter, will be displayed on the right.

SEE ALSO:

Program options

Contents pane

In the right pane of the explorer window is the Contents pane, which displays the contents on the currently
selected folder, i.e. the current texture or object files. 

All adjustments of the object and texture catalog’s size and position are remembered by ARCON, the catalog
displays in the same location and with the same size the next time you run the program. 

You can define your own groups of objects, for example, a complete dining room, and save them in the
catalog. This way you can define your own furniture catalog. 

Objects in the catalog

 In ARCON you have a very large stock of furniture objects available. There are over 1,000 objects,
including furniture for baths, kitchens, living rooms, etc. To successfully work with all these objects, they are
grouped and organised into folders of related objects in the object and texture catalog. These folders can
contain additional folders within them, or individual objects.

These object catalogs and individual objects are illustrated within the contents pane by a thumbnail, so you
can browse the objects by what they look like, as well as text descriptions. Folders are shown with
yellow-colored backgrounds, and objects – the things that you can actually place – with gray backgrounds. 

Loading objects

By left-clicking a folder in the directory pane of the catalog all subfolders and objects in the folder, for
example, hall, bath, office etc. are loaded and displayed in the contents pane. Within the directory pane you
can open subfolders by left-clicking them, while you open the files within the contents pane of the catalog by
double-clicking them. 

With additional subfolders such as the Office folder you have subfolders for Desks, Chairs, Cabinets, etc.
available and you can open these so the catalog shows the individual objects in this folder. If a subfolder
contains a large number of individual objects, a dialog box appears which shows the progress of loading the
objects – behind it the objects are displayed as they’re loaded. 

You can interrupt the loading of objects by clicking Cancel in this dialog box. This shortens the loading but
only those objects already loaded are shown in the contents pane.

With the  icon you can move up one folder in the directory structure. By clicking the  icon or using the
menu bar, where you select the type of elements to be displayed, you always move first into the folder that

was last opened. By clicking the  icon the catalog displays details of the objects as well as the individual
objects as small thumbnail pictures within the contents pane. This additional information includes
manufacturers, article numbers, prices, and filenames. 
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The current version of ARCON does not contain manufacturer-specific objects, but rather fantasy furniture,
which is generic, but practical, just the same. The specifications for these objects have the manufacturer,
article number, and price set to unknown. With manufacturer-specific add-on modules, ARCON will use the
real specifications for the objects. 

Selecting objects

An individual object displayed in the contents pane can be selected by clicking it with the left mouse button.
This object is highlighted to emphasise it compared to the unselected objects. 

Just as textures can be pulled from the catalog into your view by means of drag-and-drop, you can draw
objects into a view window by drag-and-drop. The specifics of placing objects into a view window are
explained in the section placing objects and groups. 

Besides these functions, ARCON gives you the possibility to define and compile recurring object groups. For
example, you can define a dining room, complete with six chairs, an oval desk, desk decorations, and a
suitable desk lamp, and save it in the catalog as a group. You can subsequently drop the entire set into your
project by means of drag-and-drop. Here the source and target are interchanged accordingly: The current
view is the source of the group – the catalog (contents pane) is the target. Copying the group is the same as
bringing an object into your view window, but you simply reverse the operation.

Loading such groups of objects from the catalog is done just like loading individual objects. 

Object dialog box

You open this dialog box by double-clicking an object within the contents pane of the catalog. This dialog box
consists of at least two tabs: Preview and Data. If a text file with the same name as the object exists in the
same folder as the object, an Information tab is added to this dialog box. This text file can be either a
standard text file (*.txt) or a formatted Rich Text Format file (*.rtf).

Preview tab

This tab contains the preview window, in which the selected object can be viewed from all sides and at
varying sizes. 

If you have selected an animated object additionally underneath the preview window is a slider control, with
which you can step through the animation frames. The Play and Stop buttons beside the slider let you play
the animation automatically in the preview window. 

Data tab

In this tab, specifications are displayed. These specifications are the Manufacturer, Order no. and Price of
the current object. You can enter in the appropriate information so it can be analyzed in order to create, for
example, order lists or price lists of the placed furnishings in a project (and these with a program extension
using the ActiveX interface). 

Note: The Data tab is not used for database objects. A completely different type of functionality can be
found here because of any loaded add-on components. More detailed information on this can be found
in this manual for the add-on components installed.

Information tab

If a text file (*.txt or *.rtf) with the same name as an object is placed in the same folder as the object, a third
tab is displayed in this dialog box. This tab is named Information and displays the contents of the text file.
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Groups in the catalog

 Groups  can  be  dragged  both  from  the  catalog  into  the  plan  and  from  the  plan  into  the  catalog.  The
behaviour of both is slightly different, depending on whether these actions are found in an opened database
folder or a file folder.

Reading/writing groups from file folders

Saving in a folder in the catalog in this case means that a file with the extension .GRP is written to the
relevant folder on your computer. These groups are then displayed in the folder into which they have been
dropped through the filter, and can be dragged back into the plan, using the reverse procedure.

Reading/writing groups from database folders

Here, saving a group from the plan using drag and drop means that the group is written to an editable
database. This database will always exist, along with the registered database as appropriate (which are not
editable, because they may be on CD). It is generated automatically when ARCON is installed.

Unlike groups saved in the file system, these groups are not saved in the normal object hierarchy but in a

folder. This folder is opened by clicking  in the catalog.

Note: The  icon is only displayed if there is at least one database registered.

Textures in the catalog

 In ARCON, the textures available in the object and texture catalog are surface textures that can be used
as floor coverings, wallpapers, and many others. With textures, you can see the appearance and properties
of materials, for example, while adding in furniture, and with specialised computer-created pictures, which
simulate 3D objects you can visualise structural properties of surfaces that are commonly found in nature. 

In ARCON, textures have a special meaning. You can create very realistic looking objects and surfaces with
them.

All these textures are saved in the Textures folder, and are shown in the contents page of the catalog. 

With textures you can change and arrange the surface textures in your projects by manually placing textures
wherever you like. You can design floors with carpet or parquet wood floors, textures or color walls and
ceilings, build in doors and windows made of spruce or other types of wood, select curtains in many
materials and colors, ultimately completing your apartment. There are no predefined limits regarding the
organization and use of textures. You can place and exchange textures as you wish.

You cannot modify or create textures in ARCON. However, these pictures are saved in the standard 
Windows bitmap format (*.bmp), and so you can create your own pictures with Microsoft Paint or Adobe
PhotoShop, and use them as textures. Just remember to save the pictures as Windows bitmap format, and
to save them in the relevant folder in the Textures folder. Loading, selecting and placing textures are all
described in the following sections. 

SEE ALSO:

Texture and object catalog

Loading textures

You can load the textures into the catalog’s contents pane by left-clicking the textures folder (in the directory

pane), by clicking the  icon in the toolbar, or by selecting the menu Catalog – Textures. Here all the
different textures are sorted separately in different subfolders, so you must select a subfolder before any
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actual textures are shown in the contents pane. 

Note: Like object subfolders, the texture subfolders are also shown with a picture. 

When loading a large number of textures from a folder, a dialog box opens which displays the progress of
the loading. You can cut this operation short by clicking the Cancel button. The contents pane then shows
only the textures that were loaded before you aborted the loading operation.

By clicking the  icon the Catalog appears only loaded textures, that is, only the textures which are already
being used in your project (or that were used, but currently might not be). This has the benefit that you can
work with a subset of relevant textures without having to load the entire texture catalog. In the Loaded
textures contents pane, there is a special texture, which you can use to delete textures that are being used
in your project. This Delete texture is used like all other textures – drag it onto a surface or object to delete
the existing texture. 

With the Details icon you can change the display of the contents pane, so the thumbnails are smaller and
you get additional information about the textures, such as each texture’s width and height.

Selecting textures

If one of the texture catalogs is open and loaded into the contents pane, you can select a texture by clicking it
with the left mouse button. The selected texture is then highlighted to differentiate it from the other –
unselected – textures. 

Placing textures

Pull the selected texture while pressing the left mouse button into the view window of your project. If the
mouse is over an area where a texture can be placed, for example, a wall, the pointer changes its
appearance to suggest that textures can be placed here.

By  releasing  the  mouse  button  the  designated  surface  is  changed,  i.e.  textured.  You  can  adjust  the
appearance  of  your  entire  project  this  way.  This  process  of  placing  and  exchanging  textures  is  equally
portable to almost all areas and objects of your project. For example, the appearance of a seat set can be
modified in this way. There are also objects that cannot take textures. These objects were so designated in
the construction of your project (in Construction mode).

Deleting textures

Used textures can be deleted by pulling the Delete texture from the Loaded textures content pane over the
object or surface (as if you were placing a new texture). The old texture is deleted but no new texture is
assigned to the object or surface. 

Previewing textures

Exactly the same as with objects, you can in the textures catalog double-click one (or select the Open or
Properties menu from the context menu) to open a dialog box where you can preview the texture. 

In the preview window an area displays, on which the selected texture is displayed (tiled in an array of 3x3
frames over the sides of the area). 

The placing of additional text, as is possible with objects described, is likewise possible. The Data tab is
identical to the Data tab for objects, but the section on object positioning is accordingly removed. 

Note: Unlike objects, data on textures is not saved in the texture image file itself, but in a single file
named TEX.INI, which is stored in the same folder as the texture image files. If this folder already has a
file with this name, the name is extended for the respective texture file. 

Note: TEX.INI is created automatically if you make entries on an existing texture’s Data tab, and the file
does not yet exist.
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SEE ALSO:

Information tab

Data tab

Resolution tab

Double-click a texture (or select the Open or Properties menu from the context menu) to open a dialog box
where you’ll find the Resolution tab. This tab contains information about the texture image file. If the file here
is a Windows BMP file, you can specify the texture’s height and width in the input boxes, adjusting it to
display as it would in reality. For example, say you have a photo 1m x 1m to appear correctly in Design
mode, you should enter 1m here for both the width and the height. The specification you give here is stored
in the BMP file itself and used by ARCON with design features where you can edit its size. 

Note: The Resolution tab is not available for textures from databases.

Using your own textures

You can transfer pictures you’ve created yourself to ARCON for use as textures. Please note the following: 

Textures are stored internally with a maximum resolution of 256 x 256 pixels. Even if you load a picture that
has a higher resolution, it will be reduced to this lower resolution. 

Textures are stored within the program using indexed color. Each pixel requires eight bits. If you load a
genuine true color picture, it will be converted to indexed color (8-bit). 

ARCON supports, in addition to Windows BMP, the formats GIF, PCX, TIFF, JPEG and PNG. Especially with
the TIFF and JPEG formats, make certain that these pictures are not too large. This slows down the program
during conversion (see the first point above), which substantially increases the loading time. 

Mind the available memory and disk space in your computer. If you use lots of textures, memory can fill up
fast, requiring Windows to swap data to the hard disk, which will slow ARCON (and your computer) down
dramatically. 

Materials in the catalog

  By assigning material properties you can define texture structures and properties for objects. This way
you can mo+dify light effects and reflections, which are particularly suited to rendering with the Raytracer.

SEE ALSO:

Raytracing

Loading materials

By left-clicking the  icon in the toolbar or by selecting the menu Catalog – Materials you will load the
material catalog into the contents pane. 

Selecting and placing materials

You select a material by left-clicking it within the contents pane of the catalog. The selected material is now
highlighted to differentiate it from the other materials. 

Drag the selected material, while pressing the left mouse button, into the view window of your project. When
the pointer is over an area where a material can be placed or exchanged, the pointer changes its
appearance to suggest that materials can be placed or exchanged here.
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By releasing the mouse button, the surface finish of the object changes. Now the selected material is
assigned to the selected object or area. 

Unlike  textures,  which you can use for  all  objects  of  your  scene  differently,  when you  modify  materials,  all
homogeneous objects are changed simultaneously. If, for example, you have a bathroom with two sinks, and
place a material on one of the sinks, the material of the second sink changes, too.

Editing materials/defining new materials

By double-clicking a material thumbnail picture in the contents pane, or by selecting Properties from the
context menu (which opens when you right-click a thumbnail), the materials dialog box appears.

In this dialog box you have on one hand the possibility of editing existing materials, and on the other-hand
you can create new materials based on existing materials. 

The displayed dialog box is relatively powerful due to its many sections and you will likely require some time
of experimentation with it in order to learn all the abilities of materials and how to control them.

Name

In this section the name of the current material is displayed in an input box. If you modify this name in order
to define a new material, the Save as new material button is enabled. If you click the button, the
adjustments made in this dialog box are saved as a new material with the name you entered. 

Note: You can delete an existing material by selecting the menu Delete in the context menu for the
material (right-click the material to open this context menu). 

Sections for defining material properties

Besides the Name section, other sections exist, including: Ambient and Diffuse proportion, Reflective
proportion, Transparent proportion, Highlight size, Texturing, and Other properties. 

Within  these  sections  you  can  control  the  actual  appearance  of  the  material.  Before  the  sections  are
described  in  detail,  you  should  read  the  following  explanation,  especially  if  you  are  not  familiar  with  these
terms.

Different material parameters

When simulating real elements with the help of computer graphics, the surface property of a material is
simulated based on various parameters. Depending upon how these parameters are set up, more or less
realistic surfaces can be created. 

In ARCON a material model was implemented which is based on a standard model PHIGS PLUS. This
material model has certain limitations, which are usual for a real-time renderer, like ARCON. 

As an object displays, which is assigned a specific material, it is affected by both the material and the lighting
(based on all light sources which light the object). Only through the interaction of both properties – the light
sources and the material – is the actual appearance of an object defined. The property of a material is in
principle an overlay of different lighting properties; the ambient proportion, which is responsible for the
reflection of environment light; the diffuse proportion, which is responsible for the simulation of matte material
properties; the reflective proportion, which is responsible for the simulation of polished material properties,
and the transparent proportion, which is responsible for the simulation of transparent material properties. 

Furthermore, objects can be showed in more detail with textures; these textures are in principle material
properties. In ARCON, materials and textures are stored separately, for convenience when accessing and
working with one or the other (or even both).

With the help of the preview window you can observe how different parameter modifications affect the
material in real-time; this updating of the preview window occurs automatically when any of the values are
modified. 

Certain properties of materials can only be seen when you raytrace pictures. In order to make these
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properties also visible in the preview window, an additional small icon exists at the lower right corner of the
preview window . If you click this icon, the preview window is raytraced so that you can then observe not
only the totality of all the settings, but how different settings vary when raytraced, and not. 

Ambient and diffuse portion/reflective portion

In these two sections you define the parameters for these proportions. Within the Ambient and diffuse
proportion section you can define the ambient or the diffuse color of an object. 

In the input boxes Ambient portion and Diffuse portion specify the proportional degree of reflection for
ambient and diffuse reflections. If the ambient proportion is too high, the object will appear relatively pale (like
plastic), since it will very strongly reflect the environment light. If the diffuse proportion is too high, the light
from defined light sources is reflected very strongly into various, nonspecific directions. However, large
values for the diffuse proportion are necessary, for example, for the simulation of velvet. 

In the Reflective proportion section you can define both the color and the proportional degree for reflecting
reflections. The color defines, in principle, the color of the highlight on the objects. 

The use of the reflective proportion along with the ambient and diffuse proportions overlaid can be clearly
understood from the following example: Imagine you have a red velvet surface, on which a very light glass
block is situated. This surface will look as if it would be red velvet; nevertheless it appears glossy (from the
color reflecting from it), which is a result of the glass, which is situated on it. With the reflecting proportion
then, you define the exact properties of this glass. 

Besides the field for the color and the reflective proportion, there is a check box in Reflective proportion
called Materials has optimum reflection for raytracing. If you check this box the preview window is not
automatically updated. Only after clicking the  icon at the lower right of the preview window will you see that
the displayed sphere reflects the crosshatched surface area ideally. 

Transparent proportion

In this section you determine whether a material is transparent, and if so, the degree of transparency and the
refractive index value. 

A material is exactly transparent if the Material is transparent box is checked. Only in this case the input
boxes for transparency and refractive index are grayed out. You can indicate in the Transparent input box
the degree of transparency for the material. A value of 50% means that when examining an object with this
material, 50% of the color behind the object shows through it, and 50% of the object’s color is visible. 

With the input box for Refractive index you specify, in principle, the hardness of the transparent material.
Modifications to this input box likewise require the raytracer and are directly visible in the preview window;
only when you activate the  icon you will see the differences.

In order to simulate, for example, glass, you should use a refractive index of 1.2; if you want to simulate
something like bubbles in water, you should use a refractive index smaller than 1.0. 

Highlight size

Adjustments in this section become visible only if you set a relatively high reflective proportion in the
reflective proportion section. By modifying the values in this input box you can observe the effect of the
highlight size – and how the curve shown under the input box becomes more or less pointed. This curve is in
principle a measure of the intensity process of a highlight as a function of the angle. The higher the value is,
the smaller the highlight becomes. 

For matt-shining materials, for example, unpolished gold, anodised aluminum you should use small values
around 3; for high gloss materials, for example, polished gold or polished plastic you should use large
values. 
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Other properties

This  section  consists  of  the  check  boxes  Reflection  map,  Material  is  self  illuminating,  and  Surfaces
using this material are visible from both sides. 

Reflection map

If you check Reflection map, textures will be shown on the object not handled as bitmap pictures, which
modify the color of the object from pixel to pixel, but as quasi –mirror images. Depending from where you
look at object with this material, you’ll see different parts of the reflection map. 

This technique for textures serves for the simulation of ideal reflections; whereby the environment of the
object is not reflected, but the texture. It is opposed to the real ideal reflection to show possible reflection
maps in real-time. 

If you check Reflection map, the preview window will only show a modification if you have made suitable
adjustments in the Texturing section (see below). 

Since the preview window always uses a sphere, which looks the same from wherever you look at it, this
doesn’t offer the best preview of what the reflection map will do to the object. A simple view of the texture is
all that can be seen. But this simple view is still somewhat effective because the sphere is not perfectly
round – it is made of many small triangles, which approximate the sphere. 

In order to observe the behavior of reflection maps, you should define exemplary materials and pull them
onto curved objects of your project. If you freely rotate these objects you can observe the effect of the
reflection map very well. 

Note that the extended characteristic Reflection map is used only for objects, which are actually assigned a
texture.

SEE ALSO:

Free rotation

Material is self-illluminating

If you check this, the material will be seen even if you did not define any light sources in your project and you
switch to night vision. The material serves as a quasi – light source, however it does not light up its
surrounding environment. 

This material is well suited for control lights or even advertising signs. 

Surfaces of this material are visible from both sides

Under normal conditions ARCON only shows areas of objects, which are visible to the viewer; with a sphere,
for example, only the front half of the sphere is shown. Showing the rear half of a sphere would
unnecessarily disturb computing time and this area would not be visible anyway since the front half of the
sphere covers it. 

However, under certain circumstances this behavior is not requested or desirable. Particularly if you use
textures for masking objects, you can also see into the object. In this case, you would also see the rear side
of the sphere (even if only partially). So in this case you would want to check the box.

Note: Avoid unnecessarily using materials, which have this check box set, since it may reduce ARCON’
s display rate. 

Texturing

In this section you control the interaction of textures and the defined material. Making adjustments in this
section makes sense only if you place the material on areas that are actually textured. Whether an area is
actually textured or not can best be identified as follows: Take a texture from the catalog and pull it onto the
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object that is to be tested. If the pointer changes to  the object can be textured and if the pointer changes

to  it means that the object cannot be textured.

Texture masks object

If you check this box, the object is shown only in the parts where the texture used is not totally black (color
value of 0.0.0). 

You can use, if you check this box, textures to punch out areas of an object. The trees defined in ARCON
are partially provided with such a material. 

If you check this box, you will detect only a few modifications in the preview window if you’ve selected a
texture for the preview. 

Combine diffuse color and texture

Normally a texture replaces the diffuse color of the object pixel by pixel. It is no matter whether it is selected
for textured objects. 

Under certain circumstances it can make sense to mix both colors – the diffuse color and the texture color –
together. Particularly if the texture has a gray tone, you can use it as a sort of brightness texture; the diffuse
color appears to be the actual color. 

Example: Imagine you have a texture, which appears as a black-and-white picture. If you now define, for
example, a diffuse color of dark red, and you check Combine diffuse color and texture, you will see
something like a dark red wood texture. If you use the same texture with a diffuse color of yellow, the texture
resembles a fir wood texture. 

The possibility to combine color and texture is also available for walls and similar design features. 

SEE ALSO:

Combine color and texture

Combine color and texture option

In the sphere preview of the following texture is used

Certain material properties can be made visible only if objects with this material are also textured. 

For the sphere shown in the preview window, you yourself can specify whether it is textured or not, and if so,
which texture is to be used. check this box and enter in the input box the name of the texture, which is to be
used. Of course, you can click the Browse button to search for the file using the Windows file selector.

You should use a texture especially in connection with the Texture masks object check box within the
Texturing section, as well as the Reflection map and Surfaces using this material are visible from both
sides check boxes in the Other properties section. 

Tips for using materials

ARCON includes a set of predefined materials. In order to understand how the various material functions
work, we recommend you open these predefined materials, and examine and change the settings. 

The same object can appear very differently by changing its materials. So you can make, for example, a high
gloss steel armchair from a rustic leather armchair; similarly, you can make an enameled bath tub from an
acrylic bath tub.
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Animations in the catalog

 Movements from the catalog can be dragged onto an object in ARCON using drag & drop. The object will
then  carry  out  the  corresponding  movement.  If  the  Storyboard  add-on  module  has  been  installed,
movements  assigned in  this  way  are  also  entered  in  the Storyboard.  The  Storyboard  can  also  be  used  to
define new movements, which are then saved in the catalog. Depending on whether a database is installed
or not,  the movements are either written to the editable  database or  in  the Animation  sub-directory  of  the
standard ARCON directory if there are no registered databases (extension .GBL). 

The editable database will always exist, along with the registered database as appropriate (which are not

editable, because they may be on CD). The saved movements can be accessed by clicking  in the
catalog. The movements displayed will be all defined movements, whether they come from any of the
databases or from the Animation directory.

Doors, windows and skylights in the catalog

In Design mode doors, windows and skylights from the catalog can be added to your plan.

SEE ALSO:

Construction elements in design mode
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Exporting ARCON Projects
Overview

Export to CreativeLines

Export in the mb-export format

DXF

HTML Publishing

Overview

In Construction mode the entire construction plan is exported; from Design mode the current view is exported
as a line diagram or as a diagram with opaque edges. For exporting from Construction mode, select the
menu File – Export as… and a submenu appears with the following export options MB Exchange Format,
DXF.

Exporting as DXF the 2D plan of the walls, openings, text, dimensions, and lines of all floors are stored into
their own layers (each floor is a layer). Sections are exported into individual layers.

The export in the MB exchange format is described in the respective section in the CreativeLines manual. 

In Design mode you export the current view, by selecting one of the relevant export formats from the menu 
File – Export 3D information as… 3DS, ARCON object. In contrast to Construction mode, the current
view – be it a perspective or plan view – is exported in the selected format.

SEE ALSO:

Export in the MB-Exchange format

Exporting VRML files

Both in the Construction and in Design mode, you can export VRML files. Here the complete 3D model of
your project is exported. If you select the menu File – Export as… – VRML in Construction mode or
File/Export 3D information as/VRML…, in Design mode, a dialog box appears.

In this extended file selector you can additionally select whether textures and/or objects are to be exported
and whether the lighting in the day view is to be exported. The dialog box itself includes notes on the use of
these options.

Notes on the VRML export

You can export VRML files both in Construction mode and in Design mode. Generally it is more favorable to
make the export from Design mode since you can see exactly what is to be exported – that is, the current
perspective view. 

Projects exported by ARCON correspond to the VRML specification version 1.0. Despite this unique
specification VRML files can be displayed differently depending upon the viewer. Particularly when using
textures and light sources the viewer can react differently. It depends not only on the manufacturer of the
viewers/browser, but also on the version number, as loaded VRML files are shown. 

In order to avoid these anomalies, you can in ARCON, when exporting VRML files, select whether you would
like to export textures and/or objects, and whether you would like to export light sources. If you do not export
objects, your project size of the VRML file will be substantially reduced, resulting in faster loading times and
appear rates. Here you can, in principle, effectively deal with the many VRML viewers that can only handle
scenes of low complexity. 

Using textures in VRML viewers is problematic in two different ways: 
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The loading of textures over the Internet can sometimes last a very long time, since the amount of data to be
loaded is very large. 

Also, the texture formats used in ARCON are not absolutely supported by all browsers/viewers. In the VRML
specification, only the support of JPEG files is prescribed; ARCON can also use as textures BMP and other
image formats. Depending upon the browser these foreign formats may or may not be displayed. 

If you want to create a project for VRML, you should by all means stay within the VRML-inclusive
specifications. You should use only JPEG textures. When in doubt you can also use GIF files, since most
VRML viewers/browsers support this format too. 

Additionally it is possible with some viewers/browsers to use image files as textures that are not squarely
represented. 

Finally, VRML viewers/browsers do not possess uniform mechanisms to search the path specification for
external and internal files to be loaded. For this reason it is almost impossible to create textured VRML files
which can be loaded from local disks and over the Internet by all browsers. 

Export as day view

If you export all ARCON projects in the night view, all lamps are exported as lamps with the status of whether
they are switched on or off. When showing VRML files with lamps some browsers/viewers control the lamps
differently from ARCON. 

In ARCON, in the normal view only such elements are lit up by a lamp, which are located in the same room
(and also without raytracing). VRML viewers do not support this characteristic. Here all light sources light up
all objects in a scene. This can lead very quickly to the result that your scene is overexposed. Additionally,
some viewers/browsers ignore the fact that a light source is switched off, i.e., light sources that are switched
off still light up the scene in the viewer/browser. 

In order to avoid this characteristic, you can in ARCON export the day view; in this mode no light sources will
be exported, and then in the viewer/browser shown without light. 

Export to CreativeLines

CreativeLines will enable you to layout multiple views onto a single sheet. You can import an ARCON project
into CreativeLines and further edit the 2D plans with the advanced 2D editing tools. If you have installed
CreativeLines, then it will have modified your ARCON.ini configuration file, so that ARCON displays the

additional icon on the icon bar . If you click this icon, the current project will be exported to CreativeLines
and CreativeLines started. Repeated clicking on this icon will cause additional instances of CreativeLines to
start.

Please refer to the CreativeLines documentation to determine the information that you want to import into
CreativeLines.

Export in the MB-Exchange format

The CreativeLines format is the same as the mb-exchange format; you can export files in this format also

without clicking the  icon. Here you can enter the path and the file name of your project to be exported.
The contents are in principle the same as if you click.

HTML publishing

With this feature, the current project is exported as an o2c object, with additional views and merged into a

HTML template. This function can be activated either by clicking the  icon or the menu entry File - Save
as HTML Pages… .
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Note: This feature requires at least one wall to be present in your project, before it can be activated.

Clicking on the  will activate the Save Project as HTML dialog box.

Object properties section

Info URL: The URL is inserted into the o2c object file. If this object is loaded into ARCON, double clicking on
the object will cause ARCON to attempt to contact this URL via Internet.

Logical name: The logical name is inserted into the o2c object file. This is the name that is displayed as a
tool tip, when the mouse cursor comes to rest on the object.

Save type section

Only as object

Save only the o2c object without any HTML or view information.  If this option is selected then you will be
requested for the file name of the o2c object. 

As HTML page with 3D object and views

You should next select the HTML template with which you wish to save your o2c object and your views. If this
option is selected you may choose to view the page immediately in your default browser, by selecting the 
Open in browser button.

Template

You can select from a number of HTML templates into which your o2c object and views will be saved. These
templates are located in the folder: ARCON/Program/Standard/Web. Each template folder also contains
default .jpg views and .xml file. The .xml file is a mechanism by which you can also integrate project
information into your web page.

Create HTML page and view in browser

The HTML page is created and presented in your default browser.
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Recording Movement and Time
Overview

Principle

Recording

Overview

As in ARCON you can walk through your project with the help of the  icon. ARCON also offers the

possibility of recording a walkthrough or viewing from different angles using . These recorded movements
can subsequently be played back. It is insignificant when playing back, whether you are saving the
movement for the current project or playing back from a different project. The position of the viewer and its
line of sight is key, not the contents of your project. 

ARCON permits not only a recording of spatial changes, but also the recording of temporal movements or
modifications as well as the combination of movement between rooms and time. This means that you can
create still frames within an animation and let time elapse without changing the position. In this way ARCON
gives you the possibility to record the changing lighting conditions, for example, a sunrise or a sunset. 

Saving and playing back spatial and/or temporal movements is possible only in Perspective view . Here,

between the multi-function icon for the day, night, and variable time of day view  and the elevator

icon   displays a set of small icons:

The symbols on these small icons correspond to those that you should already be familiar with on a home
video recorder. Using exactly the same controls on a video recorder, the ARCON video recorder records and
plays movements. 

In general, recording temporal movement makes sense only if you have set the variable time of day view and
lighting conditions to change. On the other-hand, you can record a series of still frames during the recording
of a walkthrough to show various points of view. 

Basically, you can determine during the recording of spatial and temporal movements how long your
animation will last in real-time, i.e. how much time is to be simulated. All animations – both spatial and
temporal – can also be recorded onto video and exported.

SEE ALSO:

Video creation

Principle

The principle for recording spatial movements is very simple. Just as a video recorder requires a cassette to
record television pictures, ARCON requires a file for recording movements into. In order to make the
recording you must first place a cassette, i.e. in the jargon of ARCON: create or open a file. To do this, click
the Load/Eject icon  . In the dialog box that appears you can select an existing animation file in order to
play it or to overwrite it. Naturally you can create a new file in order to name this empty cassette with a new
recording. 

If you want to record or play another file, other than the specified file, you must likewise click the  icon, in
order to eject the old file and start a new file. 

In order to start the recording, click the Record icon  and move through your project with the help of the

icons , , , ,  or . Each new frame calculated and displayed corresponds to a frame on the
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video recorder, which is then recorded. If you want to terminate recording this movement, click the Stop icon
. 

For each recording you can see in the status line, how many frames are recorded or played. In this you’ll see
how many frames have played and the duration at a playback rate of 15 frames per second. This
specification is important if you want to record the entire thing as video. 

Please you note that you overwrite the specified file by using the Record icon, if this file is not new. For
example, if the file contains 500 frames, and you record 10 frames, 10 of the 500 frames are overwritten.

When you first open a file, you always start at the beginning (the tape is always rewound). This means that

you would overwrite the first 10 frames in the file. You can with the help of the icons ,  and  adjust the
recording. Use the status bar information to help select the current frame you’re at. If you press the Record
icon at frame 490, for example, and if 10 frames are recorded, the final 10 frames of the file are overwritten. 

If you want to play back a previously recorded file, first rewind it with the  icon to the beginning of the file,

and then click the  icon. You’ll see here how the individual frames are played back in sequence. 

You  can  also  switch  during  playback  between  day  and  night  views,  or  the  variable  time  of  day  view

 as  well  as  the  different  view  modes  .  You  can  also  modify  the  window  size
during playback. This way you can optimise the playback rate by, reducing the window size or selecting the
wire frame mode as the view mode.

SEE ALSO:

 Day/night/variable time of day view

Recording

Recording (and showing) temporal modifications is in principle the same as recording (and showing) spatial
movements. Either way, you must first start by selecting a file to playback or record onto, by clicking the 
Load/Eject icon . Of course, you can overwrite an existing file.

The prerequisites for and the method of recording temporal movements differ in some ways from the
recording of spatial movements. This is clearly described in the following sections using an example.

Introduction

Say you want to examine how the lighting conditions in the living room of your house change during the day
and merge this modification into your animation. Additionally you will create, without changing the position, a
precisely determined number of still frames, in which only the time changes, whereby the position of the sun
is accordingly animated. 

Still frames can demonstrate – as their name suggests – movement, but only within a single frame. By lining
up several still frames (frames) modifications can be visualised, which are temporally justified, for example,
different brightness levels. 

Prerequisites

The animation and recording of time are practical only in connection with variable time of day , so you
should make certain that you have set these before starting the recording. Naturally, you have the possibility
even after you’ve activated the Record icon to change the view. 

Also note that you must be oriented towards the building in such a way as found in nature. For example, with
the building positioned on the page as a result of best fit, it can occur that the setting of the directions does
not correspond correctly with reality. 
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Method

Place the cassette by clicking the Load/Eject icon and in the following Open animation dialog box create a
new file (or load an existing file). 

Click the Record icon . Now start your walkthrough by moving through the room using . Each position is
recorded in sequence. Create your walkthrough in such a way that you arrive at the relevant viewer position
at the window after 12 steps (frames) in your living room. In order to record temporal movements, without
changing the position, you must now create Still frames. 

Make sure that the variable time of day view is switched on , and define in the Daylight dialog box, with
the latitude and longitude settings the exact viewer location. You do not have to enter the exact local time in
this case in the Daylight dialog box. The time, over which the respective position of the sun is animated, is
determined later. 

Left-click the Create still frame icon . The Create still frames dialog box appears. In this dialog box
window you specify how many still frames are to be created. Enter here in the Frames box the value 12. That
means that 12 still frames are inserted into your animation. Subsequently, acknowledge the settings with OK
. 

Before you conclude your recording, you must indicate the time period over which the complete animation
passes, in reality. You must determine at which point in time the animation starts and how long it is to last,
i.e. when it should end. In general, you’ll want to create a realistic animation, so you’ll want to pay attention to
the time settings. This time association is determined in the Time during movement playback dialog box. 

Right-click any active button of the video recorder. The Time during movement playback dialog box
appears. In this dialog box, you determine what real-time is to have passed when playing the animation.
Since we want to document a whole day from 0 o’clock to 24 o’clock, activate the Simulate time passing
check box and put there as Start recording the date of 13th July 2001, and the time at 00.00 o’clock. In
order to determine the end of recording, select the option End time (simulated time). Subsequently, you
have selected the Recording end/duration as End time select (simulated time), for the 13th July 2001, with
the time-of-day set to midnight. 

If you click Stop, the recording is terminated. 

Now, when playing the frames; first the frames with the 12 cyclical frames, then the 12 still frames. This total
playing time corresponds to the settings as determined in the Time during movement playback  dialog box
– a realistic 24 hour period. 

These settings means that time is simulated, as the time per frame progresses exactly around one hour, and
whereby the lighting conditions change accordingly. The first 12 hours fall here during the walkthrough; the
second half of the day is captured by the still frames. If you sat down at the window of your living room during
the recording and if this is aligned to the west, you can see the suns lighting effects. At the end of the
simulation, it is midnight again and night has fallen. 

SEE ALSO:

World position dialog box

Create still frames

Create still frames

You open this dialog box by left-clicking the  icon. This icon is activated only if a cassette is loaded, i.e. a file
has been opened and the Record icon  has been activated. The definition of still frames causes several
pictures to be saved in the animation, without changing the viewer position. You can remain in the same spot
so nothing can change except the time. Here, you can focus on the changes in the lighting conditions.

Enter in the Frames box how many still frames are to be inserted into the animation. ARCON automatically
calculates how long the animation will last, at the default playback rate of 15 frames per second. 
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Or you can reverse this – you can determine the duration and ARCON will adjust the number of frames
accordingly. ARCON always calculates how many still frames are inserted into the animation based on a
playback rate of 15 frames per second. 

Both input boxes are perfectly synchronised together, so that modifications in one input box affect the other
input box immediately. 

Time During Movement Playback

You open this dialog box by right-clicking any active button in the video recorder icon block. You must first
have opened a file for any buttons to be active. 

In this dialog box you specify how many frames per second should be created in the AVI file and how long
your simulation lasts in the real world. This way you associate certain real time duration with the simulated
playing time. If you have created, for example, 365 frames, you can determine with the specification of the
start and end times  that when playing these frames back a whole year is to have elapsed. In this case a
whole day would be simulated for each frame. 

In the input box you can specify the playback rate, which is how many frames of the animation are played
each second. Note that large values (>20) can lead to dropped (missing) frames when playing back the
created AVI files; this can happen when the computer can’t keep up – rather than slow down, it maintains the
frame rate you specified by dropping frames where necessary. 

If you do not want to specify a temporal situation for the animation, you must deactivate the Simulate time
passing check box. In this case all other input boxes in  this dialog box are grayed out. 

If you would like to define the duration for the animation, you must activate the duration check box.
Subsequently, you can specify the recording start and end times or the duration of the total animation. 

During the recording of a video, you can check the Insert time of simulation in video. 

Start recording

Here you indicate the point in time when the animation is to start. Enter the date and time-of-day. You can
determine in this way, for example, that the beginning of the animation should be at 6:00 hours in the
morning. 

Stop Recording

Within this section you can determine how long the animation is to last. Here you can optionally determine
whether you want to define the end time of the simulation by specifying a single point in time, or with the
specification of the recording duration. Note that the lower area of this dialog box changes with these
options. 

Specify the end time of the simulation

If you select the option end time (simulated time), the entry End time (simulated time) section is inserted
at the bottom of this dialog box. 

Enter the date and time-of-day that you wish your simulation to end. 

Specify the duration of the simulation

If you select the duration (simulated time) option the Duration (simulated time) entry section will be
inserted at the bottom of this dialog box.

Enter the total duration of the simulated time alternatively in hours and minutes, or in the  larger units of days,
months and years. 
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Specify the simulated time by video

Select the option the simulated time per frame of the video or the simulated time per second of the
video. The entry section is inserted at the bottom of this dialog box. 

These entries are effective only with the generation of a video.

Video Creation

Instead of playing the recorded movements in the current window on the display, these pictures can be also
saved in a compatible Windows video file (with the file extension AVI). This video file can be played, for
example, with medium-quality playback independent of Windows or ARCON. Additional information on AVI
files can be found in your Windows documentation. 

Just as when you’re playing back a recorded video with the current adjustments for day, night view or

time-independent view  and for view options , these also apply when playing
into a video file. Additionally the adjustments made for saving pictures are used (achieved by right-clicking 

). All settings you’ve made in the option dialog box for saving bmp files will apply to saving video files. 

You can determine, before you save the video, which format the video is to be saved in, with the help of the 
Save picture dialog box. Here you should observe the following points: 

· The dimensions should not be excessively large. Typical dimensions for a video file are 320x240 pixels. 

· For the color palette you should select True color; there are some video compressors that produce
inaccurate results with indexed-color (256 colors) pictures. 

· The Oversampling should be at least 9-times or better, in order to avoid flicker effects during movement.
The reason for this is that the human eye reacts much more sensitively to such effects, which can result in
unwanted movement in the animation. 

· The Edge filter should be activated. 

Just as you can make a raytraced calculations when saving pictures, you can also raytrace the frames when
saving a video, if Raytrace is checked. You should realise that the raytracer is engaged for each frame. If the
calculation of only one frame takes 10 minutes, and you would like to create a video with 500 frames, you
might paralyze your computer after starting the recording for several days. Such videos should be calculated
over a weekend, to save your own sanity. 

Compressing videos

After you have made your adjustments in the dialog box for saving pictures and AVI files, and you’ve started
recording your video with the help of the  icon, a dialog box is opened where you enter the file name of the
video to be saved. As a suggestion the default file type and file extension is AVI. If you acknowledge this
entry, another dialog box appears in which you can select the compressor that is used for the video. This
compressor ensures that the videos you create do not take up too much room on your hard disk. 

Besides the benefit of creating smaller files, compressors always have a disadvantage: the quality of the
compressed videos is reduced. The quality is worse when the compression is higher. Furthermore, the
quality depends on the type of the selected compressor. Additional information about compressors in 
Windows can be found in your Windows documentation.

It has been demonstrated that for compression by ARCON, videos using the CinePak codec produces the
best results. CinePak is a standard Windows video compressor and is largely supported across applications
and platforms (Note that new compressors are coming out all the time, and you may find one that produces
excellent results – but beware that you must have the compressor available on any computer you intend to
play back the animation on). For compression quality you should select 100, and for key frames we
recommend 15. Depending on your requirements, you may want to lower these values.
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Notes on creating videos

If you have never created videos on your computer, we recommend you read the preceding paragraphs and
play a bit with ARCON and its videos. We also offer the following tips: 

Avoid large resolutions. A resolution of 320x240 pixels displays optimally; 640x480 pixels are generally
possible on faster computers. Also note that some compressors cannot properly handle very high
resolutions. 

Pictures, which are saved as video, should be very-highly filtered. Select in the View/Video options dialog
box Edge filters and Oversampling of at least (9-times is even better). 

If you record the movement (not when playing back the video) with very large view windows, and as view
mode, for example, the 3D fully textured mode is selected, the frame rate will be significantly lowered, as will
be the image quality. In order to avoid this effect, you should select a relatively small picture for recording the
movement. Also, we recommend a view type of wire frame or colored. 

If you want to record raytraced animations, you should in any case first use the same project and activity and
make a video file using the normal dithering. Or you can try out raytracing with a relatively small picture size,
for example, 160x120 pixel. Either way, you’ll get an idea of the image quality and the time it takes to create
the animation file. The calculation duration is approximately proportional to the size of the pictures multiplied
by the oversampling rate: for instance, a picture with 320x240 pixels and quadruple oversampling lasts
2x2x4-times as long as a 160x120 pixels picture without oversampling. 

Load and save menu options

Both functions are part of the context menu for buttons (right-click on the toolbar).

You won’t normally need to worry about this in order to load up stories you have defined yourself, as they will
be saved and loaded automatically with the project.

However, if you do want to define various stories for a project, you can do this using these menu options. If
you select Save story, a standard Windows dialog box will appear where you can enter the name of the
story. If you select Load story, you can load up a story, which you have saved as just described. A standard
Windows dialog box will appear where you can enter the filename of the story to be loaded. The dialog box
that appears has two additional input boxes Add and Insert current time.

If you select Add, the story you have just defined for your project will not be replaced by a new story, but both
will be ‘combined together’. Objects which are positioned in your project and also used in the saved story will
then contain both the defined movements before re-opening the story as well as those which were defined in
the loaded story.

Note: If movements overlap during additional loading, the movement affected will be ignored in the story
to be loaded.

Normally, stories are loaded so that they are the same as they were defined when saved. This means, for
example, that a movement which started at t = 3 when saved, and ended at t = 5, it will still start at t = 3 and
end at t = 5 after loading.

If you select Insert current time, all the movements loaded will be moved to the time where the current point
is located. For example, if you have set the time t = 5 in the Storyboard and then load a story with the same
movement as given above, this movement would not start at t = 3 and end at t = 5, but would start at the
point t = 8 and end at t = 10.

Note: You can combine the use of the Add and Insert current time check boxes. The story being
loaded would then be inserted both as an addition and moved into your existing story.

If you load a story using the Add, it may be that the story loaded is longer than the current length of your
story. A dialog box will appear to inform you of this, and you can then increase the length of your story by the
relevant amount.
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Project View Assistant Macro
Overview

Project view assistant handling

Project view assistant dialog box

Loading projects

Grouping and working on buildings/groups

Overview

With the Project View Assistant macro you can directly control from a single window the following views in
your project:

· Current Building

· Current Floor

· Visible Floors

· Visible Buildings

This can effectively speed up your work as you will not need to constantly refer to the Floor – Current Floor,
Floor Visible Floors, Buildings – Current Building, Building – Visible Buildings menus.

In addition to be able to rotate, mirror, move and group buildings, you can also save a project view
configurations, so that you can return to a pre-defined configuration of building and floor views. 

The  Project View Assistant functions in both Construction and Design modes.

Project viewer handling

Very large projects may take longer to update any changes, and so it may be useful to deactivate the Project
View Assistant during these update phases.

It is not possible to hide all floors and buildings. You must always have at least one current floor and building.

Project viewer dialog box

Clicking on the menu entry Macros – Project Viewer, starts the Project View Assistant macro. Depending
upon the project loaded, the Project View Assistant dialog box will contain a tree structure.

The macro will automatically analyze the current project and display a tree hierarchy of the available
buildings and floors.

The icons have the following meaning and functions:

This icon appears in the horizontal menu bar of ARCON and show/hides the Project View Assistant
dialog box

Set as current building/floor

Makes visible/invisible selected buildings

Enables you to modify building/floor text
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Produce building arrangements, new group

Ungroup building arrangements

Add the selected building to a group

Remove selected building from a group

Mirror building/group

Rotate building/group

 Move building/group

Opens the help file

Unpins the Project View Assistant and can become overlapped by other windows

Pins the Project View Assistant in the foreground of the ARCON window

The current Project View Assistant view configurations are saved

 

Tree hierarchy:

Shows/ hides the relative building or floor

Indicates the current building/floor

Indicates the current floor of a non-current building. Should the building become current then the floor
automatically becomes the current floor

Indicates a non-current floor/building

Loading projects

If an ARCON project is using the Project View Assistant macro then this information is saved with the
ARCON project. Loading such an ARCON project will also automatically load the Project View Assistant.

Note that this only applies if you have saved at least one default view configuration.

Grouping and working on buildings/groups

The Project View Assistant is able to group buildings together so they can be mirrored, rotated or moved, but

first the buildings have to be grouped. To create a group click the New group icon . The selected
building will automatically be assigned to this group. A new group will only be added if an ungrouped building

is selected. To add a building to a group, select the building and click the Add to group icon . After
adding several new groups which will appear in the hierarchy tree, selected buildings can be assigned to one
of these groups in a selection dialog that appears. Buildings can be removed from groups by selecting the

building and clicking the Remove from group icon . 

To mirror , rotate  or move , first select the building or group of buildings and click one of the
icons. Clicking the Mirror and Rotate icons also display a drop down menu with additional options to select
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from. 
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2D Editor Macro
Overview

Notes on using the 2D editor

Lines

Polygons

Rectangles

Circles 

Ellipses

Text

Bitmap files

Layers

Groups in the 2D editor

Bring to front/send to back 2D elements

Snap options for 2D elements

Switching 2D elements on and off

General properties of 2D elements

Position dialog box

Properties of parallel lines and polygons

Edit text dialog box

Text properties

Bitmap properties

Opening/saving projects with 2D elements

Delete all 2D elements

Overview

The 2D Editor can be used in Construction mode in ARCON to create simple 2D drawings, in order to use
with additional plans (such as drainage plans) or detailed views. The 2D Editor should not be considered as a
replacement for a true 2D construction program, but it should be sufficient for adding drawing elements to
your plan, which have not been generated in ARCON itself. 

If you want to make more changes to the 2D view in ARCON, or to use ARCON 2D views to compile entire
plans, it is advisable to use the program CreativeLines from Eleco Software Limited. 

All information visible in ARCON’s Construction mode is recognised in CreativeLines and can be edited from
there. This also includes the elements entered using the 2D Editor macro. In other words, drawings which
have been edited using the 2D Editor macro can still be read in CreativeLines and further edited in that
program. 

Although the 2D Editor is a standalone program, it is integrated into ARCON to such an extent that it appears
to be a full component of ARCON. The 2D Editor adds to several menu options in ARCON. In addition, an
icon is added in Construction mode in the top horizontal toolbar, which can be used to show and hide 2D
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elements. In the left-hand vertical toolbar, the 2D Editor adds a multi-function icon to ARCON, which can be
used to select various 2D elements and insert them into the plan. Lastly, it adds an extra tab to this dialog
box. If you have ever used a 2D drawing program, you will have no difficulties in using the 2D Editor in
ARCON. However, you should always observe the notes when using the 2D Editor. These notes include
various properties of the 2D Editor which may be not obvious at first glance, but which are very useful when
using the program. 

The individual elements in the 2D Editor are used in largely the same way as the normal elements in
ARCON. Accordingly, right-clicking the various icons opens the default values for the different 2D elements,
and double-clicking a 2D element will normally open the same properties dialog box where you can change
the properties of the selected 2D element. You can select it and move it with the left mouse button held
down. Selected 2D elements are identified using a selection frame.

Moving the selection squares on the selection frame with the left mouse button held down will change the
size and position of 2D elements. 

Unlike other construction elements in ARCON, several 2D elements can be selected at the same time in
order to group or delete them simultaneously, for example. To do this, proceed as follows: Select the first
element by clicking it once, then select further elements by holding down the Shift key before selecting the
additional elements. If you want to deselect one of the elements, simply click it once more. If several 2D
elements are selected, they can be grouped, or they can be deleted by pressing the Del key.

Notes on using the 2D editor

A summary of the functions in the 2D Editor, which are not immediately obvious, is given below:

1. Copying 2D elements: If you move a 2D element and you have the Ctrl key held down when releasing the
left mouse button, the element will be copied rather than moved. The original element will stay in the same
place and the new element will be generated at the point in which the old element would have been
moved.

2. Snapping when moving 2D elements: Moving a 2D element normally means that the point directly
underneath the mouse is used for snapping. This is the point you clicked as you started the move
operation. If instead you want to use one of the corner points on the selection frame, or even the center
point of the selection frame, select and begin to move the object while the mouse button is still held down,
press Ctrl+W to change the snapping point.

3. Double-clicking the element can access its properties. 

4. The  and  icons can be used to specify not only the relative character string for 2D elements, but

also character elements by clicking both icons twice. Clicking  means, that a 2D element is drawn
behind all the other 2D elements and double-clicking means that it will be behind the  ARCON construction
elements as well.

All other functions in the 2D Editor are exactly the same as in ARCON, and for other Windows graphic
programs.

Lines
As well as circles, squares, polygons, etc. the line is one of the basic elements in the 2D Editor. A line is

entered by selecting the  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon. 

Clicking the start and end points creates a basic line. If  is selected as the entry type, several parallel lines
will be created, and you only need to enter the basic line. The number of parallel lines here and the
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properties they have can be set in the dialog box by right-clicking this. The parallel lines created are
automatically grouped together once entered.

Polygons
The polygon is another 2D element in addition to lines, circles, etc. It comprises a number of connected lines
either closed or open. 

A polygon is entered by selecting the  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon. The  icon will then

appear in the how bar, which is used to create closed polygons, and the  icon, which can only be used to
create open polygons. Clicking the corner points of the polygon in sequence in the ARCON working area
enters a polygon. To complete the polygon entry, press the Esc key. 

Using the entry variant  and clicking the first point entered during the entry process means that the
polygon is automatically recognised as closed, and the entry will be ended. Incidentally, the same applies to
the entry type – in this case the polygon is also closed when the Esc key is pressed to end the process. To
override the automatic closure of a polygon when clicking on the first point, hold down the Ctrl key.

Just as for lines, an entire series of polygons can be created simultaneously when entering polygons. In this
process, the polygon sides will be parallel to the polygon you entered manually. To do this, use the entry

type  or .

Unlike lines, however,  when using parallel  lines with polygons the end points of the parallel  lines produced
are  extended  so  that  they  intersect  the  lines  of  the  previous  polygon  edge,  as  if  on  the  mitre  joint.  For
example, this function can be used to reformat walls to be multiple walls.

Rectangles

The  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon can be used to enter rectangles. Alternative entry options

are provided in the shape of  and . Both alternative entry methods can be used together with the
snapping function for various construction purposes. The appearance of the rectangle you enter depends on
the settings you have made once completed. 

Double-clicking it and changing the settings in the dialog box that appears, can change the properties of a
rectangle. 

Circles

The  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon can be used to enter circles. Alternative entry options are

provided in the shape of  and . Both alternative entry methods can be used together with the snapping
function for various construction purposes. The appearance of the circle you enter depends on the settings
you have made once completed. 

Double-clicking it and changing the settings in the dialog box that appears can change the properties of a
circle. 

Note: Remember that it is possible to snap to the edge of the circle with the relevant settings. For
example, you could construct a ready-made line vertical to the edge of a circle. 

Ellipses

The  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon can be used to enter ellipses. Alternative entry options

are provided in the shape of  and . Both alternative entry methods can be used together with the
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snapping function for various construction purposes. The appearance of the ellipse you enter depends on the
settings you have made once completed. 

Double-clicking it and changing the settings in the dialog box that appears can change the properties of an
ellipse. 

Note: It is not possible to create rotated ellipses using the 2D Editor. For this reason, the input box for
angles in the Enlarge/Rotate section will be grayed in the Position dialog box that appears when you
click Position… in the Properties dialog box for ellipses. 

Text

The  icon from the 2D Editor multi-function icon can be used to enter text. To do this, first drag out a box
where the text is to appear, by double-clicking. Then enter the text you want to use into the dialog box that
appears. This dialog box is identical to the dialog box opened by double-clicking a selected piece of text.

Bitmap files

The 2D Editor can be used to insert graphic files into your plan in ARCON’s Construction mode. The 2D
Editor supports the graphic file formats *.bmp, *.ico, *.wmf, *.gif and *.jpg in this process.

A bitmap can be inserted into your plan by selecting . Once this has been selected, a standard Windows
Open file dialog box will be opened where you can select the graphic file to be loaded. After this has been
selected, position the bitmap in your plan by clicking with the left mouse button, once to set the top left
position and again to set the bottom right position. These two clicks mark out the frame where the bitmap is
positioned. The appearance of the bitmap in this frame depends on the settings you have made for bitmaps. 

Layers

AutoCAD DXF files can be loaded as a transparency in ARCON. To do this, select the  icon from the 2D
Editor multi-function icon to open a dialog box. This dialog box is used in the same way as loading layers. In
other words, you can select one or even several layers of a DXF file and a preview of them will display. 

Confirm this dialog box with Open, and then click twice in your plan to specify the box where the layer is to
be loaded. During the loading process, the layers are converted into elements of the 2D Editor, in other
words, into lines, polygons, text, etc. A group is automatically created from all these elements.

In order to edit individual elements in this group or in order to delete individual lines from the loaded DXF file,
the group can be ungrouped.

Unlike graphic files, DXF files that are loaded using the 2D Editor are not saved as references but as 2D
elements directly in the ARCON project. 

Note:  For technical reasons the maximum number of 2D elements, which can be loaded, using the 2D
Editor is limited. This limit is around 3,000 elements. If you try to load more complex elements, the 2D
Editor will prompt you that the maximum number has been exceeded, and the element in question will
not be loaded. 

Layer import to scale

In addition to the option for loading DXF files and then positioning them by dragging, it is also possible to load

DXF layers to scale. To do this, select the  icon. This to scale loading process is particularly useful if you
want to load DXF layers which you know have been generated in meters. You can load these types of layers
without changing their size by dragging out a box. 

The process for selecting the DXF file and the layer to be loaded in that DXF file is identical to the normal
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selection process. In this case, however, you should single-click rather than double-click to position the layer.
This click determines the top left corner of the layer. The size of the box will then be determined
automatically from the DXF file values. 

Depending on the type of DXF files you are loading, it may be that the information saved in the DXF file is
larger than the current paper format for your plan. The 2D Editor will alert you to this fact and you will have
the option of selecting a different scale for the layer during the loading process itself. This may be useful if
the layer has not been modelled in meters, but in millimeters, for example.

A layer of this type will not normally fit on your page, because it would be too large by a factor of 1000. Then
enter 1:1000 as the scale into the dialog box, a layer of this type will then appear with the correct size.

Note: It is also possible to change sizes in the 2D Editor. To do this, double-click a loaded layer, the edit
group dialog box will appear where you can enter a value into the factor input box to change the size
accordingly.

Groups in the 2D editor

The 2D Editor in ARCON allows you to compile several 2D elements into a group. This group can then be
moved or enlarged/reduced in size, and can also be rotated. All elements in this group will be
enlarged/reduced or rotated as a single element. 

To create a group, proceed as follows: Select the first 2D element to be included in the group by Left-clicking
this 2D element. Then press the Shift key and click further elements to be added to the group. All selected
2D elements will then be identified using a selection frame. 

Once you have selected all the 2D elements you want (you can also select groups in this process), click the

group icon  in the vertical toolbar. The 2D Editor will then combine all the selected 2D elements into a
group and display a large selection frame around all the 2D elements. 

The group created in this way will behave as a single 2D element. This means you can move the group as
one, as well as delete, scale and rotate it. If you want to divide the group into individual elements, select the

group and then click the  icon in the vertical toolbar. To ungroup a grouped element, select it and click the

ungroup icon .

Note: Groups can also be selected in order to create a larger group. All the elements will then be
included in the new group, but the original group information will be lost (no hierarchical groups).

Bring to front/send to back 2D elements

If you have created several 2D elements, all of which cover one another, or which cover parts of the

remaining ARCON plan, the  and  icons can be used to specify the order in which they appear. 

To bring a 2D element to the front, select it by left-clicking the 2D element and then click the  icon. The

2D element will then be in front of all other 2D elements. Clicking  will position the 2D element behind all
other 2D elements. Clicking this again will position this 2D element behind the normal  ARCON construction
elements as well, for example, walls, guidelines, etc. 

A careful combination of selecting single elements and using these two icons can be used creatively to build
up the image.

Snap options for 2D elements

When starting the 2D Editor macro, the 2D graphic tab is added to the options dialog box for the snapping
function when the macro is started. This tab is used to set whether or not, to which of the 2D elements
ARCON should snap. 
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If you have selected the option Snap to the following items, for example, and checked the Circles box,
guidelines can be created which snap to 2D elements of the type circle when created. For example, this
method can be used quite effectively to construct tangents to circles. 

Bear in mind that these snapping options will also be used when positioning 2D elements. In other words, 2D
elements that are already in place can be used as snapping objects when positioning new 2D elements. 

Note: The snapping function can also be used when moving 2D elements. The point used as the
snapping point for the 2D element being moved can be set. This point will normally be the position
directly underneath the mouse. However, pressing Ctrl+W will alternate the snapping points on the 2D
element being moved as snapping points. Lastly, the center of the 2D element can also be used as a
snapping point. 

You can switch between the various alternatives by the multiple use of Ctrl+W. 

Switching 2D elements on and off

The  icon displayed to the right of the horizontal toolbar can be used to hide or show the 2D elements.

General properties of 2D elements

The elements Line, Polygon, Square, Circle and Ellipse in the 2D Editor use different properties for the
frame, the thickness of lines, edges, and fill patterns for the display. You can set these properties using the
relevant dialog boxes. Right-clicking the relevant variants of the 2D Editor or double-clicking a special
element in your view opens these dialog boxes. 

For example, right-clicking the  icon will set the properties for circles subsequently created.
Double-clicking that circle can set the properties for a specific circle. Remember that the properties of lines,
squares, polygons, etc. created subsequently may be different (but the same for all lines, squares etc). 

In contrast, the appearance of the dialog box used to set the properties is virtually identical for the different
elements. It comprises the sections for Frame style, Width of frame/line, Fill pattern, Colors and a
Preview section where the current settings are displayed on an example (the dialog box for line properties is
different to the other dialog boxes because neither fill patterns nor background properties can be set for
lines). 

Frame style

This section is used to set the style to be used for drawing the edge or the line. Using the first alternative
means that no special frame is used (not applicable for lines). 

Width of frame/line

This section is used to specify the thickness of the line or edge to be drawn. The specifications made in this
section on the thickness of the line relate to the paper coordinates. In other words, the page formats currently
being used. The Hairline alternative uses an option, which is always 1 pixel wide, regardless of the display
size. 

Bear in mind that hairlines can only be used for dotted lines with circles and ellipses. With all other elements,
a different thickness can be specified for the lines.

Fill pattern 

This section is used to specify the pattern to be used to fill the 2D element. 

Colors 

This section comprises the three subsections for Border, Fill and Background. For line properties, only a
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color can be selected, which is used for the line itself. In the example section you will see the various colors
currently set. Clicking Define… can change these. A standard  Windows dialog box will then appear for
entering the colors. 

In the Background subsection you can select whether the background is filled in or left transparent.
Selecting Transparent means that only the border and the fill are displayed. Parts of the 2D element not
covered by the edges or pattern lines will be see-through. This means you will be able to see the ARCON
elements or other 2D elements behind those parts. 

As well as the sections already mentioned the Properties dialog box also contains OK, Cancel, Set default,
Position… and Help buttons with the standard  ARCONfunctions. Set default will therefore save the current
for future use. Clicking the Position… button will open a dialog box, which can be used to set the position of
the frame. 

Position dialog box

This dialog box is opened by clicking Position… in the Properties dialog boxes for the various 2D elements.
Note that the position tab will only be available if a 2D element is selected. The Position dialog box can be
used to change both the position and the rotation of a 2D element. It comprises the two sections for 
Position/size and Increase/rotate. 

The Position/size section outputs the coordinates for the top left corner of the selection square relative to
the origin. Width and Height relate to the width and height of the selection frame. 

In the Increase/rotate section you can specify an enlargement or reduction factor. For example, if you select
0.5, the width and height in the Position/size section will be simultaneously multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
Using the Factor input box creates an equal reduction/enlargement. The rotation of the 2D element can be
entered in the Angle section. 

Do remember that it is not possible to rotate all 2D elements. In this case, the Angle input box will be
grayed. 

Note: As in ARCON itself, you can also perform calculations in the input boxes in the 2D Editor.

Properties of parallel lines and polygons

When creating 2D lines, the  icon can be used to create several parallel lines simultaneously.

Right-clicking  opens a dialog box that can be used to specify the properties for these various parallel
lines. 

This dialog box can be used to specify whether or not the original line displays, and clicking Properties…
specifies the properties of the original line. In this dialog box you can also specify which of the parallel lines
(up to five) are displayed, as well as the distance (in world coordinates) of these parallel lines from the
original line.

For each of the individual parallel lines you can click Properties… to specify the line color, line thickness and
line style. 

After creating parallel lines, the 2D Editor will automatically create a group from these lines. This group can
be ungrouped in order to change the specific lines within the group, for example.

If you use the entry options  or  when creating polygons, the same properties will be used as for
parallel lines. 

Unlike individual parallel lines, which are added to a group after they have been created, using  or 
will also create a group, but the individual elements in the group are open or closed polygons. 

Note: For the properties of the various parallel polygons, you can create a kind of color-fill pattern for
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the various strips in a closed polygon group by specifying that these polygons are to be color-filled. For
example, the fill color for the original line could be set to blue. Set the fill color for the first parallel line to
white. As the 2D Editor paints polygons on top of one another, this will create a kind of blue stripe. Do
bear in mind that this process will depend on whether you specify clockwise or anti-clockwise when
entering a polygon. Depending on the entry type, the original polygon will be the outer or the inner
shape in the group of polygons.

Edit text dialog box

This dialog box is opened either when entering text, after you have dragged out the text box, or by
double-clicking existing positioned text. 

This dialog box consists of the Text section where you can enter or change the text, and the Position/size
section. 

The Position/size section is the same as the Position dialog box for the other 2D elements. The position
and size of the text box can be changed in this dialog box. Angled text can also be created using the angle of
rotation.

Note: For technical reasons, Windows can only display TrueType fonts as rotated text. If you are using
a non-TrueType font, the text will appear horizontally, even if you enter values ¹ 0 for the angle of
rotation.

As well as the OK, Cancel and Help buttons, this dialog box also has a View… button. Click this to display
another dialog box where the text properties can be changed.

Text properties

The dialog box for the text properties comprises the sections for Options, Alignment, Font and
Background color. 

The Options can be used to specify whether the text is wrapped if it is too long to be displayed on one line in
the text box, whether the text box has a frame around it, and whether the frame is filled with a color. 

Note: If the text for which you want to change the text properties is rotated text, it is not possible to use
the first option (line break).

The Alignment section is used to specify how the text is aligned relative to the text frame i.e. aligned to the
left, right, or centered. 

The Background color can be used to set both the background color (this is only visible if the Filled
background option has been selected in the Options section) and the color of the text. 

Lastly, clicking Define font… will define the font used. After clicking here, a standard Windows dialog box
will be opened where you can set the font, as well as the font style and font size. 

Bitmap properties

Double-clicking a bitmap in the 2D Editor in Construction mode or right-clicking the option for the 2D entry

elements  opens this dialog box. The dialog box comprises the two sections for Adjust and Options. 

Adjust

This section is used to specify how the size of the image is adjusted for the size of the frame. 

Selecting No adjustment means that the bitmap will maintain its original size. However, you can still crop
this to size by dragging in the frame. 
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Selecting Image to frame size means that the bitmap can be scaled to any size and also distorted.

Selecting Frame to image size means that the bitmap can be scaled to any size with no distortion. 

Options section 

Selecting With frame in the Options section means that the bitmap is drawn with a border around it. The
size of this border will correspond to the frame size of the bitmap. 

The OK, Cancel, Set default, Position… and Help buttons have standard functions as in ARCON. Set
default will save the current settings permanently and not just for your project. This means that they will still
be used in new projects the next time bitmaps are used. 

Clicking the Position… button will open a dialog box, which can be used to set the position of the bitmap.
Bear in mind that Position… will be grayed if you right-click the bitmap icon. Right-clicking the bitmap icon
changes the properties of all future bitmap files loaded. As you are not setting the properties for a specific
bitmap file in this case, you cannot enter the position either.

Note: If you are saving an ARCON project in which bitmap files are used, links to the bitmaps are saved
rather than the bitmaps themselves. These bitmap files will then be reopened when opening projects of
this type. This can result in bitmap files not being found because they have been deleted in the
meantime, for example. A prompt will appear during the loading process should this be the case. 

The 2D Editor will save the filenames of the bitmap files used, along with the relative file paths, if the bitmap
files are located in a subdirectory of the ARCON directory. Bitmap files located anywhere else on the hard
drive are saved with absolute path names. 

Opening/saving projects with 2D elements

If you are using 2D elements in your construction and you save the construction as a project, the 2D
elements used will also be saved in your project (*.acp). In other words, no separate 2D project file is
created, although the 2D Editor is a macro. If you are opening a project of this type and the 2D Editor is
started as a macro, the relevant elements will appear. 

Depending on the installation, ARCON will behave as follows if you open a project with 2D elements and the
macro has not yet been started:

Option 1: Your project is opened, but the 2D elements will not appear.

Option 2: Your project is opened; the 2D Editor is automatically started when opened and the 2D
elements display.

Option 3: The 2D Editor has already been started. Open your project. The 2D elements will appear. 

If the 2D Editor macro has not yet been started, then option 1 and option 2 occurs, depending on the type of
installation. If you want to change this later on – without reinstalling ARCON – editing the Macros.ini file in
the Standard/Macros directory will resolve this. 

Replace the section [Edit2D.exe] with one of the following three options:

1) Always active

In this mode, ARCON will start the macro automatically when the program is started. The section in question
is:

[Edit2D.exe]
Name= 2D Graphics editor
Modi= 3
Description=edit 2D drawings in ARCON
Automatic
[Edit2D.exe]

2) Load as necessary
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In this mode, the 2D Editor is started on command (via the Macros menu) or as soon as a project, which
contains 2D elements, is opened. The Macros.ini section will then be:

[Edit2D.exe]
Name= 2D Graphics editor
Modi= 3
Description=edit 2D drawings in ARCON
ChunkID=2fffffff

3) Default

In this mode, the macro is started on command only and projects with 2D elements can be edited without
those elements appearing.

[Edit2D.exe]
Name= 2D Graphics editor
Modi= 3
Description=edit 2D drawings in ARCON

Delete all 2D elements

With this menu entry you can delete all 2D-elements in your plan.
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Tile Planner Macro
Overview

The principle

Tile Planner in ARCON

Working with the tile planner

Tile planner in detail

View options

Options in the tile planner

Display of tiled areas in ARCON

Overview

Selecting the Tile Planner option from the Macros menu starts the tile macro in ARCON. Also in the
Macros menu is the Add tiles... option which can be used to start a macro program which is used to expand
the tile database used by the Tile Planner macro.

The principle

he Tile Planner is basically a standalone program which uses the walls, ceilings and floors in ARCON and
creates special objects that can be textured with the tiles you have selected. 

When working with the Tile Planner, it replaces the working area in ARCON. When transferring data in
ARCON, the Tile Planner disappears and you will see the normal ARCON display once again. 

Tile Planner in ARCON

After the Tile Planner macro has been started via the Macros menu in Construction mode, the following
icons are added: 

The  icon will appear in the vertical toolbar in Construction mode. Clicking this icon will display a group of

three icons in the how bar ,  and .

These icons can be used to select the walls, ceiling or floors where you want to position tiles. To do this,

proceed as follows: Click  if it not already held down and then click one of the above three icons
depending on whether you are tiling a ceiling, floor or wall. 

With the left-mouse button, click the floor, wall or ceiling you want to tile so that the tile planner appears. After

completing your work with the Tile Planner, click the  icon, select Transfer to ARCON to place the tiles
in your project. 

Note: If you open a project containing tiles and the Tile Planner has not yet been launched, it will be
start automatically. 

Working with the tile planner

After selecting the wall, floor or ceiling to be tiled in ARCON, the tile planner will be displayed. The wall, floor
or ceiling transferred into the macro will be displayed in the working area. Cutouts for windows, doors and
walls, and in floors and ceilings, are regarded as cutouts in the working area. The remaining area (the actual
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wall side or the actual floor or ceiling) can be tiled.

To do this, the Tile Planner can be used both to define different areas which can be tiled, or even the entire
wall (the floor or ceiling) as a whole. The principle for doing this is really very simple: 

Simply select a tile out of the right-hand tile list and drag it onto the area to be tiled. The tile is placed
automatically when the mouse button is released. 

Note: If there are no tiles in the right-hand area then click  to display these.

Most icons in the Tile Planner will be similar to those in ARCON. The function of these icons is identical
in the Tile Planner. However, they are not divided into the horizontal and vertical toolbars. 

As in ARCON, you can use guides in the tile planner to construct precise areas. The  icon is used to
import areas from DXF or HPGL transparencies.

The   and  icons are specific to the tile planner. They are used to define rectangles or any

polygon-shaped areas for tiling. The icons  and  are used to define the tile position.  is used to

define the tile position for an area, and  can be used to change the angle interactively. 

The icons  and are used with overlapping areas to define one area to be positioned in front of another
area. 

Note: During tiling, the areas that are covered - are not tiled. However, it is still not a good idea during
tiling to cut out these areas to start with, because they may be used later during further editing. 

The icon is used to delete an area. Selected elements can also be deleted using the Del key. The 

and  icons are used for zoom in and zoom out functions and are used in precisely the same way as in

ARCON. is used to switch the grid on and off, and  toggles between the tile textured view and the tile

outline view in the working area. The  icon can be used to switch the selection list of available tiles on and
off. 

Last of all,  is used to transfer the data to ARCON. Clicking this icon will display a dialog box where you
can select how your entries are used.

Clicking Transfer to ARCON will close the Tile Planner and transfer all the data into ARCON. 

Note: The data can be transferred directly by clicking  and holding down the Ctrl key.

The two list boxes to the right of this icon are used to select manufacturers and tile styles. The tiles used in
the tile planner are taken from a database to which you can add your own tiles. When adding tiles to this
database, both the manufacturer and the style need to be defined. 

Tile planner in detail

Although working with the tile planner is intuitive and easy-to-use after a little practice, some of the details of
the Tile Planner are explained in more detail below. Some of the working steps may not be immediately
apparent in some circumstances when simply trying out the program, which means that it is still advisable to
study this part of this manual. 

Loading/saving tiles and backgrounds

The File menu can be used to save different tile variants for one and the same plan. 

If you save an ARCON project in which you want to use tiles, the current tile will also be saved in that project,
which does mean that only one variant is possible. If you want to save different variants, this can be achieved
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using the following menu. 

The Import DXF/HPGL Transparency menu option is used to import areas from those formats. For
example, if you want to define a company logo in one of these formats as a tile area, this menu option can be
used to do just that. 

The Exit menu option is the same as the  icon. If you have made any changes in the Tile Planner, a
prompt will be displayed as to whether or not you want to reject or save the changes separately. 

Working modes in the tile planner

The Tile Planner has different working modes, which can also be accessed using the relevant icons. Along
with these icons there is a corresponding menu option for each icon in the Work mode menu. 

The  icon is used to select or edit defined tile areas. With the left-mouse button held down the area
selected can be moved. Ctrl+W can also be used. You can also move individual corner points on the area, in
exactly the same way as in ARCON with polygonal areas. If you hold down the Ctrl key after completing the
move, the area will be copied to the new position rather than moved.

Right-clicking an area will open a context menu where you can also set the various working modes for this
area separately. 

Guidelines in work mode

This working mode is basically the same as the guidelines in ARCON. It can be used to enter different
guidelines to permit the construction of more complex areas. The tile planner also supports snapping to
corner points and lines using the menu Options - Snap. 

The  icon can be used to enter parallel guides where only the numerical distance is required, just as for

the function available in ARCON using the  icon. 

Create rectangular/polygon areas in work mode

   These  menu  options  or  the  two  icons  can  be  used  to  define  tile  areas.  After  you  have  finished
defining  an area,  it  still  hasn’t  yet  been  tiled.  The  actual  tiling  process  is  carried  out  using  drag  &  drop  to
move the selected tiles from the tile catalog into the area. 

The third option for defining an area is the import process for DXF/HPGL transparencies.

Note: If you drag a tile from the tile catalog into the area using drag & drop, and you approach the edge
of an area in the process, the corresponding part of the frame is selected. Releasing the left mouse
button means that the rotation of the tiles is automatically set so that the selected edge is the base edge
for the tiles (the tiles all run parallel to this edge). 

Tile origin

During the tiling process for areas, both the type of tile, tile position and the tile joints are important. To define

these, the tile origin (the bottom left-hand corner) of a tile can be defined using the  icon. Click this icon
and then in the area for which you want to change the tiling point (if the area does not yet have any tiles on it,
first drag a texture onto this area). Then move the tile origin with the left mouse button held down and
observe how all the tiles are adjusted to the new position of the tile origin. 

In addition to this interactive option for defining the tile origin, the coordinates of the tile origin can also be
entered in the status bar. 
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These coordinates will always relate to the old tile origin, which is selected with the help of a cross hair. 

If you use drag & drop to drag a tile into an area, which is not yet tiled, the point at which you release the tile
is the tile origin.

Tile angle

In the same way as you can define the tile origin for an area; you can also define the orientation of the tiles

for this area. The icon  or the Tile angle menu option from the Work mode menu is used to do this.
Selecting the corresponding context menu option also accesses the same menu option by right-clicking in an
area. 

Once you have selected the working mode, moving the mouse with the left mouse button held down will
allow you to rotate the tiles interactively around the working point. In addition to the interactive option, the
required angle of rotation can also be entered numerically in the Tile Planner status bar.

View options

Just as in ARCON, the Tile Planner has different views. Guidelines and the grid can also be displayed or
hidden. To do this, use either the View menu or use the following icons:

The menu option Show grid or  is used to switch the grid on and off.

Note: With the grid switched off, the snap to grid functions will not work either. The menu option Show

guidelines or  is used to switch the guidelines on and off. With the guides switched off, the snap to
guides functions will not work either. 

Tile outline from the View menu or the  icon is used for a black and white display of the tiles. Only the
joins are displayed with this icon depressed. Due to the grid effects, the joins can also be displayed as dotted
lines with a very small display of the entire tiled area. A display is only achieved using a specific zoom factor. 

The View - Show tile list menu option or  is used to hide the list of tiles to the right of the working area.
This means you can no longer select a tile using drag and drop, but you will have more space in the working
area. 

Options in the tile planner

In a similar way to ARCON, the way in which the Tile Planner behaves can be defined using various options.
Right-clicking the relevant icons can access most options.
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Program settings

This dialog box is opened using the menu option Program settings… from the Options menu or by

right-clicking . This dialog box comprises of two tabs; the Paths tab where different directories can be
entered for the Tile Planner, and the Areas/tiles tab where the default values for newly created tiled areas
and the tiles used can be defined.

Paths tab

The Paths tab comprises of three input boxes where the directories used in the tile planner can be entered. 

The Database input box is used to define the tile catalog to be used. When installing the Tile Planner the
correct path will be set here. 

However, if you want to create a new tile database, for example, using Microsoft Access, the relevant
database can be selected from here. 

The input box Tile BMP path defines the directory where the program will search for tile textures. The
bitmap files used are not saved in the tile databases, only the names. 

This directory specifies where these textures are actually located; this entry is also set automatically during
the ARCON installation process. However, in some situations you can also use other textures by changing
this directory. 

The Temp texture path input box is used to define a directory where the Tile Planner stores temporary
textures. ARCON uses these temporary textures to display the actual settings made in the tile planner.
These are basically the same as the textures you used for the tiles, although they need to be scaled
accordingly and expanded around the joints. The Tile Planner generates names for these temporary textures
automatically. ARCON requires these textures for display purposes. 

This section is also set automatically during the ARCON installation, and does not normally need to be
changed, even if new databases are defined. 

Areas/tiles tab

This tab consists of two sections, the Join properties for new area section and the Reactions to
dimension changes in existing tiled room/wall section.

Join properties for new area

This section is used to define which join properties the tile planner uses when defining a new area. These
settings are used when you use drag & drop to place a tile onto an untitled area. 

If you drag a different tile onto an already tiled area, the settings made for that area would be transferred. 

Reaction to dimension changes in existing tiled room/wall

If you have defined a tiled area for rooms or walls using the tile planner and go back to ARCON using the 

 icon, rooms or walls, which have already been tiled, these can be changed here. 

At this point the problem is how to proceed with the defined tiled areas. The Tile Planner monitors your
entries in ARCON, and notifies you if a situation of this type occurs. The precise way in which it does this is
specified in this section. 

Selecting the Display message window option means that the Tile Planner will notify you at the point when
a tiled area is being implicitly changed and you can then restart the tile planner to modify it according to the
new situation. 

Selecting Modify tiled sections automatically means that the tile planner will automatically proceed as
follows: if a wall divides the tiled area, the wall which is longer following the division will be tiled. The tiled
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area for the other part of the wall is deleted. 

If a new room is created during the process, and the ceiling or floor is tiled in the old room, the room with the
largest combined wall length will be tiled with the original room, after the wall has been created. 

Note: The same thing also happens with the first option Display message window. With this option it is
normally possible to make changes later on. 

Selecting the Ignore option means that the tiled area is not changed; it will instead go through the wall.
However, there may be display problems caused by this, as the layout of the tiled area for a room is no
longer entirely clear.

Notes on editing rooms after a tiled area has been defined

If several tiled areas have been created due to the changes in ARCON, on the ceiling and the wall, for
example, it may be that some of the tiled areas created need to be changed manually.

You should avoid editing rooms after sections of them have been tiled because the automatic adjustment
process for the tiled area might not generally turn out as you would expect.

You should therefore only create a tiled area if you are sure that the properties of the room to be tiled will not
change. 

Guide settings dialog box

This dialog box is opened by selecting and double-clicking a guideline or using the Options - Guidelines…
menu. You can also right-click a guideline and select Attributes…

The dialog box is used to define the Line type and the Line color in the same way as in ARCON. The
Default setting for new guidelines, Apply to selected guidelines and Apply to all guidelines check
boxes are used to select how these settings are used. 

Depending on the way in which you open this dialog box, some of the fields may be grayed out if no guides
are selected, for example. 

Area properties dialog box

This dialog box is opened using the Options – Area menu or by right-clicking an area and selecting
Attributes… Double-clicking an area will also open this. 

This dialog box comprises the sections for Joins and Tiles. The Joins section is used to specify the Color
and the Width of the joins used for this section, and the Tiles section is used to enter the position of the tiling

point and the Angle of the joins or tiles. These options can also be changed later using the   and 
icons. 

Snap options dialog box

This dialog box is opened using the Options - Snap… menu. The dialog box is used both to specify whether
or not the snap functions are actually active (Snap enabled check box activated), and the size of the snap
area. You can also define the types of element to snap to. 

Area border are the limits of sections which you have entered yourself using the tile planner;

Work area border are the limits specified by wall or ceiling/floor limits using ARCON. 
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Grid settings dialog box

This dialog box is opened using the menu Options - Grid… or by right-clicking the  icon. This dialog box
is used to specify the size of the grid used. 

Tile properties dialog box

This dialog box is opened by right-clicking a tile in the tile list and selecting Attributes… or by double-clicking
one of the tiles. 

This dialog box displays additional information on the relevant tiles to be taken from the tile database and not
used further directly in the tile planner. 

The details displayed are extracted from the tile database. Most details such as Manufacturer, Name and
Series can be edited with the Creating tile macro, but details such as Price and Delivery time have to be
edited directly with a program such as Microsoft Access. 

DXF and HPGL files as areas

Selecting Import DXF/HPGL transparency from the File menu or clicking  will display a dialog box for
opening backgrounds from ARCON. All closed polygons in these files are inserted as areas.

After you have selected a file, the dialog box will appear.

If you select Original size, and if one of the areas to be imported is larger than the total area to be tiled, the
dialog box will expand.

In this expanded area, a scale factor can then be specified in order to adjust the size of the areas to be
imported.

Display of tiled areas in ARCON

Once you have created a tiled area using the macro, and transferred that area into ARCON, this tiled area
will display at various points. 

In Design mode you will see the tiles in question, but with the dialog boxes for walls and rooms a Tiles tab
will be added. The tabs for walls and rooms are identical; the defined tiled areas are shown here in a list. If
you click an element in this list, the values, which apply to that section, will be displayed below the list.

If you move the mouse over a tiled area using the Tile Planner in Design mode, the normal cursor changes

into .

If you then double-click, the tile planner will be started and the tiled area you clicked will be selected. You can
then drag a different tile type onto that area, for example. 

It is not possible to retexture tiled areas using drag & drop directly in ARCON, because the textures used in
ARCON do not normally contain sufficient information in order to be able to use those textures as tiles.
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Tile Database Editor
Overview

Edit tile dialog box

Overview

The Tile Database Editor is supplied as an add-on module to the ARCON. This program can be used to
specify the appearance of the tiles, which are displayed in the list of tiles. It can be activated from the
ARCON macro menu.  This macro is an excellent example of how ARCON can be expanded by the use of
external macros for specific applications. This application is an example of how tile manufacturers can
demonstrate their products and allow customers to experiment with tile sizes, textures and colors.

Once the program has been started, all the tiles contained in the database are displayed in the top list.
Moving through the list will display the detailed information on the selected tile. The right-hand preview
window is an actual size display of the textured tile. If the geometric information is incomplete (for example,
because the texture in question was not found), the message No geometry file found will be displayed
instead.

A tile can be deleted from the list by pressing the Delete button.

To insert a new tile into the database, press the New button. Selecting the fields Name, Manufacturer,
Series, Material and Surface texture etc can then specify additional information. 

The actual appearance of the tile is specified in the Edit tile dialog box, which is displayed after pressing the
Edit button.

The  button can be used in subsequent dialog boxes both to edit the list of available manufacturers and to
specify the styles linked to a manufacturer. The tile data base is in Microsoft Access .mdb format and can be
created and updated using Access.

Edit tile dialog box

The Edit Tile dialog box is used to define the dimensions and texture of a tile.

In the Tile shape section there is the choice of 3 outline shapes Rectangle, Rectangle – corner(s) cut and
Regular hexagon.

Depending on the tile shape selected, other input boxes will be displayed in the   Dimensions section, which
are used to specify the dimensions (edge lengths) of the tile.

· Rectangle

For rectangle tiles, you can dimension the height, width and origin.

· Rectangle – corner(s) cut

For rectangle tiles - corner(s) cut, you can specify which corners are cut and dimension the height, width,
side, base and origin.

· Regular hexagon

For regular hexagonal tiles, only the length of one edge of the hexagon needs to be specified.

The Texture properties section is used to assign the tile a texture. After selecting a bitmap file using Files…
, all that needs to be specified are the dimensions (cm) of that texture. The input boxes Width and Height
are available to do this. Alternatively, the adjacent dpi input boxes can also be used if you know the
resolution in which the textures have been scanned. Whichever option you use, the other values are
automatically adjusted when a value is entered.

As the default setting, the texture is arranged so that the bottom edge of the texture is the bottom edge of the
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tile. If this assumption is not correct (for example, the texture has been rotated by 90° or if the tile was not
properly aligned during the scanning), you can rectify this by specifying an angle in the Rotate input box.

The same applies to the origin of the texture relative to the tile. It is assumed that the top left edge of the tile
will coincide with the top edge of the texture. This setting can be changed using the input boxes Origin x
and Origin y in the Dimensions section.

The Tile entire surface option is used as a quick method for entering tile dimensions. If you have specified
the texture and its dimensions, this can be used to modify the tile edge lengths of the tile quickly so that they
frame the texture accurately.

The two preview boxes display the appearance of a single tile for the settings selected (left-hand preview
window), but also provide an impression of how the tile will look in a group of tiles (right-hand preview
window). For the preview of a group of tiles, a rotation angle can also be specified in order to gain an
impression of tiles not positioned horizontally.
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3DS Import/Export Filter
The 3D-Studio (3DS)-import/export filter used to be an additional module for ARCON, but has now been
included in ARCON as a standard feature. The filter gives you the technical facilities to extend ARCON
catalog – by accessing new objects and catalogs. If the objects are modelled and presented in the necessary
format (3DS format), you can use them without trouble in ARCON and place them as catalog items. The
3DS-import/export filter is not a modelling system, but you can use it to make certain modifications to existing
objects. The prerequisite, however, is that any object model must be available in the 3DS format. 

The 3DS format is selected because it is the probably the most popular format for 3D objects. Many
commercial and public domain objects and object libraries are available in this format, and most popular
modelling systems support this format as well. If necessary, freely available conversion programs can be
used to convert existing object libraries into the 3DS format. 

This part of the manual will teach you about the 3DS-import/export filter and how to use it. You will learn the
basic procedures for converting 3DS objects for use in ARCON, as well as techniques for modifying objects
to best suit your needs in ARCON.

The following text is not meant to teach you the use of Google© Sketchup, Autodesk© 3D-Studio MAX or
other software. If you need to not only convert objects but also to create or edit existing objects, you will need
the appropriate modelling software. The complexity of such modelling systems and learning to use them can
take several weeks; just as a carpenter cannot make the most complicated cabinets on the first day, you will
need some training with a 3D modeller before you can produce complex objects. But with training and
practice, you will.

You should already have a furniture object or an object library, which you want to convert with the help of the
import filter, but keep in mind that the 3DS-import/export filter is not able to invent information, which is not
already in the object. A basic desk with four legs is a simple shape, but may require some tooling and detail
work before it's realistic and ready to use in your ARCON project. It may be useful to assign materials and
textures, or make minor modifications to the object, which you're converting, for use in ARCON.

SEE ALSO:

What is the 3DS-import/export filter?

Menu options for import & export

Exporting 3DS files

ARCON's use of 3DS-object characteristics

Loading 3DS objects into ARCON

OK, cancel, save, start values, and help buttons

Time slider and related buttons

Define subanimation dialog box

Save ARCON object (ACO)

Save ARCON objects in groups (ACG)

Creating object catalogs

Export Project as ACO object and as 3DS object

Tips on creating objects

Example Materials
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What is the 3DS-import/export filter?

The 3DS-import/export filter for ARCON consists of various program modules that together make a program,
which offers the possibility of reading 3D-Studio files (.3DS) and converting them to ARCON objects. These
tools are separate from, but work together with, the regular ARCON functions. 

All normal ARCON functions are available in the 3DS version. If you are a beginner at using ARCON, you
should first read the early chapters of the ARCON manual. To effectively use the 3DS-import/export filter you
should have some experience, especially in Design mode. You should also be familiar with the use of the
ARCON Explorer (object and texture catalog). 

The 3DS-import/export filter of ARCON makes itself available in Design mode. It includes the menu options 
File - Load 3DS-file… and File - Export 3D information as - 3DS... 

The export function can either export an entire project, or just selected objects (in Design mode). 

Note: You can only export single objects into 3DS format, to do multiple objects you will have to save
them as a ARCON group (.acg format).

For creating objects, a modeller that is able to create 3DS or PRJ files is required. 3D-Studio MAX is best
suited to this; additionally a previous version of 3D-Studio will suffice as a modelling system. Other modelling
systems can be used, but you should exercise caution since such programs' 3DS-format support may not be
100% compatible with AutoDesk’s format.

Although the 3DS-import/export filter analyzes and converts much information in 3DS-objects for use in
ARCON, there are nevertheless some limitations, for example, only one texture can be used for each area
(in contrast, 3D-Studio MAX lets you place as many textures as relevant above each other).

After creating the 3DS-objects, the conversion for use in ARCON takes place with the help of the 3DS-import
filter. This creates from the 3DS-objects ARCON objects (with the file extension *.aco) or ARCON groups
(with the file extension *.acg), which can also be used directly by other ARCON users who do not have the
3DS-import filter. 

Creating entire ARCON catalogs from the converted objects is essentially limited to moving files with the help
of the normal Windows XP Explorer and creating the suitable sub lists. What is shown in the ARCON
Explorer is basically a directory structure. This is explained in greater detail in the section on creating
catalogs.

SEE ALSO:

Time slider and related buttons

Creating object catalogs

Versions

3D-Studio files (.3DS) which were not created with renowned 3D software, for example Autodesk© 3D-Studio
Max or Google© Sketchup, may not be 100% compatible with the 3DS import filter in ARCON. Settings to
resolve these problems will be in the original software that you created you .3DS files in, we suggest you
consult the software manual or research on the internet.

Menu options for import & export

All these Menu options can only be used when in Design Mode.

Function Menu option Notes
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Save/Export project as ACO file File - Export 3D information as -
ARCON object

This will export the whole project,
remember to uncheck the 'Save
without objects' check box if you
have any objects that you want to
include in the .ACO file.

Save/Export project as 3DS file File - Export 3D information as -
3DS...

This will export the whole project,
remember to uncheck the 'Export
without objects' check box if you
have any objects you want to
include in the .3DS file.

Save/Export object as ACO file Objects - Save object... Select the object you want to save,
if no objects or multiple objects are
selected then the menu option will
be disabled.

Save/Export multiple objects as
ACG file

Objects - Save group... Select all objects using the SHIFT
key, if there are no objects or only a
single object this menu option will
be disabled.

Load 3DS file File - Load 3DS file You can also load .PRJ files from
this menu option.

Load ACO file Object - Load object Loads ARCON object

Load ACG file Object - Load group Loads ARCON grouped objects

Exporting 3DS files

Exporting projects in 3DS format

Exporting 3D objects in 3DS format

Exporting projects in 3DS format

The exporting of an entire project is achieved from the Design mode menu File - Export 3D information as
- 3DS...

From this menu a dialog box will appear, allowing you to determine the format and contents of the export file.

You can select whether you would like to save your project with the used textures and 3D objects. The
objects are saved directly into the 3DS file, and exports the textures separately into the target directory as
.bmp files. The file names of the textures used are saved into a .tex file.

Exporting 3D objects in 3DS format

As mentioned before you cannot just select an object ARCON and save it as a 3DS object. You are only able
to save objects as ACO files, and groups of objects as ACG files. There is a way of getting around this; as
we know if you use the File - Export 3D information as - 3DS... menu option you convert the whole scene
into a 3DS file. 

So to Convert a single object or a group of objects into 3DS format simply only have those object(s) that you
want converted on the scene. Ideally you will do this before you start creating your building. Then use the
menu option File - Export 3D information as - 3DS... and you scene (of only objects) will be created into
3DS format.

Note: When selecting the menu option File- -Export information as - 3DS... make sure the Export
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without objects check box in not selected, also depending on the complexity you can uncheck any on
the other check boxes available.

ARCON's use of 3DS-object characteristics

The following section presumes that you are well versed with the use of Google© Sketchup,  Autodesk©
3D-Studio MAX or related 3D software. You should be able to define geometry and assign materials to areas
with these programs. If in the following some terms are unclear to you, please consult the appropriate
AutoDesk manuals.

Fundamental information about 3DS files

In 3D-Studio MAX it default is not to save a object in .3DS format, but in a special format with the file
extension .MAX. The information saved in MAX files, are far more detailed than in 3DS files. 3D-Studio MAX
additionally has, for compatibility reasons, the ability to export 3DS files. The information saved in MAX files,
which cannot be saved in 3DS files, is not lost.

If you use 3D-Studio MAX, it is advisable to save objects only after they are completely modelled, and to
save them in both 3DS and MAX formats. 

Tip: If you use 3D-Studio MAX and are surprised at what ARCON makes from your objects, import the
exported 3DS files directly into 3D-Studio MAX. Generally you'll then see what ARCON has to work
with; the reason is simply that the 3DS file format perhaps cannot contain all information used when
modelling your object. 

For 3D-Studio Max users; try building an object and saving it as a .MAX file. If you export this project as a
3DS file and then import directly back in (completely replacing the scene), you'll see objects that were not
seen beforehand. This concerns intermediate data which 3D-Studio MAX exports with 3DS files. 

This however, is generally the exception. Under normal circumstances the objects you create and export as
3DS files from 3D-Studio MAX are identical and are handled correctly in ARCON. 

3DS files save the following information: 

1. Geometry of the scene's objects (so-called Meshes) 

2. Materials used in the scene

3. Hierarchy and movement information (key frame data)

4. Information about light sources 

5. Information about the viewer's point of view,  and background pictures.

Contrary to the points mentioned above, textures are not saved directly in 3DS files, but must be separately
present. 

From the 5 points mentioned, the 3DS-import/export filter creates ARCON geometry, materials, light
sources, hierarchy information and movements. The specifications regarding the point of view, background
pictures, and other specifications is not analyzed or used.

Geometry used by the 3DS-import filter

ARCON's 3DS-import/export filter uses all of the geometry information of objects, which are saved, in the
3DS files. Additionally, on one hand you have the positions of corner points, and on the other-hand the
roundness information (smoothing groups) and texture coordinates. For the latter two characteristics you
have the possibility of generating additional information during the conversion in the import filter.

In principle, 3DS files can only contain objects that have fewer than 65,536 points. Since such objects in a
3DS file can contain multiple references, however, the total of all points in a 3DS file is in principle unlimited.
When converting objects with more than 65,535 points total into ARCON objects, no problems will occur with
the current version of ARCON, since the number of points for ARCON objects is unlimited.
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However, large objects will dramatically reduce ARCON's display rate.

Units and object sizes

If you convert a 3DS object 1:1 into an ARCON object without any modification in Design mode, it may
happen that the object is too large or too small. The reason for this is that the 3DS object was obviously
designed in a different unit than that used by ARCON. Some early versions 3D-Studio MAX do not offer in
principle the possibility of defining the units in which one works. Additionally, the few programs that support
the 3DS format correctly set the appropriate information in the 3DS file.

In order to avoid this problem, you can use a scaling factor when reading 3DS files into ARCON. For
example, if a desk should have a height of 80 meters after loading (the sizes are displayed when importing),
it is advisable to set the scaling factor to 0.01. 

Materials

Virtually all versions of 3D-Studio MAX offer almost infinite variety in the shapes of surface properties. Any
surface property can have different surface properties combined, and each part can be changed, etc. 

In ARCON the possibilities of surface properties are limited. The reason for this is that in ARCON the objects
must be shown in real-time (comparable to the fast render in 3D-Studio MAX). Although the ARCON render
is very fast, more complex material properties are not possible.

All the parameters, which ARCON uses for materials, have corresponding parameters in the material editor
of 3D-Studio MAX. All additional parameters, which are not supported by ARCON, are simply ignored during
conversion. 

From the multitude of material properties supported by 3D-Studio MAX (standard, two-sided, matte/shadow,
multi/subobject, top/bottom, etc.), ARCON supports only the material type Standard. All other material types
mentioned are so complex in their views that they are unsuitable for ARCON's real-time rendering. Using the
extended material properties in the ARCON's raytracer is conceivable, but is not implemented in the current
version of ARCON and neither in the 3DS-import filter. 

The following figure shows the 3D-Studio MAX material editor with some opened items (roll outs).
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From this dialog box the following described parameters are used in
ARCON.

Basic parameters

Shading

Shading in ARCON is always Phong. It can be switched on and off in ARCON with the 
icons. 

Wire check box

ARCON ignores this characteristic. The type of view  in ARCON can be used as a substitute. 

Face map check box

ARCON ignores this characteristic

Ambient, Diffuse, Specular, Filter selection list

Although ARCON uses all four effects when lighting, it differentiates only between two colors – the diffuse
and the specular colors. For the filter and the ambient colors the values for Diffuse are always used. In order
to achieve the same effects in 3D-Studio MAX and in ARCON, the values for Filter and Ambient must be set
to the same values as Diffuse. This can be easily achieved for the ambient color with the 3D-Studio MAX

icon . The filter color, which is only used if the object is not 100% opaque, must be adjusted separately. 

Glossiness input box
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This value is used in ARCON with the same function. 

Note that in the normal view modes of ARCON, shiny (or glossy) areas cannot be shown accurately. The
higher you set the value for Glossiness, the more likely that you will not see the shiny (glossy) area. This
does not apply, by the way, to the raytracer; there the glossy areas are created exactly the same as in the
3D-Studio Max rendered.

Specular level input box

This value is used in ARCON with the same function.

Self-Illumination input box

ARCON uses luminescent areas, in order to show, for example, light output from monitors. In ARCON it is
not possible to set the proportion of this self-illumination. Self-illumination can only be switched on or off. 

The 3DS-import/export filter sets this self-illumination in ARCON on or off according to whether the value in
3D-Studio MAX is set to zero. If the value is zero, self-illumination is turned off in ARCON. If the value is
higher than zero – no matter what the value actually is – self-illumination is switched on. In 3D-Studio MAX
the same effect can be achieved as it's done in ARCON, setting the value to either 0 (no self-illumination) or
to 80 (luminescent).

Opacity input box

This value is used in ARCON with the same function. 

Soften input box
ARCON ignores this specification.

Extended parameters

Advanced Transparency area 

The entries for Falloff: (In, Out, and Amount) are ignored. In ARCON the transparency of an area is not
dependent upon the viewing angle. You can achieve the same effect in 3D-Studio MAX if you set the amount
of the falloff to 0.

Type selection list

ARCON always uses the Filter type during the view of transparent areas.

Index of Refraction input box

For this, ARCON always uses the value 1.2 with the raytracer. In order to achieve the same effect in
3D-Studio MAX, you should set this value accordingly. 

Wire area

Since ARCON does not have a direct wire view, all values within this area are ignored.

Specifications in the map roll out

ARCON can show exactly one texture (map) per area. In contrast, 3D-Studio MAX allows up to eleven
textures per standard material. 

The only 3D-Studio MAX map types supported by ARCON are Diffuse and Reflection. All other maps are
ignored by ARCON, but you can simulate special texture characteristics of ARCON, such as mask textures.
For the map type Diffuse and Reflection maps, ARCON supports only the bitmap type of map. Other map
types, such as Checker, Flat mirror, etc. are not supported by ARCON. 

If you select the bitmap map type in the 3D-Studio MAX Material editor, the input box of the material editor
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changes its appearance.

From the five roll outs for Coordinates, Noise, Bitmap parameters, Time, and Output, ARCON only uses the
specifications from the Coordinates and Bitmap parameters roll outs. Manipulating the bitmap by means of
Noise or changing the RGB values (with the Output roll out) is not possible.

The current version of ARCON does not support time-dependent (animated) textures. Accordingly, the
specifications in the Time roll out are ignored. 

SEE ALSO:

Generating ARCON mask textures

Coordinates roll out

ARCON always uses the Explicit mapping with diffuse maps, i.e. the Texture switch must always be
activated. This has the consequence that for texture objects, UV coordinates must be provided. 

With reflection mapping, Spherical environment is always used. These are, by the way, the default
specifications when you enable these two map types in 3D-Studio MAX.

The Offset U and V input boxes as well as Tiling U and V input boxes are used with the same meaning as
in ARCON. ARCON ignores the check boxes for Mirror U and V and Tiling U and V – it is always tiled
toward U and V. 

If you want to place unmapped textures on an area, you must, if necessary, divide it into lower surfaces and
use the texture once for a lower surface. 

The Angle input box is used with the same meaning in ARCON. The Blur fields entry and Blur offset are
not used by ARCON. According to whether ARCON uses mipmaps for textures, a similar function is available
there.

ARCON always uses the UV coordinates as texture coordinates, independent of whether the selection boxes
UV, VW, or WU, are selected.

Bitmap parameters roll out

In this roll out you specify the name of the texture to be used, which ARCON will likewise use. Note that
ARCON does not support all of the texture formats that 3D-Studio MAX supports. If you convert a 3DS file,
which uses an image file format that ARCON does not support, ARCON ignores the file extension of the
filename and replaces it with *.bmp. You must, if necessary, convert the used textures to Windows BMP
format with suitable picture editing programs (for example Adobe Photoshop) in order to make it usable
within ARCON.

The specifications within the other areas of the bitmap parameters roll out are ignored when converting into
ARCON objects, since a suitable function is available in  ARCON(i.e. the Mono channel output and Alpha
source sections) or are not implemented differently in ARCON (i.e. the Filtering section) 

ARCON always uses textures without filtering; this corresponds to selecting None within the Filtering
section. Note that the type of filter is not lost when exporting as 3DS files; if you import such an exported file,
the filtering type is adjusted accordingly. 

Example materials

After installing the program, you'll find a folder named MatDemo in the 3DS subfolder in the ARCON
directory. In this directory there are some example objects, saved as 3D-Studio objects, 3D-Studio MAX
projects, and ARCON objects. Additionally, you'll find all textures used by these objects in the same folder.
You can use these examples as references for the use of materials. You'll find a list of the example objects
at the end of this section of the manual.
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Generating ARCON mask textures

ARCON uses so-called mask textures in order to show irregularly formed areas, for example, sections of
trees, logos, and alike. These mask textures do not correspond directly to textures in 3D-Studio or 3D-Studio
MAX, but can by means of opacity be approximately simulated in those programs.

How ARCON displays mask textures

The view of mask textures in ARCON is exactly the same as the view of normal textures – but with one
exception. If the texture to be shown has the color value of absolute black (0,0,0), the area is not shown here
and is perfectly transparent. In 3D-Studio this corresponds to an opaque texture, which consists only of black
and white pixels, whereby in ARCON the same bitmap is used for the texture itself and the opacity. If the
bitmap is not entirely black, its color is used; if it is entirely black, the texture is completely transparent.

Adjusting 3D-Studio to create mask textures

In order to create the function specified in the previous paragraph, you must use two identical textures in
3D-Studio or 3D-Studio MAX: one for Diffuse and one for Opacity. All further adjustments for Opacity are
ignored; the fact that both bitmap names are identical is detected during the conversion, and ARCON knows
that this concerns a mask texture.

Note: If the used bitmap file is not a black and white picture (texture), the effect shown will be different
from 3D-Studio to ARCON, since 3D-Studio interprets the brightness values of the opacity texture as
degrees of transparency. ARCON differentiates strictly between two values: Perfectly transparent and
Perfectly opaque.

Combining texture and diffuse colors

3D-Studio uses the input boxes before the different map buttons in the Map roll out to set the mixture with
other materials, for example, if a Diffuse value of 30 is specified for the map, this means that the texture
influences the material by exactly 30%. The remaining 70% are usually the normal color for Diffuse.

The 3DS-import/export filter ignores these values for Diffuse and Reflection under normal conditions, since
ARCON does not support additive mixing of textures and object colors. 

If the amount is less than 50, ARCON uses the color view during the view when set to Combine color and
texture. With this type of view the diffuse color is multiplied by the texture color (filtered.) 

Examples of these materials can be found in the folder MatDemo within the 3DS folder.

Materials and the ARCON raytracer

The ARCON raytracer uses genuine raytracing for display, in contrast to the 3D-Studio renderer. Reflections
and refractions are simulated not with maps, but are calculated for each pixel. For this reason areas can also
reflect upon other items and you'll see this reflection in ARCON, even without using a reflection map. The
raytracer works with the assumption that areas assigned a material reflect ideally if the product of Gloss
intensity and Gloss color is larger than 30 x 255 in any one of the RGB components. If you select, for
example, a gloss color of absolute white (255, 255, 255) and a gloss intensity of 20, an area with this
material will not reflect in the ARCON raytracer. If you select as gloss color the same white and a gloss
intensity of 50, the material will reflect – whereby the proportion of reflection is proportional to the value of the
gloss intensity. 

In the 3DS\MatDemo folder you will find two example materials, which reflect with the raytracer.

Note: The default material of 3D-Studio, which 3D-Studio uses if you do not assign a material, has very
high gloss intensity. This has the consequence that 3DS objects for which no materials were assigned in
3D-Studio reflect when rendered with the raytracer in ARCON.
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Light sources

Generally, the objects which you convert with the 3DS-import/export filter will not require light sources, since
these light sources are assigned in ARCON. If you want to design objects that produce light (for example,
desk lamps), you can achieve this by using special light sources in 3D-Studio or 3D-Studio MAX. 

From the many possible types of light sources in 3D-Studio or 3D-Studio MAX, the 3DS-import/export filter
uses only the target spotlight. With the many possible parameters for the target spotlight in 3D-Studio MAX,
ARCON uses only the color specified in the General parameters roll out. All other parameters are not
considered or used in ARCON. For example, whether a light source throws a shadow or not in ARCON
depends not upon whether the Throw shadow box is checked in 3D-Studio (in the Shadows parameters roll
out), but whether the box Throw shadow is checked in ARCON.

By adjusting the color of the target spotlight you can define the color of the spotlight in ARCON, as well as its
intensity. For example, if you would like a dark light source, set the color to gray; whereas if you would like a
bright light source, set the color to white. The same applies to color light sources, whereby the color's
intensity must be set accordingly. 

These settings are only used for the geometrical characteristics of the target spotlight. ARCON does not
consider the direction of the target spotlight, including the aperture angle of the light cone, for point lights,
with the exception of daylight, where adjusted light sources are used for the sun.

Note: The reason for this is basically due to a very inaccurate view of light cones using the fast
renderer. You can see this effect in 3D-Studio MAX – the light cones are usually displayed only if the
range of receiving objects is quite small (which generally should be the case for reasons of
performance). As a consequence the light cones appear more or less coincidentally. In order to bypass
this effect, ARCON does not implement spotlights.

If you model lamps for use in ARCON, please pay attention to the following notes regarding the lamp bodies:
The ARCON raytracer uses all areas of an object, which throw shadows during the calculation of shadows.
When lighting bodies, it may be practical to exclude certain sections of the lit object from the shadow thrown
by the light itself. So, for example, you can prevent a lampshade throwing shadows.

In both 3D-Studio and 3D-Studio MAX, you have the option to force certain objects to not throw a shadow.
This information is in principle saved with the 3DS file and is interpreted by ARCON accordingly. 

If you do not select an object to cast shadows in 3D-Studio, no shadows from the lamps in this object will be
visible. Whether the other light sources cast a shadow or not in ARCON, doesn’t depend on the adjustments
in 3D-Studio, but only on the Object properties in ARCON (see Object adjustments dialog box, where you
can check the box Throw shadows with the raytracer).

The above describes only the functions when saving 3DS files from 3D-Studio. If 3DS files are exported from
3D-Studio MAX, the object characteristic throw shadows is unfortunately lost due to an error in 3D-Studio
MAX, i.e., this information is not saved in the 3DS file. You can reconstruct this, however, by re-importing an
exported file again. In order to now use 3D-Studio MAX as a modeller for lamp bodies, which do not throw
shadows, use the following in the 3DS-import filter: If the name of an object starts with _NS_, the
3DS-import/export filter assumes that this object does not throw shadows from the lamps of the object. 

In the Modeldemo subfolder (within the 3DS folder) you will find the 3DS-file Schatten.3DS. If you import this
file into ARCON and switch to night vision, you'll receive – with the raytracer – the following picture:  
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As you can detect by the hierarchy tree of the object, the names of the second and third teapot start with the
character sequence _NS_ and thus do not cast shadows.

Using hierarchy and animation (key frame) data in the 3DS-import filter

In 3D-Studio the key framer is used for two different functions: for the definition of hierarchies and for the
definition of movement (animation). The 3DS-import/export filter uses this information, as it is stored in the
3DS files. The following section addresses the use of hierarchy information.

Hierarchy information is used in ARCON and therefore you should also use it accordingly, to dramatically
reduce memory consumption for models and in turn maximise the display rate. 

Copies, instances, references

In 3D-Studio MAX multiple sections of an object are sometimes required (for example, in accessing a
cabinet), so you can reference instances or items (handles) easily as copies, instances, or references. 

If you generate an object in 3D-Studio MAX as a reference to another, the actual object exists only once.
These references store only additional information such as transformations and scaling. If you generate a
3D-Studio scene with such references as an ARCON group. ARCON also uses such references to save a
substantial amount of memory, which in turn accelerates the program and the display rate. If, for example, a
cabinet object references 15 instances, only the 15 handles are stored and maintained. Note that this applies
only if you load the 3D-Studio scene as an ARCON group. 

Whether you define an object as a copy or as a reference in 3D-Studio, ARCON manages and draws the
objects and links (handles) the same way.

Besides this object-linking information in a 3D-Studio scene, if necessary still, further object hierarchies (i.e.
object A hangs onto object B; object B hangs onto object C, etc.) are used with the 3DS-import filter, in order
to form from these hierarchies grouping information for ARCON.

3DS animation sequences

It is possible to provide objects with independent movements. These independent movements can be used
to show different statuses for objects. So, for example, a folding sofa can be folded up or shown laid out.
Also, any intermediate position is possible and can be displayed. 

If you use the 3DS-import filter, you can use animation, which is saved, in 3DS files in order to make these
accessible as independent movements in ARCON. The 3DS-import/export filter uses the movement
information saved in the 3DS files. 

Whether a 3DS file contains animation information or not can be identified when you open a 3DS file with the
3DS-import filter. In the Convert 3DS object dialog box’s you'll see a slider and controls to examine the
animation of the selected object. 

If you move the time slider from left to right, you can see how the object moves in the preview window. 

When modelling animated objects in 3D-Studio or 3D-Studio MAX, please take note of the following points:

3D-Studio MAX clearly has more animation possibilities and functions than 3D-Studio. Exporting these
extended animation functions as 3DS files is therefore not always successful. Re-importing the 3DS file into
3D-Studio MAX can easily check whether animation information is successfully exported in 3DS files.
Whatever animation is available in this file is what was successfully exported in the 3DS file. In 3DS files,
only the so-called TB animations (tension, continuity, bias) are exported correctly. All other animation
options, for example, bezier, are lost when saving as 3DS files. 3D-Studio does not have these functions so
you don't have to worry about limitations when using that program version.

Note: In 3D-Studio MAX you can subsequently convert animations into TB animations. The technique
for doing this is explained in the 3D-Studio MAX manuals.

From the animation information saved in 3DS files, ARCON uses only the changes in size, position, and
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rotation of an object. The animation of light sources, material properties, textures, and morphing are not
supported. This means that, for example, you can model an animated human, and it will be correctly loaded
into ARCON, but if the skin changes (texture changes and/or morphing) that information is lost.

If you load an animated 3DS-object into ARCON, you can save different sections of the movement
(animation) as separate and independent sub animations in your  ARCONobject. For this, a dialog box is
available by clicking the Animation button (to the right of the time slider in the Convert 3DS object dialog
box).

SEE ALSO:

Convert 3DS object dialog box

Define subanimation dialog box

Loading 3DS objects into ARCON

Overview

Textures and loading 3DS objects

Loading 3DS objects directly

Convert 3DS object dialog box

Overview

The previous sections described the information that is used when importing 3D-Studio objects into ARCON,
whereby the description was limited only to using 3D-Studio, 3D-Studio MAX, or a similar modeller. This
section now addresses importing 3DS files into ARCON. The following described procedures will require only
minor adjustments at the end of the modelling phase.

To load a 3DS object into ARCON you have to be in Design mode, after it can be done by going to the
following menu option:

File - Load 3DS file...

Note: You can also load .PRJ files from this menu option.

Textures and loading 3DS objects

Independently of the type, just as you load 3DS objects (see previous paragraph), their assigned textures are
likewise directly loaded. If any of the textures used in the designated 3DS object(s) can't be found, you'll be
alerted with a dialog box.

Since 3DS files store no paths for the textures that are used, similarly, no path information can be used
during the loading. ARCON therefore proceeds as follows when loading the textures:

First, ARCON searches all subfolders of the texture path for textures. You enter this path in the Program
settings dialog box. If the textures are not found there, the alternative texture paths are then searched,
which likewise are specified in the same dialog box. 

If the required textures are not found in either of these two (or more) paths, the current path is then searched
for the textures. This current path is the folder where the 3DS object itself is located.

Tip: If you generate a new object catalog including the appropriate textures, you should organise these
textures in such a way that even in the object catalog the textures can be located independently of the
objects. Setting an alternative texture path in the Program settings dialog box and optionally storing the
textures in that folder does this best. This way, ARCON will find the textures for the object catalog even
if you have not yet created a matching texture catalog.
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Loading 3DS objects directly

Besides the ARCON object format *.ACO and the MicroFe *.FEA files, the 3DS-import/export filter version of
ARCON lets you directly load 3D-Studio objects. In this case, these files are treated like normal ARCON
objects – no file conversion takes place. 

This type of loading 3D-Studio objects is the fastest, however it is less flexible. In detail, the following
limitations apply: 

When saving a project where 3D-Studio files were directly loaded in this manner, ARCON saves references
to the 3D-Studio objects. If you then want to load such a project, this is only possible if you are loading your
project into an ARCON installation with the 3DS-import/export filter version of ARCON installed. 

You do not have any options to control, alter, or edit the 3D-Studio object to be loaded. You cannot set the
size, characteristics, etc.

With animated objects, only the entire animation can be played – you cannot edit the playback of the
animation. Similarly, you cannot play back just a proportion of the total animation.

However, this menu item lets you easily access 3DS objects as well as save them as ARCON objects, with
the menu item Object – Save object.. (ACO format)

When you design a 3D-Studio object, you can use this menu item as follows: If you generate a scene and
load it into ARCON, then later edit and process (and save) the 3D-Studio object, the scene is automatically
updated in ARCON, since ARCON only links to the 3D-Studio file.

Note: Loading 3DS objects takes more time than loading standard ARCON objects. Especially with
complex scenes (with several thousand polygons) this can slow down the loading by several seconds. 

Convert 3DS object dialog box

This menu option is basically the main function of the 3DS-import/export filter in ARCON. If you select it, a
standard Windows file selector dialog box appears first, where you can select the 3DS file to be loaded.
Acknowledge your selection with Open to open this dialog box.

Note: The pages available on the right side of this dialog box also appear in the Convert 3DS object
dialog box. 

This dialog box consists of the following sections:

· Input box for the 3DS file name including the appropriate Browse… button;

· 3D preview window;

· Display of the hierarchy info for the loaded object;

· Statistics section where pertinent information is displayed; 

· Slider control, plus appropriate buttons, if the loaded file contains animation information. This slider is
displayed above the Statistics section. 

The tabs Object, Convert, Textures, Smoothing, Optimise and o2c and the buttons OK, Cancel, Save,
Start values and Help.

You can use this dialog box to load and convert a single 3DS file. 

In the first case, you complete the settings in the dialog box for the selected object and acknowledge your
choices with OK. In the second case, do not click after making adjustments on OK, but rather on Save – the
conversion takes place, but the dialog box remains open so you can click the Browse… button to select
another file to convert or load.

SEE ALSO:

Time slider and related buttons
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3D preview window

The 3D preview window is a standard ARCON preview window. In it you see the loaded 3DS file or selected
parts of it (see Hierarchy tree section). Here you can check your adjustments and settings before you actually
convert the object

Ignore 3DS hierarchy info check box

To the right of the 3D preview window, above the hierarchy tree, is the check box Ignore 3DS hierarchy
info. If this is checked, the 3DS-import/export filter does not read or use the hierarchy information stored in
the file when the 3DS file is being read and processed. 

In general, you should not check this box. To this rule, there is only one exception: if during loading an object
appears as if it were exploded, checking this box can correct the problem. The reason for this explosion is
commonly due to 3DS files, which were not 100% correctly generated. This is sometimes the case with
modellers that are not 100% compatible with the 3DS file format. Similarly, if you load such an object into
3D-Studio MAX, it will generally explode there, too. 

The following figure shows such an object, with and without the box checked:

  

Hierarchy tree

To the right of the 3D preview you'll see the hierarchy tree for the loaded 3D-Studio file; the appearance of
this tree strongly depends on the particular 3D-Studio file. It is similar to the hierarchy view of the track view
in 3D-Studio MAX. All objects stored in the 3DS file are specified here.

If an object contains sub objects, this is identified in the tree with . If you click this symbol, it changes to

 and the suitable hierarchy unfolds underneath. In the individual branches of the tree, the symbol 
serves for selecting or deselecting objects or sections of hierarchy trees. 

If you click , it changes to  and the appropriate deselected object disappears in the perspective view. 
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With this check box you have the option of excluding individual sections of the 3DS file from the conversion.
You can use this function in various ways; for example, you can deselect a base plate for objects, which were
modelled with a base plate, when you require only the object in ARCON. If the 3DS file is a cabinet that
contains accessories, you can deselect the accessories in order to load only the cabinet. 

If only some objects are selected in a tree, the next higher up item is shown in gray. If you check the gray
box, all items are either selected or deselected. This way you can quickly and easily turn on and off all items
in a hierarchy.

To the right of these check boxes the following icons may appear:

Saved tree as group

Saved tree as group and includes switched-on light sources

Saved 3DS-object or tree as ARCON object

Saved 3DS object or tree as an ARCON object and includes switched-on light sources 

Instance of a 3DS object, which is saved as an ARCON object

Instance of a 3DS object, which is saved as an ARCON object and includes switched-on light sources

The object or tree contains light sources and is saved as part of another object

Instance of a 3DS object, which is not directly saved as an ARCON object 

Switched on light source which can be converted 

Switched off source 

In other words: The symbols  or  appear when an a ARCON group (.ACG) is saved during conversion;

the symbols , , , or  appear when the items or tree are saved as an ARCON object (ACO). A yellow
bulb in the symbols suggests that the items contain lamps. 

All deselected objects are saved when they're under a selected object that is saved, and thus constituent of
the ARCON object. 

When an object is saved as an ARCON object, all objects in the underlying hierarchy are saved as part of the
ARCON object, when necessary. 

    

Instances of 3DS-objects (identified by the symbols , , or   in the hierarchy tree) can be saved when
converting as ARCON objects. If you make the appropriate settings in the Object page, these entries are
automatically used for all other instances of the same item.
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Object name and number of areas

To the right of the symbols described above, is the original name of the 3DS object. Below the object's name
are a listed of items in its hierarchy. You can select this item by clicking its name, in which case it will be
marked in blue.

SEE ALSO:

Hierarchy tree

Convert 3DS object dialog box tabs

At the upper right section of the Convert 3DS object dialog box there are some tabs: Object, Convert,
Textures, Smoothing, Optimise and o2c. In each tab you can make adjustments to convert your 3DS files. 

Depending upon the objects selected in the hierarchy tree and the settings of their parent (higher-up) objects,
certain sections of the tab may be grayed out (disabled). Entries in the tabs for Textures, Smoothing, and
Optimise always apply to all sections of the hierarchy tree; the settings in the Object and Convert tabs
apply only to the selected object in the hierarchy tree. 

Exception: The Size/Scale section in the Object tab applies to all objects in the hierarchy tree. 

Object tab

In this tab you can specify the characteristics of the selected object in the hierarchy tree, as well as the size
and scale for all objects and their rotation during loading.

Object name

In this input box you can specify the name of the object or the group after conversion. The name appears in
the ARCON Explorer as well as when you double-click the object itself or the symbol in the Explorer.

Transfer subobject name check box

Select this box to save the names of the sub objects as well when saving an object. These names will then
be displayed when using this object in ARCON or using Eleco 3D Player, when the mouse pointer is held
over the corresponding subobject.

Automatically determine the height section

Here you can specify how an object behaves when it is loaded into ARCON – whether it drops to the floor;
whether it rises to the ceiling; or whether it floats at a specific level. 

The Height input box indicates the height at which a floating object is placed when it is placed by means of
drag-and-drop from the ARCON Explorer into a 2D view in ARCON. 

Note: You have the possibility to change this setting for an object after converting it, with the help of the
ARCON Explorer.

Size/Scale section

The input boxes within this section serve to adapt the size or scale of the 3DS object. In the input boxes for 
Length, Width, and Height the present/total sizes of the selected 3DS files are displayed. Modifying one of
the three numbers causes a proportional modification that affects the other two. Alternatively, changing the
scaling factor will change the values for length, width, and height accordingly. Alternatively, the three input
boxes underneath the Scale factor specification can also be used. If the Scale evenly box is not selected,
changing one value will change the other values in proportion. In other words, the object is not distorted. If it
is not selected, independent values can be set for x, y and z.

The purpose of these input boxes is to correct 3DS objects, which are modelled or saved in an incorrect unit.
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For example, for the woman model shown in the screenshots above a scaling factor of 10 would be correct,
in order to change the height from 18.6 cm to 186 cm (note that changing the size affects all selected
objects). 

Note that the adjustments made within the Size/Scale section are not directly transferred to the preview
window, but only if you click the Apply scaling button or if you click OK or Save.

Note: If you select Cartesian coordinates in the Textures tab, when you change the object size in the
Object tab the texture coordinates are recalculated and the object size may be affected, since the
texture size is absolute.

Smoothing Tab

Under normal circumstances smoothing information is available in 3D-Studio objects, which is used when
converting them into ARCON objects. It can seem, however, when using modellers besides 3D-Studio or
3D-Studio MAX that this smoothing information is false or does not exist. In order to be able to load such
objects correctly, the Smoothing tab is available.

In it you can switch between Use 3DS smoothing info (Smoothing groups) and Automatic smoothing.
Under normal conditions you'll want to select Use 3DS smoothing info (smoothing groups); only if, for
example, all edges of your object appear smeared should you select Automatic smoothing.

If Automatic smoothing is activated, you can specify in the Edge angle input box the starting angle, where
two areas meet together, from which the resulting edge should be a visible (sharp) edge. Edges between two
areas whose angle is smaller than that of the edge angle, are shown in a diffuse way (approximately).

OK, cancel, start values, and help buttons

The OK button converts the currently loaded object with the current settings and then loads it as an ARCON
object into the current ARCON scene. Cancel aborts the entire process; no object is converted or loaded.
Save only converts the object; the dialog box is closed but the object is not loaded. 

Note: With Save and the input box in the upper left of the dialog box you can convert multiple objects in
sequence, without loading them individually into ARCON.

You can use the Start values button to reset the settings in the tabs to their default values. Generally, the
settings made in the tabs are preserved throughout a project; if you open the dialog box again at a later point
in time you'll see the same values.

Finally, Help opens the help text for this dialog box.

Time slider and related buttons

Depending on whether you loaded an animated 3DS file or not, just above the Statistics section a time slider
which controls the animation information appears, along with the appropriate buttons.

If you move this slider, you can observe how the animated object moves in the preview window. You can also

let the animation run continuously by clicking . Click  to stop the continuous movement. Click  or  to
reposition the slider all the way to the start or end. Finally, if you click Animation the Convert 3DS object
dialog box changes to the Define subanimation dialog box.

Define subanimation dialog box

You open this dialog box by clicking the Animation button in the Convert 3DS object dialog box. 

Note: The Animation button is shown in the Convert 3DS object dialog box only if you have loaded an
animated 3DS object. Additionally, this button is grayed out if you have selected an item without
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animation in the hierarchy tree, even if the overall object is animated.

The Define subanimation dialog box serves to define different movements of just a part of the 3DS object.
These different movements of a part can be used separately for an object in ARCON. 

For example, imagine you have modelled in 3D-Studio a human and have animated it to get up and get a
newspaper to read it. You can now define this complete animation of the human into its different sections
with the help of Define subanimation dialog box. 

For these different sections, you can still specify whether they may take place only following other sections of
the movement. So, for example, the section read newspaper should only be possible after the section pick
up newspaper has been executed. Otherwise the animated person could be jerky in ARCON, depending on
the object's status. 

The Define subanimation dialog box is basically divided into three sections: the preview window on the left
side, the defined sub animations in the upper right section of the dialog box are New, New link, Delete,
Transfer, From object... and Current subanimation buttons, where you can make adjustments for the
selected subanimation. Below these sections is another global time slider and related input box, where you
can numerically adjust the time (or rather, the list of key frames), as well as the icons to set a certain
position Start frame and End frame, with which you can define for the current subanimation (see below) the
position of the slider as Start frame or End frame. 

Finally, you can adjust the frames per second playback speed in the lower right input box of this dialog box,
which controls how many frames should be played per second.

By clicking the Back button you arrive again into the normal Convert 3DS object dialog box. Any
adjustments you made in the Define subanimation dialog box are saved here and when saving the 3DS
objects as ACO files.

List of subanimations

In this list all defined sub animations of the object are specified. Apart from the name of a subanimation, you
will likewise find the key frame numbers for the start and end of the subanimation in the list. The New and
New link buttons, which are under the list, serve to redefine sub animations. If you click New, a new
subanimation is defined. If you click New link, a new subanimation is defined, whereby the start frame of this
linked animation is the end frame when you clicked New link. Note that New link is grayed out if the
selected subanimation uses the end frame of the entire animation as its end frame. 

In order to delete a subanimation, you must select it in the list and click Delete. 

The Transfer button transfers the values from the Current subanimation section to the list of the sub
animations. Transfer is like the OK button for the Current subanimation section. 

With the From object... button you have the possibility of loading defined subanimation settings from an
ACO file. The list of sub animations is replaced by the list of the sub animations, which is stored in the
selected ACO object. Here the adjustments for the sub animations (name, start frame, end frame...) are
loaded, and not the actual movement! 

Note: Already defined sub animations are deleted when you load subanimation settings from an ACO
object. 

You can use this data as follows after loading sub animations settings from an ACO object: 

After converting a 3DS object into an ACO object, the inclusive defined sub animations in the 3DS object is
changed. In order to not have to define the sub animations all over again, you can use the sub animations of
the ACO object already defined by clicking From object…. This will make sense only if any alterations
involve only the geometry and materials, and not the animation data. 

If you want to use several homogeneous animations for different objects (for example, you can have
movement for a man, and copy it for movement for a woman) define the sub animations for one of the
objects and for the other objects click From object... and select Use the reference object.  
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Current subanimation section

Within this section you can make adjustments for the subanimation that is selected in the list of sub
animations. In the upper input box of the section you can define the name of the subanimation. In the input
boxes under Start frame and End frame you define the starting key frame as well as the ending key frame
of the subanimation. You can also use the two buttons at the bottom left-hand corner of the dialog box for the
definition of Start frame and End frame. If you click one of these two buttons, the position of the lower time
slider (corresponding to the input box to the right beside the time slider) is used as the Start frame or End
frame. 

Note: You can detect the position of the current subanimation in the lower time slider. It is shown in
blue. For the Other subanimation sections in the total animation are shown in white.

The two list boxes within the Current subanimation section, i.e. Available animations and Possible link

animations as well as the icons , ,  and  serve for the definition of possible linked animations
for the current subanimation. In the left box all the sub animations already defined are listed, which are not
yet linked animations to the current subanimation. In the right box are the sub animations, which can be
linked movements for the selected subanimation. You can now shift a particular or several sub animations

from one list box into the other with the help of the icons  and  or  and . For shifting
individual sub animations you should select these in the list (possibly with the use of the Shift key) and click 

 or . For shifting all sub animations of the list, use  or . 

These linked animations appear in ARCON when right-clicking an animated object, if the subanimation was
executed.

Can be animation start check box

Underneath the list of Available animations is the Can be used as start animation check box. check this
box if the current subanimation should load directly with the object, before any animation was possibly
executed. Under normal conditions such sub animations will be start animations, which start with the first key
frame of the entire animation, and whose starting frame has the value 0. Quite different sub animations can
be start animations, if their start frame is in principle identical to the start frame of the total animation. 

Reverse check box

Below the list of With linked animation is the Reverse check box. If you check it the current subanimation is
executed in reverse. For example, imagine you've modelled a ball, which contains 100 keys of continuous
animation. At the start of the animation, the ball is at the height of 0, and at the end of the animation the ball
is at the height of 1 meter. 

You can now define, two part movements. Define the first movement ball bounce upwards and define as
Start frame 0 and as End frame 99. Next, define a new subanimation and entry as the Start frame and End
frames the same values, but select the Reverse switch. The ball will now move up and down without having
to define separate animations. You can define such reciprocal sub animations as linked animations. Another
practical example of selecting the Reverse switch is opening and closing cabinet doors. Closing the cabinet
door doesn't have to be animated in the 3DS file.

Test subregion

In the lower part of the Available subanimation section is the subregion Test, which consists of the icons

 and  as well as the With linked animation check box plus the appropriate selection list of link
animations and a time slider. 

This section lets you test the current subanimation. If you move the time slider, the current subanimation is
executed in the preview window. Note that only in the middle third of the time slider is the actual
subanimation executed. In the first third no movement takes place in order to be able to check the start of the
current subanimation at the transition between the first and second thirds. 

In the last third movement takes place only if the check box With linked animation is checked. In the last
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third the selected linked animation (in the selection list to the right beside the check box) is used. In the list
box of link animations all defined sub animations are listed, including those which have not been transferred
to the list of possible link animations in order to test whether these too work as link animations. During the
transition between the middle third and the last third impossible link animations will lead to precipitous

position modifications of the animated object in the preview window. Use  in the subregion Test if you

would like to move the current subanimation by testing it continuously.  terminates this continuous
movement. 

Note: If, while a continuous test movement runs, you click into the lower time slider of the dialog box,
the test movement is likewise terminated and the keys of the lower slider in the preview window are
installed. 

Items below the preview section

The slider shown below the preview corresponds in principle to the time slider in the Convert 3DS object
dialog box. If you move it, the position of the objects according to the adjusted key is shown in the preview
window. You can also define this key numerically in the input box to the right beside the slider. Besides the
definition of the point in time in the slider, the current subanimation is marked in blue.

If you would like to use the adjusted frame as the start or end frame for the current subanimation, you can
use the two buttons As Start frame or As End frame. The values are transferred to the appropriate input
boxes in the Current subanimation section. 

If animations from 3DS files are imported, the 3DS-import/export filter uses the key frames for the definition
of the animation. At which point in time, this key frame applies depends on how many key frames per second
are defined. For example, if you import an animation with 100 key frames, and Frames per second is set to
20 in the input box, the entire animation will take 5 seconds in ARCON. If you set it to 10, the animation will
take 10 seconds. 

Note: When playing animations in ARCON it's possible that not all defined key frames are used, since it
is possible that the necessary number of pictures cannot be calculated in the required amount of time.
For this reason ARCON calculates the actual key frame number for each picture. If the point in time is
situated between two key frames, the suitable values are interpolated, as in 3D-Studio. 

By clicking Back takes you back to the Convert 3DS object dialog box. All adjustments made in the Define
sub animations are saved. If you now save the object as an ARCON object, by clicking OK or Save, the sub
animations are saved in the ACO object. 

Save ARCON object (ACO)

Besides the main function of the 3DS-import/export filter – to load and convert your files – ARCON also lets
you save selected objects as ARCON objects (ACO). 

The objects, which can be saved, can be ACO files, which come from the ARCON Explorer, or MicroFe FEA
files which you load with the Objects – Load object… menu. All are saved together as ACO files. Here all
characteristics that the object currently has – at the moment you save it – are saved. This includes textures
as well as exchanged materials, changed sizes and assignments of textures etc. Even the orientation and
mirroring of an object are saved in the file. So you can, for example, load a shoe, mirror it, and save it as an
ACO file; you then have a left and a right shoe. When saving ARCON objects the object is always positioned
in such a way that the focal point is in the center of the object – independent of where the object is. 

If you have selected more than one object and select Save object… (ACO format) all selected objects are
saved simultaneously as a single ARCON object. For example, if you have selected a desk with four chairs,
after saving you'll have only one ARCON object, which consists of the desk and the four chairs. 

Note: It is better in most cases to save such groups as a group rather than a single object since you can
then subsequently resolve and modify this group and its group characteristics. Additionally, memory
requirements are lower, since a chair is saved only once and the remaining chairs are basically
references to the first. 

With the ability to load 3DS objects (Objects - Load object) and save ACO objects (Objects – Save object)
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you have a quasi- small converter. You can reload a 3DS object, texture it if necessary, adjust its size, and
save it back as an ARCON object (ACO).

Saving ARCON groups on the basis of 3DS objects is not possible, since Object – Load object… only loads
one object at a time.

Save ARCON objects in groups (ACG)

As well as saving individual 3D objects as ARCON objects (ACO), you can combine multiple object as a
group and save these as ACG files.

Once you have selected your objects by using the mouse and the shift key to multi-select, go to Objects -
Save group... this will display a standard Windows dialog box, from here the user can select a destination
folder for the file.

Note: To load a grouped object, go to Objects - Load group

Creating object catalogs

In the previous sections we've described how you can convert, with the help of the 3DS-import filter, objects
into a format usable in ARCON. This section now concerns the generation of entire object catalogs, by
arranging objects you've already converted so that they form a practical unit in the ARCON Explorer. 

For generating object catalogs only a few special functions are required by ARCON. Essentially, generating
catalogs is limited to copying the objects, with the help of the Windows Explorer or similar program, to the
correct part of a sub folder.

Construction of an ARCON catalog

If you use the ARCON Explorer for showing object catalogs, this in principle is no different from similar views
in Windows Explorer to view files on your hard disk or a CD. A file symbol in the ARCON Explorer
corresponds to a sub folder, where preview bitmaps of the individual objects correspond to object (ACO) and
group (ACG) files, or to texture bitmap files (BMP).

After starting ARCON and the ARCON Explorer the normal way, the directories and objects are shown,
which are in the base path for objects. You enter this base path in the menu Option – Program – Program
Setup. You can also make subfolders or enter a completely different path for your own or alternative objects
in the same dialog box. 

The disadvantage of the second method is that the user of the catalog you've generated must similarly adjust
the program settings in his or her installation to access the suitable directories of the catalog.

Subfolders in the ARCON explorer

The ARCON Explorer has two different means of selecting a subfolder: On one hand you can default to a
folder symbol and on the other-hand you can use a bitmap which contains a folder symbol in the lower left
corner.

You can create this bitmap, which is not a Windows compatible bitmap, with the 3DS-import/export filter
version of ARCON itself. The file itself always has the ending .DIR, and must be in the parent directory (the
same folder that contains the actual folder). The name must be identical to the name of the child folder, and
each folder must have a directory file. For example, if the parent directory V1 has a V1.DIR file and in this
directory a subfolder V2 exists, a file V2.DIR must also exist before the V2 catalog will show up in the
ARCON Explorer. 

To generate these DIR files proceed as follows: In Design mode you'll find the  icon at the far right of the
lower horizontal toolbar. When you click this icon a directory selection dialog box appears where you can
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select the directory where the DIR file will be created. In the above example you would select V2. 

After acknowledging with OK a second dialog box appears where you indicate the logical name of this
directory; this is the name, which appears under the bitmap symbol in the Explorer. 

When you acknowledge this dialog box with OK, the present scene is created as a bitmap, which is used as
the picture for the Explorer. You'll see in the Explorer exactly what you see in the active window. Here the
following limitations apply: 

The background color for the bitmap is always the constant color of the current time of day setting (day
view/night view, variable time of day view). The pale yellow of the directory bitmaps that ARCON uses for the
default directories has, by the way, the color values R=255, G=255 and B= 208. 

If, when saving, the current view is not a perspective view, the directory bitmap is also not a perspective view,

but, for example, a plan view. The type of view is always textured, high quality .

Note: If no DIR file exists, the directory name itself is always used for the name. 

In order to avoid problems with older file systems (for example, on Novell servers), you can specify a
directory name with eight letters or fewer and enter the logical name with an arbitrary length. The logical
name is saved in the DIR file itself. 

Note: The above description is easily understood, but is not technically correct: the DIR files are
actually Windows bitmap (*.bmp) files. Directly at the end of this file the logical name is saved followed
by a pound sign (#). You can create these DIR files yourself with other tools (i.e. character-based
programs) by using the command line echo. You should use a High color picture of 64 x 64 pixels
resolution for the BMP file to be used. 

Example: 

Echo that is a logical Name# > > MyPic.bmp 
Ren MyPic.bmp V2.dir

This technique, among other things, helps with the internationalization of object catalogs.

Setting object characteristics with the explorer

As described in earlier, you now know that certain object characteristics – such as the height of a placed
object – can be predetermined. You can now change these characteristics. To do so proceed as follows: 

Double-click the object to be modified and select the Data tab in the dialog box that appears. 

Here you can change the settings as well as modify other characteristics that are described elsewhere in this
manual.

Modifying folder names

Just as you can change object data you can subsequently change the folder names that show up in the
ARCON Explorer. To do so, press and hold down the Ctrl key and double-click the relevant folder icon with
the right mouse button.

You can now change the logical name (see Use subobject name check box section).

Select this box to save the names of the sub objects as well when saving an object. These names will then
be displayed when using this object in ARCON or using Eleco 3D Player, when the mouse pointer is held
over the corresponding subobject. 

Note: This means it is a good idea to ensure that you use meaningful names for the sub objects when
modelling 3DS objects. The ACO Translator (this program is found in the program directory for your
ARCON Online installation) can still be used to change the transferred names at a later stage.
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Adding textures into the catalog

If you create entire object catalogs with the 3DS-import/export filter of ARCON, you will also use new textures
and want to add them to the catalog and sort them. 

You can create the directory structure for textures exactly the same as the directory structure for objects. For
displaying the directory structure for textures, the ARCON Explorer accurately uses the same mechanism as
with objects; i.e., DIR files must be likewise created. You can use the same function here as for objects.

Tip: Use as an example an object that can be textured and adjust the view – before creating the bitmap
and texture it, as you like. 

Another option is creating a large bitmap of 64 x 64 pixels with a painting program and attaching the logical
name with the use of the Echo command (see previous section). 

Note: If the attached logical name is absent in the DIR file, the actual name of the directory is used as
the logical name. 

Logical size of textures

In ARCON you have the possibility to use the logical size of a texture for the view of design features, for
example, walls. For this, the logical size of the texture must be evident. This is saved in the bitmap itself; the 
Windows bitmap format allows this possibility. Many paint programs enter unreasonable values for this data
or set it all to zeros. 

In order to modify these values subsequently, you can simply double-click a texture in the Explorer, then
select the Resolution tab.

Here you can enter the logical size, which should be used in ARCON. 

Note: In ARCON, entering the logical size is only applicable for BMP files, and is not possible for other
display formats (TIFF, JPEG, etc.).

Export project as ACO object and as 3DS object

This export option can be used to export entire ARCON projects as an ARCON object. This object can then
be used in other ARCON projects. This means it is possible to save an entire building as an object, so that
several of these objects can be used to construct an estate, for example.

This export as ACO or 3DS object function is accessed in Construction mode or using the menu in Design
mode File - Export 3D information as -  ARCON object (ACO) or File - Export 3D information as - 3DS...

Exporting as an ACO object

File - Export 3D information as - ARCON object; Selecting these menu options will open a dialog box. The
individual elements in this dialog box have the following meanings.

Logical Name: Enter the name to be displayed in the ARCON Explorer underneath the preview windows for
an object, for example. This name will be displayed in  ARCONwhen the mouse points at the object in
Design mode, assuming no other name information is available for the object. For example, if you are
exporting a floor as an ARCON object (ACO), the rooms will be displayed with their names, and the exterior
walls will be shown with the logical names entered here.

Lights are on by default: This check box is gray and inactive if your project to be saved does not contain
any lamps. If it does, you can specify here whether or not the lamps in your project are switched on or off by
default when opening the new object in the night view. You can switch over to this view after loading using

the  icon.

Allow to fall: check this box to allow the object to drop into an ARCON plan after loading. Otherwise, it will
be set at the height at which you dragged it into the plan.
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Rise to ceiling: check this box for suspended lights, for example, objects that normally hang from the
ceiling. The box is gray and inactive if Allow to fall is not selected.

Standard fall: Select this box if you normally want objects to drop. Otherwise, they will fall once loaded in
ARCON after double-clicking the object in the Object properties dialog box only if the Adjust height ('after
free fall') box is checked. The Standard fall box will also be gray and inactive if Allow to fall is not selected.

Swap width and depth in the Object properties dialog box: Under normal circumstances it is assumed that
the width of objects will be measured in the x direction (from west to east with the north arrow not rotated)
and that the depth will be measured in the y direction (from south to north). 

However, if objects are saved which are rotated such that the top is displayed when looking in the direction of
north, the specifications for the width and depth would be reversed. check this box to swap both
specifications in the Object properties dialog box to undo this effect.

Save without objects: If selected this will omit any objects form the saved file, i.e. if you have fitted out your
house with furniture it will not be included if this check box is selected.

Height of object, when loading in 2D-view, if it does not fall: This input box is used to specify the height
above the floor of the current floor at which an object is loaded when it is dragged into the 2D view of Design
mode and does not drop. This specification is useful for wall-mounted toilets and sinks, for example. 

In anything other than the 2D view, the height is determined interactively using the 3D cursor and the right
mouse button on loading.

Exporting as an 3DS object

File - Export 3D information as - 3DS...; Selecting this menu option will bring up a standard windows dialog
box. There are a few extra option located at the bottom of the dialog box that are user controlled.

3D Studio Max 2.0 compatible: This check box id used for users using early versions of 3D studio max, it
keeps the Materials to less the 256.

Export Without Textures: This how it sounds, the project is saved but without textures, all colours will be the
same, but no texturing, i.e. the carpet pattern.

Export without objects: This will export the project without an objects, for example if you have fitted out your
house with furniture, none of this will be included if this box is checked.

Tips on creating objects

An important feature of ARCON is the ability to move furnishings in real-time in Design mode. This is
dependent upon these furnishings being modelled not so complex that they can be moved only jerkily in the
display. 

Generally the display rate which is achieved during the movement, depends upon the number of pixels which
can be set and of the number of surfaces which can be drawn. Regarding the number of pixels that can be
set you generally have little control in the modeller, since the objects you design can be zoomed from stamp
size to filling the display. 

Regarding the number of surfaces you have great control, which in turn has a crucial effect. If you model an
object with 20,000 areas, ARCON is able to show this and with many pictures per second. But if you model
an entire room with such objects, the room can easily have several thousand to several hundred thousand
polygons and walking through this room becomes a laborious process. 

For this reason you should pay attention to not unnecessarily use a wasteful number of polygons while
modelling. It is generally sufficient to approximate pipes with octagons – visually you will hardly see any
difference. Areas, which will never be seen in the finished object, need not be modelled at all, or you can use
the optimiser of the 3DS-import/export filter to delete these areas.
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The view of textured areas is clearly more complex than the view of un-textured areas. If you use textured
areas, you may be able to do without details. In principle ARCON shows textured areas with the maximum
number of colors as in the original texture, and they are never over-brightened. But with un-textured areas it
is different: if these are overly lit, they gradually become white. If you now use textured areas directly beside
un-textured areas and over light such an object, strange effects may take place.

When modelling details, do not use the same number of polygons as the rest of the object. It makes, for
example, little sense to model a cabinet with which half of the polygons are used for the modelling of the
cabinet keys. The smaller the sectional objects the fewer polygons you should use in your modelling.

This applies also to sections of objects: if you want to model, for example, a hula-hoop shaped tire, it makes
little sense to facet the cross section of the tire with the same resolution as the entire tire. Select, for
example, for the total tire 64 sections, in order to make it look very round, and realistic; for the cross section
you can surely use octagons without visual penalties. 

These suggestions may sound banal, when modelling often suggests the same. But it is important to
remember, especially since each object will ultimately be one of many in a room, which you want to
manipulate and walk through without display rate trouble.

Be inclined to exaggerate! If an item does not strictly depend on an accurate size of your model, it is often
more favorable to exaggerate details in its size so that the details are always seen. 

The same applies to textures: if you stick textures onto objects at their actual size, it may be good for the
texture, but not for you or your project. Remember to adjust textures so the objects are recognizable, and
keep it simple where you can so you don't unnecessarily spoil the display rate.

Finally, avoid double-sided materials! Objects whose areas are to be seen with suitable materials from both
sides are twice as complex in their display. Such objects are rare – remember to limit the model and sides to
single-sided surfaces when you can. 

Example materials

In the following sections you will find figures of the objects defined in the folder 3DS/MatDemo. The
3D-Studio MAX material settings are shown. The pictures on the were created with the ARCON raytracer,
with Shadow, Reflections, and Refractions switched on. 

All materials in the following examples are from AurConMat.mat
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Material simple

(object name Simple.aco, 3DS-MAX material simple )

  

Material simply textured

(object name Textured.aco, 3DS-MAX material textured )
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Material reflection map

(object name ReflectionMap.aco, 3DS-MAX material ReflectionMap ) 

  

Material transparency

(object name Transparent.aco, 3DS-MAX material transparency )
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Material mask texture

(object name MaskTex.aco, 3DS-MAX material MaskTex )

  

Material texture with object color mixed

(object name MixTex.aco, 3DS-MAX material MixTex )
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Material transparency reciprocally

(object name transparency beidseitig.aco, 3DS-MAX material transparency reciprocal )

  

Material mask texture reciprocally

(object name MASK Tex beidseitig.aco, 3DS-MAX material MaskTex reciprocally )
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Material transparency textured

(object name transparency textured.aco, 3DS-MAX material transparency textured )

  

Material simple, in the raytrace reflection

(object name Mirrsimple.aco, 3DS-MAX material SpieEinfach )
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Material reflection map with color mixed, raytrace reflection

(object name MirMixReflectionMap.aco, 3DS-MAX material SpieMixReflectionMap )
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ARCON Object Export Function
With this export function you are able to save both objects and projects (e.g. entire buildings, including
furniture objects) as an ARCON object.

In Design mode, select the menu option Export 3D information as - ARCON object... to display the Save
project as ARCON object dialog box.

SEE ALSO:

Saving projects as an ARCON object (ACO)

What is the Eleco 3D player?

The Eleco 3D Player is a program that can be used to display three-dimensional objects in various ways
including o2c and ARCON objects (ACO). ARCON can also be used as the tool for the Eleco 3D Player.

The Eleco 3D Player is not a program to complete any specific tasks, but it is virtually always a component in
other programs or files (e.g. Web pages).

The Eleco 3D Player is what is known as an ActiveX control, which can be used across the entire Microsoft
world. The Player is also available as a plug-in for Netscape Navigator for Windows PCs. Other variants of
the Eleco 3D Player, for use on Macintosh PCs or with Linux, for example, are currently in preparation.

This document does not include complete documentation for the Eleco 3D Player. The latest version of this
documentation can be found on the website set up especially for the Eleco 3D Player at www.o2c.com.

ARCON or the o2c object export function as a tool for the Eleco 3D Player can be used to assemble objects
for the Player as well as convert simple objects in other formats into the o2c format.

ARCON object export function in detail

Saving Projects as an ARCON object (ACO)

Saving selected objects as an ARCON object (ACO)

Saving Projects as an ARCON object (ACO)

This export option can be used to export entire ARCON projects as an ARCON object. This object can then
be used in other ARCON projects. This means it is possible to save an entire building as an object. Several
of these objects can then be used to construct an estate, for example.

Exporting as ARCON 3D object (ACO) or o2c object function is accessed in Construction mode using the
menu option File/Export as/ARCON object or File/Export as/o2c object and in Design mode using the
menu option File/Export 3D information as/o2c object... or File - Export 3D information as - ARCON
object. 

Exporting as ARCON object or o2c object process, only the parts switched to visible in the plan are exported
(in other words, the parts you can see in Design mode). This means you can switch specific parts on and off
to specify what is displayed in the ACO or o2c object being exported e.g. house without roof, one floor only.

Do bear in mind that plans exported in full can be huge. If possible, the complexity of your plan should be
reduced with regard to the 3D display. For example, the furniture could be deleted from buildings. The
wooden structure is not usually particularly relevant in a plan of an estate, either.

Selecting these menu options will open a dialog box:

The individual elements in this dialog box have the following meanings.
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Logical Name: Enter the name to be displayed in the ARCON Explorer underneath the preview windows for
an object, for example. This name will be displayed in  ARCONwhen the mouse is pointing at the object in
Design mode, assuming no other name information is available for the object. For example, if you are
exporting a floor as an ARCON object, the rooms will be displayed with their names, and the exterior walls
will be shown with the logical names entered here.

Lights are on by default: This check box is gray and inactive if your project to be saved does not contain
any lamps. If it does, you can specify here whether or not the lamps in your project are switched on or off by
default when opening the new object in the night view. You can switch over to this view after loading using

the  button.

Allow to fall: Select this box to allow the object to drop into an ARCON plan after loading. Otherwise, it will
be set at the height at which you dragged it into the plan.

Rise to ceiling: Select this box for suspended lights, for example, i.e. for objects hanging from the ceiling.
The box is gray and inactive if Allow to fall is not selected.

Standard fall: Select this box if you normally want objects to drop. Otherwise, they will fall once loaded in
ARCON after double-clicking on the object in the Object properties dialog box only if the Adjust height
('after free fall') box is selected. The Standard fall box will also be grayed out if Allow to fall is not
selected.

Swap width and depth in Object properties dialog box under normal circumstances it is assumed that the
width of objects will be measured in the x direction (from west to east with the North arrow not rotated), and
that the depth will be measured in the y direction (from south to north). 

However, if objects are saved which are rotated so that the top is displayed when looking north, the
specifications for the width and depth would be reversed. Selecting this box will swap the two specifications
in the dialog box Object properties. in order to reverse this effect.

Save without objects: Select this box if you want to export your project as an ARCON object without any
catalog objects that have been used in your project.

Height of object, when loading in 2D-View, if it does not fall. This input box is used to specify the height
above the floor surface on the current floor at which an object is loaded when it is dragged into the 2D view in
Design mode and does not drop. This specification is useful for wall-mounted toilets and sinks, for example. 

In anything other than the 2D view, the height is determined interactively using the 3D cursor and the right
mouse button on loading.

 SEE ALSO:

Object properties dialog box

Saving selected objects as an ARCON object (ACO)

If you have selected one or more objects in Design mode, these can be saved as an ARCON object (ACO)
using the menu Objects - Save object... or as a group Objects - Save group...
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Mail Assistant
This assistant helps you to send your ARCON projects by email. Prior to sending projects by email you must
have internet connection and email facilities set up. You open the Mail Assistant by selecting the menu File –
Send in ARCON.

SEE ALSO:

Step 1 of 3

Step 2 of 3

Step 3 of 3

Step 1 of 3

This is only an initialization window, in which no additional inputs can be made. Click Next to continue onto
step 2 of 3, or click Cancel to exit. 

Step 2 of 3

Select here whether you want to add an attachment to your project. If this is the case, activate the Attach a
file check box and select the appropriate option. If you do not want to attach a file, leave the box unchecked
and click Next to continue, or click Cancel to exit.

Attach existing file

If you select this option, you must specify a valid file name in the input box before you can continue. You can
enter a name directly or search for it by clicking the Browse… button. If you select to search for it, a
standard Windows file selector dialog box will open. After you’ve selected the file, click Next to continue.  

Step 3 of 3

In this step the files, which are to be mailed are identified to you. This includes the name of your project file
and, if you attached a file, the name of this. If these specifications correspond to the files you want to send,
click Send. Your email sender on your computer will then be started and the displayed files are automatically
emailed. The last thing for you to enter is the desired email address of the recipient to send files to.

Note: If the Mail Assistant does not detect an email sender on your computer e.g. you have a web
based email account, you will need to access this email account and enter your project and any other
files as an attachment to send.
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Keyboard Assignments
Besides the keys mentioned in the following table you can additionally use the keys for menus, which are
identified in the menu's themselves.

SEE ALSO:

Undo/redo

Function keys

Zoom and move screen

Increment/decrement keys

Special keys in construction mode

Special meanings of the Ctrl and Shift keys

Undo/redo

Ctrl+Z or
Alt+Backspace

Ctrl+Y or
Alt+Shift+Backspac
e

Undo 

Redo

Function keys

F1 Opens Help system.

F2 In Construction mode for the selected tool of the selected element: Switch between numerical entry and
entry with the mouse. 

F3 In Construction mode, temporarily switches off snapping, up to next mouse click.

F4 In Construction mode during the entry of an element with numerical entry switched on: Switch between
entry with the mouse and entry with the keyboard for the current area. 

F5 In Construction mode, with the ruler switched on: Switches between lifted and lowered ruler.

F6 In Construction mode with the ruler switched on: Switches between the ruler edge facing down and the
ruler edge facing up.

F7 In Construction mode with the ruler switched on: Moves the ruler.

F8 In Construction mode with the ruler switched on: Rotate the ruler around a relative angle.

F9 In Construction mode with the ruler switched on: Rotate the ruler vertically to the current direction.

F10 In Construction mode with the ruler switched on: Align the ruler horizontally.

F11 In Construction mode: selects the room under the mouse pointer and opens the Room data dialog box.

F12 Switch between Construction and Design mode. 
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SEE ALSO:

Special keys in construction mode. 

Zoom and move screen

The following keys are in the numeric keypad (NumLock must be switched on!) 

Key 0 Corresponds to the function Show all

Key 1 Move the screen window downward and left 

Key 2 Move the screen window downward

Key 3 Move the screen window downward and right

Key 4 Move the screen window to the left 

Key 6 Move the screen window to the right 

Key 7 Move the screen window upward and left

Key 8 Move the screen window upward

Key 9 Move the screen window upward and right 

Key + Screen view is zoomed in from center

Key - Screen view is zoomed out from center

Key * Screen view is zoomed in from cursor

Key / Screen window is zoomed out from cursor

Besides these keys in the numeric keypad, the key combination Ctrl+: +, - , *, / (with +, - , *, and/on the
normal keyboard) has the same meaning as +, - , *, and/in the numeric keypad. 

Increment/decrement keys

In these dialog input boxes you can increase or decrease numeric values. These can also be incremented or
decremented using the keyboard:

Arrow up 

Arrow down

Page up

Page down

Increase by 1

Decrease by 1

Increase by 10 

Decrease by 10

In all views, both in Construction mode and Design mode, except in Perspective view, the pointer keys have
the same function as the keys 4, 8, 2 and 6 on the numeric keypad

In Perspective view the pointer keys correspond to the four directional arrows on the  icon.

Special keys in construction mode

Ctrl+C Copy the selected construction elements and place into the intermediate file.

Ctrl+X Cut the selected construction elements and place into the intermediate file.
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Ctrl+V Paste the construction elements currently in the intermediate file.

Ctrl+W  Switch from points of reference of elements or switch wall axis entry.
When drawing polygons: Connect the different corner points of the polygons under the
mouse. 

Ctrl+Q Switch between wall axis on the left or right at the beginning of a placed wall. 
When shifting polygons: Connect the different corner points of the polygons under the
mouse. 

Ctrl+E like Ctrl+Q, for end of the placed wall. 
When shifting polygons: Connect through the corner points of the polygons under the
mouse.

Ctrl+F Select the next possible snap point.

Ctrl+R In Construction mode, temporarily switches off the grid angle until the next mouse click. 

Ctrl+Spacebar The dialog box for snap and select is activated. 

Special meanings of the Ctrl and Shift keys

Ctrl key

Prevent dialog boxes from opening during entry in Construction mode 

Extended entry when placing walls 

When placing objects in Design mode, switches on Collision control

Shift key

When placing elements in Construction mode: extended entry 

Accelerates walkthrough in Design mode 

Select multiple objects

Show/hide keys

In both Construction mode and Design mode you can change the visibility of floors and buildings with the
help of the following key combinations:

Ctrl+G Visibility of floors: Switch between Current floor, All floors and Current floor/selected floors.

Ctrl+B Visibility of buildings: Switch between Current building, All buildings and Current
building/selected buildings.

For the above mentioned, pressing Alt while also pressing the key combination causes the Current floor or
Current building to be switched if ARCON is already in this visibility mode, so those then become the next
current floor or building. See also the use of the Project View Assistant macro for easy control of the visibility
of floors and buildings.

SEE ALSO:

Visible buildings
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About
Eleco Software Limited

www.3darchitect.co.uk   

arconsales@eleco.com

t: +44 (0)1252 339132

f: +44 (0)1252 334562

Copyright

The software and hardware names and labels used in this documentation are generally protected trademarks of their respective
owners. ARCON is a registered trademark of Eleco plc. All data and programs described in this documentation were compiled and/or
arranged by the authors with utmost care and reproduced under adherence to proper and effective control measures. Nevertheless,
there may be errors. Therefore, Eleco Software Limited would like to point out that neither a warranty, legal responsibility, nor any
liability for consequences of using the software or documentation can be ascribed to the publisher, or the distributor.

http://www.3darchitect.co.uk
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2D editor     302

2D view     101

- 3 -
3DS     320

3DS files     323

- A -
A3     33

A4     33

ACO     339, 353
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align     259

ambient     278

angle dimensioning     195
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architectural representation     198
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background     220

balconies     144

balusters     136

banisters     135

barrel roof     152, 154
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bitmap files     301

block     262

block designer     141

BMP     39

boundary     187

brightness     230

buffer size     29

building area     182

buildings     47

- C -
cartesian coordinates     77

catalog     143, 236, 271, 340

cavity wall     101

ceilings     138, 139

chimneys     147

circles     300

closing projects     37

collision control     251

color     244

color depth     28

color palette     39, 261

compass     87

compressing videos     291

construction elements in design mode     253, 255

construction mode     9, 22, 58

contents pane     272

control key     9

coordinate     79

copy     71, 256

cutouts     139

- D -
database add-on modules     270

day view     230

decimal places     198

defining a railing     145

delete     256

delete all     257

design mode     9, 22, 210

diffuse     278

dimensions     192, 196

directory pane     271

display structure     7

distortion     242

divide_wall     97

dividing a wall in to equal parts     98

doors     62, 109, 196

doors in design mode     254

dormers     171

DXF     283, 315
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eaves     158, 161

edge filter     40

edge tools     16

elevator down     27

elevator up     27

ellipses     300

explorer     340

export     283

- F -
filters in the catalog     270

floor height     44

floor plan     39

floors     9, 42, 47, 138

foreground     222

function keys     355
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- G -
gable roof     152, 153

grid     17, 315

grid angle     80

grid origin     79

groups     250, 302

guideline     17, 22, 84

gutters     158

- H -
height from floor     145

high point     183, 188

hip roof     152, 153

hipped roof dormer     177

horizon     221

HPGL     283, 315

- I -
import     301

influence     244
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intensity     244

internet     246
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keyboard     9, 83, 355

- L -
landscape     182, 243

layers     301

layout view     10

light source     244

light sources     279, 329

lighting     41, 232, 245

lights     260

lines     299

load object     239

local time     231

logo     88

- M -
macros     8, 309
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mansard roof     152, 154

materials     324
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Measuring Tool     200
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moon     233

movement     287

multi-function icons     5
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new project     33

new view     40

newels     137

night view     230
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O2C     353

object preview     11

object properties     242

open project     5, 34

outline editor     14

oversampling     40

- P -
paper format     33

parallel lines     304

path for materials     29

path for objects     29

path for textures     29

paths     29

pent roof     152

perspective view     217

pixel size     27

plan view     217, 236, 252

polar coordinates     77

polygons     30, 300

printing     37

program setup     18

project information     34

property     182

purlins     160

- R -
railings     144

ramp     125, 132

raytracing     224, 243

recording     287

redo     21, 355

reflections     279

reflective     278

resolution     38, 276

riser     132, 135

roof     62, 150

roof editor     164

roof info     165

roof ridges     160

roof terrace     179

rooms     47, 52
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rotate     257, 258

rotation     11

round wall     104

ruler     22, 80

- S -
save object     239

save picture     38

save view     38

saving projects     36

scale     204

sections     201

select     255

shadows     211, 225

shift key     9

show all     17

sill height     114

skylights     180

snap     240, 241, 302, 314

solar panels     182

sound     10

spiral stairs     125, 131

stairs     122

still frames     289

sun     233

supports     147

- T -
text     53, 191, 301, 305

texture/colour settings     12

textures     28, 274, 275

tile database     317

tile planner     309

timber list     165

time     287, 289

toolbar     8

tools for editing walls     97

transformation     17

transparencies     83

transparent     278

trimming two walls together     98

- U -
undo     21, 355

ungroup     256

upper/lower beams     108

- V -
vertical toolbar     255

vewpoint     27

video     291

video creation     291

view     25, 217, 223

virtual walls     94

VRML     283

- W -
wall construction     101

wall divide     97

wall hatching     99

wall length     98

wall move     98

wall options     100

wall trim     98

walls     62, 94

windows     62, 112, 196

wireframe     30, 224

WMF     39

wood construction     161

world position     231

- Z -
zoom     11, 17, 41, 355, 356
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